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PREFACE.

THE Science of Optics embraces so large a class of phenomena,

that any treatise which attempted to give a comprehensive

account of all the various practical applications of Optics, in

addition to the experimental and theoretical portions of the

subject, would necessarily be of an exceedingly voluminous charac-

ter. I have accordingly limited the present work to one special

branch of Optics, and have endeavoured to place before the reader

as concise a treatise upon the Mathematical Theory of Light, and

such experimental phenomena as are immediately connected

therewith, as the nature of the case will admit.

Those who are acquainted with the Mathematical Theories of

Hydrodynamics, Sound and Elasticity on the one hand, and of

Electricity and Light on the other, cannot fail to have been struck

with the difference, which exists between the two classes of

subjects. In the former class, certain equations are obtained,

which approximately, though not quite accurately, specify in a

mathematical form, the physical state of fluids and solids as they

exist in Nature ; and the subsequent investigation of these

branches of Science, is thereby in great measure reduced to a

question of mathematics. As soon as the fundamental equations

are established, the subject is brought within the dominion of

mathematical analysis, and mathematicians are enabled to exercise

their ingenuity and analytical skill, in elaborating and developing

the results which flow from them.

But in the Theory of Light, we are confronted with a totally

different state of things. Although the existence of the lumi-

niferous ether may, at the present day, be regarded as a scientific

axiom, which is as firmly established as any other scientific law,

yet the properties of the ether are almost entirely unknown to us.
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We are therefore unable to start with certain definite equations,

of whose approximate correctness we can feel assured ; but are

compelled to formulate certain hypotheses concerning the physical

constitution of the ether, which are capable of being expressed in

a mathematical form, and then to trace the consequences to which

they lead us. The only means at our disposal for testing the

correctness of any hypothesis, which forms the foundation of any

dynamical theory of light, is to compare the results furnished

by theory, with known experimental facts; accordingly a know-

ledge of the facts, which it is the object of theory to explain, is of

the utmost importance.

Under these circum.stances, it has been necessary to describe

at length, a variety of phenomena of an experimental character

;

but as the object of this work is to investigate the dynamical

theory of light in relation to experimental phenomena, I have

abstained from entering into many details respecting the methods

of performing optical experiments, or the description of the

necessary instrumental appliances. Those who desire a fuller

acquaintance with the experimental portions of the subject, are

recommended to consult Verdet's Legons d'Optique Physique,

Mascart's TraiU d'Optique, and Preston's Theory of Light, where

ample information concerning these matters will be found.

The first ten chapters are devoted to the consideration of

Interference, Colours of Thick and Thin Plates, Diffraction, Double

Refraction, Rotatory Polarization, and Reflection and Refraction

of Polarized Light ; and in these chapters, dynamical theories are

as far as possible dispensed with. The remaining ten chapters

are of a more speculative character, and contain an account of

some of the dynamical theories, which have been proposed to

explain optical phenomena. The investigations of numerous
physicists upon the theories of Reflection and Refraction at the

Surfaces of Isotropic and Crystalline Media, upon Double Re-
fraction, Absorption, Anomalous Dispersion and Metallic Reflection

are considered ; and a description of a variety of experimental

results, which require a dynamical theory to account for them, is

given. The last two chapters are devoted to Maxwell's Electro-

magnetic Theory, together with the additions made to it since the

death of its author. The last chapter of all, contains a description

of the experimental results of Faraday, Kerr and Kundt on the

action of electromagnetism on light ; together with a development

of Maxwell's theory, which is believed to be capable of accounting
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for the action of a magnetic field, when light is propagated

through a transparent medium.

It must be admitted, that some of the theories discussed in

the later Chapters are of a somewhat speculative character, and

will require reconsideration as our knowledge of the properties

of matter increases ; but at the same time, it is a great assistance

to the imagination to be able to construct a mechanical model of

a medium, which represents, even imperfectly, the action of

ponderable matter upon ethereal waves. A full and complete

investigation, by the aid of rigorous mathematical analysis, of the

peculiar action of a medium, which is assumed to possess certain

definite properties, enables us to understand the reason why
certain effects are produced, and cannot fail to impress upon the

mind the conviction, that the dynamical theory of light is a

reality, rather than a scientific speculation. I have a profound

distrust of vague and obscure arguments, based upon general

reasoning instead of upon rigorous mathematical analysis. In-

vestigations founded upon such considerations are always difficult

to follow, are frequently misleading, and are sometimes erroneous.

When the conditions of a dynamical problem are completely

specified, all the circumstances connected with the motion can be

expressed in mathematical language, and equations obtained,

which are sufficient for the solution of every conceivable problem
;

and if the number of equations obtained is insufficient, the

specification is incomplete, or some necessary condition has been

overlooked. I consider it most important to the interests of

mathematical physics, that the solutions of the various problems

which present themselves, should be properly worked out by

rigorous analysis, whenever it is possible to do so, and that

definite mathematical results should be obtained and interpreted.

At the end of some of the earlier Chapters, examples and

problems have been inserted, which have been derived from the

examination papers set in the University of Cambridge. During

recent years, there has been a disposition in certain quarters to

question the educational value of examples ; and a little sarcasm

has occasionally been indulged in, with reference to so-called

mathematical conundrums. One of the difficulties, which the

Examiners for the Mathematical Tripos have to contend against,

is the tendency on the part of Candidates to devote their time to

learning certain pieces of book-work, which are likely to be set,

instead of endeavouring to acquire an accurate and thorough
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knowledge of the fundamental facts and principles of the subjects,

which they take up; and well-selected examples and problems

illustrating the book-work are of great assistance to an examiner,

in enabling him to discriminate between candidates, who have

acquired a perfunctory knowledge of a subject, and those who

have endeavoured to master it. But it would be a fallacy to

imagine, that the utility of examples and problems is exclusively

confined to the particular examination in which they are set; or

that the practical value of a problem is to be estimated solely by

the scientific value of the result, which it embodies. The existence

of a large collection of examples and problems, is of great

assistance to future generations of students, in enabling them to

grasp the fundamental principles of a subject, and to acquire

facility in the application of mathematical analysis to physics ; and

the severe course of training, which the University of Cambridge

exacts from students of the higher branches of Mathematics, is of

inestimable benefit to Science, in producing a body of men, who
are thoroughly conversant with dynamical principles, and are able

to employ with ease the more recondite processes of mathematical

analysis.

That the scientific discoveries of the present century have

been of incalculable benefit to mankind, will be admitted by all

;

but it is also a distinct advantage to Science, when any discovery

in abstract Science turns out to be of practical utility. The
optical properties of chemical compounds have already been
applied as a test of their purity ; and it is probable, that further

investigations of this character will be found to place a powerful

weapon in the hands of Chemists.

I have to acknowledge the great assistance, which I have
received from Verdet's Lemons cCOptiqm Physique, as well as from

the original papers of the eminent mathematicians and experi-

mentalists, which are referred to in the body of this treatise.

I am also much indebted to Mr J. Larmor for having read the
proof sheets, and for having made numerous valuable suggestions

during the progress of the work.

April, 1892.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

1. The Science of Optics may be divided into the following

four distinct branches :—(i) Geometrical Optics, whose object is

to investigate the laws relating to the reflection and refraction

of light, and the theory of optical instruments
;

(ii) Experimental

Optics, whose object is to discover the optical properties of

transparent and other substances, which are capable of affecting

light
;

(iii) Physical Optics, whose aim is to explain optical

phenomena by means of a dynamical theory; (iv) Physiological

Optics, which deals with the sensation produced by light upon

the retina of the eye. The present treatise will be principally

confined to the third branch of the subject ; but inasmuch as the

fundamental object of every theory of light is to explain experi-

mental facts by means of dynamical principles, it will be necessary

to describe and discuss a variety of experimental phenomena, in

order that we may be in a position to compare the results furnished

by theory, with those established by experiment.

2. Two theories of light have been proposed, which are of a

totally different character; viz. the Corpuscular Theory and the

Undulatory Theory. The corpuscular theory was proposed by

Newton, and it assumes that a luminous body emits material

particles in all directions, which, by their impact upon the retina,

produce the sensation of light. By the aid of this theory, Newton

succeeded in explaining the linear propagation, and also the re-

flection of light; but amongst other imperfections, the theory

leads to the conclusion, that the velocity of light in highly

refracting substances is greater than in substances of less refrac-

tive power, whereas it can be proved by experiment that the exact

R r> 1
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converse is the case. The theory is also incapable of accounting

for the polarization of light, and is now universally condemned as

untenable.

The undulatory theory was first proposed by Huygens in

1678, and in the hands of Young, Fresnel and others, has been

found capable of furnishing so satisfactory an explanation of ex-

perimental results, that it is now universally accepted as the true

theory of light. The undulatory theory assumes, that all space

is filled with a medium called the luminiferous ether, which is

capable of being thrown into a state of vibration or wave motion,

and of transmitting such vibrations with a definite velocity.

Whenever any substance, which is capable of exciting periodic

motion in the ether, exists in any portion of space, it is supposed

that waves consisting of periodic vibrations are continually propa-

gated in all directions. When the waves reach the retina of the

eye, the ether in contact with it is set in motion, and a certain

effect is produced upon the retina, which is transmitted to the

brain by means of the optic nerve, and gives rise to the sensation

of light.

3. It must not however be supposed, that all vibrations which

the ether is capable of executing, necessarily affect the eye. In

the Theory of Sound, which presents many points of analogy with

the Theory of Light, it is well known that it is extremely easy to

produce a disturbance in the air, which possesses all the physical

properties of a wave of sound, but which nevertheless is incapable

of producing any impression upon the ear. In fact the ear is only

capable of taking cognizance of waves of sound, whose periods lie

within certain definite limits. Similarly the eye is only capable

of being affected by ethereal waves, whose periods lie between

certain limits, which are far narrower than the corresponding

limits in the case of Sound, and which in acoustical language may
be described as lying within an octave. At the same time it

is certain that ethereal waves exist, whose periods lie outside the

Hmits of the extreme red and violet rays of the spectrum', which

possess all the physical properties of waves of light, but whose

existence can only be discovered by the thermal or chemical

effects which they produce.

The luminiferous ether is supposed to exist not only in air,

liquids, and ultraterrestrial space, but also in solid bodies. Mole-

cular theories furnish strong grounds for the conclusion, that the
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molecules of even the densest and hardest bodies do not form an

absolutely compact mass, but that interstices exist between them,

which are filled with ether; and it is owing to this cause, that

hard transparent substances like glass and diamond are capable of

transmitting light. If therefore we assume that a hard and dense

substance, such as glass, contains interstices which are filled with

ether, it would be somewhat inconsistent to suppose, that the

opacity of a soft substance, like tallow, is due to the fact, that it

does not contain ether. We must therefore look for an explanation

of the opacity of tallow or wax, as being due to some peculiar

action of the molecular structure of such materials, which prevents

the ether contained in them from transmitting vibrations.

If we were fully acquainted with the physical properties of the

ether and its relation to ponderable matter, the explanation of

optical phenomena would become a mere question of mathematical

analysis. We should simply have to translate the physical proper-

ties of the ether into mathematical language, and should thereby

obtain the equations of motion and the boundary conditions ; and

the solution of these equations would furnish a complete theoretical

explanation of every experimental result. But although there are

abundant grounds for justifying our belief in the existence of the

ether, we are almost completely in the dark respecting its proper-

ties. Accordingly, the only means at our disposal for obtaining

any information upon this question, is to adopt the inductive

method of making some hypothesis which is dynamically sound

and physically possible, and which is capable of being expressed

in a mathematical form, and then to compare the results to

which theory leads us with known experimental facts. If the

results of our theory are wholly inconsistent with experiment, the

theory must he abandoned; but if our theoretical results are

wholly or partially in accordance with experiment, we shall be

justified in concluding that our theory, if not absolutely true, may

at any rate contain a germ of truth.

4. The first rigorous dynamical theory of light was proposed

by Green in 1837. He supposed that the ether is a medium

which is capable of resisting compression and distortion ; and he

showed that when the medium is isotropic, the equations of motion

are the same as those of an isotropic elastic solid, and contain two

independent constants, one of which measures the resistance to

compression, and the other the resistance to distortion. Green

1—2
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was also led to assume from physical considSrations, that the first

constant is very large in comparison with the second. This has

sometimes been interpreted to mean that the ether is almost

incompressible, but an assumption of this kind is not an essential

part of Green's theory. The theory would be satisfied, if the ether

were more compressible than the most highly compressible ga.s; all

that is necessary is, that the ratio of the resistance to compression

to the resistance to distortion should be very large. Green's

theory explains fairly well the propagation of light in isotropic

media, but it fails to furnish a satisfactory theory of double

refraction, and takes no account of rotatory polarization and dis-

persion.

5. The second class of theories, are theories based upon the

mutual reaction of ether and matter. When a wave of light

impinges upon a transparent or opaque substance, it is supposed

that the vibrations of the ether set the molecules of the matter

composing the substance into a state of vibration, and that these

vibrations modify the motion of the ether. If the ether be

regarded as a substance possessing a density, which is finite though

excessively small compared with the densities of substances

ordinarily met with, the action of the matter will produce certain

forces which affect the ether. It has been proved experimentally,

that if the light which is emitted from certain substances when
incandescent (such as burning sodium), be transmitted through

the vapour of those substances, light will be absorbed. The
explanation of this phenomenon, which was first suggested by
Stokes', depends upon a theorem due to Sir J. Herschel, that

when a dynamical system is acted upon by a periodic force, whose

period is equal, or nearly so, to one of the periods of the free
mhrations of the system, the corresponding forced vibration will he

large. Now sodium vapour when incandescent, emits light of a

certain definite period, which is consequently one of the free

periods of the vibrations of sodium vapour. Accordingly, when
light from a sodium flame passes through sodium vapour, the

molecules of the vapour are thrown into a violent state of vibra-

tion; and as the energy required for the maintenance of these

vibrations must be supplied by the waves of light, it follows that

a comparatively small portion of the energy which enters the

vapour emerges from it, and therefore light is absorbed. The

1 Fhil. Mag. March, 1860, p. 196.
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foregoing illustration will give some idea of the way in which the

vibrations of ether are affected by the presence of matter.

6. The third theory, is the electromagnetic theory due to the

late Professor J. Clerk-Maxwell, which supposes that light is the
effect of an electromagnetic disturbance. This theory not only

explains the propagation of light in isotropic media, but furnishes

the most satisfactory theory of double refraction which has yet

been proposed.

The early death of Maxwell at the age of forty-nine prevented

him from elaborating and completing this theory, which as it left

his hands, took no account of dispersion, nor of rotatory polari-

zation produced by quartz or turpentine ; but several important

additions to the theory have been made during recent years,

which will be considered in the concluding chapters of this work.

7. To commence this treatise with a discussion of the various

theories of light, which have been briefly touched upon in the

foregoing paragraphs, would throw a considerable strain upon the

mathematical resources of the reader; but inasmuch as there are a

variety of optical phenomena, which are capable of being explained

upon the hypothesis of a medium which is capable of propagating

waves, without entering into any speculations concerning the

physical properties of the medium, I think that the best course to

adopt will be to dispense as far as possible with dynamical theories

for the present, and to endeavour to explain the phenomena which

present themselves by means of the geometrical properties of wave

motion. We shall thus be able to explain Interference, Colours of

Thick and Thin Plates, Diffraction, and Polarization. Double Ee-

fraction cannot be satisfactorily discussed without a theory of some

kind ; but having given an account of Fresnel's theory, which

although dynamically unsound, is of great historical interest, we
shall be able to investigate the geometrical properties of Fresnel's

wave surface, and the production of coloured rings by thin

crystalline plates; and we shall then be in a better position to

understand the more theoretical portions of the subject.

8. When a source of light exists in an isotropic medium,

spherical waves concentric with the source are propagated through-

out the medium ; and if the effect, which these waves produce at

some portion of space, whose greatest linear dimension is small in
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comparison with its distance from the source, be observed, the

waves may be regarded as approximately plane. We are thus led

in the first instance to study plane waves.

Let us therefore suppose, that a train of plane waves is

propagated in some given direction, which we shall choose as the

axis of X ; then if v be the displacement of the medium, we may
write

v = Acos-(x-Vt—e) (1).

A discussion of the kinematical properties of wave motion is

given in my Elementary Treatise on Hydrodynamics and Sound,

§ 76, to which the reader is referred. It will be observed, that the

right-hand side of (1) contains four constants A, V,\,e; we may
also if we please introduce the period t in the place of V or X,

because Vt = \; accordingly (1) may be written in the forms

. - fx — e t\ . 27r/x — e ,\ ,-,.

v = Acos2^^— --^=Acos— {-y -«j (2),

which are often useful.

9. We must now enquire, how these four constants are related

to the physical properties of a wave.

The quantity e is called the phase of the wave, and fixes its

position with respect to the point assumed as the origin. This

constant is therefore a purely geometrical one.

The quantity V is called the velocity of propagation of the

wave, and measures the velocity with which light is travelling in

the medium. In isotropic media, V is independent of the direction

of the wave, but in seolotropic media, F is a function of the

direction.

That light travels with a finite velocity, was first established in

1676 by the Danish astronomer Olaus Rdmer, who observed that

when the planet Jupiter was nearest to the Earth, the eclipses of

Jupiter's moons happened earlier than they ought to have done

according to the astronomical tables ; whilst when Jupiter was

farthest from the Earth, they happened later. He therefore

concluded that the difference between the observed and calculated

times was due to the fact, that light occupies a finite time in

travelling from one point to another, and he calculated that the

velocity of light in vacuo was 3023 x 10' metres per second.
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More accurate measurements show that the velocity of light in

vacuo is about 299,860,000 metres per second.

The velocity of light in vacuo, and in media which do not

produce dispersion, is practically the same for all colours, and

appears from theoretical considerations to depend upon the

properties of the medium in which the light is being propagated.

Both theory and experiment agree in showing that the colour of

light depends upon the period of vibration ; or, since the velocity

is approximately independent of the colour, the colour may also

be considered to depend on the wave-length. The periods of the

red waves are the longest, whilst those of the violet are the

shortest ; accordingly the wave-lengths of the red waves are longer

than those of the violet waves.

The imagination may be assisted by considering the analogous

problem of waves of sound ; for it is known that the velocity of

different notes is very approximately the same, and that the pitch

of a note is determined either by its period or its wave-length,

notes of low pitch corresponding to waves of long period or large

wave-length. There is however an important distinction between

sound and light; for if the period of one note is double that of

another, the notes stand to one another in the relation of octaves.

Nothing corresponds to this in the case of light, and one reason of

this is, that the sensitiveness of the ear extends over several

octaves, whereas the sensitiveness of the eye is limited to less

than an octave.

A table of the wave-lengths of the principal lines of the

spectrum -will hereafter be given ; but it will be well to mention,

that the wave-lengths, in tenth-metres, of the extreme red and

violet rays are about 7604 and 3933 respectively. A tenth-metre

is 10"^" of a metre.

10. The intensity of light has usually been considered to be

proportional to the square of the amplitude. This may be seen as

follows. Let be a source of light, and let dS, dS' be elements

of the surfaces of two spheres, whose common centre is 0, which

are cut off by a cone whose vertex is 0. Let r, r be the radii of

the spheres, /, /' the intensities at d&, dS'. Since the total

quantity of light which falls on the two elements is equal,

IdS^I'dS',

whence Ir^ = I'r'^-
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Now i{ A, A' be the amplitudes of the spherical waves at dS,

dS', every dynamical theory of light shows, that A and A' are

inversely proportional to r and / ; whence

IIA'^I'/A'^

from which we infer that the intensity is proportional to the square

of the amplitude.

The undulatory theory supposes that a state of vibration is

propagated through the ether; hence every element of volume

possesses energy, which travels through space with the velocity of

the wave. Modern writers have thus been led to the conclusion

that an intimate connection exists between energy and intensity,

but as regards the mathematical form of the connection between

the two, opinions are not altogether uniform. Lord Rayleigh

measures the intensity of light, by the rate at which energy is

propagated across a given area parallel to the waves'' ; on the other

hand, writers on the electromagnetic theory measure the intensity,

by the average energy per unit of volume. Now so long as we are

considering the propagation of light in a single isotropic medium,
it is not of much consequence which definition we adopt, since the

ratio of the intensities of two lights is proportional to the ratio of

the squares of their amplitudes ; but when we are considering the

refraction of light, the ratio of the intensities of the incident and

the refracted light will not be proportional to the squares of their

amplitudes, but will contain a factor, whose value will depend
upon which definition we adopt. It will be advantageous to adopt

a definition, which will make the ratio of the intensities of the

incident to the refracted light the same in the various dynamical

theories which we shall hereafter consider, and I shall therefore

define the intensity of light to be measured by tlie average energy

per unit of volume.

It is well known, that when the medium is a gas or an elastic

solid, the total energy due to wave motion is half kinetic and
half potential; it can also be shown in the case of electro-

magnetic waves, that the total energy is half electrostatic and
half electrokinetic. If therefore we assume that a similar

proposition is true in the case of the ether, with regard to

whose physical properties we have not at present made any

1 " Wave Theory," Eneyclopcedia Dritannica.
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hypothesis, it follows from (2) that the total energy E per unit

of volume is

„ ^TT^A^p , 27r , ,.^.E = —-^co&'^y.^{x-e-Vt)

= -:^|l + cos^(^-e-FO| (3).

We therefore see that E consists of a non-periodic and a

periodic term, the latter of which fluctuates in value. The former

term represents what we have called the average energy per unit

of volume, and accordingly the intensity is measured by the quantity

2'7r^A^p/T'\ and is directly proportional to the product of the density

and the square of the amplitude, and inversely proportional to the

square of the period.

11. Up to the present time we have been considering the

propagation of waves in an elastic medium, and have not made
any supposition as to the direction of vibration. We now come

to a point of capital importance, which constitutes one of the fun-

damental distinctions between waves of sound and waves of light.

It is well known that in a plane wave of sound, the displacement

is perpendicular to the wave front ; but in the case of plane

waves of light, the displacement lies in the front of the wave.

This is established experimentally in the following manner. There

are certain crystals, of which Iceland spar is a good example, which

possess the power of dividing a given incident ray into two refracted

rays, and from this property such substances are called doubly

refracting crystals. Iceland spar is called a uiiiaxal crystal,

owing to the fact that there is a certain direction, called the optic

axis of the crystal, with respect to which the properties of the

crystal are symmetrical. The symmetry of uniaxal crystals is

therefore of the same kind as that of a solid of revolution. There

is a second class of doubly refracting crystals, called biaxal crystals,

which possess two optic axes, with respect to neither of which the

properties of the crystal are symmetrical. Now if either of the two

refracted rays, which are produced by a single ray incident upon a

plate of Iceland spar, be transmitted through a second plate cut

parallel to the axis, it will be found that although this ray is usually

divided into two refracted rays, there are four positions, at right

angles to one another, in which one or other of the two refracted

rays is absent. If the second plate be placed in one of these four
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positions, and then be turned round an axis perpendicular to its

faces, the absent ray immediately appears, and its intensity in-

creases, whilst that of the original ray diminishes; when the

plate has been turned through a right angle, the intensity of the

ray which was absent is a maximum, whilst the original ray has

altogether disappeared ; and when the second plate has been turned

through two right angles, the original state of things is restored.

Now if the vibrations were perpendicular to the wave front, and

therefore in an isotropic medium parallel to the ray, the properties

of a ray would be the same on every side of it ; if however the

vibrations were parallel to the wave front, and therefore perpendi-

cular to the ray, we should anticipate that the properties of a ray

would be different on different sides of it. We are thus led to the

conclusion that the vibrations of light are parallel to the front of

the wave, and this conclusion is amply justified by theory and ex-

periment.

12. Let us now suppose that the axis of x is the direction of

propagation, and that the axis of y is parallel to the direction

of vibration ; then if v be the displacement, it follows from (1)

that

2
v = Acos-—{x—Vt—e) (4).

A.

Equation (4) represents what is called a wave oi plane polarized

light, and the plane of xz, which is the plane to which the vibra-

tions are perpendicular, is called \he plane ofpolarization.

It was for many years a disputed point, whether the vibrations

of polarized light were in or perpendicular to the plane of polari-

zation, but modern investigations have shown that the latter

supposition is the true one. We shall discuss this point in detail

in subsequent chapters.

We shall now show how two trains of waves, whose wave-

lengths are equal, and whose planes of polarization are the same,

may be compounded.

Let the first wave be given by (4), and let the second wave be

v' = A' cos -^{x- Vt- e');
A.

then if </> = (27r/X) {x-Vt- e), S = (27r/X,) (e - e)
;
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we obtain v + v' = A cos ^ + A' cos (4> + S)

= (A + A' cos 8) cos cj) — A' sin <p sin 8

= (A'- + A'"' + 2AA' cos B)- cos (0 + a) . . . (5),

where tan a = -. 77 =

.

A + A' cos 8

"We therefore see that the two waves compound into a single

wave, whose amplitude and phase are different from those of either

of the original waves.

The amplitude is proportional to (A"- + A'^+ 2AA' cos S)i, and
may therefore vary from A - A' to A + A' ; the iirst of which cor-

responds to 8 = (2m + 1) TT, or e = e' + (n + -J)
X, and the second to

S = 2mr or e = e' + n\. We therefore see, that when the phases

differ by an odd multiple of half a wave-length, the intensity

of the light due to the superposition of the two waves is

diminished ; whilst when the difference of phase is an even

multiple of half a wave-length, the intensity of the resultant

light is increased.

li A = A', we see that the intensity of the resultant light

vanishes in the former case. Thus the superposition of two lights

can produce darkness. This remark will be found to be of great

importance in subsequent chapters.

13. We shall now consider the effect of compounding two

waves which are polarized in perpendicular planes.

Let the two waves be

(6),

v = A cos —- (x—Vt — e)
A.

'W = A' cos — (x-Vt-e')
A,

in which the first represents a wave polarized in the plane xz, and

the second a wave polarized in the plane xi/. In the notation of

the last section, these equations may be written

V — A cos
(f),

w= A' (cos
(f)

cos 8 — sin (/> sin 8).

Eliminating
(fj,

we obtain

v^ w^ 2vw cos 8 . „

.

,_.

-T-„ + -A,. 7-77— =sm-o (7).
A'- A^ AA' ^ '

From equation (7), we see that the elements of ether describe

ellipses, whose planes are at right angles to the direction of
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propagation. The resultant light in this case is said to be

elliptically polarized.

It therefore follows, that elliptically polarized light may be

produced by the composition of two waves of plane polarized light,

whose amplitudes and phases are different, and whose planes of

polarization are at right angles ; and conversely, a wave of ellipti-

cally polarized light can always be resolved into two waves of plane

polarized light, whose planes of polarization are at right angles.

If A = ± A', and 8 = (?i + ^) tt, or e = e' + {^n + |)X, equation (7)

becomes v- + w^ = A\

Here the phases differ by an odd multiple of a quarter of a

wave-length ; in this case the elements of ether describe circles,

and the light is said to be circularly polarized.

A circularly polarized wave may therefore be regarded as

compounded of the two plane polarized waves

v= ±A cos — {ao—Vt — e)
A.

w= Asm —-{x-Vt—e)
A»

(8).

Let us now suppose, that tlie observer is looking along the axis

of X in the direction in which the light is being propagated, and

let us take the upper sign in (8). If P be any element of the

ether, POy = (27r/X,) (x-Vt-e) = 4>;

dv ^ttA . , dw 2TrA
-T, = sm <p, -,- = cos

;

dt T ^ dt T ^'accordingly.

whence the resultant velocity along OP is zero ; and if U be the

resultant velocity perpendicular to OP, measured in the direction

in which ^ decreases,

U = v sin ip — wcos<J3 = IttAIt.
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Since TJ is positive, the direction of vibration is from the left-hand

to the right-hand of the observer ; and a wave of this kind is called

a right-handed circularly polarized wave^. We see that it may be

compounded of the two plane polarized waves

v = A cos <j), w = A sin <}).

If the lower sign be taken, the angle POy = 7r —
(f>;

whence if

U' be the velocity perpendicular to OP', measured in the same

direction as before,

[/"' = i sin -I- w cos ^ = — 2-17AJT.

Since U' is negative, the direction of vibration is from right to

left ; and a wave of this kind is called a left-handed circularly

polarized wave. It may be compounded of the two plane polarized

waves
v = — A cos ^,w = A sin <^.

Conversely, any plane polarized wave may be regarded as being

compounded of a right-handed and a left-handed circularly polarized

wave, whose amplitudes, phases and velocities of propagation are

equal.

If 8 — mr, or e = e' +^X, (7) Tedncesto v/A=w/A',

which represents a plane polarized wave. From this result, we see

that two plane polarized waves cannot compound into another

plane polarized wave, unless their phases differ by a multiple of

half a wave-length.

The methods by which plane, circularly, and elliptically polarized

light can be produced, will be described in a subsequent chapter.

li. We must now consider a proposition, known as the Prin-

ciple of Huygens.

Let PQ be the front, at time t, of a wave of any form which is

travelling outwards ; and let P'Q' be the front of the wave at time

t'. To fix our ideas we may suppose that the wave is spherical,

and the medium isotropic, but the argument will apply to waves of

any form, which are propagated in an seolotropic medium.

At time t, the ether in the neighbourhood of P will be in a

state of vibration ; hence P may be regarded as a centre of disturb-

1 According to the definition adopted, the directions of propagation and vibration

are the same as those of translation and rotation of a right-handed screw ; they are

also related in the same manner, as the magnetic force produced by an electric current

circulating round the ray.
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ance, which propagates a spherical wave. Draw OPP' to meet
the front of the wave at time t' ; then at the end of an interval

t' —t after the wave has passed over P, the secondary wave

a'

produced by the element P will have reached P', and the ether in

the neighbourhood of P' will be thrown into vibration. Similarly

if Q be any other point on the wave front at time t, and OQQ' be

drawn to meet the wave front at time t', it follows that at time t'

the ether at Q' will be set in motion, owing to the secondary wave

propagated by Q. We therefore see, that the wave front at time t'

is the envelop of the secondary waves, which may be conceived to

diverge from the different points of the wave front at time t.

We are thus led to the following proposition, which was first

enunciated by Huygens, and which may be stated as follows :

—

Tlie effect of a primary wave upon any given point in the region

beyond the wave, may he obtained by dividing the primary luave into

an indefinite number of small elements, which are to be regarded as

centres of disturbance, and finding by integration over ike front of
the primary wave, the sum of the disturbances produced at the given

point by each of the secondary waves.

15. It is a well-known law of Geometrical Optics, that when
light is reflected at a given surface, the angle of incidence is equal

to the angle of reflection. We shall now prove this law by means
of the undulatory theory.

Let AB be any portion of the front of a plane wave, which

is reflected at AG, M any point upon it; and draw MP, BO
perpendicular to the wave front. Draw AB, CB such that the
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angles DAG and DCA are respectively equal to the angles BOA
and BAG; and draw PN perpendicular to CD. Let t, T be the

times which the wave occupies in travelling to P and G.

Then PM=Vt, BG=VT,
also since the triangles ABG and GDA are equal in every respect,

and the angle B is therefore a right angle,

PN PC_ GB-PM
AD ~ AG CB '

hence since AD = GB,

PN=GB-PM=V{T-t).
Now when the original wave reaches P, this point will become

a centre of disturbance, and spherical waves will be propagated ; at

the end of an interval T—t the wave has reached G, and the

secondary wave which diverges from P has reached N, since we

have shown that PN ~ V{T — t). Hence all the secondary waves

which diverge from points between A and G will touch AG, which

is accordingly the front of the reflected wave at the instant the

incident wave has reached G.

Since we have shown that the triangles ABG a,n6. GDA are equal

in every respect, the angle BCA = DAG ; whence the angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

16. In order to prove the law of refraction, let V be the

velocity of light in the second medium ; and with A as centre

describe a sphere of radius VT, and let GE be the tangent drawn

from G to this sphere ; draw PN' perpendicular to GE. Then

PN' _PG _GB-PM_T-t
AE ~ AG~ GB ~ T '

whence PN' =V' (T-t);

which shows when the incident wave has reached G, the secondary

wave which diverges from P in the second medium, will have

reached N'. Hence GE is the front of the refracted wave.

If i, r be the angles of incidence and refraction,

AGsmi=GB=VT
and AG sin r=AE=:V'T,

sin i V
whence -;— = tf/ ,smr V

which is the law of sines.
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When the second medium is more highly refracting than the

first, i > r, whence V> V ; accordingly the velocity of light

is greater in a less refracting medium such as air, than in a more

highly refracting medium such as glass. It also follows that the

index of refraction is equal to the ratio of the velocities of light

in the two media.

The direction of the refracted ray may be found by the following

geometrical construction, which as we shall hereafter show may be

generalized in the case of crystalline media, in which the wave

surface is not spherical.

Let AB be the surface of separation of the two media, A the

point of incidence. With 4 as a centre describe two spheres

whose radii AB, AG are proportional to the velocities V, V of

light in the two media. Let the incident ray AP be produced to

meet the first sphere in P, and let the tangent at P meet the

plane AB in T. Then if TQ be the tangeat from T to the second

sphere, AQ is the refracted ray.

Since the angle

PTA = PAX, and QTA = QAX,

V^A^^ silt PAX
V'~ AQ~ smQAX-

But PAX = i, whence QAX = r.



CHAPTER II.

INTERFERENCE.

17. We stated in the preceding Chapter, that we shall assume

that the sensation of light is produced by the vibrations of the

ether, without enquiring for the present into the physical constitu-

tion of the latter. We simply suppose that a medium exists

which is capable of propagating waves, and that when the waves

are plane, the direction of vibration is parallel to the wave front.

We shall now proceed to examine how far this hypothesis is

capable of explaining the interference of light.

We have shown in § 12, that the superposition of two waves of

light whose directions, wave-lengths, velocities of propagation and

planes of polarization are the same, but whose amplitudes and

phases are different, may either intensify or diminish the resultant

light. Let us now suppose, that natural light is proceeding from

two sources very close to one another. At a point whose distance

from the two sources is large in comparison with the distance

between them, the waves may be regarded as approximately plane

and parallel to one another, and the displacements may be resolved

into two components at right angles to one another in the front of

the wave. Hence if v, v' be any two components whose directions

are parallel, we may take

V =A cos -- (a; — Vt), v' = A' cos — (x— Vt — e),

the origin being suitably chosen ; accordingly the resultant of these

two vibrations is

B. O. 2
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v + v' = ^COS^(x-Vt-^) (]),

where ^- = A- + A'"- + 2AA' cos 27re/X (2),

X o 5;/^
u4'sm27re/X

and tan ^tto X = -. .7 ^— ,- (S).
' A + J. cos27re/A, ^ ^

If the amplitudes of the two waves are equal, then (2) and (3)

become
gl = 2^ cos 7re/\, S = le (4),

accordingly the intensity of the resultant light will be zero when

e = ()i + y) \, and a maximum when e = nX. It therefore follows

that when the phases of the two waves differ by an odd multiple

of half a wave-length, the superposition of the two waves produces

darkness, and the waves are said to interfere.

In order to produce interference, it is essential that the two

sources of light should arise from a common origin, otherwise it

would be impossible to insure that the amplitudes of the two

waves should be equal, or that the difference of phase should

remain invariable ; accordingly if the light from two different

candles were made to pass through two pin-holes in a card, which

are very close together, interference would not take place'; but if

light from a single candle were passed through a pin-hole, and the

resulting light were then passed through the two pin-holes,

interference would take place if the two pin-holes were sufficiently

close together.

The phenomenon of interference was regarded as a crucial test

of the truth of the Undulatory Theory, before that theory was so

firmly established as it is at present ; inasmuch as it is impossible

to satisfactorily explain on the Corpuscular Theory, how two lights

can produce darkness.

18. We shall now explain several methods, due to Fresnel, by
means of which interference fringes can be produced.

Let AB, AG he two mirrors" inclined at an angle tt— a, where
a is very small ; let be a luminous point', and let S, H be the

images of formed by the mirrors AB, AG; also let P be any
point on a screen PN, which is parallel to the line of intersection

of the mirrors, and to SH.

' The effect of diffraction is not considered.

^ CEuvres Completes, vol. i. pp. 159, 186, 268.

' In practice the source usually consists of light admitted through a narrow slit.
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Since AO =AS = AII, the difference of phase of the two

whence

accordingly

Now

streams of light which come from S and H is SP — HP. Let

AO = a, NP — X, d the distance of the screen from SH. Then

ffAE = ffAS + 8AB-a,

MAS = OAE-OAB + a = 2a;

SH= 2a sin a.

SP''.-=(P + (x+asina)-,

HP"- = d? + {x-a sin of,

and since the distance of the screen is large compared with x and

a sin a, we obtain

SP-HP = 2ax sin ix./d = SH. x/d.

Since the two images are produced by the same source, their

amplitudes will be equal, whence the intensity is equal to

2irax sin a
4-4^ cos^

dX
.(5).

Since a is a very small angle, we may write a for sin a, and

from (5) we see that the intensity is a maximum when

X — \nKd\aa.,

and a minimum when x=\ (2?i + 1) Xd/aa, where n is an integer.

If homogeneous light is employed, a bright band will be

observed at the centre N of the screen, and on either side of this

bright band and at a distance ^Xd/aa, there will be two dark

bands ; accordingly the screen will be covered by a series of bright

and dark bands succeeding one another in regular order; the

distance between two bright bandf or two dark bands being equal

2—2
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to ^Xdjaa. From this result we see the necessity of a being very

small, for otherwise on account of the smallness of X, the bands

would be so close together as to be incapable of being observed.

If perfectly homogeneous light could be obtained, the number

of bands would be theoretically unlimited, and with light from a

sodium flame, which possesses a high degree of homogeneity,

Michelson has observed as many as 200000 bands, but in practice

it is not possible to obtain absolutely homogeneous light, conse-

quently the number of fringes is necessarily limited.

Since the distance between two bands is equal to ^Xd/aa, it

follows that the breadths of the bands depend upon the wave-

length, and therefore upon the colour; hence if sunlight be

employed, a certain number of brilliantly coloured bands will be

observed. At the centre of the system, where x=0, the difference

of phase of waves of all lengths is zero, and the central band is

therefore white, but its edges are red. The inner edge of the next

bright band will be violet, and its edge of a reddish colour ; but as

we proceed from the centre, the maximum intensity of one colour

will coincide with the minimum of another, and the dark bands

will altogether disappear, and will be replaced by coloured bands.

At a still further distance, the colours will become mixed to such

an extent, that no bands will be distinguishable.

19. In Fresnel's second experiment', the light was refracted

by means of a prism having a very obtuse angle, which is called

a biprism.

Let be the luminous point, and let L be the focus of the

rays refracted at the first face ; let S and S' be the foci of the rays

refracted at the second faces, and draw LG, LH perpendicular to

' (Exivres Completes, vol. i. p. 3.S0,
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these faces. Let OA = a, and let fi be the index of refraction.

Then

Hence if N be the point where SS' cuts A 0,

SN = LS sin ol = LG(1- /j,-') sin a

= (T+ fia) (1 — fi~^) sin a cos a,

where T is the thickness of the prism at A.

The light may now be conceived to diverge from the two points

S and S', and therefore if d be the distance of the screen from 88',

the retardation will be equal to

—j(T+ fia) (/i — 1) a; sin 2a,

which is of the same form as in the last experiment.

The breadths of the bands are accordingly equal to

/jXd

(T+ fia) {fi- I) sin 2cc'

which involves fi as well as X. Now the index of refraction

depends not only upon the material of which the prism is made,

but also on the colour of the light; hence the breadths of the

bands are affected by the dispersive power of the prism, but are

otherwise the same as in the last experiment.

20. A third mode of producing interference fringes is by

means of bi-plates.

Let GQ, Cq be two thin plates of thickness T inclined at a

very obtuse angle ir - 2a. If be a luminous origin situated on

the axis GA of the bi-plates, a small pencil of light after passing

through the plates GQ, Gq will appear to diverge from two foci

8, H, such that ;Si.ff is perpendicular to OG.
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Let OQET be any ray, draw QM parallel to SH; then if i, r

be the angles of incidence and refraction

QMR = i-jr-i-\-a, QRM = i-r,

OS sin (i — r)
whence

therefore

Tsecr cos(i — a)'

SH= 2T
(sin i — tan r cos i).

cos (i — a)

Since i = a. very nearly, and a is small, this may be approxi-

mately written

SH = 2Ta(l-fj.-').

Having obtained the value of SH, the calculation proceeds as

before.

21. A fourth method, which was also employed by Fresnel',

consists of three mirrors, L, M, N, placed so that L and N intersect

at a point on M.

The light proceeds from a source S, and is reflected at the

first mirror L, and is then reflected from the third mirror N.

After reflection from N, the light will appear to diverge from a

focus A such that

S'A = 2 («' + o, - 6),

where 6 is the inclination of 80 to L ; and at, a>' are the angles

which L and N make with M.

The light reflected at M appears to diverge from a focus B,

such that

SB = 2{a> + e),

AB = SA-SB = 20 + S'A-SB
= 2((o'-0).

whence

' (Euvres Completes, vol. i. p. 703.
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Hence if to' — is small, the distance AB will be small, and
the two pencils proceeding from A, B will be in a condition to

interfere.

22. When interference fringes are viewed through a prism, or

through a plate of glass held obliquely to the screen, the fringes

will be displaced, and we shall now calculate the displacement.

Let T be the thickness of the plate, /j, its index of refraction,

/3 its inclination to the screen; also let SQRP be any ray, and

draw EM parallel to OF. Let R^ be the retardation, and let

GP = x,OS = c; then

In calculating Ri, we shall consider /3, and i the angle of

incidence, to be small quantities, and we shall neglect cubes and

higher powers.

RM _ sin (i - r)_Now

whence

Also

whence

cos(i-/8)'

RM=-(u,-l)i.

QM_ cos {13 -r)

QR

QM.

cos (i — yS)

'

r cos {/3-r)

cos r cos (i — /3)'

Now d' + (w-c + RMy = Sp' = (SQ + QM+ RP)\

whence
!rcos(^-7')

SQ + RP-
f T

d^ + \w-c+~ {/J, -1)1
i

cos r cos (i — /3)
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whence R^ = d+ ^-^ {/u, {x - c) + T (fi - 1) i]'

.iT(.-i)(.-;:.?f)

We must now find i in terms of x. We have

X +RM- c = d tan (i - /3),

or fji(x-c) + T{iJ,-l)i = fJ,d(i — ^),

whence
^^d + ,^(x-c) _

approximately, accordingly

^ = '^
+ 2^=d

{m (^ - c) + r(/. - 1) /3}= + ir(/. - 1) (2 - 1)

.

The value of -Rn, the retardation of a ray proceeding from H to

P, is obtained by changing c into — c ; whence

2c^ 2(^-l)yc/3 _i?,-iJ,--^+
^^^

-8.

The original central band was x = 0, and the central band

which is determined by S = is now given by

^_(j^^}m
(6),

which shows that it is shifted through a distance — T(l— /ur^) j3.

23. When interference fringes are examined through a prism,

the displacement of the central band is different from the theore-

tical result given by (6). This difficulty was first explained by

Airy\ who drew attention to the fact that when no prism is used,

the central band is the locus of the points /or which all colours of

the light coviposing the two pencils have travelled over equal paths.

Now from (6) it appears, that the displacement of the points

which formerly constituted the central band, depends upon jx, the

index of refraction of the prism ; and this quantity is different for

different colours, being greatest for violet and least for red light.

Since the original central band consists of a mixture of light of

every colour, it follows from (6) that the displacement of the red

portion of the band will be less than that of the violet, and

consequently the portion of the central band which is nearest G
will be red, whilst the farthest portion will be violet. This band

1 Phil. Mag. 1833, p. 161.
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can therefore no longer be considered the central or achromatic

band.

The actual achromatic band is determined from the con-

sideration, that if the bands of all colours coincide at any particular

part of the spectrum, they will coincide at no other part ; hence if

V be the displacement, measured in the direction GP, of the

original central band, the distance «„ of the nth band after

displacement will be
oCn = v + xXdjIc.

The achromatic band occurs when x^ is as nearly as possible

independent of X, that is when dXn/dX = 0, in which case n must be

the integer nearest to

2c dv

d dX'

Since the width h of a band is equal to \d/2c, this may be

written

dv
n = —

dh'

so that the apparent displacement of the achromatic band is'

, dv

'-^'dh-

24. The following method of producing interfereuce fringes

was devised by Lloyd^.

A luminous point A is reflected from a plane mirror GD at

nearly grazing incidence. The reflected rays accordingly emerge

from a virtual focus B, aud the arrangement is therefore equi-

valent to two small sources of light very close together. Let BG,

1 See also Comix, Jour, de Phys. vol. i. p. 293 (1882). Lord Eayleigh, " On

aohromatio interference bands," Phil. Mag. (5), vol. xxviii. pp. 77 and 189.

' Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad. vol. xvii.
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BD meet the screen in Q, q ; then since interference is due to the

mixture of the two streams of light, the bands will only exist

between the points Q, q. Moreover since the difference of path is

never zero, there can be no achromatic band.

The achromatic band may however be rendered visible by

placing a thin plate of glass in the path of the direct pencil.

Putting AB=2c the retardation at x is

2cx/d-r(iJL-l),

whence

x,= T(fi-l)d/2c,

and Xn = T(iJ.-l)d/2c + n\d/2c,

and consequently the position of the achromatic band, which is

determined by dx^jdX = 0, will be given by n, where n is the

integer nearest to

- Tdf^ldX.

One peculiarity must be noticed, and that is that the band,

which corresponds to a zero difference of path, is not white but

black. Now when we consider the dynamical theory of reflection

and refraction, it will be found that at grazing incidence, the

amplitude of the reflected light is very nearly equal to that of the

incident light, but is negative. From (2) we see that when

A'=—A, the intensity of the mixture is proportional to

4iA" sin' irejX, which vanishes when e = 0. The adjoining bright

band is given by e = ^X, or

x=T{iu,-l)dl2c + \d/4<c.

EXAMPLES.

1. A small pencil of light is reflected at three mirrors, so that

the images form a small triangle ABC, of which is a right angle.

Prove that the intensity at any point (x, y) on a parallel screen at

a distance d, is proportional to

-, ,
„ TT , . TTilX TTCy1+0 COS r-^ (ax — cy) cos —^ cos —r ;

\d "^ \d \d

where x\.G=a, BG=c; and the projection of G on the screen is

the origin, and CA is the axis of *.
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2. A small source of homogeneous light is reflected in three

mirrors, in such a manner that the images are equally bright and

form an equilateral triangle ahc, whose centre of gravity is o.

A, B, C, are the projections of a, h, c, o upon a screen

which is parallel to the plane a, h, c. Show that the intensity at

any point P in the line OA, is to that at 0, in the ratio

1 - f sin' STrpd/iXh : I,

where h is the distance of the screen, and PO — p, oa= d.



CHAPTER III.

COLOURS OF THIN AND THICK PLATES.

25. When light is incident upon a tbin film of a transparent

substance, such as a soap-bubble, brilliant colours are observed.

The explanation of this phenomenon is, that the light upon

incidence upon the outer surface of the film, is separated into two

portions, the first of which is reflected by the outer surface, whilst

the second portion is refracted. The refracted portion is reflected

from the second surface of the film, and afterwards refracted by

the outer surface ; and since the thickness of the film is very small,

the difference of the paths of the two portions is comparable with

the wave-length, and the two streams are therefore in a condition

to interfere. Accordingly if sunlight is employed, a series of

brilliantly coloured bands is observed.

In order to obtain a mathematical theory of these bands, we

shall suppose that two plates of glass cut from the same piece, are

placed parallel to one another with a thin stratum of air between

them ; and we shall investigate the intensity of the reflected light.

26. It will be proved in a future Chapter, that when light is

reflected or refracted at the surface of a transparent medium, the

intensities of the reflected and refracted light are altered in a

manner, which depends upon the angle of incidence and the index

of refraction. The mathematical formulae, which determine the

intensities in these two cases, depend partly upon the particular

dynamical theory which we adopt, and partly upon the state of

polarization of the light. If however the angle of incidence of

the light, which is refracted from the plate into the stratum of

ail', is less than the critical angle, we can achieve our object
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without the assistance of any dynamical theories, by the aid of a

principle due to Stokes', called the Principle of Reversion.

Let S be the surface of separation of two uncrystallized media;

let A be the point of incidence of a ray travelling along lA in the

first medium, and let AE, AF be the reflected and refracted rays

;

also let AB! be the direction of the reflected ray for a ray inci-

dent along FA in the second medium. Then the principle

asserts, that if the two rays AR, AF be reversed, so that RA and

FA are reflected and refracted at A, they will give rise to the

incident ray AI.

Let A be the amplitude of the incident light; and let Ah, Ac
be the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted light, when the

first medium is glass and the second is air ; also let Ae, Af be the

amplitudes of the reflected and refracted light, when light of

amplitude A is refracted from air into glass. Then if AB, be

reversed, it will give rise to

AV^ reflected along AI,

Abe refracted along AR'.

Similarly if AF be reversed, it will give rise to

Ace reflected along AR',

Acf refracted along AI.

Since the two rays superposed along AR' must destroy one

another, whilst the two rays superposed along AI must be

equivalent to the incident ray, we obtain

6 + 6 = 0, b^ + cf=l (1).

27. We are now in a position to calculate the intensity.

Let 2/
= J. sin 27rf/T

be the incident vibration at A ; let i be the angle of incidence, r

that of refraction, D the thickness of the stratum of air.

^ Cairib. and Dvhlin Matli, Jmmi. vol. iv. p. 1 ; and Math, and Phys. Papers,

vol, 11. p. 89,
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The light which is incident at A^ is reflected and refracted,

and a portion of the latter is reflected at B^, and the reflected

portion is again reflected and refracted at A, and so on ad infinitum.

It therefore follows, that the light refracted at A which is due to

light incident at A^, is represented by

't
,
2AB,\

Acefsm 27r I- 4
j (2).

Also if X' be the wave-length in glass, the vibration at A due

to the light which is reflected at A^ is

.J . n ft AM\

Writing

(t ^AM\ (2AB AM\ ,.,

(2) may be written .4ce/sin (0 + S),

where B is the retardation of the light which was refracted at A^.

Taking accoiint of (1), and also of the infinite series of reflections

and refractions at An, A, etc., we obtain for the resulting

vibration at A

y=Ab [.sin ^ - (1 - ¥) {sin (^ + 8) + I- sin ((j> + 2S) + b' sin (<p + .38)

+ }]
Summing this series we obtain

^ 2Ab (1 + b-) sin- 18 sin <f>-Ah{l- b-) sin S cos
^

' 1 - 2&2 cos S+b*

whence the inten.sity is equal to

j,_ M'5^sin'|8

(1 -62)2 + 4^2 sin^iS

Since AB, = D sec r, AM = 2D tan r sin i, \'/X = sin i/sin r, we
obtain

.(4).

8 = 47r\-' Dcosr (5).
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Although we have supposed at the commencement, that a thin

film of air is contained between two plates of glass very near one

another, it is evident that the preceding investigation will apply

equally well to a soap-bubble.

If Z) = 0, then S = and 7=0; accordingly when a soap-bubble

becomes exceedingly thin just before bursting, it appears to be

black.

The intensity will also vanish when 2D cos r — n\, where n is

an integer ; but since this condition depends upon \, it follows that

when sunlight is employed, the intensity will never become ab-

solutely zero, but the film will be coloured.

In order to obtain the intensity of the transmitted light, it can

be shown in a precisely similar manner, that the vibration which

emerges at Bi is represented by

y = Ac/ {sin
(f>
+ e= sin (^ + S) -I-

e" sin (^ -1- 2S) + }.

Summing this series, and taking account of (1), we shall find

that the intensity is

' (l-bj+4<b'sin"-i8
^"^•

Adding (4) and (5) we see that

P + I,' = A^ (7)

or the sum of the intensities of the reflected and transmitted lights

is equal to that of the incident light. This result is sometimes

expressed by saying, that the reflected and transmitted lights are

complementary to one another. It must however be borne in mind,

that (7) is not strictly accurate for ordinary transparent media,

inasmuch as a portion of the light is always absorbed in transmis-

sion through the plate ; it only becomes true in the limit for perfectly

transparent substances.

Newtmis Rings.

28. The coloured rings produced by thin plates were first

investigated experimentally by Newton, who produced them by

pressing a convex lens down upon a flat piece of glass ; the experi-

ment may also be performed by pressing a prism upon the face

of a convex lens. Since the curvature of the lens is exceedingly

small in comparison with the wave-length of light, the two surfaces
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may be regarded as approximately parallel, and the preceding

investigation will apply.

Let R be the radius of the lens, the point of contact, and let

OM = p. Then PM= D, and

{2R-D)D = p',

whence neglecting D-, we have D = p'/iR, accordingly

S = 27rp-/R\.cosr (8),

and the reflected light vanishes when

8 = 2n7r or p^ — nR\ sec r (9).

At 0, p = and therefore S = 0; whence the central spot is

black. If homogeneoua light is employed, the central .spot will be

surrounded by a series of dark rings, whose diameters are pro-

portional to the square roots of the natural numbers.

The intensity will be a maximum, when

8=(2n+ l)'n- or p- = (n + i) RXsecr (10);

accordingly there will be a series of bright rings whose diameters

are proportional to t/^, Vf • Vf etc.

Since the diameters of the rings are also proportional to

(sec r) , it follows that the rings increase as the angle of incidence

increases.

For light of different colours, the diameters of the rings vary

as X^ ; consequently when .sunlight is employed, a number of

coloured rings are observed.

The inner edge of the first ring is dark blue, and its outer ed^e

red ; and the order of succession of the colours of the first seven

rings was found by Newton to be as follows :—(1) black, blue,

white, yellow, red
; (2) violet, blue, green, yellow, red

; (3) purple,

blue, green, yellow, red
; (4) green, red

; (5) greenish-blue, red
;

(G) greenish-blue, pale red
; (7) greenish-blue, reddish-white. This
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list is usually known as Newton's scale of colours ; and the ex-

pression " red or blue of the third order," refers to the colour of

that name seen in the third ring.

In the preceding discussion of Newton's rings, we have sup-

posed that a thin stratum of air constitutes the thin plate ; conse-

quently it is possible to increase the angle of incidence until it

exceeds the critical angle. Under these circumstances, it will be

found that there is still a system of coloured rings, and that the

central spot is black ; but the consideration of this question must

be deferred, until we have discussed the dynamical theory of

reflection and refraction.

The system of transmitted rings is complementary to the

reflected system, but is less distinct.

Colours of Thick Plates.

29. The phenomenon known as the colours of thick plates was

first observed by Newton', who allowed sunlight, proceeding into a

darkened room through a hole in the window-shutter, to fall

perpendicularly upon a concave mirror formed of glass quicksilvered

at the back. A white opaque card pierced with a small hole was

placed at the centre of curvature of the mirror, so that the

regularly reflected light returned through the small hole, and a

set of coloured rings was observed on the card surrounding the

hole. The Due de Chaulnes* on repeating this experiment,

observed that the brilliancy of the rings was much increased by

spreading over the surface of the mirror a mixture of milk and

water, which was allowed to dry, and thus produced a permanent

tarnish. The colours of thick plates were first explained on the

undulatory theory by Young, who attributed them to the interfer-

ence of two streams of light, one of which is scattered on entering

the glass, and then regularly reflected and refracted, whilst the

other is regularly reflected and refracted, and then scattered on

emerging from the first surface ; but the complete explanation is

due to Stokes^ which we shall now consider.

1 Optics, Book II. part 4.

2 Mem. de VAcademic, 1755, p. 136.

3 " On the Colours of Thick Plates," Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. ix. p. 147.

B. o. 3
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30. Stokes' investigation is based on the following hypo-

thesis :

—

In order that two streams of scattered light tnay he capable of

interfering, it is necessary that they should he scattered, in passing

and repassing, hy the same set of particles. Two streams, which are

scattered hy different sets of particles, although they may have come

originally from the same source, hehave with respect to each other

like two streams coming from different sources.

It will hereafter be proved, that if this law were not true, it

would follow, that if a luminous point were viewed through a plate

of glass, both of whose surfaces were tarnished with milk and water,

coloured rings would be seen ; but on performing the experiment

no rings were observed. Moreover Stokes calculated the retarda-

tion of the stream scattered on emergence relatively to that scattered

at entrance, and found that the dimensions of the rings were

such that they could not possibly have escaped notice had they

been formed. This experiment is decisive, but the truth of the

law is also apparent from theoretical considerations ; for the

dimensions of particles of dust, although small compared with the

standards of ordinary measurement, are not small in comparison

with the wave-length of light, so that the light scattered at

entrance taken as a whole is most irregular ; and the only reason

why regular interference is possible at all is, that each particle

acts twice in a similar manner, once when the wave enters and
again when it emerges.

31. We shall now work out the problem when the mirror is

plane.

Let L be the luminous point, E the eye of the observer ; let

Lo, Eo be the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from L and E on to

the dimmed face of the mirror.
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Let L8TPE be the course of the ray, which is regularly

refracted and reflected at 8 and T, and scattered on emergence

at P; and let LPVQE be the course of the ray, which is

scattered entering the glass and is then regularly reflected and

refracted.

Let LoP = s, EaP=u, LLo = c, EEo = h; also let t be the

thickness of the plate, fi its index of refraction, i, r the angles of

incidence and refraction at »Si; i?i, i?, the retardations of the rays

LSTPE and LPVQE. Then

R,:=LS + 2iJ.ST+PE

= c sec i + 2iLt sec r + Qi? + u^f (11),

and ctani + 2f tan7- = s, sini = /isinr (12).

Now experiment shows, that in order to see the rings distinctly

the aagle of incidence must be small, whence i, r, s and u are small

quantities. We may therefore, as a sufficient approximation,

neglect powers of small quantities above the second. Expanding

in powers of i, r and u, we obtain from (11)

Ri=c+2fit + h + ^{ci' + '2fitr"+ur/h) (13).

lis

But (12) gives i=fir =
fic + 2t'

whence ^ = ' + ^f'* + ''+
2i^T+2t) + ¥.

(^^^

Ao-ain, if i', r be the angles of incidence and refraction at Q,

R,=LP+2fiPV+QE

= (c- + s^)* + 2/jLt sec r' + c sec i',

and A tan i' + 2i tan r' = w, sm i' = fi sin r'

.

Accordingly we obtain as before

E, = A + 2^« + c + 2^^^-^ +
-J

(15),

.(16).whence ^ = ^i " ^= = «
{/, (^7^+ 2^

~ ^O^li)}"

'

The intensity of the light entering the eye is therefore pro-

portional to cos'tt-R/X.

3—2
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Let Ea be the origin, and let EJE be the axis of z, and let the

plane xz pass through L. Let x, y be the coordinates of P, and

let E„La = a.

Then u- = E„P- = aP + y- 1

s-=L„P^ = (a-xY + f\'
.(17).

Also let the thickness of the plate be supposed to be so small, that

its square may be neglected. Then substituting in (16), we obtain

R: U.-lhX' + f') +
2ax

c-
.(18).

For a given fringe R is constant; hence the fringes form a

system of concentric circles, whose common centre lies on the axis

of X. Hence if a be the abscissa of the centre

ah_ all' _ 1 / '*"
'

~h- -cP~ '^\h+ c h

ah
.(19).

Now ah/{h + c) and ah/{h — c) are the abscissee of the points, in

which the plane of the mirror is cut by two lines drawn from the

eye to the luminous point and its image respectively. We thus

obtain the following construction for finding the centre of the

system :

—

Join tlie eye with the luminous point and its image, and
produce the former line to meet the mirror ; then the middle point of

the line joining the two points, in which the mirror is cut hy the two

lines joining the eye, will be the centre of the system.

Hence if the luminous point be placed to the right of the

perpendicular let fall from the eye on to the plane of the mirror,

and between the miiTor and the eye, the concavity of the fringes

will be turned to the right. If the luminous point, still lying on

the right, be now moved backwards, so as to come beside the eye

and ultimately fall behind it, the curvature will decrease until

the fringes become straight, after which it will increase in the
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contrary direction, the convexity being now turned towards the

right.

The circle iJ = may be called an achromatic line, since at

every point of it the intensity is independent of the wave-length.

It evidently passes through the two points mentioned in the last

paragraph but one.

When the luminous point is situated in the line drawn through

the eye perpendicularly to the mirror, a = 0, and (18) becomes

la this case the achromatic line is reduced to a point ; for the

bright ring of the first order R=±X, and therefore the radius of

the ring is equal to

which becomes infinite when c = h. Hence if the luminous point

be at first situated in front of the eye, and be then conceived to

move backwards through the eye till it passes behind it, the rings

will expand indefinitely and then disappear, and will reappear

again when the luminous point has passed the eye.

This result cannot be directly compared with experiment ; but

an analogous experiment was performed by Stokes in the following

manner. Instead of a luminous point, he used the image of the

sun in a small concave mirror, and placed a piece of plate-glass

between the concave mirror and a plane mirror, the surface of

which had been prepared with milk and water. The plate of glass

was situated at a distance of some feet from the plane mirror, and

was inclined at an angle of about 45°. The greater part of the

light coming from the image of the sun, was transmitted through

the plate of glass ; and on returning from the large mirror, a

portion of this light was reflected sideways, so that the rings could

be seen by reflection in the plate of glass without obstructing the

incident light. The system of rings thus seen was very beautiful

;

and Stokes found that on moving back the head, the rings

expanded until the bright central patch surrounding the image

filled the whole field of view, and on continuing to move back the

head the rings reappeared again. In the position in which the

central patch filled the whole field of view, the least motion of the

eye sideways was sufficient to bring into the field of view ex-

cessively broad coloured bands.
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32. We stated in § 30, that experiment showed that no rings

could be produced, unless the scattering was caused by the same

set of particles.

To prove this, let LE, the line joining the luminous point and

the eye, be perpendicular to the plate; and let LPpE be a ray

which is regularly refracted at P, and scattered at emergence at p

;

and let LQpE be a ray which is scattered at entrance at Q, and

regularly refracted at p. Then

R, = LP + iJLPp + Ep

= c sec i + fj,t sec r + Ep
= c + fd + Ep + \ {ci' + /j.tr%

where i, r are the angles of incidence and refraction at F. Now
if /3 = Mp

p= c tan i+ t tan r,

whence 1= fir-
fJU> + t

fip-
Accordingly Ri = c + fj,t + Ep +

Again, if i', r be the angles of incidence and refraction at p,

R, = LQ+fiQp+Ep.
But LQ-=c- + (p + t tan r'y, and p/h = i',

whence

whence

*-+£
(>+i)'+'"+|^+^«'-

Ml — Rj
2/i \c ^ h)

(20).
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If therefore it were possible for light scattered by different

particles to interfere, it would follow that there would be a series

of rings whose radii are determined by means of (20). No such

rings are however foimd to exist; and Stokes has shown, by

substituting numerical values in (20), that the dimensions of the'

rings were such that they covild not possibly have escaped notice

had they been formed; hence the fundamental hypothesis enun-

ciated in § 30 is proved to be true.

Colours of Mixed Plates.

33. The colours of mixed plates were first discovered by

Young', and are produced by interposing between two plates of

glass pressed together, a mixture composed of two different

materials, such as water and air ; and it was found on viewing a

luminous point through the plates, that a system of coloured

rings was produced, which were considerably larger than the

rings produced, when the intervening medium was air. Further

experiments were made by Brewster", who employed various

materials, such as transparent soap and whipped cream; but he

obtained the best results by using the white of an egg beaten up

into froth. To obtain a proper film of this substance, he placed a

small quantity between two glass plates, and after having pressed

it out into a iilm, he separated the glasses, and held them for a

.short time near the fire so as to drive off some of the superfluous

moisture. The two glasses were then placed in contact and

pressed together.

Young attributed the colours of mixed plates to the fact, that

owino- to the liquid being divided into an immense number of

separate globules, some of the rays are transmitted through air,

whilst others are transmitted through the liquid ; and since the

velocity of light is less in a liquid than in air, a difference of phase

is produced, and thus the emergent light is in a condition to

interfere.

34. The following theoretical investigation is due to Verdet'.

Let 81, S'T be two parallel rays incident upon the surface of

a mixed plate at an angle i, and let the refracted ray IR be sup-

posed to pass through air, and the ray FR through the liquid.

1 Phil. Trans. 1802. = Ibid. 1838.

2 Lei;ons d'Optiquc Physique, vol. i. p. 155.
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Also let fi, fj! be the indices of refraction of the glass and liquid

referred to air. Then if IK be perpendicular to T8', and R^ be

the retardation R^ = fiFK + fi'IR — IR.

Let r, r be the angles of refraction at I, T; t the thickness

of the space between the glass plates ; then

7^ = t sec r, TR = t sec r,

I'K = t (tan r — tan r') sin i,

whence Ri — t[fi (tan r — tan r') sin i—secr + fj,'
sec »'}.

sin r u, sin r'
But H'^——) — = ~—=,sm I fjL sin I

whence Ri = t{/j,' cos r' — cos r),

which may be written in the form

El = t {(jj,'^ - y? sin= if - (1 - p!- sin= %f\.

The intensity will therefore be a maximum or minimum,

according as R^ is equal to nK or (re + 1) X, where \ is the wave-

length in air.

At normal incidence, the intensity will be a maximum when

R,=n\=t{ti -\).

Now if Newton's rings be formed by a prism and a lens, the

radii of the rings will be equal to (2iiJ)* ; whence if p be the radii

of the bright rings seen by transmission when a mixture of air and

liquid is employed

„ ln\R

If p' be the radii of the bright rings seen by transmission

when the thin plate is composed of air alone, it follows from

(5) and (6), that at normal incidence 2D = n\
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where D is the thickness ; and since p'^ = 2DR, this becomes

p' = n\R,

whence ^. = -

p- /J, -1

If the mixed plate consists of froth composed of air and water,

/u,' = f,
whence

p = pW6.

The radii of the rings are therefore increased in the ratio ^6
to 1. This result has been found to agree with observation.

EXAMPLES.

1. Two plates of crown and fluid glass, whose refractive

indices are fi, /*', form four parallel plane reflecting and refracting

surfaces. Light of wave-length \ in air could pass through each

plate in the same time. A beam of parallel rays, proceeding from

an origin between the two plates, and incident at an angle i on the

front of the crown-glass, is partly reflected once from the front and

partly once from the back, and these two reflected beams are after-

wards reflected once from the back and front of the fluid glass

respectively. Prove that the two beams in their parallel air

courses will differ finally by

wave-lengths, where T is the thickness of the crown-glass, and

sin*i is to be neglected.

2. If the eye be placed in the perpendicular from a luminous

point on to a dimmed plane mirror, and the thickness of the glass

be small, prove that the retardation which gives rise to the rings

will be
Tx'-a _ 1\ T^

where e and u are the distances from the eye and luminous point

to the mirror, and x that of the point of scattering from the foot

of the perpendicular.

3. If a plate of glass be pressed down in contact witli the

origin, upon a piece of glass the equation to w^hose bounding

surface is ^ = aa?y'', where a is a very small quantity, describe the

appearance presented by the reflected light.
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DIFFRACTION.

35. When light after passing through an aperture, whose

dimensions are comparable with the ordinary standards of measure-

ment, is received upon a screen, the boundary of the luminous

area is well defined ; similarly if an obstacle of sufficient size is

placed in the path of the incident light, a well-defined shadow of

the obstacle is cast upon the screen. It thus appears that, as long

as the apertures or obstacles with which we are dealing are of

moderate dimensions, light travels in straight lines. Now it is

well known that sound does not in all cases travel in straight

lines; for if a band is playing a piece of music out of doors, a

person seated in a room with an open window can hear the music

distinctly, even though his position may be such as to prevent him

seeing any of the musicians. The objection was therefore raised

against the undulatory theory in its infancy, that inasmuch as

sound is known to be due to aerial waves, and that such waves are

able to bend round comers, a theory which seeks to explain

optical phenomena by means of the vibrations of a medium, ought

to lead to the conclusion that light as well as sound is capable of

bending round corners, which is contrary to ordinary experience.

The reason of this apparent discrepancy between observation, and

what was at first supposed to be the result of the undulatory

theory, arises from the fact that the wave-length of light is

exceedingly small compared with the linear dimensions of such

apertures and obstacles as are ordinarily met with, whilst the

wave-lengths of audible sounds are not small compared with them'.

In fact it requires as extreme conditions to produce a shadow in the

case of sound, as it does to avoid producing one in the case of

' The wave-length of the middle c of a pianoforte is about 4-2 feet.
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light. At the same time it is quite possible for a sound-shadow to

be produced. Thus:—"Some few years ago a powder-hulk ex-

ploded on the river Mersey. Just opposite the spot, there is an
opening of some size in the high ground which forms the watershed

between the Mersey and the Dee. The noise of the explosion

was heard through this opening for many miles, and great damage
was done. Places quite close to the hulk, but behind the low hills

through which the opening passes, were completely protected, the

noise was hardly heard, and no damage to glass and such like

happened. The opening was large compared with tlie wave-length

of the sound^."

On the other hand it is not difficult to produce a sound-

shadow with an obstacle of small dimensions, by means of a

sensitive flame and a tuning-fork, which yields a note whose wave-

length is so short as to be inaudible ; for although the vibrations

of the air produced by the tuning-fork. are incapable of affecting

the ear, yet they are capable of producing a well-marked dis-

turbance of the sensitive flame, by means of which the existence

or non-existence of the sound is made manifest. And if an

obstacle be held between the tuning-fork and the flame, it is

observed that the oscillations of the latter either cease altogether

or appreciably diminish, which shows that a sound-shadow has

been produced

^

36. When light passes through an aperture, such as a narrow

slit, whose dimensions are comparable with the wave-length of

light, and is received on a screen, it is found that a well-defined

shadow of the boundary of the aperture is no longer produced.

If homogeneous light be employed, a series of bright and dark

bands is observed on those portions of the screen, which are quite

dark when the dimensions of the aperture are large in comparison

with the wave-length of light ; and if white light be employed, a

series of coloured bands is produced. Experiments with small

apertures thus show, that light is capable of bending round

corners under precisely the same conditions as sound; and thus

the objections which were formerly advanced against the uudula-

tory theory fall to the ground. These phenomena are usually

known by the name of Diffraction, the object of the present

1 Glazebrook, Physical Optics, p. 149.

" For further information on the Diffraction of Sound, see Lord Eayleigli's

Theory of Sound, oh. xiv. and Proc. Pay. Inst. Jan. 20, 1888.
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chapter is to show, that they are capable of being accounted for

by means of the undulatory theory.

37. Let us suppose that plane waves of light are passing

through an aperture in a screen, whose plane is parallel to that of

the wave-fronts. Each wave upon its arrival at the aperture may be

conceived to be divided into small elements dS. If be any

point at a distance from the screen, it is clear that every element

dS must contribute something to the disturbance which exists at

0. When we consider the dynamical theory of diffraction', it

will be shown that, if we suppose that the disturbance existing in

that portion of the ivave which passes through the aperture, is the

same as if the screen in which the aperture exists were not present,

or thai tJie wave passed on undisturbed ; the vibration at produced

by an element dS of the primary wave, would be represented

by the expression

'^^^ (1 + cos 6) ain^ cos ~{Vt-r) (1),

where r is the distance of from dS, 6 and <j) are the angles

which r makes with the normal to dS drawn outwards and with

the direction of vibration respectively, and csin27rFi(/\ is the

displacement of the primary wave at the plane of resolution.

In all cases of diffraction, the illumination is insensible unless

the inclination of r to the screen is small, which requires that 9

should be small and ^ nearly equal to ^v ; we may therefore as a

sufficient approximation put cos 6 = smcj) = l, and the formula

becomes
cdS 27r ,„^_cos-(n-r) (2),

and the resultant vibration at will be obtained by integrating

this expression over the area of the aperture.

The formula (1), which is due to Stokes, will be hereafter

rigorously deduced by means of a mathematical investigation,

which is based on the assumption that the equations of motion of

the luminiferous ether are of the same form as those of an elastic

solid, whose power of resisting compression is very large in

comparison with its power of resisting distortion. It will not

1 Stokes, " On the Dynamical Theory of Diffraction ; " Trans. Carrib. Phil. Soc.
vol. IX. p. 1 ; and Math, and Phijs. Papers, vol. ii. p. 243.
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however be necessary at present to enter upon any investigations

of this character, since all the leading phenomena of diffraction

may be explained by means of the Principle of Huygens*.

38. Let be any point towards which a plane wave is

advancing; draw OP = r perpendicular to the front of the wave,

and with as a centre describe a series of concentric spheres

whose radii are r + ^\, ...r + ^nX. These spheres will divide the

wave-front into a series of circular annuli, which are called

Huygens' zones. Now PM^^ = (r + |»iX)^ — r^ and therefore, if

\" be neglected, PMn' = nrX, and the area of each zone is equal to

TrrA..

Let cos K{Vt-r), where k = 27r/\, be the displacement at

due to the original wave. Then it might be thought, that the

displacement at due to an element at if„ would be

AnCos K(Vt — r— |n\)

;

this however is not the case, inasmuch, as we shall presently see,

that it is necessary to suppose the phases of successive elements

to be different from that of the primary wave. Let e be

this difference of phase ; then since the amplitude of the zone

is proportional to its area, the displacement produced by the «th

zone will be

TrrXAn cosK(Vt-r - ^n\ + e) = TrrX (-)M„ cos K(Vt-r + e).

Accordingly the total displacement at is

n-rX {^0 - ^1 + ^2 - • • • + i-TM cos ic(Vt-r + e).

Now the amplitude of the vibration produced at by any

1 The so-called Principle of Huygens is not a very satisfactory or rigorous method

of dealing with the question of the resolution of waves. The reader may therefore,

if he pleases, assume for the present the truth of Stokes' law. See Ch. xiii. and

also, Proc. Land. Matli. Soc. vol. xxii. p. 317.
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zone, is inversely proportional to its distance fi-om 0; we may
therefore write A^ = Bnl{r + ^iX), and the series becomes

^r\ {-» - ^,- + . . .
-^=^"1 cos K{Vt-r + e).

Now ^^+1 ^^i^_Oi+i)X).

also since B„n, -S^n+i, -8271+2 are very nearly equal

^2n _|_
-Bo„+2 ^ 2S,„+i f

J _
(n. + 1) X'

r + «\ r + (7i + l)X r | r

25.,2m+i

whence every term of the series is approximately neutralized by

half the sum of the terms which immediately precede and succeed

it ; accordingly the effect of the wave upon a distant point is

almost entirely confined to half that of the central portion PM,
which remains over uncompensated.

It therefore follows that the displacement at is equal to

r+i'' 27r 27r
7rB„ cos—-(Vt-r + e)dr = 5„\ sin - {Vt-r + e).

J y K \

Since this expression must be equal to the displacement

produced at by the primary wave, we must have 5„X= 1, e= ^\.

We thus obtain the important theorem that the displacement

produced at by any element dS of the primary wave

cos ^(Vt-r)

is equal to — sin —- ( Fi — r) (.3).

This result may also be obtained, as was done by Archibald

Smith', by integrating over the whole wave-front, for

ff . 27r,„, .dS 27r r . 27r ,,^^ , ,

= -cos — (Vt-r),
A.

provided we suppose that cos co =0, an assumption which is

justified by the result.

' Camb. Math. Jmirii. vol. iii. p. 40.
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39. We must now investigate the corresponding result in the

case of a cylindrical wave.

If in (3) we write R = (r^+ z")i for r, and integrate with respect

to z between the limits oc and — x , we shall obtain the effect

produced by an infinite linear source at a point 0, whose distance

from the source is r ; whence the effect of the source is equal to

the real part of

A. J-» R \ Jr (RT'-r-f

1{ u = R — r, the integral becomes

Too g— tKj'— IK«

Jo ui(2r^u)i'^''

_ €-«• f €-'"• r _ M (-!)" 1. 3...(2?l- 1) fU^ V» ]

~(2»f.lo V" I
2.2r +

---

2-.nl [ir) + P"'
/•CO r GO

Also e-""V-idu=2
I

e'"''^'' x^"dx

2''(("k)»+4
"

Hence if kt is large, which is always the case at a great

distance from the source, all the terms of the series after the first

may be neglected, and the integral will be equal to

\^ikJ \2,k,

accordingly the effect of the source at a distance r, is the real

part of

-i^, (1 - Oe-'"''- ^'-^ = 7% sin « (r - Ff + IX) . . . (4).

We can now prove by integration, that this expression

reproduces the original wave. Writing x- + y- for r\ we have

ydy = rdr,

e-"'''r-dr

Putting r — x = u, this becomes

' e-'""^-'™ {u + a;)- du

Jo Vm {2x + m)*
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whence expanding in powers of ujx, and supposing k\ to be large,

the integral is approximately equal to

2V7re-""'

(1 + i) >Jk'

Accordingly the total effect, which is the real part of

(2X)*(l + 0\/«
(5).

Diffraction through a Slit.

40. Before we discuss the general problem of diffraction, we

shall consider the case in which plane waves are diffracted by a

narrow slit in a screen, which is parallel to the wave-fronts.

Let A be the middle point of the slit, P any point on it,

any point on a screen on which the phenomena are observed.

Let

AO=rr, PO = R, AP = x, PAO='k-K-e.

If the vibration at due to the element at A be

Acos1-n\-^{r-Vt),

the vibration due to an element doc at P will be

A' COS ~{R-Vt)dx,

and therefore if a be the breadth of the aperture, the total

disturbance at will be

f= A'
J -ia

2_
cos —-(R — Vt) dx.

}o A.
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Now ij2 = r'' -\-x^- 2rw sin 0,

and since x is small compared with r, we have to a sufficient

approximatioQ

R = r — xsia 6.

Also the difference between A' and A may be neglected, whence

ria 27r^=A\ C0&—-{r- x^m 6- Vt)dx
J -ha. "

Ax 27r . Tr,\ TTCisin^
cos -TT- (r — Vt) sin

TT sin ^ \ X, '

and therefore the intensity is proportional to

T„ A-\- . ^was'md ,„./-=
, „^ sm- (6).

When 9 = 0, I- = A-a-, and consequently the projection of the

central line of the slit is bright. The intensity is zero when
sin 6 = niKJa, where m is any integer, and consequently the central

bright band is surrounded by a series of dark bands. Putting

n-aK"^ sin 6 = u, it follows that the intensity is proportional to

u~- sin= u, and the positions of the bright bands will be found by

obtaining the maxima values of this expression. Equating the

value of dl'-jdu to zero, we shall obtain

sin u u cos u — sin w

u ' u-

The first factor corresponds to the minima, and gives u = vnr,

the second gives

tan ti = u (7).

The roots of (7), as Lord B.ayleigh has shown', may be calculated

in the following manner.

Assume u = {in + ^)-k — y — U — y,

where y \s, a, positive quantity, which is small when u is large.

Substituting in (7), we obtain

coiy = U-y,

whence tany = y^f 1 + ^+ J^.- + ]

Expanding tan y in powers of y, we obtain

y^ U\ ^ U^ U"-'") 3 15 315

1 Theoi-y of Sound, vol. i. § 207.

B. 0. 4
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This equation is to be solved by successive approximation,

from which it will be found that

The values of u/tt will thus be found to be 1-4303, 24590,

3-4709, 4-474<7, 5-4818, 6-4844, &c. They were first obtained by a

different method by Schwerd'.

Since the maxima occur when u is nearly eipal to (m + ^) tt,

it follows that the ratio of the intensities of successive bands to

the central band is approximately equal to

4 4 A^ su

9^-' 25^' 4977^ °'

We therefore see that the image formed by a slit does not

consist of a bright band bounded by the edges of the geometrical

shadow, but of a central bright band, surrounded by a number of

alternately dark and bright bands.

Since the minima are determined by the equation

sin 6 = rnXja,

where 6 is very small, it follows that the angular distance between

two dark bands is X/a. The bands are therefore broadest for red

light and narrowest for violet light. Hence when sunlight is

employed, a series of brilliantly coloured bands will be observed,

which will however be necessarily limited in number, owing to the

overlapping of the spectra of different colours.

41. It has already been stated, that one of the objections

brought against the undulatory theory in its infancy was, that

inasmuch as sound is known to be produced by aerial waves, it

ought to follow that light should be able to bend round corners

as sound is known to do, and- that an obstacle ought not to be

able to produce a distinct shadow. The results of the last article

furnish an explanation of this apparent difficulty ; for if X be

large compared with a, as is usually the case with sound, (6)

becomes
/= = A-ar,

which is independent of d, and consequently the intensity will be

approximately constant for a considerable distance beyond the

limits of the geometrical shadow. If on the other hand a is

' Die Bevginigserscheinungen, Mannheim, 1835.
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comparable with \, the intensity will be insensible unless is

small, and diffraction will take place.

The more general problem of diffraction through a large

number of slits, will be discussed under the Theory of Gratings.

42. We shall now proceed to consider the general problem

when the form of the aperture is given.

When light proceeding from a source, passes through a small

aperture of any form, there are three possible cases to consider

;

according as the waves are (i) converging towards a focus in front

of the aperture, (ii) are plane, (iii) are diverging from a focus

behind the aperture; and as the analytical treatment of these

tliree cases is different, we shall consider the first two cases in the

present chapter, reserving the discussion of the third case for the

succeeding one.

In the first case, let the screen upon which the phenomena are

observed, pass through 0, the focus towards which the light is

converging ; and let it be parallel to the plane of the aperture.

Let f, rj be the coordinates of any point P on the screen

referred to rectangular axes through 0, and let x, y, z be any

point Q of the aperture ; also let / be the radius of the spherical

wave at the aperture.

Then QP"- = {x- ^)= + {y- vT + z"-

=/=-2af-22/97 + r + ^l

Since ^, r) are very small compared with f, we may omit f^ rj^,

whence

Now if cos KVt be the vibration at the aperture, the vibration

produced at P by an element dS at Q will be equal to

-.^sm«|F^-/+—
^-J.

Integrating this over the area of the aperture, we shall find that

the intensity at P is proportional to

4—2
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Exactly the same result may be proved to hold good in the

case of plane waves, provided/ denotes the distance of the aperture

from the screen ; for in this case x- + y^ may be neglected, and

We shall now discuss several cases.

Rectangular Aperture.

43. Let the aperture be a rectangle, whose sides are the lines

!x= ±\a,y = ±U>; then by integrating (9), we shall find that

j^ a-h' sin-Tra^/Xf.sm-Trbri/Xf , ,

^'=Xy= {^ra^lX/y-.i-rrbn/Xfr
^^"^-

Each of these factors is of the form u~^ sin ?(, whence the mini7na

values of the intensity are given by u = ttitt, where m is any

positive or negative integer, and accordingly the field is crossed

by a series of dark lines whose equations are

I = mXf/a, r) = wXfjh (11).

The intensity is evidehtly a maximum when ^=0,77 = 0, in

which case I" = {ahjXff.

To find the other maxima values, we observe that I'^ is the

product of two factors of the form i(~=sin=w; accordingly the

maxima values are the roots of the equation

tan u = u,

which has already been discussed in § 40.

The diffraction pattern accordingly consists of a central bright

spot, surrounded by a series of dark lines whose equations are

f = mXf/a, Tj = mXf/b

;

and within the rectangle formed by consecutive dark lines, the

intensity rises to a maximum ; but these secondary maxima are

far less bright than the centre of the pattern.

An Isosceles Triangle.

44. Let the vertex of the triangle be the origin, and let the

axis of x be perpendicular to the base ; also let e be the length of

the perpendicular drawn from the vertex to the base, and let the
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equations of the sides of the triangle be y = + inx. Then if

c = 2'irelXf,

J J \f ^ ^ -^ " -J
477=7? I f-wM? ^ + inrj y

and

]} Xf^ ^ -^'^ -^ 47r=7;( ^ + mr, ^ - mr, J'

accordingly the intensity

T-j _ V/= fsin=^ (f + mt)) c sin= J (^ — jjitj) c

477^7?= 1 (? + 'J^'?)^ (^ — inr])"

cos 7nr]c (cos mr]c — cos ^c))

^- — m-T)^
]

^ '

Along the axis of ij, f = 0, and the intensity becomes

r^ ^-f 4 1/- = --r'h—. Sin* * 7?17?C,

77-*mV ^ '

which at the origin is equal to

/= = mV/X=/= (13).

The intensity at any point on the axis of x may be found

either by evaluating (12) when 77 = 0, or directly from (9); we
shall thus obtain

To "*^ f .
^'/"^

• „7r!^e \fe . 27rfe)

7r-|- ( 7r-t- \/ 77^ X/
J

The case of an equilateral triangle may be worked out in a

similar manner; but it will be more convenient to suppose that

the origin is the centre of gravity of the triangle, so that the

diffraction pattern is symmetrical with respect to the angular

points of the triangle. The pattern exhibits a star-shaped ap-

pearance, which has been described by Sir J. HerscheP.

Circular Aperture^.

45. Let the aperture be a circle of radius c ; also let

27r^/\f=p, 27rr,/Xf=q.

Then by (9)

' Enci/clop. Mctrop. Art. Light, § 172.

2 Airy, Trans. Camh. Phil. Soc. 1834.
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where S = fJ sin {px + qy) dxdy,

C= //cos {px + qy) dxdy,

the integration extending over the area of the circle.

To evaluate these integrals, we shall employ the theorem ', that

JSF {px + qy) dxdy =
2

J"
(c= - oiffF {(^= + ffx] dx,oxO... (14),

according as F is an even or an odd function, where the double

integral is taken over a circle of radius c.

Let r be the distance of any point of the screen from the

projection of the centre of the aperture ; then 27rr/X/= (p= + (f)i
;

whence by (14), /S = and

= 2 r (c^ - a;-)* cos {2Trrx/Xf) dx
J -c

= 2c^l sin-
(f)

cos (^ircr cos ^/A/) c?(/>

=2.c^^(^-;;[^/),
ZTTcr/Xf

, ,, 47r--^cnj;(27rcr/V')l-^ ,_,
whence /^=_^^^ |_A_^y_^J (15),

where J^ is Bessel's function of order unity.

The properties of Bessel's functions have been discussed by

the various writers referred to below". The function Jj (a?) may
be expressed in either of the forms

X f^
Ji{x) = - I COS {x cos

(f>)
aiu^ (hd(j) (16),

rn ^i3 /Jib

/,(.) = 2-2^T4 + 2^4^6- (^^)-

It is also known that

2nJ,i

X

From (1-5) and (17) we see that when r = (),

1 The theorem may be proved by turning the axes through an angle tau"';)/^.

" Lommel, Bessel'sche Fiiiictinnen. Lord Eayleigh, Theory of Sound. Tod-

hunter, Functions of Laplace, Lame and Beuel. Heine, Kuyelfunctionen.

" )i—1 + "n

.(18).
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the origin is therefore a bright spot, whose intensity is proportional

to the fourth power of the radius of the aperture.

Writing x for l-jrcrjXf, it follows that the minima are deter-

mined by the equation /i(a;) = 0. The roots of the equation

J^ {xjir) = have been calculated by Stokes \ and are equal to

1-2197, 2-2330, 3-2383, 4-2411, 5-2428, 6-24.39, &c. ; from which it

appears that the first dark ring occurs when

r//= 1-2197 X X/2c.

Since X is very small, it is necessary that the radius of the

aperture should be small in order that this ring should be seen

distinctly.

The maxima ate determined by the equation

.(19);

whence by the last two of (IS), the maxima are determined by the

roots of the equation J„ («) = 0. The value of the intensity in

this case is

^,^,Jo-(.^).

The following table, which has been calculated by Lommel,

gives the values of x for which /„ {x) = 0, and the corresponding

values of t/o' (*)•

X
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Elliptic Aperture.

46. The corresponding results for an elliptic aperture can be

obtained in a similar manner.

Let the equation of the ellipse be x-/a- + y-/¥ = l, and let

x = xja, y' = y/b, p =pa, q = qb. Then the values of S and C will

be

S = ah //sin (p'x' + q'y') dx'dy'

C = abjj cos (p'x' + q'y') dx'dy',

where the integration extends over the circle x''^ + y'- = 1. Whence
»Sf=Oand

^=
^"^/_i (1 - »=/ cos {'p'- -y q'-fxdx

= ' irabJiOu),
u

where it? =p- + q''^= . (a"^- + b't]-).

It therefore follows that the curves of constant intensity are

similar to the reciprocal ellipse a-x" + b-y- = a-b'.

Talbot's Bands.

47. These bands were first observed by Fox Talbot', and

are produced when a tolerably pure spectrum is viewed by a

telescope, hcdf tlie aperture of which is covered by a thin plate of

glass or mica.

The theory of these bands was first given by Airy'^, but we
shall follow the investigation of Stokes^.

We shall suppose, that the object-glass of a telescope is limited

by a screen, in which there is a rectangular aperture, the lengths

of whose sides are 21 and h + 2g + k. Let h be the width of the

thin plate, h that of the unretarded stream ; we shall also suppose

1 Fhil. Mag. vol. a. p. 364, 1837. Brewster, Rep. of 1th Meeting of Brit.

Assoc.

- " On the Theoretical Explanation of an apparent new Polarity of Light," Phil.

Tran3. 1840 and 1841.

' " On the Theory of certain Bands seen in the Spectrum," Phil. Trans. 1848,

p. 227 ; Math, and Phy. Papers, vol. ii. p. 14.
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that there is an opaque interval of width 2g between the two

streams, and that the axis of the telescope passes through the

centre of the opaque interval.

Let G be the centre of the opaque plate, the projection of

C on the focal plane of the object-glass ; let be the origin, and

let the axes of x and y be respectively parallel to the sides h+2g+k
and 21 of the aperture.

We shall first consider the light which emanates from any

point of a spectrum whose plane is parallel to the plane xy.

After passing through the object-glass of the telescope, the

light emanating from this point will consist of a spherical wave,

whose radius is equal to OG, which converges to a point 0' as focus.

Let P be any point on this wave, Q any point on the plane xy
;

let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of P
; {p, q) those of 0'

; (|, v)

those of Q ; also let OG=f.

The displacement at Q due to an element at P is equal to

Now PQ' = (? - ooy +(v- yy +f-(^-py-(>/- <if

=f-2xi^-p)-2y{v-q),

if p + ;^3 _ p2 _ qi be neglected. Whence if

the displacement at Q becomes approximately

^sin?^(Fi-/ + *r//+2/V//) (20).
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Since the thin plate of glass or mica occupies the space buunded

hy the lines x = g + k, x = g, y = l,y= — l; it follows that in ordei'

to obtain the resultant displacement at Q due to the whole wave

produced by the point, we must change dS into dxdy
,f intof+B,

where i2 the retardation due to the plate is a small quantity

whose square may be neglected, and integrate over the area of the

thin plate, that is from y = l to — Z, and x = g + k to g ; whence

performing the integration, we shall obtain

2cl Xf . ^ttIt,' . ttJc^' . -lirl^^^ „ . ^'g ^'k\
v = —p. 5--f-/ Sin —-/ sm —2 sm — (Vt - R -/+V + o7^

TT^ -lirl-n' Xf Xf X\ '
f 2fJ

(21).

To obtain the displacement at Q due to the unretarded stream,

we must put i2 = 0, and integrate (20) from y = 1 to —I, and

x = —g to —g — h; accordingly we obtain

, 2cl Xf . 27rlr,' . 7r/tf . 27r /^^^ . P'q f'A/-?-|-)-(^^>
ir^' ' 2Trl7)' Xf Xf X \ -^ f If)

The total displacement at Q due to the two streams of light

is equal to v-^v'\ accordingly if we put

P=sm'y +sin--^J~ +2sm^ s,n^ cos )^p- ^(ig +h+k)

(23),

the intensity /- will be given by the equation

i"-^.Q'P (24).

This is the expression for the intensity due to a point of light

whose geometrical focus is 0'.

48. To obtain the intensity of a line of homogeneous light

which is parallel to the axis of y, we must write Af-^dq for c^ and

integrate from a large positive to a large negative value of q, the

largeness being estimated in comparison with Xfjl. Now the

angle 2trrlljXf changes by ir when q changes by Xfl2l, which is

therefore the breadth, in the direction of y, of one of the diffraction

bands which would be seen with a luminous point. Since I is not

supposed to be extremely small, but on the contrary moderately

large, the whole system of diffraction bands would occupy but a

very small portion of the field of view in the direction of y, so that
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we may without sensible error suppose the limits of g to be — c» and

00 . Since P does not contain q, it follows from (24) that the

resultant intensity due to a luminous line is

1Al\-r,r sin=6i,.

(25).
'^T'

49. To find the total intensity at Q due to a plane area of

homogeneous light, it would be necessary to change A into

Bf~^dp, and integrate with respect to p between the limits oo and

— CO ; but since the bands which we are investigating are produced

by a spectrum, the colour, and therefore B and p, vary from point

to point. The variations of B and X may however be neglected in

the integration, except in the term p or 'i-n-RjX, because a small

variation of X produces a comparatively large change of phase.

Since p depends upon the position of 0', we shall have

p=f(p); whence if p' and zr denote the values of p and —dpjd^

at Q, we shall have

= P + ST (^ —p) = p' + CT^'

approximately.

Let '7rh/Xf=h', TrJclXf = k'\

also let u= p — ^= - ^'. Since dv, = dp, it follows from (23) and

(25) that the intensity is determined by the equation

/-=: ^ I fsin^ h'u + sin= k'u + 2 sin h'u sin k'a cos (p — q'u)\ —

-

Try J -00^ M'

(27).

Now I u~'^ sin- h'udu = ttJi
;

J — a>

also if we write

cos (p — g'u) = cos p' cos g'u + sin p' sin g'a,

the portion of the integral in (27) which involves sin p' will vanish.
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because the positive and negative elements destroy one another

;

accordingly

l.^^J.^ (h' + k'+^-^ CO. p') (28),

where w = I iir' sin h'u sin k'u cos g'udu.
J -ao

Differentiating with respect to g', we get

dlU f , • 7/ -7/ • /J_— = _ u~^ smhusm K using uau
dg J -^

= {( {sin {g' + h' + k') u + sin (g' - h' - k') u

- sin {g' + h' - k') u — sin {g' + k' - h') u} iir^ du.

But it is well known that

/:
w""^ sin sudu = tt or — vr,

according as s is positive or negative. If therefore we use F(s) to

denote the discontinuous function which is represented by the

above integral, and which is equal to tt or — tt according as s

is positive or negative, we get

dw/dg' = iTT {F(g' + h' + k') + F(g'-h'- k') -F(g'-{- h' - k')

-F(g' + k'-h%
This equation gives

dwjdg' = 0, from g' = — xi to g' = - (h' + k')

;

= \ir, from g' = - (h' + k') to g' = - (h' ~ k')
;

= 0, from g' = - (h' ~ k') to c?' = + Qi ~ k!)
;

= - ^TT, from g' = h' ~ k' to g' = h' + k'
;

= 0, from g' = h' + k' to g = 'X>:

the sign ~ being used to denote the difference between h' and k'

when h' >k' ; if h' < k', the expression h' ~ k' denotes k' — h'.

Now w vanishes when p' = + oo
, on account of the fluctuations

of the factor cos g'u under the integral sign ; whence integrating

the value of dwjdg' given above, and determining the constant of

integration, so that w = when g' = — cc , y/o obtain

w = 0, from g' = — 'X> to g' = — {W + k')
;

w = \'!r (h' + k' + g'), from g' = - {h! + k') to g' = - (h' ~ k')
;

w = irk' or tt/i' (according as h' > k' or h' < k')

from g' = - {h' ~ k') tog' = + (h' ~ k')

;

w = \-K Qi +k' - g'), from g' = h' ~ k' to g' = h' + k'

;

w = 0, from g' = h' + k' to ^' = oo

.
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Substituting, in (28), and putting g' = 7rg/X/ in the last of (26),

so tliat

i^^XfJTr-ig-h-k (29),

we get the following three expressions for the intensity

(i) When the numerical value of g exceeds h + k

r- = 2Blf-"- {h + k) (30).

(ii) When the numerical value of g lies between h + k and

h-k
r- = 2Blf-"- [h + k-{-(h + k- 'Jf) cosp'] (31).

(iii) When the numerical value of g is less than h ~ k,

r- = IBlf-"- {hJrk + 2h cos p') or 2Blf-- {h + k + 2k cos p'). . .(32)

according as h or k is the smaller of the two.

50. In discussing these reisults. Sir G. Stokes sa3's

:

" Let the axis of x be always reckoned positive in the direction

in which the blue end of the spectrum is seen, so that in the

image formed at the focus of the object-glass or on the retina,

according as the retarding plate is placed in front of the object-

glass or in front of the eye, the blue is on the negative side of the

red. Although the plate has been supposed at the positive side,

there will be no loss of generality, for should the plate be at the

negative side it will only be requisite to change the sign of p.

" First, suppose p to decrease algebraically in passing from the

red to the blue. This will be the case when the retarding plate is

held at the side on which the red is seen. In this case in- is

negative, and therefore g < — (A + k), and therefore (30) is the

expression for the intensity. This expression indicates a uniform

intensity, so that there are no bands at all.

" Secondly, suppose p to increase algebraically in passing from

the red to the blue. This will be the case when the retarding

plate is held at the side on which the blue is seen. In this case

CT is positive ; and since zr varies as the thickness of the plate,

g may be made to assume any value from — {ig + h + k) to + oc

by altering the thickness of the plate.

51. "The plate being placed as in the preceding paragraph,

suppose first that the breadths h, k of the interfering streams are

equal and that the streams are contiguous, so that g = 0. Then

the expression (32) may be dispensed with, since it only holds
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good when g = 0, in which case it agrees with (31). Let T<, be

the value of the thickness T for which g = 0. Then 7^=0

corresponds to q^
= -{h + k), T ^ T^ to g = 0, and T^'lT^ to

Q[
= /i+A;; and for values of T equidistant from y„, the values

of g are equal in magnitude but of opposite signs. Hence,

provided T be less than 2T„, there are dark and bright bands

formed, the vividness of the bands being so much the greater as T
is more nearly equal to T^, for which particular value the minima

are absolutely black.

" Secondly, suppose the breadths h, k of the two streams to be

equal as before, but suppose the streams separated by an interval

Ig ; then the only difference is that ^ = — {h + h) corresponds to a

positive value, T„ suppose, of T. If T be less then T„, or greater

than 2Ta-T.., there are no bands; but if T lie between T«_ and

2r„— 2^ bands are formed, which are most vivid when T=To, in

which case the minima are perfectly black.

" Thirdly, suppose the breadths h, k of the interfering streams

unequal, and suppose, as before, that the streams are separated by

an interval 2^ ; then g = — (A + Z;) corresponds to a positive value,

T^ suppose, of T: ^ = — {h~k) corresponds to another positive

value, Ti suppose, of T, 2\ lying between T^ and T„, T„ being as

before the value of T which gives g = 0. As T increases from T^,

g becomes positive and increases from 0, and becomes equal to

h~k when T = 2To-T„ and to h + k when T=2T,- T,. When
T <Tn, there are no bands. As T increases to Tj bands become

visible, and increase in vividness till T= T^, when the ratio of the

minimum intensity to the maximum becomes that of h — k to

h + 'Ak, or of k — h to k + 3h, according as ^ > or < A;. As T in-

creases to 2r„— Ti, the vividness of the bands remains unchanged;

and as T increases from 2To — T^ to 2r„ — T„, the vividness decreases

by the same steps as it increased. When T= 2T„ — T^, the bands

cease to exist, and no bands are formed for a greater value of T.

"The particular thickness T,, may be conveniently called the

hest thickness. This term is to a certain extent conventional,

since when h and k are unequal the thickness may range from T^

to 2T„—Ti without any change being produced in the vividness

of the bands. The best thickness is determined by the equation
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Now in passing from one band to its consecutive, p changes by ^-rr,

and p by e, if e be the linear breadth of a band ; and for this small

change of p we may suppose the changes in p and f proportional,

or put — dp/dp = 2Tr/e. Hence the best aperture for a given

thickness is that for which

4<g + h + k=2Xfje.

li g = 0, and k = h, this equation becomes h = X//e."

The theory of Talbot's bands with a half covered circular

aperture has been discussed by H. Struve'.

Resolving Poiver of Optical Instruments.

52. When a distant object is viewed through a telescope, an

image of the object is formed at the focus of the object-glass

which is magnified by the eye-glass; and in order that the object

should appear well defined, it is necessary that each point of it

should form a sharp image. The indefiniteness which is some-

times observed in images is partly due to aberration ; this however

can in great measure be got rid of by proper optical appliances,

but there is another cause, viz. diffraction, which also produces

indefiniteness, as we shall proceed to show.

If we suppose that the aperture of the telescope is a rectangle,

it appears from § 43, that the intensity at the focal point is equal

to {ahjXfy, and therefore increases as the dimensions of the

aperture increase; on the other hand the distances between the

dark lines parallel to x and y are respectively equal to Xfja and

X//6, and therefore diminish as a and h increase ; accordingly the

diffraction pattern becomes almost invisible as the aperture in-

creases, and the bright central spot alone remains. The effect of

a large aperture is consequently to diminish the effect of diffrac-

tion, and to increase the definition of an image.

When two very distant objects, such as a double star, are

viewed by the naked eye, the two objects are undistinguishable

from one another, and only one object appears to be visible. If

however the two objects are viewed through a telescope, it

frequently happens that both objects are seen, owing to the fact

that the telescope is able to separate or resolve them; and it

' Ht Petershurg Trans, vol, xxxi. No. 1, 1883.
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might at first sight appear, that a telescope of sufficient power

would be capable of resolving two objects however distant they

might be. This however is not the case, owing to the fact that

the finiteness of the wave-length of light, coupled with the

impossibility of constructing telescopes of indefinitely large dimen-

sions, impose a limit to the resolving powers of the latter.

According to geometrical optics, an image of each double star

will be formed at two points which very nearly coincide with the

principal focus of the object-glass ; but physical optics shows that

two diffraction patterns will be formed, whose centres are the

geometrical images of each star. If the two diffraction patterns

overlap to such an extent, that the appearance consists of a patch

of light of variable intensity in which the two central bright spots

are undistinguishable, the double star will not be resolved ; but if

the two patterns do not overlap to .such an extent as to make the

central spots undistinguishable, the double star will be resolved

into its two components.

53. In order to investigate this question mathematically, and

at the same time to simplify the analysis as much as possible, we
shall suppose that the light from each star consists of plane waves

which make an angle 6 with the plane xy; and we shall investi-

gate the intensity at points on the axis of x. If

-{\r)-^sm K{Vt-r)dS

denote the displacement produced at P, by the element of the

wave which is situated at the centre G of the aperture, the

displacement produced by any other element will be

'^dy^^^^lvt-R-x.\ne]
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Nowif 0<7=/

whence the total displacement at P is

-
Xfi..^,

''•' T i^* -^+ * (r-/sin e)lf] dx

and consequently the intensity will be proportional to

¥ ira

-rr^^-fsiner^'
^(^-Zsm 6) (33).

The greatest maximum value of this expression occurs when

?=/sin0 (34),

which gives the position of the central bright spot ; and the first

minimum, which occurs on the negative side of this point, is

given by

r=/(sin^-X/a) (35).

The intensity due to the other component of the double star

will be obtained by changing ^ into - f ; accordingly, the greatest

maximum will occur when ^= ^", where

r' = -/sin0 (36).

Let us now suppose that the first minimum of the diffraction

pattern due to the left-hand component of the double star, coin-

cides with the greatest maximum of the right-hand component

;

then f = ^', whence by (35) and (36)

2sin^ = X/a (37),

or since 6 is very small,

2e=X/a (38).

By (33), the value of the intensity at either of the bright

points is a-b^/Vf- ; and the intensity of either component at

^ = is

h"- . Jira . ^, 4!a-h-

.,.„-. sm- -- sin 6 = „ „ ..,

IT-J sin^^' \ A. / 'n--\-J'

by (37) ; whence the ratio of the intensity at the middle point to

that of either of the bright points is equal to S/tt^ = '8106.

It thus appears that the brightness midway between the two

geometrical images, is about |"'' of the brightness of the images

themselves ; and from experiment it appears that this is about the

limit at which there could be any decided appearance of resolution.

Now 20 is the angle which the components of the double star

subtend at the place of observation ; and since by (38) 26 = X/«,

p. n 5
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we see that an object cannot he resolved, unless its components

subtend at the place of observation, an angle which exceeds that

subtended by the wave-length of light, at a distance equal to the

breadth of the aperture.

If the distance of the object be such that 6 = X/a, it appears

from (36) that ^' =
; there is accordingly a dark band at the

middle point of the two images, which is more than sufficient for

resolution.

54. We shall now consider the resolving power of a telescope

having a circular aperture.

Let the axis of f be drawn perpendicularly to the line of in-

tersection of the fronts of the waves with the plane of the aperture.

Then at points on the axis of ^, the intensity due to that component

of a double star, which lies on the left-hand side will be

P = 0=-l-;Sf^

where ^ ^\l-\\ ''°^ T?" ^^ ~f^^^ ^) ^* ^1/'

^^XfjJ
^™

^^f^^
-/sin 0) dxdy,

and the integration extends over the area of the aperture. From

these expressions we see that 8 = 0, and

where p = 27r(^—/sin d)/\f, and c is the radius of the aperture.

The greatest maximum occurs when p — 0, or ^ =/sin 0, which

gives the central spot ; and the intensity at this point is equal to

TrV/Xyi

The first dark band to the left of the central spot occurs when
Ji (pc) = 0, or pc/n = — 1'2197

; in which case

f =/sin e - (fX/c) X -6098.

If ^" be the distance of the central spot due to the right-hand

component,

r'=-/siii^;
accordingly if ^' = f",

2 sin 61 = (X/c) x -0098 = ^ nearly (39).

When^ = 0,

c

fc

^'^/fn.'^^e?-^) (^0).
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and if 6 is given by (39)

^ = ^J^ (1-8849) = I- X 1-937
;

whence the ratio of the intensity at the middle point, to that of

either bright spot is about 7-5 -^ 7r=- The corresponding number
for a rectangular aperture was found to be S/tt'^ and 20 was equal

to X/a; whereas in the present case 26 = \/p. If therefore the

components of a double star subtend at the place of observation

an angle, which is somewhat greater than the angle subtended

by the wave-length of light, at a distance equal to the diameter 2c

of the circular aperture, the telescope will resolve the star. Hence
the resolving power of a telescope having a circular aperture, is

less than one whose aperture is rectangular.

The resolution of a double line is discussed in Lord Rayleigh's

article on Wave Theory'.

Theory of Gratings''.

55. A diffraction grating consists of a thin plate of glass,

on which a very large number of fine lines have been ruled

with a diamond very close together; and gratings have been

constructed, which contain as many as 40000 lines to the inch.

When light is incident upon the grating, the lines of the latter

act the part of approximately opaque obstacles, and a diffraction

spectrum is produced.

For the purpose of presenting the theory in its simplest form,

we shall suppose that plane waves of light, whose fronts are parallel

to the grating, fall upon the latter, and are then refracted by a

convex lens, which is likewise parallel to the grating; and we

shall examine the appearance on a screen which passes through

the principal focus of the lens.

If we consider the system of parallel rays, which falls upon the

lens and is perpendicular to any plane A^C, which makes an angle

with the grating, these rays will be brought to a focus by the

lens at a point P, which is near the principal focus; and con-

sequently each ray will occupy the same time in travelling from

' Bncyc. Brit.

- Lord Eayleigh, Art. Wave Theory, § 14, Encye. Brit. p. 437.

5—2
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Afi to P. Let Qi, Q«... be points on the transparent parts of the

grating, whose distances from A^, A.... are equal to x; let

AA = A,B,= ... a; B,A„ = B,A, = ... rf.

Then the resultant displacement at P is proportional to

/«[.-/« « . a\ -aft w + a + d . ^\
sin27r(- + ^ sm ^l+sin27r ( - + - sin ^j...

+ sin 2^|*-+^«-±i)sin^|]d:....(41),

where n is the number of opaque lines of the grating. Integrating,

this becomes equal to

27r«

+ cos 27r - + ^

^ ft a . ^\ "lirt

COS ZTT - + — smt/ ) — cos—
Vt X / T

sin 6

27r sin 6

t 2a + d .

y,o.2',r[l + "^sme)

„ {t a + n(a + d) . J „ (t n(a + d) . „
+ cos27r]- + ' \sinl9[-cos27rj- +-^—^sm^

.(42).

If 9 be chosen so that

(a + d) sin 6 = m\ (43),

where m is a positive integer, each of the n+l pairs of terms

become equal to one another, and the series is equal to

(re + l)X( 2Trt „ ft , ma \] ....

^—^'^^ ]cos cos27r - +—7—,U (^*)-
2Tr sin ^ [ T \T a-]- dJ]

It therefore appears, that for the directions which are deter-

mined by (43), the disturbances produced at P by the transparent
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portions of the different elements of the grating reinforce one

another, and that the intensity is a maximum for these directions-

Accordingly when homogeneous light is employed, the diffraction

spectrum consists of a number of bright and dark lines, and the

bright lines occur when the position of A^G is such that the pro-

jection of the element a+d upon it is equal to any multiple of a

wave-length. The central band is bright, and its intensity /(,- is

equal to (n + 1)V, as can at ouce be seen from (41) by putting

^ = 0, and then performing the integration.

If Im^ be the intensity of the mth. bright band, it follows from

(43) and (44) that

,
,

(n + 1)^ (a + dY . „ amir
-^™ = —:^'— ^^° ;rT77 >

m-TT' a + a

/™= /a + dy . „ am-rr , .

whence -n =
{

sm- —-—

r

(45).
Jo \aimrj a + d

If the whole space occupied by the grating were transparent,

the disturbance at P would be

a+nia+d) (t X . „\ ,

sm Ztt I
- + - sm 6

J

dx,

and the intensity would be proportional to

sin^ - {a + n (a + d)] sin 6
;

/:

TT^ sin^ d X

accordingly the intensity in the direction ^ = 0, is

P = {a + n (a + d)Y,

and therefore

I^ ^ (n+iyja + dy
^^.^^,

amir

r- m-ir [a H- n (a + d)Y
' a-\-d

amir

m-TT' a + a
•(40),

if the number of lines is so large that n may be treated as

infinite.

Since the sine of an angle can never be greater than unity, it

follows that the amount of light in the mth spectrum can never be

greater than l/m%= of the original light. Hence in a grating

composed of alternately opaque and transparent parts, whose

breadths are equal, so that d = a, the central image is the

brightest, and the first lateral spectrum is brighter than any of

the succeeding ones.
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56. In practical applications the angle 6 is so small, that

6 may be written for sin 6 ; whence the angular distance between

the centres of two bright bands is equal to \/(a + d). The
breadths of the bands are therefore inversely proportional to

a + d, and will therefore be broad when a + d is very small

;

accordingly a fine grating having a very large number of lines,

produces broader bands than one having a smaller number. Since

the breadths of the bands are directly proportional to X, the bands

will be broader for red light than for violet light; accordingly

when sunlight is employed, the outer edges of the central band

will be red, and the inner edges of the two adjacent lateral bands

will be violet.

If the values of the quantities for red and violet light be

denoted by the suffixes r and v,

6r = mXr/{ci + d), O-o = m\J(a + d)
;

whence er-d„ = in (X^ - X„)/(a + d),

which gives the angular value of the dispersion for the two
extreme colours in the mth spectrum. This result shows the

importance of having the lines ruled very close together, so that

the dispersion may be as large as possible.

In order that the spectra may not overlap, it is necessary that
the value of 0^ for the (m + l)th spectrum should be greater than
the values of 6^ for the mth ; which requires that

(m+ l)A,r >mX,.

Since Xr is nearly equal to 2X„, overlapping will take place in

the spectra of higher orders than the first.

Resolving Power of Gratings.

57. We must now consider the resolving power of gratings

;

and shall first sum the series (42). Let

2Trt/T =
<f),

27ra/X
.
sin 61 = a, 2Tr(a + d)/X.smd = x>

then the first vertical line of (42) becomes

[cos (^ + a + n^) - cos (<^ + a - %)
- cos [<^ + a + (ii + 1) p^} + cos ((^ + a)]/4 sin= ^X'
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which reduces to

cos (cj) + a + ^iix)sm^{n-\- 1)')(^

sin I ^
'

whence the resultant displacement at P becomes

XsinA(w + l)y , , ^ ,

27rsing.in^X ^''°' ^"^ + ^"^^ ~ '=°' ^"^ + " + '^''^^^-

We have already shown, that the intensity will be a maximum
when

(a + d) sin = m\, or % = 2m-?r.

We shall now show, that the intensity will be zero when

(a + d)sm0=(7n + ^^~]\ (47),

where s = 1, 2...n. For in this case

i 0^ + 1) X = " {in (n + l) + s},

whence sin ^ (n + 1) pj;
= 0.

Now n is the number of opaqwe lines, and n + 1 is the number
of transparent lines on the grating; consequently between the

directions determined by (43), which may be called the prindpal

maxiina, there will be a series of dark lines equal to the number of

opaque lines of the grating, which will be separated by bright

lines, which may be called secondary maxima. The principal

maxima are however far the most distinct, and the secondary

maxima are so faint that they may be left out of consideration.

Let us now suppose, that the incident light consists of a double

line of light of wave-lengths X and X + BX. On account of the

diiference of wave-length, the maxima and minima of the two

superimposed spectra will not coincide ; but the want of coin-

cidence will not be capable of being detected, unless the principal

maximum of the «ith spectrum light of wave-length X -I- SX,

coincides with the first minimum succeeding the mth principal

maximum of light of wave-length X. Whence by (4.3) and (47)

we must have

(a + d) sin 6 = m (X 4- 8X) =(m-\
j
X,

which gives —-= -> ,- (48).® X m (n + 1) ^ ^

This equation gives the smallest difference of wave-lengths

in a double line which can just be resolved ; consequently the

resolving power of a grating depends solely upon the total number
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of lines and the order of the spectrum. In the case of the D
lines in the spectrum of sodium vapour, S\/X= 1000~^ so that to

resolve this line in the first spectrum requires a grating having

1000 (transparent) lines upon it; and in the second spectrum

500 lines, and so on. It is of course assumed in (48) that w +

1

transparent lines are really utilized.

Reflection Gratings.

58. The gratings hitherto considered act by refraction; but

it is possible to form a diffraction spectrum by means of a re-

flecting surface, on which a large number of iine lines are ruled.

The fine lines act the part of the opaque obstacles in a refraction

grating.

If YP be the incident and PZ the diffracted ray, and if i,
(f>

be the angles which the incident and diffracted rays make with

the normal to the grating, the disturbance at any point Q may be
obtained by writing sini-t-sin<^ for sin ^ in (41). Hence the

position of the mth spectrum is determined by

(a + d) (sin i + sin </>) = mX.

A similar formula holds good when light is incident obliquely

upon a refraction grating.

Rowland's Concave Gratings'

59. In these gratings lines are ruled upon a concave spherical

mirror made of speculum metal, and are the intersections of

parallel planes one of which passes through the centre of the

sphere.

' Anmr. Jour, of Science; 3rd series, vol. xxvi. p. 87. Glazebrook, Phil. Mag.
June and Nov. 1883.
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In the figure let be the centre of the mirror, Q a source of

light, and let us for simplicity consider the state of things in the

plane QOA, so that the problem may be treated as one of two

dimensions. Let Q' be the primary focus of Q; let AQ=u,
AQ' = Vi, QAO=<ji = Q'AO; also let a be the radius of the mirror.

By geometrical optics

112 sec <f)- + -= -;
Vi II a

hence if Q lie on the circle whose diameter is the radius of the

mirror, zj = a cos ; whence »! = a cos
(f>,

and therefore Q' also lies

on the same circle.

The point Q' gives the position of the central diffraction band

formed by the grating, but there will also be a series of lateral

spectra arranged along this circle on either side of Q', which we
shall now consider.

Let P be any point on the grating, let PR be the diffracted

ray ; also let RAO = ^', POA = w.

The retardation is QP + PR — QA — AR, which we must

proceed to calculate. We have

QP^ = w' + 410? sia^ ^w — 4<au sin ^a sin (^tu — 0)

= (u + a sin cf> sin w)= — a^ sin^ sin^ w +4<a(a — u cos ^) sin= ^ co.

Now o) is usually a small quantity, whence if we neglect

powers of sin w higher than the fourth, we may write

4 sin^ ^(0 = sin^ o) + J sin* co,
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whence

QP- = {u + as'mcj) sin co)- + a cos ^ sin' to (a cos
(f>
— u)

+ la(a — io cos 0) sin^ qj
;

accordingly if Q lie on the circle whose diameter is OA, so that

u = a cos
<f),

the term involving sin= w vanishes, and we obtain

^T^ / • , • X (i a (m — a cos rf)) sin^ ft)

QP= (u + a sm rf) sm co) -^ 1 + „ ,
— .—

,

-—
,,^ ^ ^ ^

( 8 (it + a sm (^ sm cof

or QP — QA = a sin </) sin co + ^a sin
<f>
tan (/> sin^ w.

If R also lie on the same circle, the value of PR — AR will be

obtained by writing — (j)' for <j}, whence

QP + PR-QA-AR
= a (sin (j) — sin cf)') sin w + ^a (sin cjj tan (/> + sin </>' tan 0') sin^ &>.

The advantage of this arrangement is, that the second term

involves sin* co, and is therefore exceedingly small ; the accuracy of

the instrument is therefore far greater than one in which terms

involving sin^ co and sin' w occurred.

Neglecting the second term, it follows, from what has gone

before, that the bright bands are given by the equation

a (sin (p — sin (/>')=+ m\.

where a is the distance between two lines of the grating.

In order that a large part of the field of view may be in focus,

the eye-piece is placed at 0, whence ^' = and

o- sin (^ = + mX,

and the different spectra can be observed by moving the source Q,

(which is usually a narrow slit), along the circle OQA.

Michelsoii's Investigations.

60. The principle of Interference has been lately applied by

Michelson to measure angular magnitudes of small sources of light.

This was effected by providing the object-glass of a telescope with

a cap, in which there are two slits adjustable in width and

distance apart. If such a combination be focused upon a star,

then instead of the image of the star, a series of coloured

interference bands with a white centre will be observed, the bands

being arranged at equal distances apart and parallel to the two

slits. The position of the central white fringe can be marked from

ten to fifty times as accurately, as the centre of the telescopic

image of the star.
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In the figure, let e, e' be two sources of light identical in

every respect ; let AB be the axis of the telescope, S, S' the slits

in the cap. Let

ee' = a, AB = d, 8S' = b (49),

also let a = eAe, /8 = SBS',

where a, yS are very small angles.

Then the interference fringes produced at (S and S' will

vanish, when

Se'-Se = ^^a=^ba=^\ (50),

that is when a = \/b (51).

But we have already shown, that \/b is the limit of the

resolving power of a telescope of aperture b, and if this quantity be

denoted by Oo, (51) becomes

a = o(o.

Hence the fringes disappear, when the sources subtend an angle

which can just be resolved by the telescope.

If however the source of light, instead of consisting of two

distinct identical sources, consists of light coming from an object

of finite size, it will be found that on continuing to widen the

slit the fnnges again become clearly visible, and then reappear and

disappear at regular intervals.

61. The theory of these successive appearances and disappear-

ances is as follows.

Let X be the distance of any element of the source from the

axis of the telescope, dx the width of the element and ^(a;) its

length ; and let us consider the intensity at a point P on a plane

parallel to SS' . Let 4C = h, CP = y,Be = x, SOS' = j.

Then S'e +S'P-Se-8P = bx/d + byjh

= ^x+yy;
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whence the intensity at P due to the element <l){x)dx at e, is

proportional to

(f)(x) \l + cos Y (/5* + 7y)( f^*-

The total intensity T' is obtained by integrating over the

whole area of the source, whence

r-= j(f>(x)\l+CQs^(^x + ji/)\dx (52).

We shall now consider the case in which the source is a

uniformly illuminated rectangle of width a, whose centre is in the

axis of the telescope, and whose sides are parallel to 8S'.

Putting
<f)

(x) = 1, and integrating (52) between the limits |a

and — |a, we obtain

T. ^ • '""/Sa 27r7?/ ,,„.
r- = a+—^sm-^ cos—r-^''

(53).

If Ii\ I," be the intensities at the centres of the bright and

dark fringes respectively, Michelson assumes that the visibility V
of the fringes is

h' + If
The values of /j, /j are obtained by putting y = n\/'y and

(?! + ^) X/y respectively, whence

^^sin(^^a/X)

We have shown in § 40, that the maxima values of this

expression occur, when

/Sa/\ = 1-4303, 2-4590, 3-4709, &c.

and the minima when

/3a/X=l, 2, 3

Since ^a = ba, it follows that if a = X/b, which is the limit of

the resolving power, the fringes will be invisible ; but if b, and

consequently /3, gradually increase, the fringes will become visible,

and will again disappear when /3 = 2X/a. The fringes will therefore

alternately appear and disappear as the distance between the slits

increases.

A similar result takes place, when the width of the source

increases, whilst the distance between the slits remains constant.

These results were experimentally verified by Michelson.
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62. We shall now consider the case in which there are two
identical sources of equal breadths, which are equidistant from B.

Let s be the distance of the centre of either source from B,

2r its breadth. Then the intensity due to the source whose centre

is x=s, will be obtained by integrating (52) between the limits

s + r and s — r; and is therefore equal to

tI^
cos -- (72/ + ^s) sm —^ .

The intensity due to the other source is obtained by changing

the sign of s, whence adding these two results, the total intensity is

j.„ . 2X 2-n-yy Stt/Ss . 27r/Sr
/= = 4r +__cos --^cos^^ sm --^— (.55),

7r/3 X X X ^ '

, T7- sin (27r/SWX) cos (27r/3s/X) ,,„^whence F= ^^

—

'^ ' ^, ,^
^—^U-l (56).

zirprjX ^ '

Let a be the angle subtended at A by the line joining the

centres of the sources, then 2s/cZ = a, whence ^tt^sjX = iraja^, where

ai, = X/6. Also let 2r/d=ai, then 27ry3?-/X = ttXi/hu ; hence (56)

becomes

y^ sin (7reti/ao) cos (Tra/ap)

"Trajuo
^'^

By (54), the visibility due to a single source of breadth 2s, is

^^sin(^/o,)

Tra/Hu

From these results we see that if a telescope is focused upon

a double star, the fringes will be different from those produced by

a single star ; and the preceding investigation furnishes a method

by means of which the double stars may be detected, which are

incapable of being resolved by telescopes of the largest aperture in

existence. Further information, together with the application of

the theory to spectroscopic measurements, will be found in the

papers by Michelson referred to below'.

^ "Measurement of Light Waves," Aitier. Jour, nf Science, vol. xxxix. Feb. 1S90.

" Visibility of Interference Fringes in the Focus of a Telescope," Phil. Mag. March

1891, p. 256. "Application of Interference Methods to Spectroscopic Measure-

ments," Ibid. April 1891, p. 338.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Parallel homogeneous light from a source, is intercepted

at right angles by a screen pierced with an aperture in the shape

of a cross, consisting of two equal rectangles of sides 4a, 2a

superposed with their longest sides at right angles, and their

centres coincident. Investigate the phenomena upon a distant

screen.

2. A small luminous body is placed before a convex lens. A
screen pierced with orifices of any form, stands between the

luminous body and the lens. Show that the intensity of the

image on a screen, placed at right angles to the axis of the lens,

at the position where the image is formed, will be proportional to

the sum of the areas of the orifices.

3. Plane waves of homogeneous light of wave-length X
impinge normally on a diaphragm, and are diffracted through an

aperture in the diaphragm, and received on a parallel screen at a

distance d. If the aperture be an annulus of radii a. A, prove

that the intensity of light at a point on the screen, will be

proportional to the square of

Ar-'J^ (27rAr/\d) - ar-'J^ (iirar/Kd)

;

where r is the distance of the point from the projection of the

centre of the annulus on the screen.

4. Homogeneous light of wave-length \ emanates from a

point, and falls on a screen at a distance a from the point, in

which there is a circular hole of radius r; the line joining the

point to the centre of the hole being perpendicular to the screen.

After passing through the hole, the light falls on a parallel screen

at a distance b from the former. A circular ring of glass of

thickness T, and refractive index /i and outer and inner radii r, r'

is now placed in the hole. Find the change in the intensity of

the illumination at the point on the screen opposite the centre of

the hole, and show that this point will be black, provided r = rV2,
and

(fi-l)T=p^ {2n + l)-i{a + h) r"-/ab.
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5. A screen is placed perpendicularly to the axis of a convex

lens, and the image of a bright point Q on the axis is formed on

the screen at q. If the light is allowed to pass through a small

aperture, whose form is given by y = + a cos Trx/2c from x = — c

to w= c, the origin being the centre C of the lens, examine the

position of the dark points on the line through q parallel to Gas.

6. A, 0, B, D are the middle points of the bounding edges of

a rectangular diffraction grating, AB being parallel to the ruled

lines, and being the central line of an opaque interval. The

grating is blackened over except within the area AGBD. Find

the system of fringes along the line which is the projection oi AB
upon the screen, and show how to find them for the projection

of CD.

7. A plane vertical screen is one boundary of a semi-

cylindrical dark chamber. A series of waves of light of given

colour, the fronts of which are parallel to the screen, pass through

it by a very narrow horizontal and rather short slit, of given

length and equidistant from its vertical edges, and illuminate the

opposite' wall. Compare the brightness at different points of the

wall in the horizontal plane through the slit, and prove that there

is in this plane a succession of points of perfect darkness.

Prove that there is on the surface of the concave wall a series

of dark bands, the projections of which on the screen are approxi-

mately a series of hyperbolas.

Supposing the colour of the slit to be changed, what alteration

must be made in the length of the slit, in order that the position

of the dark bands may not vary 1



CHAPTER V.

DIFFRACTION CONTINUED.

63. We have hitherto supposed that the waves are plane, or

that they are converging to a focus ; we shall now investigate the

diffraction of light which is diverging from a focus.

We shall first suppose that the problem is one of two di-

mensions.

a P

Let be the focus, AQ the circle^ representing the wave-front

at the points of resolution ; B any point at which the intensity is

required. Let Q be any point on the wave-front, and let

OA=a, AB = h, AQ = s.

The vibration at B, produced by an element at Q may be taken

to be proportional to

cos 2ir i j ds,

where h=QB- AB. Now

QB" = a- + (a + h)- - 2a {a + h) cos s/a,

' For the lowest in the figure, read Q,
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whence QB = b + (a + b) s^Zab,

whence the vibration at P is

f „ {t (a + b)s"-\
,

and the intensity P is proportional to

r- = (/cos I Trv-dvf + (/sin J jrv'dvy (1),

where v^ = 2(a + b) s^/abX.

These integrals taken from to ?; are called Fresnel's integrals,

and we shall now discuss their properties.

Ft'esnel's Integrals.

64. The two definite integrals,

j
COS ^TTV^dv and I sin^wv-dv,Jo" Jo

cannot be evaluated in finite terms except in the single case in

which v = x , when they are each equal to ^. We shall denote

them by C and S, and shall show how their values may be

expressed in the form of a series.

By integration by parts, it follows that

Jo 2n + l 2n+lJa

accordingly

^-"'' ^^ = ^"" " (^ + 173 + 17375 + 1737577
+

Putting ffl = |(l+t)7ri, so that a^ = \c'ir, and equating the

real and imaginary parts, we obtain

G = M cos Ittd^ + i\^sin \irv'^\

S= M sm l-nv'^-N cos ^-iTV"]
(2).

.(3).

where ^=''
" 173775 + 1 . 3. 5. 7.9 ~ "

These two series are easily shown to be convergent, and are

adapted for numerical calculation when v is small ; they are due

to Knockenhauer'.

' Die Undulatimstheorie des Lichtes, Berlin 1830, p. 3G,

B. O. 6
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65. When v is large, the integrals may be expressed by means

of certain semi-convergent series due to Cauchy'. We have

Now

whence

Jo 2a Jv

i2«+2

r ,-a^.^dv - e-^«^ rJ- - -^ + 1:1 - 1-iii^ + \
j„

^
\2aH 2^aV 2=aV 2^aV )

Putting a=\{l + i,)-rr^ as before, and equating the real and

imaginary parts, we obtain

I
cos I TTV'^dv = — P sin ^ trv^ + Q cos ^ 7r?)^

I sin \ TTv'dv = P cos ^ TTi;^ + Q sin J irif,

,

"
1 1.3

,
1.3.5.7 \

where P= n+- ,„ - •••

Q_J. 1.8.5 1.3.5.7.9
f

*-
^'

The first few terms of the series for P and Q converge rapidly

when V is at all large, but the series ultimately become divergent.

Such series are called semi-convergent series, and it is a known

theorem that the sum of any number of terms of such a series

differs from the true value of the function which the series

represents, by a quantity less than the value of the last term

included ; we may therefore employ these series when v is large.

Accordingly we find

(7 = ^ -f P sin ^ 7rt)2 - Q cos ^ itv^\

S = \-P COS \iTV-'-Q&ml,wv''\
^^^'

66. Another method has been employed by Gilbert^ Put

u = \'ivv'^, then
„ 1 r«cosM

,

^=(2^* Jo
-07*'-

^dx
Now i-_L r

f/u /i/TrJo sjx

1 /" f"
whence C =— r\ dx\ 6~"'°coswdM.

TTsIl 'o Jo

1 C. iJ. vol. XV. 534, 573.

^ Mim. couronnes de I'Acad. de Bruxelles, vol. xxxi. 1.
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The integration with respect to u can be effected, whence

r, Iff" xHx r=—777 \ I 5
— cos u I

7rV2 (Jo 1 + a? Jo
- + sin M

l+a;= " -Jo xi(l+x')\

Putting af^y, the first integral by a known formula' is

equal to

^TTCOsecf 7r = 2^Tr;

= ^ - (t cos M + fi" sin M

7rV2Jo

we thus obtain

where

H e-"* dx

.(6),

.(7).

»i(l+a;=);

By proceeding in a similar way, it can be shown that

»S = ^ — ff sinw — iTcosit (8).

When M = 0, it follows that

G = H = ^.

Now u, which is equal to ^-n-v^ is necessarily positive, and
consequently the factor 6~"* decreases rapidly as u increases. It

therefore follows that the values of G and H are never greater

than J, and converge towards zero as u increases indefinitely.

This property constitutes the superiority of Gilbert's method.

Straight Edge.

67. The first problem we shall consider will be that of

diffraction by a straight edge.

First let the point P lie within the geometrical shadow. Let

BAG be the front of the wave, and let BA=h; then the

jo 1+y sin kir

'

where 1 > /c > 0.

6—2
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intensity at P is obtained by integrating from s = h to s = oo

,

whence if

the intensity will be proportional to

At the edge of the geometrical shadow, h = 0, in which case

C = S =0, and 1"- = ^; but when V is large, which will always be

the case unless h is so small as to be comparable with X*, it

follows from (4) that the most important term in P is equal to

I/tt^FI Whence the intensity at the edge of the geometrical

shadow is proportional to |, and rapidly diminishes as P proceeds

inwards.

For a point Q outside the shadow, we must integrate from

s = — h to s = CO , where h is now equal to AG, whence

The maxima and minima values of this expression are deter-

mined by the equation

or (i + G,) cos ^ttF^ + (i + ;Sf^) sin i F= = 0.

When F=0 this expression is equal to J and is therefore

positive, and the corresponding value of the intensity is equal

to ^. Using the series (2) and (3), we see that when F= 1, the

value of this expression is equal to ^ + Sy or | + -M, which is also

positive ; but if F^ = f , the expression is equal to — 0^ + Sy which

in this case is equal to — 2N if we employ (2) and (3), or equal

to — 2Q if we employ (4) and (5). The expression in question

is therefore negative when V = f , and therefore vanishes and

changes sign for some value of F^ lying between 1 and |. This

root corresponds to a maximum value of the intensity. The first

maximum according to Verdet^ occurs when

^72 = 1
_ -0046,

and the first minimum when

JF= = |+'0016.

' Legons d'Optique Physique, vol. i. § 90.
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The maxima and minima values have also been calculated by
Fresnel, and are shown in the following table

:
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If therefore the vihration at A be denoted by a~' cos ^-jrtJT,

the vibration at P will be expressed by

-llhHi-^'^-
Now dS = pdpd^ very approximately ; if therefore we put

'-^l^'i- ^=' <">•

we shall find that the intensity is

^^ = iv(^-^ +
^^> (^«)'

where (7= // cos (^ k/o^ — Ip cos
(fy)

pdpdcj}] ,^ >

(S = //sin (I^K/3^ - Ip cos (^) pdpd(f))

The above expression for the intensity is of a perfectly general

character, and the limits of integration must be chosen so as to

include the whole of the aperture. When the aperture is a circle

whose centre is A, the limits are from
(f)
= to 27r, and from p =

to c; if on the other hand, we are investigating diffraction pro-

duced by a circular disc, the limits of p will be c and co

.

69. Before discussing the general formulae (10) and (11), we

shall consider two special cases.

(i) Let the diffraction be produced by an aperture of radius

c; then at the projection of its centre upon the screen, r=l = 0, and

Jo
cos ^Kp^ . pdp = — sin |kc^,

S =— (1 — cos ^KC^),

4
whence P = -.

t^-- sin^ 4 kc\
(a + by *

(ii) Let the diffraction be produced by a disc, then

1

2p
whence if p = ^iK,

fJ c

1,7 StT . , ,X cos *KX'dx = sm *«c^,

X sin I Kx'^dx = — cos | «c^

whence /" =
a=&=W (a + Vf

'
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and therefore the iateusity is the same as if the wave had passed

on undisturbed.

In the middle of the eighteenth century, Delisle' had observed

the existence of a bright spot at the centre of the shadow of a

small circular disc ; but this experiment had been so completely

forgotten, that Poisson" brought forward the objection to Fresnel's

theory, that it required the intensity at the centre of the shadow

to be the same as if the wave had passed on undisturbed. The

experiment was accordingly repeated by Arago', with a small disc

whose diameter was one millimetre, and the required phenomenon

was immediately observed.

70. The preceding results, which are of a fairly elementary

character, are applicable only to the centre of the projection of

the disc or aperture. The intensity at excentric points forms the

subject of a very elaborate investigation by Lommel*, which we

shall proceed to consider.

In the case of a circular aperture or disc

= 2/ I cos {^ Kp^ — Ip cos (j)) pdpd(p

= 21
I

cos (^KpO cos {Ip cos (j)) pdpd(j)

= 27r //o Qp) cos {^Kp^) pdp (12).

Similarly S = ^-n-JJ^ (Ip) sin {^Kp^) pdp (13).

Except in the special case of 1 = 0, the integrals (12) and (13)

cannot be evaluated unless the limits are infinity and zero. We
shall therefore first obtain their values in this case.

/""

Let M = a'e-^'^'Jo (6«) dx

;

Jo

then by a known formula ^

2 /""

Jo (hx) = - sin {bx cosh (f) d^.

1 IKm. de Vane. Acad, des Sciences, 1715, p. 166.

2 Verdet, Legom d'Opt. Phys. vol. i. § 66.

3 (Euvres Completes, vol. vii. p. 1.

> Abh. der II. Gl. der Koii. Bayer. Alead. der Wiss. vol. xv. p. 233. In thia

paper, and also in another by the same author in the same volume, a large amount

of interesting information concerning Bessel's functions will be found.

5 A proof will be found in Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. vol. v. p. 431.
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r°° ,..77 O'J'Tr -4J2

But
J

xe-<'''''&viihxdx = ^^e ,

whence " = -[ f
^e-"''^" sin (6^ cosh 0) dc^d*

TT Jo JO

= _L_f%-^^"^'^^*cosh</>d.^
2aV''''Jo

~
2a^ ^

Putting a (1 + 0/2* for a, equating the real and imaginary

parts, and then writing h = l, a? = ^ic, we obtain

".-'f-rl- «.=T"»v: ('*)

71. We shall next show, how series maj be obtained by which

the integrals G and 8 may be calculated, when the limits are

c and 0.

It is known that 2J",/ = Jn-\ — Jn+i,

2nJn — J71—1 +"m+li
Z

from which we deduce

Z-Jn-,= ^Jz-Jn) (15),

_ ^+^ =— (zJb] (16)
^" cZ^V^"/

Using (1.5) and integrating by parts, we obtain

I"
p"+'/„ (Ip) 6 J-P^ dp =^ J„H., (IC) 6^'-^ -

J jy+"- Jn+^ (Ip) e^'"^' dp.

Accordingly

G+cS=^-^' ei^^^'[j,-'fj.+ 'yf J.- ...).

Writing KC^ = y, lc= z (17),

and equating the real and imaginary parts, we obtain

„ „/coslv rr sinly,,\\

c ,
/siu i« „ COS i V jT

\ \y \y '

. (18),
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_r .tTr.\. tf^^ = '^M^)-%U^) + %J.{z)- ...

(19).

These series for Z7i, U^ are convenient for numerical calcnlatioa

when yjz or kc/Z is small.

72. Series which are suitable for calculation when yjz is large

may be obtained as follows. By (16) we obtain

['MA ei.«P» do =M£) ,Wo^ ?!_ +L[° Jn+^^^P)
ei.«P=eZo

P

whence

P"

g- 111?Ik

accordingly equating tLe real and imaginary parts, we obtain

.(20),
yy ^y \y iy V

„ „ /2 Z" COsiVrr siniVTr\

V'/ 2« |y iy ;

.(21).

\y 22/ Iy

where Vo = J,(z)--J.^{z) + --J,(z)-.

By (9) and (17) it follows that when y = z, (a + b)la = r/c ; this

value of r corresponds to the edge of the geometrical shadow.

Under these circumstances we have'

U,= V^ = ^{Jo(z) + cosz}, U,= ro = ^sinz.

From (18) and (20) we also find

(7cosiy + /S'siniy =— tri =— |sm(^2^ + Jyj-Fi|

Osiniy->Sfcosiy=^f/',=—^|cos(^ + |y)- F„l

[/i+F=singl+iy)

..(22),

therefore

V,-U, = cos
( ^ + ^y]
z'

22/

(23).

1 See Todhunter's Functions of Laplace, p. 320.
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73. The functions Ui, U^, F„, Fj, although expressed in the

form of infinite series, are of course finite quantities. In fact since

the greatest values of Jo, cos ^Kp^, and sin ^Kp' are unity, it follows

that G and S cannot he greater than -jrc^ ; and from (22) we see

at once that U^, U^ cannot exceed certain limiting values ; hence

in calculating the values of these quantities, we may use whichever

of the pairs of series (19) or (21) is most convenient. If we

employ the series (21) we shall obtain the values of Y^, Fj, and

the values of Ui, U^ can then be found from (23).

Since y = 2'ir{a+h)c'^jdb\, z = 2Trrc/Xb,

it follows that z depends upon the position of the point at which

the intensity is to be examined, but y does not. We must

accordingly assign a definite value or series of values to y, and

then calculate the values of C/j, C/o corresponding to each of these

definite values, for different values of r or z. This has been done

by Lommel for a series of values from y = tt to y = IOtt, for the

functions 2Uily and 2?7„/y, and from these tables the values of

the intensity can be calculated in the different cases which arise.

74. We shall now show how the intensity may be calculated

in the case of diffraction through a circular aperture.

Since y/z = {a + b) c/ar, it follows that y/z is > or < 1, ac-

cording as the point lies in the bright part of the screen or in the

geometrical shadow ; at points on the edge of the shadow, y = z.

By (18) the intensity is

The points of maxima and minima intensity are given by the

equation

^.f-^.f--» i^>-

dUi _ z
-.J.

dZZj
J.

z jj

dz y dz y

From (1.5) and (19) we see that

dz

whence (24) reduces to

The values of the roots of the equation Jj (z/tt) = have been

calculated by Stokes\ and the values of the roots of the equation

' Trans. Camb. Phil. Soe. vol. ix. p. 166 ; see ante, p. 55.
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i!72 = for y = TT, 27r,...107r have been calculated by Lommel.
The following table gives the results for 1/ = tt and y = Stt.

z
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where the values of C^, S^ are given by (14) ; whence

By (14) and (20),

f?_-(7 =

27rc=

S^-S =
y

27rc°

y

(Ficosj2/-Fosinji/),

(Fisin^y+^ocosj?/),

whence ^^ =^(^>^+^«)-

The maxima and minima values of P are determined by the

equation

By (15) and (21) we see that

'^^» + F.^ = 0.
dz

(25).

dV^ _ J
2r , ^^\_^Tr

dz - '^'~y^" Tz-y"'
whence (25) becomes

F„j; = o,

from which it follows, that the maxima and minima are determined

by the roots of the equations Fo = 0, Ji = 0. The roots of the

former equation have been calculated by Lommel for the values

2/ = TT, 27r,. . .Stt ; and the results io,x y = -n,y = ^-k are shown in the

following table.

z
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shadow is surrounded by a series of rings. We also see that as z

increases, the absolute value of the intensity rapidly increases,

whilst the differences between its maxima and minima values

diminish. The general appearance on the screen accordingly

consists of a bright spot at the centre, surrounded by an obscure

circular ring of varying intensity which exists in the neighbourhood

of the geometrical shadow ; and at more distant points the in-

tensity is sensibly uniform.

When y is equal to 47r, the intensity within the geometrical

shadow, and also the differences between the maxima and minima

are very small. There is accordingly a well-defined shadow sur-

rounding the central bright spot. As the boundary of the

geometrical shadow is approached the intensity increases, and

continues to increase rapidly after the boundary has been passed,

until at some distance it becomes sensibly uniform.

It is a matter of common observation, that when the shadow

of a well-defined object (such as the edge of a razor), is thrown

upon a screen, the edge of the shadow is not sharply delineated,

but an indistinct appearance is observed in its neighbourhood.

This is accounted for by the foregoing theory, which shows that

the intensity does not change abruptly to zero, but gradually

diminishes, passing through a series of maxima and minima values.

On the BesseVs Function /n+j.

76. Before proceeding to discuss Lommel's method of dealing

with two-dimensional problems of diffraction, it will be convenient

to make a short digression for the purpose of considering the Bessel's

function Jn+\-

When n is an integer, it is known that Jn{^) satisfies the

equations

S"-r7#-(-3-.- w.

^ 71^ ~~^n~ ^n+i (2')j

J n — ^rir-i ~~ ~^n (^^X

and the Bessel's function of order n + ^, will be defined to be a

function which satisfies these three equations, when m -H J is

written for n, where n is any positive or negative integer.
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Writing w + ^ for n in (26), it may be written

p Idu (^_in+^)
(29),

dx' xdx \ x^ \
^ ^'

whence if n = i|ra;"'+i, we obtain

S-^^>S+t=» («»)•

Equation (29), being of the second order, has two independent

solutions. One solution may be expressed in the form of the

series

'''""^~2.2n+3"^2.4.(2« + 3)(2n + 5)~"""^^-^'*'

from which we see that i^o = *~^ sin x. We shall therefore define

the Bessel's function J"„+j, where n is zero or any positive integer,

by the equation

_ /2V «"+*
j, _

^"+*-Wl.3...(2n + l)r
x' oH^

2(2n + 3) 2.4.(2w + 3)(2w + 5)

of

2A.Q.{2n + S)(2n+5){2n + 1)

' 2\i «"+*

+ ... ...(32)

Wy 1.3.. ,
"^n-

.(33),

.(2n+l)

From the manner in which J^+i has been deduced, we see

that it is a solution of (26) ; we have now to show that it satisfies

(27) and (28). This can be at once done by substituting from

(32) in the equations

r _n + ^
J-

T

r - T (^ + i) rJ n+i — ''m-i ~ "n+i

which are what (27) and (28) become, when n + i is written

for n.

77. We miist now consider the function J-n-i, where n is

zero or any positive integer. A series for i|r containing negative

powers of n, can easily be shown to be

1 (, a? a^

X"
""^-n-i - ».2n+i 1^+9. Or,. - ^\^r«i+i|^^ 2(2?i-l)^2.4.(2w-l)(2n-3)

"''2.4.6(2m-l)(2?i-3)(2«-5)"''
" ...(34),
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from which we see that \|f_j = x~'^ cos x. This series obviously

represents a function different from (31), and therefore the series

(31) and (34), each multiplied by an arbitrary constant, represent

the complete solution of (30). If therefore we define the function

JL„_j by the equation

._^=(.,0-^-)|,,
2(2n-l)

^
"^2.4..(2n-l)(2n-3)

"^2.4i.6(2n-l)(2n-3)(2«,-5)"'"
•} ^^''^'

it follows that /-n-j is a solution of (26); and by substituting

from (35) in the equations

r _ ^+i r T" —n-i — " "—n-J ~ "—)i+J.X

r - T ,

" + i 7-

which are what (27) and (28) become, when — 7z — ^ is written for

n, it is at once seen that they are satisfied.

78. It also follows from (32) and (35), that

-.=©2\^ . ^ / 2 \i
sm «, «/-i=( — 1 cos a; (36).

irx,

>/f»i+i,

If in (30) we write y — x^, it can be shown that

dy

accordingly V'.= (^^)>o,

, r /2\i «"+* /I d\"sina;
whence

^«+j=(-J i .3...(2n+ 1) fessj ^-'

^ _ /'2Y 1.3...(2w- 1) /J^ d^y cos a;

from which we see that J^n-i is zero when a; = oo , and infinite

when a; = 0.

79. We are now in a position to explain Lommel's method'.

The light is supposed to diverge from a linear source 0, and to

be received on a screen. Let B be the projection of on the

' Ahh. der II. CI. der KSn. Bayer. Akad. der Wiss. vol. xv. p. 531.
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screen, then if in the figure to § 63, we put
<f>
— 0, BP = x, AQ = p,

we may prove in precisely the same manner, that

whence the intensity is proportional to I^ = G- + S^,

where G = JcQs(^Kp' — lp)dp\ . i^,

S = Jsm{^^p^-lp)dp\
^•^^^'

^^—aU^r- ^~iK ^^^>'

and the origin of p is the intersection of the line OB with the

wave-front at the point A. The integration extends over the

effective portion of the wave.

80. The two principal problems, which we shall have to

consider, are dif&action through a slit, and diffraction by a long

narrow rectangular obstacle.

When the slit or obstacle, whose breadth is supposed to be

equal to 2c, is parallel to the screen, and is symmetrically placed,

so that its middle line is the intersection of the plane passing

through the source and B, the integration will be from c to — c in

the case of a slit, and from oo to c, and — oo to — c in the case

of an obstacle.

81. When the integration is from c to — c, the odd parts of

the integrals disappear, and we thus obtain

(7 = 21 cos ^icp'' cos Ipdp
Jo

S = 2 i sin ^Kp- cos Ipdp
Jo

.(39).

The integrals (39) cannot be evaluated in finite terms unless

c = 00
; in this case, it may be shown by writing a = a(l + L)/2i in

the integral

/,

g-a'a? COS 2rxdx — -jr- e~o%
la

that I COS ^/c/3^ COS Ipdp =
(
„-) cos (

=

\ '.

j
^ sin ^ Kp^ COS Ipdp = - c [-^' sin

(g^
- i tt)

)

where KC- = y, lc = z (41).
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82. We shall now show how to express the values of G and S
in series. Since

it follows that

.(42).

/ 2 \*

= (27r)i
f ' {Ipf J. (Ip) cos i Kp'dp
Jo

S = (27r)* (''(lp)i J_i (Ip) sin ^/cp'dp
Jo J

Now by (32) J„+j vanishes when x=0, provided n is zero or

any positive integer, whence integrating by parts, and using (15),

we find

fC rt?l+A

j^
p-+ij„_i(lp)ei^'l' dp = ^ J-„+j (Ip) 6i'-

fp-^iJ^+iilp)ei^"''dp,
Jo

whence

(7 + ,^f=(2p)-ew{/,--V, + (i^)V„-..

Equating the real and imaginary parts, and using (41), we

obtain

/27J-\iC=(— j c(C^icosiy+ C/'|sini2/)

_
/277-YS = (— j c(Ui sin ly - U, cos ^y)
y/

.(43),

where c^„= s (-)Wf) /„+.p(^) .(44).

83. To obtain a series in descending powers of z/y, we must

recollect that J-n-i is zero when x — cc
, and infinite when a; = 0.

We must therefore write

C+iS=2r ei-f" cos Ipdp - (27r)i
f (Ipf /_i (Ip) ei^'f'dp . . .(45).

Jo Jo

By integration by parts, and by (15), we can show that

j
p-"+iJ_„_i(Zp)ei'«P=ti/j

= -f#^ +
'i[ r''-*^-«-i (ip) ^-^-^ dp,

B. o. 7
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where n is zero or any positive integer ; whence

whence equating the real and imaginary parts, we obtain

(i-rrVf-
I

piJ-i (Ip) COS ^Kp"-dp
J r

= - (— j c(Vi sin y + Fj cos 4?/)

(27rZ)i I /3*J-i (Ip) sin I «:/3=cZ/3

277-\i

"
I
«")' '^ ^^* ^°^ *^ ~ ^* ''^^ ^^^

.(46).

2/

where F„ =''i°°(-)* (-)«+^^J-_„-,p (^) (47).

If therefore we denote the right-hand sides of (46) by C, S'

respectively, we have by (40) and (4.5),

- «(7')'-(|-^-)--|

«=- = (7)'^'(2-.-l")-^

.(18).

Diffraction through a Slit.

84. We are now prepared to investigate the case of diffraction

through a slit.

Since the intensity is proportional to

it follows from (43) that

27rc=
/= =

y
W+u^'l

and the maxima and minima values are given by

U,
* dz

+ ^7,-^^=0, .(49).
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From (16) and (44) we obtain

dz y r dz y V

also from (44)

whence (49) reduces to

^i+^f^gV'^i'

ziJ.U,=0.

Now ziJ)^ = (2/7r)* sin z, which vanishes when z = mr, where

n is zero or any positive negative integer; accordingly there is

a series of bands parallel to the edges of the slit, whose distances

apart are equal to ^b\/c. Another system of bands is given by

the roots of the equation U„ = 0.

Tables have been constructed by Lommel, which give the

values of these roots, when y = S, 6, 9... 30, and the following

table gives the results when y = 3 and y = lo.

z
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Diffraction by a Narrow Obstacle.

85. We shall now suppose, that diffraction is produced by a

long narrow rectangular obstacle of breadth 2c.

In this case the intensity is proportional to

I-' = C- + S'"-,

where by (46)

G' = -c (y j
(Fj sin y + Fj cos ^y),

S' = ci^'^'f (Vi cos l,y-V^ Bin l,y),

whence /== -''(Fj=+ F^^,

and the maxima and minima are determined by the equation

nf*^nc^'=^ (^«)-

By (15) and (47) we obtain

^/.=_f2(-)^pr"v,_.,=-^-F_,
dz y ^ \y) ^ y ^

, dV. z „
and f = --Fi,

dz V

also by (47) F., f Fj= g^ ./j,

whence (50) reduces to

In this case also there are a series of maxima or minima values

corresponding to ^ = 0, tt, 27r. .. ; whilst another set are given by

the roots of the equation Fj = 0. The results are shown in the

following table.
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Whence if /'- be the intensity,

F' = 27r//«r,

and therefore /- = ^I''^ ; or the intensity at the edge of the geo-

metrical shadow, is one quarter what it would be if the obstacle

were removed.

When I is not zero, the integrals (51) cannot be evaluated in

finite terms; they may however be reduced to Fresnel's integrals.

We have

C =
I

(cos ^Ko- cos Ip + sin i-ico" sin Ip) dp
Jo

+ i^r j + I
sin ^xp" sin Ipdp.

Let u =
I

e-"'^" sin 2bxdx,
JO

7 |. 00

then TJ7 = 2 xe-"^"'' cos 2bxdx
db Jo

^1 _2bu
a" a'

'

_b lb

e a" ?^'

whence u = e"' dx.
« Jo

Writing a = c (1 + t)/2*, we obtain

f" . 1 r * b- — X-
I

sin c-uf- sin 2bxdx = — I cos — dx,
Jo cJo C'

f" « o o, , 1 r* . &=-«=,
cos c-a- sin zoiBrtiz; = - sin dx.

Jo c-'.'o c'-*

The integrals on the right-hand side depend upon Fresnel's

integrals, and accordingly C and S can be expressed by these

quantities.



CHAPTER VI.

DOUBLE REFRACTION.

87. We have already drawn attention to the fact, that there

are certain crystalline substances, called doubly refracting crystals,

which possess the property of separating a single ray of light into

two rays. We shall now consider the experimental facts connected

with this class of bodies.

One of the best examples of a doubly refracting crystal is a

crystallized form of carbonate of lime called Iceland spar. Crystals

of Iceland spar can easily be split into rhombohedra, the acute

and obtuse angles of the faces of which, are equal to 74° 65' 35"

and 105° 4' 25" respectively. The line joining the two opposite

comers, where the obtuse angles meet, is called the optic axis

of the crystal, and is a line with respect to which the properties

of the crystal are symmetrical. Iceland spar therefore possesses

the same kind of symmetry as an ellipsoid of revolution, and

crystals of this class ai-e called uniaxal crystals.

There are certain other kinds of doubly refracting crystals,

which have two optic axes, and which possess three rectangular

planes of symmetry. Such crj'stals are called hiaxal crystals.
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Unicual Crystals.

88. When a small pencil of light is incident upon a plate

of uniaxal crystal, it is found that in general there are two

refracted rays. One of these rays is refracted according to the

ordinary law of refraction, and is consequently termed the ordinary

ray ; whilst the other is refracted according to a totally different

law, and is called the extraordinary ray. There are however two

cases in which there is only one refracted ray, viz. (i) when the

direction of propagation coincides with the optic axis of the

crystal, (ii) when the face of the crystal contains the axis, and

the pencil is incident normally upon the surface. In both these

cases the ordinary and extraordinary rays coincide, and only one

refracted ray is consequently observed.

Let us now suppose, that a ray of light is refracted through

a rhomb of Iceland spar, and that the plane of incidence contains

the axis ; and let the two refracted rays be transmitted through

a second rhomb. When the two rhombs are similarly situated,

it will be found that there are only two rays after refraction

through the second rhomb, and that the ordinary ray in the

first rhomb, gives rise to an ordinary ray Og in the second, whilst

the extraordinary ray E in the first rhomb, gives rise to an

extraordinary ray Ej, in the second. If now the second rhomb be

turned through any angle which is less than 90", it will be found

that there are four refracted rays, and that and E each give

rise to an ordinary and an extraordinary ray O^, 0^, oaA E„, Eg
respectively. When the angle is small, 0^ and Eg are very faint,

but become brighter as the angle increases, whilst 0„ and E^
diminish in brightness ; and when the second rhomb has been

turned through an angle of 90°, Og and E^ will have disappeared,

leaving 0^ and E^ in possession of the field.

These experimental results show, that doubly refracting crystals,

in addition to dividing an incident ray into two refracted rays,

also produce an essential modification in the constitution of the

refracted light.

89. The index of refraction of the ordinary ray is the ratio

of the sine of the angle of incidence to the angle of refraction,

which as we have already seen is constant for all angles. The
extraordinary index of refraction is defined as follows. Let the
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plane of incidence contain the axis, and let a pencil of light be

incident at such an angle, that the extraordinary ray is perpen-

dicular to the axis; then the ratio of the angle of incidence to

the angle of refraction of the extraordinary ray under these

circumstances, is called the extraordinary index of refraction.

The reason of this definition will appear hereafter; it can be

proved at once by geometry, that this ratio is entirely independent

of the inclination of the optic axis to the face of the crystal.

90. The law which determines the refraction of the extra-

ordinary ray in uniaxal crystals was first discovered experimentally

by Huygens', who gave the following construction.

Let A be the point of incidence, AB the direction of the

optic axis; draw AG perpendicular to AB. Let B and D be

points on AB, such that AD/AB is equal to the ordinary index

of refraction, and let C be a point on AC such that ADjAG is

equal to the extraordinary index. With J. as a centre, describe

two spheres whose radii are AB, AD; and describe also an

ellipsoid of revolution, whose polar axis is equal to and coincident

with AB, and whose equatorial axis is AG. Produce the incident

ray to meet the second sphere in /, and let the tangent plane

at I cut the surface of the crystal in a line T. Through T draw-

two tangent planes TO, TE to the first sphere and the ellipsoid

respectively, meeting them in and E\ join AO, AE. Then

AO, AE will be the directions of the ordinary and extraordinary

rays respectively.

This construction was discovered by Huygens by a process of

induction, but was afterwards verified by careful measurements.

91. The preceding construction suggests, that the wave-

surface in a uniaxal crystal consists of two sheets, viz. a sphere

1 Traite de la LivnUere.
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and an ellipsoid of revolution, which touch one another at the

extremities of the optic axis; and we shall hereafter see that this

conclusion is borne out both by theory and experiment. When
the disturbance producing light is communicated to any point of

the medium, two waves ai-e generated, one of which is spherical

and travels with the same velocity in all directions, whilst the

other is spheroidal, and its velocity is different in different

directions. When a plane wave is incident upon the surface of

the crystal, each point of the surface may by Huygen's Principle,

§ 14, be regarded as the origin of secondary waves, and the

envelop of these secondary waves will consist of two planes TO,

TE, which are the fronts of the ordinary and extraordinary waves

in the crystal. If the equations of the sphere and the ellipsoid

of revolution, referred to A as origin, and AB dta the axis of

z, be
«" + 1/' + «' = c^,

z"'lc' + («= + j/=)/a= = 1,

then c will be the velocity of the ordinary wave, whilst the

velocity of the extraordinary wave will be equal to the perpen-

dicular drawn from A on to the wave-front TE. Since the

extraordinary wave-front touches the ellipsoid, it follows that if d

be the angle which the direction of the wave makes with the

optic axis, and V be its velocity of propagation,

V = c= cos^ 6 + a'' sin^ 6.

We therefore see that the directions of the two waves coincide,

whenever they are parallel to the optic axis, or to an equatorial

axis; in the former ease V=c, and in the latter V=a. The
quantities a and c are therefore called the principal wave

velocities, and the ratios Vjc, V/a are called the ordinary and

extraordinary indices of refraction.

92. We have already pointed out, that when common light is

incident upon a crystal, two refracted rays are always produced

;

on the other hand we have shown, that when the incident light

consists of the ordinary or extraordinary ray, which is produced by

refracting common light through another crystal, there are always

two positions of the second crystal, in which one of the two rays

is absent.

We shall now explain how this phenomenon may be accounted

for.
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93. We have stated in Chapter I., that light is said to be

polarized, when the elements of ether composing the wave are

vibrating perpendicularly to a fixed plane, which is called the

plane of polarization. Now when common light is refracted

through a crystalline plate, it is supposed that the two refracted

rays are polarized in perpendicular planes ; and that the vibrations

of the ordinary ray are perpendicular to the plane, which passes

through the optic axis and the normal to the ordinary wave-

front ; whilst the vibrations of the extraordinary ray lie in the

plane passing through the optic axis and the normal to the extra-

ordinary wave-front. The plane which passes through the optic

axis and the normal to the wave-front is called the principal plane

for that wave; we may therefore say, that the ordinary wave is

polarized in the principal plane, whilst the extraordinary wave is

polarized perpendicularly to the principal plane.

94. We are now able to explain why it is, that in certain

positions of the crystal one of the two rays in certain cases

disappears.

For simplicity, let the surface of the crystal be perpendicular

to the optic axis AB ;
let xy be the plane of incidence, TO, TE be

the ordinary and extraordinary wave-fronts, and AO, AE the

ordinary and extraordinary rays.

When the incident light is polarized in the plane xy, the

vibrations are parallel to Az. But since we have assumed, that

the vibrations in the extraordinary wave are executed in the

plane xy, it follows that an incident wave, whose vibrations ai-e

perpendicular to this plane, cannot give rise to an extraordinary

wave, but only to an ordinary wave. When, on the other han<l,

the incident light is polarized perpendicularly to the plane xy,

so that the vibrations are executed in that plane, the incident

light gives rise to an extraordinary wave, but not to an ordinary

wave. If the incident light were polarized in any other plane,

the incident vibrations could be resolved into two components
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respectively in and perpendicularly to the plane of incidence xy,

the first of which would give rise to an extraordinary wave, whilst

the latter would give rise to an ordinary wave.

Since the wave-surface of the ordinary wave is a sphere, the

directions of the ordinary wave and the ordinary ray coincide

;

but since the wave-surface of the extraordinary wave is an ellipsoid

of revolution, the directions of the extraordinary wave and the

extraordinary ray do not coincide within the crystal, unless the

direction of propagation is parallel or perpendicular to the axis.

The question whether the vibrations of the extraordinary wave are

perpendicular to the ray or the wave-normal is one, which cannot

be discussed without the aid of theoretical considerations, but it

may be stated that according to Fresnel's theory, the direction

of vibration in the extraordinary wave is parallel to EY, that is,

perpendicular to the wave-normal.

95. We have thus far given a description of the principal

phenomena connected with uniaxal crystals, and of the theoretical

explanation by which it is proposed to account for them, and in

the next chapter we shall show how these phenomena may be

explained by means of a dynamical theory. There are however

certain other experimental facts which demand attention.

In all uniaxal crystals, the radius of the spherical sheet of the

wave-surface is equal to the semi-polar axis of the ellipsoidal

sheet; but in Iceland spar, the extraordinary index of refraction is

less than the ordinary index, and therefore the ellipsoidal sheet

of the wave-surface is a planetary ellipsoid. Such crystals are

called negative crystals. There are however certain other crystals

in which the ellipsoidal sheet is an ovary ellipsoid ; and crystals

of this kind are called positive crystals. It therefore follows, that

for negative crystals the ellipsoidal sheet of the wave-surface lies

outside the spherical sheet, whilst the converse is the case for

positive crystals.

The following is a list of some of the principal uniaxal crystals.

Positive. Negative.

Ice. Beryl.

Lead hyposulphate. Cinnabar.

Magnesium hydrate. Emerald.

Quartz. Iceland spar.

The red silver ores. Ruby.

Sapphire.

Tourmaline.
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The principal indices of refraction for Iceland spar and quartz

have been determined by Rudberg, for the principal lines of the

spectrum, and are as follows.

B
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97. The next table gives the values found by Rudberg for

the three principal indices of refraction, of aragonite and topaz,

for the principal raj's of the spectrum, where /Mc denotes the

ratio of the velocity of light in air, to that of the principal wave

velocity a.

Rays
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99. Most isotropic transparent media, when subjected to

stress, exhibit double refraction. For example, compressed glass

acts like a negative uniaxal crystal, whose axis is parallel to the

direction of compression ; whilst stretched glass acts like a positive

uniaxal crystal, whose axis is parallel to the axis of extension'.

There are also certain crystals, in which the relative position of

the optic axes for different colours varies with the temperature".

1 Brewster, Phil. Trans., 1815, p. 60.

- Ibid, Phil. Trans., 1815, p. 1 ; Phil. Mag. (3) vol. i. p. 417.
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fresnel's theory of double refraction.

100. When the disturbance which produces light is excited at

any point of an isotropic medium, a spherical wave is propagated

from the centre of disturbance with constant velocity ; but we
have pointed out in the preceding chapter, that when the dis-

turbance is excited in a doubly refracting medium, two waves are

propagated with different velocities, and that when the medium is

a biaxal crystal, the velocity in any given direction is a function of

the inclination of this direction to the optic axes of the crystal.

The laws regulating the propagation of light in crystals, were

first investigated mathematically by Fresnel, who showed that the

wave-surface in biaxal crystals, is a certain quartic surface, which

reduces to a sphere and an ellipsoid of revolution in the case of

uniaxal crystals. The theory by means of which Fresnel arrived

at this result, cannot be considered to be a strict dynamical theory;

but on account of its historical interest, and also owing to the

fact that experiment has proved that Fresnel's wave-surface is a

very close approximation to the true form of the wave-surface in

biaxal crystals, we shall proceed to explain its leading features,

and afterwards discuss the geometry of this surface.

101. The theory of Fresnel depends upon the following four

hypotheses, which are thus summarized by Verdet'.

(i) The vibrations of polarized light are perpendicular to the

plane ofpolarization.

(ii) The elastic forces tvhich are produced hy the propagation

of a train of plane waves, whose vibrations are transversal and

' Le^OTis d'Optique Physique. Vol. i. p. 465.
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rectilinear, are equal to the product of the elastic forces produced hy

the displacement of a single molecule of that wave, into a constant

factor, which is independent of the direction of the wave.

(iii) When a luave is propagated in a homogeneous medium,

the component of tlie elastic forces parallel to the wavefront, is

alone operative.

(iv) The velocity of propagation of a plane-wave, which is

propagated in a homogeneous medium without change of type, is

proportional to tlie square root of the effective component of the

elastic forces developed hy the vibrations of that wave.

102. We have stated in the preceding chapter, that according

to the generally received opinion, the vibrations of the ordinary

wave in a uniaxal crystal are perpendicular to the plane containing

the direction of propagation and the optic axis, whilst the vibra-

tions of the extraordinary wave are executed in the corresponding

plane. Up to the present time no experiments have been described

which prove that this is the case, and consequently for all we
know to the contrary, the vibrations of the ordinary wave might

take place in the principal plane, whilst those of the extraordinary

wave might be perpendicular to that plane. We shall hereafter

show, that there are strong grounds for supposing, that the

vibrations of polarized light are perpendicular to the plane of

polarization ; but for the present Fresnel's first hypothesis must be

regarded as an assumption.

103. The second and third hypotheses require careful con-

sideration, and it will be convenient to discuss them together.

Since the motions of the ether which constitute light are of a

vibratory character, it follows that the ether when undisturbed,

must be in stable equilibrium. Hence if F {x, y, z)=V be its

potential energy at any point x, y, z ; and if a particle situated at

this point be displaced to the point x + u, y + v, z + lu, it follows

that dV/dx = dV/dy = dV/dz = 0; and therefore expanding by

Taylor's theorem,

V=ro + i(^it' + Bv' + Gw' + 2A'vw + 2B'wu + 2C"uv),

where Vo is the constant potential energy when in equilibrium, and

A, B... are positive constants. By properly choosing the axes,

the products may be made to disappear; whence omitting the

B. O. 8
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constant term FJ,, which contributes nothing to the forces, the

value of y may be written

F=i(a"-ii= + iV + c=w=) (1),

and therefore the forces of restitution are

X = a?u, Y=h''v, Z = c-w (2).

Hence if we construct the ellipsoid

aV + 6y + c=2= = l (3)

whose centre is 0, and if we draw a radius OP parallel to the

direction of displacement and meeting the ellipsoid in P, and OY
be the perpendicular from on to the tangent plane at P, then

OY will be the direction of the resultant force.

The ellipsoid (3) is called the ellipsoid of elasticity ; and it

follows from the preceding construction, that the resultant force

will not be in the direction of displacement, unless the displace-

ment is parallel to one of the principal axes of this ellipsoid.

If I, m, 11 be the direction cosines of the normal to the wave-

front ; \, fj:,v those of the direction of displacement, it follows that

the resultant force of restitution will not be in the plane of the

wave-front. This force may however be resolved into two com-

ponents, one of which is in the plane of the wave, and the other is

perpendicular to it. The latter component according to the third

hypothesis will not give rise to vibrations which produce light,

and therefore need not be considered. The former component

will give rise to vibrations which produce light ; but it will not

coincide with the direction of displacement, unless the latter

coincides with that of one or other of the principal axes of the

section of the ellipsoid of elasticity by the plane Ix + my + nz = 0.

For the direction cosines of the force are proportional to a-X, h-jx,

o-v ; and the condition that this line, the direction of the displace-

ment, and the normal to the wave-front .should lie in the same
plane, is

Z, m, n

X, /n, V =0,

a-\, li-fjL, c-v

or
I

(6= - c=) -f- - (c= - a=) 4- - (a^ - 6=) = (4)

which is the condition, that the line X, /x, v should be a principal

axis of the section of the ellipsoid of elasticity by the wave-front.
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Let US now suppose, that plane waves of polarized light are

incident normally upon a crystalline plate, the direction cosines of

whose face, with respect to the principal axes, are I, m, n. Let

OA, OB be the directions of the axes of the section of the ellipsoid

of elasticity made by the surface of the plate, and OP the direction

of vibration of the incident light. If the second medium were

isotropic instead of crystalline, a single refracted wave would be

propagated, consisting of light polarized in a plane perpendicular

to OP and the surface of the plate ; but if the second medium is a

crystal, a single wave whose vibrations are parallel to OP is

incapable of being propagated, and it is necessary to suppose that

the incident vibrations are resolved into two sets of vibrations,

which are respectively parallel to OA, OB. These two sets of

vibrations are propagated through the crystal with different

velocities (unless the normal to the surface of the plate is parallel

to one of the optic axes), and thus give rise to two waves of

polarized light, whose planes of polarization are at right angles to

one another.

104. It q be the displacement of a particle of ether in either

of the waves, the equation of motion of that particle will be

^jj2
= - ('^ ^ + ^v + ^'^

) ?

;

and therefore if t be the time of oscillation,

27r/T = (arV + h-fi" +c-v-)-^ = 2irvl\' ;

where v is the velocity of propagation, and X' is the wave length.

Hence if we write iira/X' &c. for a, b, c, where a, b, c now denote

the three principal wave velocities, we obtain

V"- = w^" + b-/jr + cV (5).

From (5) it appears, that the force of restitution a^, b-fi, c-v

corresponding to a displacement unity, is equal to a force v- along

the direction of displacement, together with some force P along

I, m, 71, the normal and the wave-front ; whence resolving parallel

to the axes, we obtain

IP = (a" - V-) \ mP = {b° - V-) ix, nP = (c- - v^ v
;

accordingly since IX + mii + nv — 0,

it follows that ^,-1-^;

—

.- + - ^
= (6),

v^ — a^ v^ — b- V — &

which determines the velocities of propagation of the two waves,

whose direction cosines are I, m, n.

8—2
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105. Before proceediDg to discuss Fresnel's wave-surface, it

will be convenient to consider some preliminary propositions.

We have shown that when polarized light is incident normally

upon a crystal, the incident vibration must be conceived to be

resolved into two components, which are parallel to the principal

axes of that section of the ellipsoid of elasticity, which is parallel

to the surface of the crystal ; and that these two sets of vibrations

give rise to two waves within the crystal. Now if the surface

of the crystal is parallel to either of the circular sections of the

ellipsoid of elasticity, every direction will be a principal axis, and

therefore the component force parallel to the wave-front will be in

the direction of displacement ; hence only one wave will be pro-

pagated through the crystal. These two directions are the optic

axes of the crystal, and therefore the optic axes are perpendicular

to the two planes of circular section of the ellipsoid of elasticity.

106. We can now prove the following propositions ;

The planes ofp)olarization of the two waves corresponding to the

same wave-front, bisect the angles between the two planes passing

through the normal to the wave-front and the optic axes.

Let BAB' be the section of the ellipsoid of elasticity by the

wave-front, ON the wave normal, and OS the intersection of one

of the planes of circular section with the wave-front. The optic

axis corresponding to the circular section through OS is perpen-

dicular to OS, and therefore the plane through it and ON cuts the

plane BAB' in a line OQ, which is perpendicular to OS. Similarly,

if OS' be the intersection of the other plane of circular section

with BAB', and OQ' be the projection of the other optic axis, OQ'
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is perpendicular to OS'. Since 0S= 08', the angle SOA=S'OA,
and therefore the angle QOA = Q'OA ; hence the planes of polari-

zation AON and BON bisect the angles between the planes QON
and Q'ON, which are the planes containing the normal to the

wave-front and the optic axes.

107. The difference between tJie squares of the velocities corre-

sponding to the same wave-front, is proportional to the product of

the sines of the angles, which the normal to the wavefront makes

with the optic axes.

Let OP, OP' be the optic axes ; 6, 6' the angles which they

make with ON ; also let X, fi, v be the direction cosines of OA.

The equation of the two planes of circular section are

and therefore cosJ.P =

and cos AP'

=

(a'-c')i

X(a^-¥f-v(b''-(fi)i

(a^-c^

Since the optic axis OP lies in the plane QON, we obtain

cos AP = cos AQ sin 9,

,^ . a 'X{a^-¥f- + v{¥-crf
whence cos A(4sma =—^

, ;_ „u
•

Similarly, since AQ = AQ'

cos AQ sin e' = -^
-(S^Z^h '

and therefore

(a- - c=) cos=^Q sin 9 sin 9' = X^ (a= - &") - v- (b- - c%

= y^ — 6-.

Similarly if v' be the velocity of the other wave,

- (0.= - cO sin= ^Q sin sin 9' = v'"- - b^,

whence v^ - v" = (a^ - c") sin 6 sin 9'
(7).

108. Another somewhat similar formula may be obtained

as follows.

We have cos d = cos PON = -^ /,_gA ,

in,/.xr l(a'-Jf')^-n{¥-c')i
cos 6' = cos P'ON = -!^

,\, _ J^ ,

and therefore

(a;' - c=) cos 9 cos 9' = P {a? - b-) - n- {b- -c') (S).
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Now V and v' are the two roots of (6), whence

V- + v'"- = P (6= + c=) + m^ (c' + a^) + n" (a= + h%

= a-+ d' - (a- - C-) cos cos 6'

by (8), and therefore from (7) and (.9) we obtain

V- = a= sia= ^{0 + 0') + c= cos'^ ^{0 + 0')

v'"-= a? sin= | (^ - 0') + c= cos= |(6' - 61').
'

" '

'

(9),

(10).

109. We are now in a position to find the equation of the

wave-surface. We have already shown, that this surface is the

envelop of the plane

lx+mi/ + nz = v (11),

where I, m, n, v are subject to the condition (6), and also to the

condition

P + m' + n-=l (12).

Differentiating (11), (12) and (6) with respect to I, m, n, we

obtain

xdl + ydm + zdn — dv = 0,

Idl + mdm + ndn = 0,

PIdl mdm ndn
•r\2 +

,

; + .

if -a- v'--¥ v^- c= {(v- - arf (v"- - b-)- (v"- - c=y

whence by indeterminate multipliers, we find

X + AI+ -„ =

-.Svdv = 0;

v' — a-

y + Am + --—i-„ =

Bnz+An+ : =

1 + Bo
P

; + -

V' — C

^,+
,

= 0.

(13),

(14),

(15),

.(16).
[{v"- - a-y {iF - by (f - erf

Multiplying (13), (14) and (15) by I, m, n and adding, we
obtain

v +A=Q (17).

Transposing the third terms of the same equations, squaring

and adding, and remembering that r' =x'^ + y'^ + ^, we obtain

P
r' -\-2Av + A"-=B'- .+

m'
+ -

n,'

(v"--a-y {v'-b")- (^=-c-)
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which by (16) and (17) becomes

r"--v'' = -Blv (18),

and therefore x=lv {r"- — a^)/{v' — a') 1

y = mv(r'-If)/(iP-Jf)\ (19).

z = nv (r^ — c^)/(v- — c^) J

Multiplying (13), (14), (15) by x, y, z and adding, we obtain

\v" — a? xF — b^ v^ — cv

which by (16) and (19) becomes

V \r- — a' r-' — o r' — c'/

whence by (18)

X- y- z^— -I — -I = 1
r- —a- r — b- r — c

which may be put into the more usual form

^'%.^i^.^^. = ^ (20).
r^ — or

This is the equation of Fresnel's wave-surface.

The equation may also be expressed in the form

r- {a-x^ + b"y"' + c-^") — a" (If- + c") x^ — b- (c' + a') y- — c- {a- + b") z^

+ a=&=c= = (21),

which shows that the surface is a quartic surface. The preceding

demonstration is due to the late Mr Archibald Smiths

110. We shall now consider the traces of the wave-surface on

the coordinate planes.

(i) Let x = 0, then (21) reduces to

(r' - or) (by- + C'z' - ¥<f) = 0.

Hence the trace of the wave-surface on the plane yz is the

circle

2/- + 2= = a\

and the ellipse y-/c^ + z^j^ = 1.

(ii) Let y = 0, then it can similarly be shown that the

trace on the plane xz consists of the circle

x'' + z"' = ¥,

and the ellipse x-jc^ + z^ja- = 1.

' Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, vol. vi.
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(iii) Let z = 0, then the trace on the plane xy, is the circle

x- + y"- = c";

and the ellipse x-jb- + y-/a- = 1.

The form of the surface when a > & > c, is shewn in the figure.

111. Since the wave-surface is symmetrical with respect to

the coordinate planes, it appears that it consists of an outer and

an inner sheet, which intersect at four points in the plane xz.

These four points are singular points, and it will hereafter be

shown, that there is a tangent and normal cone at each of them.

If QR be the common tangent in the plane xz, to the ellipse

and circle, and if xOQ = d, it follows that

OQ' = ¥ = d' cos= d + a^ sin= 0,

whence cos 6 —{a' — h')^l{a? — c^)*| ,^^.

sin^=(6=-c"-)V(a'-cO*J

Hence OQ, is perpendicular to one of the planes of circular

section of the ellipsoid of elasticity, and is therefore one of the

optic axes. The other optic axis lies in the plane of xz, and makes

an ansjle tt — 6 with the axis of x.
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The line OP is called the ray axis, and its equation is

ax (¥ - &f = cz (a= - ¥f- ;

the ray axes are therefore perpendicular to the circular sections of

the reciprocal ellipsoid

x'^ja'' + 'if'jb'' + z-jc- = 1

.

112. We shall now prove, that the direction of vibration in

any wave may be determined by the following simple construction.

Draw a tangent plane to the wave-surface parallel to the wave-

front, touching the surface in P ; then if Y he the foot of the

perpendicular from the centre of the wave-surface on to this tangent

plane, PY is the direction of displacement;—in other words, tJie

direction of vibration coincides with the projection of the ray on

tlie wave-front.

We have incidentally proved in § 104 that

(w^ - a?) X/l = (v^- - b') /x/m ={iP-c?)vln (23).

Combining these equations with (19) of § 109, we see that

(r^ - a?) \/x = (r'- - ¥) iJbly = (r^ - d')vlz = k (say). . .(24),

where x, y, z are the coordinates of P.

Since the equation of the tangent plane at P is

Ix + my + nz = v,

it follows that if L, M, N are the direction cosines of PF, then

{x - lv)/L = (y- mv)/M= {z - nv)/N.

But by (19)

, X (r" — V-) X ,
„ „,

x-lv = ~~ .;
= f (r' - V-)

;

r- — a^ k

whence X/L = /m/M = v/N.

113. The ray and the direction of the resultant force are at

right angles to one another.

For the direction cosines of the ray are proportional to x,y,z;

and those of the resultant force to a=X, 6>, cV ; and

, / a-'x' 6y c-^^ \ .

o^x + 6>2/ + c^vz = k [-^-^, + ^^3^, + ^3^,j = 0.

114. The tangent planes to the wave-surface at the extremities

of the optic axes touch the wave-surface along a circle.
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At the extremity of the optic axis OQ, v = b, m =
; and

therefore by (19)

^ = ?i6(r-=-c=)/(6=-c=).

The values of I and n are given by (22), whence by substitution

these equations become

b (r- - a=) + a; (a" - 1")^ (a= - c=)i = 0,

b (r= -c^-z (a' - (f)i Qf - (ff = 0.

These equations are satisfied by the coordinates of the points

of contact of the tangent plane at the extremity of the optic axis

with the wave surface, and since they represent two spheres, it

follows that this tangent plane touches the wave along a circle.

The diameter of this circle is equal to QR (see fig. § 110). To

find its value, let OD be that diameter of the elliptic section OGA,
which is conjugate to OR. Then

OB.Oq = ac,

or OD = ac/b.

Also OiJ^ + OD= = a,= + c=,

whence QR'^OR^-OQ^

= a= + c= - a-c-jb- - b",

= (a'-b'){¥-c'')/¥.

115. To find the equations of the tangent and normal cones at

the singidar points.

The coordinates of P (see fig. § 110) are,

a; = c (o.^ - ¥)y(a- — c-)^ z = a (b' — c-fl{a" - c-)K

Substituting in (19), we obtain

v"' + Iv (a= - ¥)i (a= - c=)Vc - a= = 0,

v"- - nv (¥ - cO* (a' - c')Va - c^ = 0.

Now I, m, n are the direction cosines of any normal through P

;

whence eliminating v, we obtain

I- (a- - b") + w= {b-' - c=) + In (a' + c-) (a= - b")i (6= - 0^)^00 = a^ - c^

whence the equation of the normal cone, referred to P as origin is

aP (¥ - c=) + f- {a' -c') + z' (a' - b") = xz (a= + c=) (a= - b-)i (6= - d')i/ac

(25).
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Let X, (L, V be the direction cosines' of any generator of the

tangent cone ; then since this generator is parallel to the normal

at some point of the normal cone, it follows that if F {x, y, z) be

the equation of the normal cone,

\ _ IJ, _ V

'dF/dx~dFjdy~dF/dz'

and therefore since I, m, n are proportional to x, y, z in (25), we

obtain

X _ /"

2i (6= - c=) - n {or + c"-) {a- - Iff (6^ - d'f-jac
~ 2m (a= - c-)

V

and therefore

fj,
2Xa'c" (

g^ - 6°)^ + vac (a' + c'') {b
'- - ef

~ 2m~ I (a= - c=) (6= - (f) (a- - 6=)^

_ 2va-c" {¥ - c-)^ + Xac (a- + cr) (a' - 6"^

11 {a? — c^) (a= — V) (h- — c-)^

But IX + m/4 + nv = 0,

whence

X" _ (g^ - c=) fi' v"' __ {o? + c') Xv ^

and therefore the equation of the tangent cone is

x^ (a--(f)f- z' {o?^&)xz _

116. There is a third cone which is also of importance, viz.

the cone whose vertex is the origin, and whose generators pass

through the circle of contact of the tangent plane at the extremity

of the optic axes.

We have shown in § 114, that the circle of contact is the

curve of intersection of the two spheres

h(r'''-df)^x{d^-¥f{a?-&)^ = ^ (27),

h{:r-'-(f)-z{a--o^f-Qi--c^)^ = ^ (28).

Hence if X, /a, v be any generator of the required cone,

r' - 0? _ _ X {a? - ¥f .

r-'-(y^~ v(b--€f-'

, ra^ (6= - c=)i + Xc= (ci^--&=)i

therefore ^'
= T(F:^)^ + X (a^ - 6=)i

'

'
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Also . =
^(^°-^')^

whence eliminating r, we obtain

c- (a'-b') X= + a- (¥ - cO 1-= + (a- + c'Xw' - 6=)* (¥ - c^)^Xv =(a= - c-)¥

and therefore the equation of the cone is

a- (b- - c^) x^ + b- {a? — (f) y"- + c^ {a? — b") z^

- (a' + c') (a' - b')i {¥ - c=)* xz = (29).

Uniaxal Crystals.

117. If in equation (21) we put & = c, it becomes

(r' - c=) {a^a;' + c= {y" + z") - a^"] = 0,

which is the form of the wave-surface for a uniaxal crystal. Hence

the wave-surface consists of the sphere

«^ + 2/" + ^^ = c",

and the ellipsoid a-a? -\- & {y"^ + z-) = a-c",

the axis of x being the axis of revolution.

Also from (22) we see that when b = c, d = Q; whence the two

optic axes coincide with the axis of x, which is therefore the axis

of the crystal.

The ellipsoid is ovary or planetary, according as c> or < a.

In the former case the crystal is positive, and in the latter case

negative.

If a pencil of light be incident upon a uniaxal crystal, the ray

corresponding to the spherical sheet of the wave-surface, will

coincide with the wave normal, and refraction will take place

according to the ordinary law discovered by Snell. Also if X, /a, v

be the direction cosines of the direction of vibration, we obtain

from (5),

c- = a^^ + c- (/u.- -I- V-)

= a^X- -1- c- (1 — X=)

;

whence X = 0, which shows that the direction of vibration is

lierpendicular to the plane containing the normal to the wave-

front and the optic axis.

The extraordinary ray is in the direction of the radius vector

of the ellipsoidal sheet of the wave-surface, drawn to the point of

contact of the tangent plane, which is perpendicular to the wave
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normal; and by § 112 the direction of vibration is the projection

of the ray on the wave-front. Hence the direction of vibration in

the extraordinary wave, lies in the plane containing the optic axis

and the extraordinary wave-normal, and is perpendicular to the

latter.

We have thus established the laws of the propagation of light

in uniaxal crystals, which were discovered experimentally by
Huygens.

Conical Refraction.

118. The existence of the tangent cone at the extremity of

the ray axis was first demonstrated by Sir W. Hamilton, and this

led to the discovery of two remarkable phenomena, known as

external and internal conical refraction.

119. In order to explain external conical refraction, let us

suppose that a small pencil of light is incident upon a plate of

biaxal crystal, cut perpendicularly to the line bisecting the acute

angle between the optic axes ; and let the angle of incidence be

such, that the direction of the refracted ray within the crystal

coincides with the ray axis.

Let 10 be the ray axis within the crystal, / being the point of

incidence, and the point of exit. At draw the wave-surface

for the crystal, and also the equivalent sphere in air. Produce W
to meet the crystalline wave-surface in P; then OP will be the

ray axis. To obtain the directions of the refracted rays, draw

tano-ent planes at P. These tangent planes will meet the face of

the crystal in a series of straight lines Tj,T„...; through each of

these straight lines T„T.^... draw a tangent plane to the sphere.
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and draw OP^, OP^... joining the points of contact with 0. The

points of contact of the infinite number of tangent planes to the

sphere will lie on a certain spherical curve, and therefore the

refracted rays on emerging from the crystal, will form a conical

pencil whose vertex is 0, and whose generators are the lines

OP„0P,....

120. In order to explain internal conical refraction, we must

suppose that the angle of incidence is such, that the direction of

the refracted wave coincides with the optic axis. Since the

tangent plane at the extremity of the optic axis touches the wave-

surface along a circle, the refracted pencil within the crystal, will

consist of a cone of rays, whose vertex is the point of incidence,

and all of whose generators pass through the above-mentioned

circle. The equation of this cone is given by (29). On emerging

from the crystal, each emergent ray will be parallel to the incident

ray, and will form an emergent cylinder of rays.

121. The phenomena of external and internal conical refrac-

tion had never been observed nor even suspected, previously to

the theoretical investigations of Sir W. Hamilton on the geometry

of the singular points of the wave-surface ; and at his suggestion,

Dr Humphrey Lloyd' examined the subject experimentally, and

found that both kinds of conical refraction actually existed.

122. The investigations of Sir W. Hamilton, coupled with the

experiments of Dr Lloyd, are undoubtedly a striking confirmation

of the accuracy of Fresnel's wave-surface ; but it has been subse-

quently pointed out by Sir G. Stokes'', that almost any theory

which could be constructed, would lead to a wave surface having

conical points, and would therefore account for the phenomenon of

conical refraction. Also a series of very elaborate experiments by
Glazebrook' upon uniaxal and biaxal crystals, have shown that

Fresnel's wave-surface does not quite accurately represent the true

form of the wave-surface in such crystals, but is only a very close

approximation.

123. The dynamical objections to Fresnel's theory may be

classed under three heads.

' Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad. vol. xvii. p. 145.

= Brit. Assoc. Ecp. 18C2.

3 Phil. Trans. 1879, p. 287 ; 1880, p. 421.
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(i) It is assumed that the potential energy of an elastic

medium, which is displaced from its position of equilibrium, is a

quadratic function of the component displacements ; whereas it

will be shown in a subsequent chapter, that the potential energy

of an elastic medium, which is symmetrical with respect to three

rectangular planes, is a certain quadratic function which involves

the space variations of the displacements, and not the displace-

ments themselves.

(ii) The component of the force of restitution, perpendicular

to the direction of propagation of the wave, is altogether neglected.

And although attempts may be made to justify this by arguing,

that the effect of this force, whatever it may be, cannot give rise

to vibrations which affect the eye, yet the argument is fallacious

;

inasmuch as if such forces existed, they would produce waves of

longitudinal vibrations, which would give rise to transversal vibra-

tions, when light passes from a crystalline medium into another

medium, and thus the sensation of light would be produced by

something which is not light.

(iii) It is not a legitimate way of dealing with the motion of

an elastic medium, to treat a wave as if it were composed of a

number of distinct particlek each of which is acted upon by a

force depending_on_jts_displacement. The rigorous theory of

seolotropic elastic media is due to Green, and will be considered in

a subsequent chapter ; but although this theory is rigorous as far

as its dynamics are concerned, it does not offer a satisfactory

explanation of double refraction.

On the Methods of pi-oducing Polarized Light.

124. When light falls upon a plate of Iceland spar, it is

divided into two rays within the crystal, which are polarized in

perpendicular planes, and on emerging from the plate, two streams

of plane polarized light are obtained, which are parallel to the

incident rays ; but unless the thickness of the plate is considerable,

these two streams overlap. Since the velocities of the two streams

within the crystal are unequal, their phases on emergence are

different, and consequently the emergent beam is elliptically

polarized, unless the difference of phase amounts to a quarter

of a wave-length, in which case it is circularly polarized.
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125. A very convenient method of producing plane polarized

light consists in passing common light through a Nicol's prism, so

called after the name of its inventor, the construction of which we

shall proceed to explain.

There is a transparent substance called Canada balsam, whose

index of refraction is intermediate between the ordinary and

extraordinary indices of refraction of Iceland spar. If therefore

two rhombs of Iceland spar are cemented together with this

substance, it is possible for the ordinary ray to be totally reflected

at the surface of the balsam, so that the extraordinary ray is alone

transmitted.

Let AG be the optic axis, ACOF, ACEH the spherical and

spheroidal sheets of the wave-surface ; and let the plane of the

paper be the plane of incidence, which is supposed to contain the

optic axis. Let AO, AE be the ordinary and extraordinary rays,

corresponding to a ray incident at A.

Let ABG be the wave-surface of the balsam ; then since the

index of refraction of the latter is intermediate between the

ordinary and extraordinary indices of the spar, ABG will be a

sphere, whose radius is intermediate between the polar and

equatorial axes of the spheroid.

In order to obtain the directions within the balsam of the ray

corresponding to the ordinary ray, draw a tangent at meeting

the face of the spar in T, and from T draw a tangent to ABG,
and join the point of contact with A ; if however T lies between

F and G, it will be impossible to draw this tangent, and the

ordinary ray will be totally reflected.
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To obtain the directions within the balsam of the extraordinary

ray, draw a tangent at E meeting the face of the crystal in 8, from

S draw a tangent to ABG meeting it in P, and join AP. If S lie

beyond O, it will be possible to draw this tangent, and AP will be

the ray corresponding to the extraordinary ray within the balsam.

If this ray is not totally reflected at the second rhomb, it will be

transmitted, and the emergent beam will be plane polarized.

126. In order to construct a Nicol's prism, a rhomb of Iceland

spar is taken, whose length is aboiit double its thickness, and is

cut in two by a plane PE, and the two parts are then cemented

together with Canada balsam. The plane ABCD contains the

optic axis, and is therefore a principal plane; and the plane of

section is inclined to BG at such an angle, that when a ray is

incident at I parallel to BC, the ordinary ray is totally reflected

by the balsam. The extraordinary ray IE is therefore alone

transmitted, and emerges at M parallel to its original direction.

The vibrations of the emergent light accordingly lie in the

plane ABCD, which is called the principal section of the Nicol.

127. A second method of producing plane polarized light is

by means of a plate of tourmaline. Tourmaline is a negative

uniaxal crystal, which possesses the property of absorbing the

ordinary ray, even when the thickness of the crystal is small. If

therefore we take a plate of tourmaline cut parallel to the axis,

B. O. 9
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and pass common light through it, the emergent light will be

completely polarized perpendicularly to the principal section of

the plate.

128. A third method consists iu using a pile of plates. When
common light is incident upon a plate of glass at an angle equal to

tan"' fi, where fx, is the index of refraction, it appears both from

theory and experiment, that the reflected light is nearly, but not

entirely, polarized in the plane of incidence ; and by employing a

pile of plates so as to cause the light to undergo successive

reflections, the component vibrations in the plane of incidence may
be entirely got rid of, and the resulting light becomes plane

polarized.

EXAMPLES.

1. In a biaxal crystal, prove that the cosine of the angle

between the ray axis and the optic axis is

ac + Jfi

h(a+cy

2. In a biaxal crystal, prove that if ^ be the velocity of wave

propagation, a, b, c the principal wave velocities in descending

order of magnitude, yjr, yfr' the angles which the direction of

vibration makes with the two optic axes,

v' = b^ — (a' — c^) cos \jr cos yfr'.

3. Prove that the velocity of propagation of the wave in a

biaxal crystal may be expressed in the form

(w'b'd' - dcf))

s/i{d - a?) {d-¥){e- c^) + a^ftv - 6c}>

'

where a, h, c are the principal wave velocities, and

e = a? + y'' + z^, ^ = a'ofi+by+c''2^

X, y, z being the components of the ray velocity parallel to the

axes of the crystal.

4. Light falls normally through a very small hole on a plate of

biaxal crystal, of which the parallel faces are perpendicular to one

of the circular sections of the surface of elasticity ; show that if t be

the thickness of the plate, and the semi-axes of the surface of
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elasticity are proportional to \ 1, \' respectively, the area of

the transverse section of the emergent cylinder of rays will be

5. If Vi, v^ be the velocities of propagation through a biaxal

crystal, of the two waves corresponding to a plane wave-front, whose

direction cosines are I, 7n, n; prove that

(a- - ¥) (0,= - c')
'

(b' - c') (b"- -a')' (c'- a?){c^-b')
"

6. If one of the directions of vibration in a plane wave inside

a biaxal crystal, make angles a, /3, with the two optic axes, and the

other make angles 7, S
;
prove that

cos a cos S + cos /8 cos 7 = 0.

7. If a ray be incident on the face of a biaxal crystal in

a plane passing through one of the optic axes, prove that the

directions of vibration within the crystal will be either perpen-

dicular to this axis, or will lie on the surface of a cone of the

second degree.

8. A prism of angle i is cut from a biaxal crystal, whose

principal wave velocities a, b, c are known. Prove that the

position of either face of the prism relatively to the principal

axes of elasticity of the crystal, may be ascertained thus ; let a

pencil of rays be incident normally on the face, and measure

the deviations Oi, 6« of the two rays emergent from the prism,

then will

'^
sm^ (^ -I- 6/1) sin= (i -t- 6^

where \, /x, v are the direction cosines of the face referred to the

principal axes.

9. If a biaxal crystal be cut in the form of a right-angled

prism, two of whose faces are principal planes, find how a ray must

be incident at one face, so that the extraordinary ray may emerge

at right angles to the other face. Show also that the minimum

deviation of the extraordinary ray is

sin-' {v? - of- (vP - 6=)Va&,

where a, b are the principal wave velocities in the plane of incidence,

and u is the wave velocity in the medium surrounding the crystal.

9—2
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10. A prism is formed of biaxal crystal, the edge being parallel

to a principal axis of the crystal. Show that no extraordinary ray

refracted in a plane perpendicular to the edge of the prism will get

through, if the angle of the prism exceed

2 sin~' a/w,

where u is the velocity of light in air, and a the greatest wave-

velocity for rays refracted perpendicularly to the edge of the

prism.

11. A system of extraordinary wave normals in a uniaxal

crystal, lies on the surface of a cone of semi-vertical angle /8, whose

axis makes an angle a with the optic axis. Show that if the

optic axis be the axis of x, and the axis of the cone lie in the plane

!cy, the planes of polarization will be normal to the cone

{a? + y"- + z") (\f + z") cos'iyS = {(if- + z^) cos a- xy sin «}=.

12. A plate of biaxal crystal is cut parallel to the line bisect-

ing the acute angle between the optic axes, and a ray of light is

incident on the plate perpendicularly to its surface. Find the

inclination of the face of the crystal to the plane containing the

optic axes, in order that the angle between the two rays within the

crystal may be a maximum, and prove that the cosine of the angle

is then equal to

1ahj{ci?- -t- ¥).

13. Show that the locus of the feet of the perpendiculars, let

fall from the centre of an ellipsoid upon all chords which subtend

a right angle at the centre, is the solid space between the two

sheets of a wave surface.

14. The measure of curvature at the extremities of the optic

axes is

h" - aV

15. Prove that the planes through a radius vector of the

wave surface, and the corresponding directions of vibration, bisect

the angles contained by the planes through the same radius vector,

and the two axes of external conical refraction.

16. A prism whose refracting angle is I-jt, is cut from a biaxal

crystal with its edge parallel to the axis a. The two rays corre-
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spending to a ray incident perpendicularly on one of the faces of

the prism, emerge with deviations Si, Sa ; and those perpendicular

to the other face, with deviations Sj, S3. Prove that

a (sin §1 + cos Sj) = 1

(6^ - c^)= = [h- + c^ - 2(sin Sj+cos 83)-=}^+ {6^ + c''-2(sin S3 + cosSs)-^}^

17. If the wave surface be cut by the plane Ix + my + nz = 0,

prove that the radius vector whose equations are

I {m^(? {¥ - a?) + m^h- {& - a=)} m {jiW (& - ¥) + P^ {a" - ¥)]

n {H" (a- - C-) +mW (6^ - c^)}

will be a maximum or minimum ; and that its length is equal to

(I'la^ + m-/b"-+ n-/c")-i.

18. A thin lens is cut from a uniaxal crystal, the axis of the

lens coinciding with that of the crystal. A pencil diverging from

a luminous point on the axis is refracted directly through it.

Show that after the first refraction, the ordinary and extraordinary

rays converge to a focus, and that the position of this focus for the

extraordinary rays can be found in the same way as for the ordi-

nary rays, by supposing that the curvature of the surface and the

index of refraction, altered by quantities depending solely on the

crystal.

Show that after emerging from the lens, the foci of both sets of

rays coincide.

19. Show that when a line of light is placed before a plate of

biaxal crystal, parallel to the plane containing the optic axes, and

the emergent pencil is observed through a small hole, the luminous

line will be seen in the form of a conchoid.

20. A small pencil of light is incident on a plate of biaxal

crystal, so as to be internally conically refracted. If the ring be a

circle, when the screen is placed parallel to the surface of the plate,

prove that the crystal has been cut by a plane, whose inclination to

the axis of least elasticity is either

ia.rr\ -,—^„ or tan-^ ^ •'

c-\/(a^ — ¥)
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21. If 6, 6' be the angles between the optic axes and either

of the ray axes, prove that

,/,, 1/1/ a — b h — c
tan i^tan ho = —-, or ,

,^ ^ a+b b+c

according as the axes lie on the same side of the plane of ab,

or the same side of the plane be.

22. A small pencil of light is passed through a plate of doubly

refracting crystal, so as to be conically refracted inside the crystal,

and the emergent pencil is received on a screen. Prove that there

are generally two positions of the screen, in which a bright

circular ring is formed on it ; and if the surfaces of the plate are

parallel to the mean axis of the crystal, the angle between them is

equal to twice that whose cosine or secant is

COS<j)

(1 + tan tan ^y cos cf'

'

where <j) and cj> are the angles between the surface of the crystal,

and the wave fronts outside and inside the crystal, and

tan=6' = (a=-6=)(6=-c=)/6^

If there be only one position of the screen in which the ring is

a circle, prove that the diameter of the ring will be

rtan^,/-<i=i!l±^;^
V (1-6')(1 -b^'sed'eb"-sed'e)'

where T is the thickness of the plate.

23. In a prism of uniaxal crystal of angle ^tt, the axis is

perpendicular to the edge, and bisects the angle between the faces.

Show that such a prism may be used, like a Nicol's prism, to

extinguish one ray, and obtain formulae for the range of incidence,

within which one and only one ray will emerge.

If the reciprocals of the squares of the (oblate) spheroid of the

wave surface be 1*8 and 1"4, show that the range is approximately

sin-' (-894) - sin-' (-644).

24. In Fresnel's theory, the planes of polarization of all rays

proceeding in the direction of the circular ridge of the wave

surface, but belonging to the inner sheet, pass through a straight

line.
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25. A plate of biaxal crystal is cut, so that the normal to the

surface makes angles whose cosines are X, /x, v with the principal

axes of the crystal. Show that in order to produce the pheno-

menon of internal conical refraction, the sine of the angle of

incidence must be proportional to

V
[
{X Qf - c^> -v{a?- IffY + /^' (Q^' - c°')]^

where V is the velocity of light in air.

26. If the boundary planes of a plate of biaxal crystal are

perpendicular to the axis c, show that in the case of internal

conical refraction, the area of a cross section normal to the

generators of the emergent cylinder is

g:\.-6=)(a-c^)y/f

where d is the radius of the equivalent sphere in air, and T the

thickness of the plate.

27. . If 0, 6' are the angles between the direction of a ray and

the two ray axes, and v, v' are the two ray velocities corresponding

to this direction, show that

1 1 a'-c'

v'^ v'^ arc'
- sin sin 0',

where a, c are the greatest and least optical constants.

28. If the two faces of a prism formed of a biaxal crystal be

perpendicular to one another, and one contain the two axes of

elasticity a, c and the other h, c; and if ii„„ f^b be the two refractive

indices for the ordinary ray, when the planes of refraction are

perpendicular to the axes a and b respectively; show that 8, the

minimum deviation of the extraordinary ray is given by

sin^ S = ilMa'-l) (fib'-

n

29. If X, iM, V be the direction cosines of one of the two lines

of vibration of the plane front of a wave in a biaxal crystal, and

X', /i', v those of either of the two lines of vibration of a plane

front, intersecting the former plane front at right angles, and

passing through the line X, fi, v, prove that

iy¥ - c-)VXX' + (c' - a-)-//^/^' + {a' - b')lvv' = 0.
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30. A plate of uniaxal crystal is bounded by planes inclined

at a small angle a to the axis, and a pencil of rays is incident in

the direction of the axis
;
prove that the difference of retardation is

y(/.^-/.'0(/x-l)-^aV2/x/,

where /j, and fi' are the principal refractive indices for the ordinary

and extraordinary rays, and T the thickness of the plate.



CHAPTER VIII.

COLOURS OF CRYSTALLINE PLATES.

129. In the present chapter, we shall discuss one of the most

striking and beautiful phenomena in the whole science of Optics,

viz. the production of coloured rings by thin crystalline plates.

These rings were discovered by Arago' in 1811, and we shall first

give a general explanation of their formation.

When plane polarized light is incident upon a crystalline plate,

the incident vibrations, upon entering the plate, are resolved into

two components, which are polarized in perpendicular planes, and

travel through the plate with different velocities; hence the

phases of the two components upon emergence are different. If

the angle of incidence is small and the crystal is thin, the two

emergent rays are sensibly superposed ; but since they are polar-

ized in different planes, they are not in a condition to interfere.

If however the emergent rays are passed through a Nicol's prism,

each ray on entering the prism is again resolved into two

components, which are respectively parallel and perpendicular to

the principal section of the Nicol ; the two latter components

cannot get through the Nicol, whilst the two former components

being brought into the same plane of polarization by the Nicol, and

being already through the action of the crystalline plate in different

phases, are in a condition to interfere. We thus perceive, how it

is that coloured rings are produced by the action of a thin crystal-

line plate.

The apparatus (frequently a Nicol's prism), which is used

to polarize the light which falls upon the crystal, is called the

^ CEwvres Completes, vol. a., p. 36.
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polarizer, aud the second Nicol is called the analyser. The planes of

polarization of the light, which emerges from the polarizer and

the analyser, are respectively called the planes of polarization and

analysation.

130. We are now prepared to consider the mathematical

theory of these rings.

Let OA, OB be the principal planes of the crystal at any point

0, the former of which corresponds to the ordinary ray, and the

latter to the extraordinary ray. Let OP be the direction of

vibration of the incident light, so that if the light is polarized

by a Nicol, OP is its principal section ; and let OS be the principal

section of the analyser. Let POA = a, POS = /3 ; also let the

vibration which is incident upon the crystal be represented by

sin 2vt/T.

On entering the crystal, the incident vibration is resolved

into

cos a sin iirt/r

along OA, which constitutes the extraordinary ray, and

sin a sin 27rt/T

along OB, which constitutes the ordinary ray. The waves corre-

sponding to these rays travel through the crystal with different

velocities, and therefore on emergence, the two vibrations may be

written

cos a sin 27r (t/r — Ej\), and sin a sin 27r (i/r — OjX)

where X is the wave length in air, and and E are the thicknesses

of two laminae of air, such that light would occupy the same times

in traversing them, as are occupied by the ordinary and extra-

ordinary waves in traversing the crystalline plate.

On entering the analyser, only those vibrations can pass through

which are parallel to OS; whence resolving the two vibrations in
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this direction and putting (^ = i/r - 0/X, the resultant vibration on

emerging from the analyser is represented by-

cos a cos (a - /3) sin I-k {^ + (0 - E)\\\ + sin a sin (a - /3) sin 27r0.

The intensity of the emergent light is therefore represented by

P = {cos a cos (a - /S) cos 27r (0 - E)\X + sin a sin (a - /3)^

+ cos^ a cos= (a - ^) sin= 27r (0 - £0/^

= cos2/3-sin 2asin2(a-/3)sin=7r(0-^)/X (1).

If in this expression we write ^tt + /3 for y8, which amounts to

turning the analyser through an angle of 90°, we obtain

/'- = sin- /3 + sin 2a sin 2 (a - /S) sin'- tt (0 - E)l\. . . (2),

whence /- + 1"^ = 1.

We therefore see, that the effect of turning the analyser

through an angle of 90°, is to transform each colour into its

complementary one.

131. Let us now suppose, that the incident light consists of a

small pencil of rays converging to a focus, every ray of which

makes a small angle with the normal to the crystalline plate.

Let P be the point of incidence, i the angle of incidence, PQ
the front of the incident wave. At the end of time t, let TI, TO,

TE be the fronts of the incident, ordinary and extraordinary waves
;

and let v, u, u' be their velocities of propagation. Draw PO, PE
perpendicular to TO, TE ;

and let r, ?-' be the angles which these

perpendiculars make with the normal to the plate. Then

ut = PO=PTsmr i (3),

u't = PE = PT sin r'\

, sin i sin r sin r' .

^

whence — = =—;- (4).
V U II,

^ '
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If the thickness of the crystal and the angle of incidence are

small, the ordinary and extraordinary rays will be superposed on

emergence. Hence if OM be the wave-front on emergence corre-

sponding to the incident wave PQ, the difference between the

times which the ordinary and extraordinary waves occupy in

travelling from P to OM, is equal to

POju - PElii! - EMju,

which is equal to (0 —E)/v; whence

- ^= (v/u) PO- (v/u) PE - EM.

Accordingly if T be the thickness uf the plate,

, „ fsini Tsint „ '\— E = -. —.—;— ,— 7 (tan r— tan?-)sin «

sm r cos r sin r cos r

= T (cot r — cot r') sin I (5).

We thus see that the mathematical solution of the problem is

reduced to the determination of the angles x, t'., in .terms of the

angle of incidence and the optical constants oi the crystal. Their

values depend upon the particular kind of crystal under considera-

tion, and the inclination of the face of the plate to the directions

of the principal wave velocities in the crystal.

Uniaxal Crystals.

132. We shall now consider the coloured rings produced, when

the crystalline plate consists of any uniaxal crystal, except crystals

of the class to which quartz belongs.
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Plate cut perpendicularly to the Axis.

133. Let the axis of x be perpendicular to the faces of the

plate; then in the present case, the wave surface in the crystal

consists of the sphere

x'' + y'' + z'' = ¥
and the ellipsoid

aW + 6= (f + z') = 0:^^.

In negative crystals such as Iceland spar, the velocity of the

ordinary wave is less than that of the extraordinary, and therefore

a>b; hence the ellipsoidal sheet of the wave-surface lies outside

the spherical sheet, and is planetary. The reverse is the case with

positive crystals, for which the ellipsoidal sheet is ovary.

In the figure, P is the point of incidence, PB the axis of the

crystal ; let PQ be the front of the incident wave, and let TO, TE

be the fronts of the ordinary and extraordinary waves at the end

of unit of time. Then if p be the length of the perpendicular

drawn from P on to TE,

a= sin^ r' + h- cos= r' =p" = PT- sin= r = v" sin= r7sin= i

by (3) and (4) ; therefore

cot r = {v- - a- sin= i)^/6 sin i.

Similarly b = PO = PTsmr = v sin r/sin i,

whence cot r = {v'- - ¥ sin^ «)V& sin i
;

accordingly we obtain from (5)

0-E = Tb-' {{v'- - ¥ sin^ if - {v^ - a= sin= %)i] (6).

Now i the angle of incidence is a small quantity ; if therefore

we expand the right-hand side of (6), and neglect sin* i, we obtain

0-E=\ (T/bv) (a' - b') si n^ i
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134. Let us suppose, that the polarized light previously to

being refracted by the crystal, consists of a small conical pencil

proceeding from a focus, whose distance from the plate is d, and

let p be the distance of the points of incidence of any ray from the

projection of the focus on the plate ; then

sin= i = p-j{d- + p-)

= p"id:\

approximately. Whence
T{a?-}f)p'

0-E--
2bvd'

The intensity of the light on emerging from the analyser

is given by (1); hence the equation of the isochromatic curves,

(or curves of equal intensity if monochromatic light be used), is

cos- /3 — sin 2a sin 2 (a — /3) sin^ —^. , 73
= const. . . .(7).

Case (i). Let /8 = ^7r, so that the planes of polarization and

analysation are perpendicular to one another, and let P be the

point of incidence of any ray; then for that ray, OP is the

principal plane of the crystal ; and we see from (7), that the

intensity is zero for all rays for which a = ^mr, that is for all rays

whose points of incidence lie in the intersections of the planes

of polarization and analysation with the crystal. The field is

therefore crossed by two dark brushes.

When a is not equal to ^nr, the intensity always vanishes

when
„ 2n\bvd'

P ^Ti^F^ ^^^'

which shows that the bright portions of the field are covered by a

series of dark circles.

For other values of p and a, the isochromatic curves are deter-

mined by the equation

sin^ 2a sin^—„, ^ ,„
" = const.

zovTm'

Hence for any circle intermediate between two dark rings, the

intensity vanishes when a is equal to ^mr, and is a maximum
when a = ^ {2n + 1) tt.

The appearance is shown in Fig. 1 of the plate at the end of

Chapter IX.
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Case (ii). Let /3 = 0, so that the planes of polarization and

analysation coincide.

When a = ^mr, we see from (7) that the intensity is equal to

that of the incident light, and that the field is crossed by two light

brushes, which occupy the same positions as the dark brushes in

the former case. Also when a is not equal to ^n-n; the intensity

is equal to that of the incident light, whenever p is equal to the

right-hand side of (8), which shows that the field is divided by a

series of bright circles. It also follows, that along any circle which

is not one of maximum intensity, the intensity is a minimum when

a = i(2?i-|-l)7r.

The rings and brushes in this case are complementary to those

in the former case, and the appearance is shown in fig. 2.

It follows from (8), that the radii of the rings depend upon the

wave-length, and therefore vary with the colour ; hence if white

light be employed, the appearance consists of a number of

brilliantly coloured rings, which will gradually disappear owing to

the superposition of the different colours. Also since the radii

vary inversely as the square root of the thickness of the plate,

the rings will be farther apart in the case of a thin than a thick

plate.

When the plane of polarization is neither parallel nor perpen-

dicular to the plane of analysation, the pattern is more complicated.

The properties of the isochromatic curves in this case are discussed

in the papers referred to below \

Plate cut parallel to the Axis.

135. Let BPG be the face of the crystal, FB the axis, PNA
the plane of incidence for any ray, PE the normal to the extra-

ordinary wave-front corresponding to this ray ; also let NPB = co.

W. D. Niven, Quart. Joum. vol. xiii. Glazebrook, Froc. Gamh. Phil. Soc. vol.

IV. p. 299. Spurge, Ihid. vol. v. p. 74.
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The wave-surface consists of the sphere Bac whose radius is b,

and the planetary ellipsoid (if the crystal is a negative one) BAC,
whose polar and equatorial semi-axes are b and a. Whence

u'^ = a= cos^ / -t- b' cos^" EPB + a= cos" EPG
;

hut cos EPB = sin r' cos a, cos EPC = sin r' sin w,

accordingly «'" = a^ cos" r' + {¥ cos- 10 + a- am- co) sin= r'.

Also by the second of (4)

u' = V sin r' cosec i,

whence cot r' = {v- — {a? sin- a> +b- cos- w) sin- i]^ja sin i

and

0-E = T [&-' (?)= - 6" sitf i')* - a-i
[if- - (a= sin= w + 6= cos= m) sin= i)i].

Expanding and omitting sin" i, we obtain

0-E=T{a-b)\v' + \b sin" i (a sin" m-b cos" £B)}/a6«. . .(9).

In the present case, the angles a. and /3 are the same for all rays

incident upon the crystal ; whence if a = ^nir, so that the axis is

either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of polarization of the

incident light, the intensity of the emergent light is constant and

equal to cos" /8 ; consequently if the planes of polarization and

analysation are parallel, so that /8 = 0, the intensity of the held is

the same as that of the incident light ; but if these planes are

perpendicular, so that /S = ^tt, the field is perfectly dark. A
precisely similar effect is produced when a — /3 = ^nir, in which

case the axis is parallel or perpendicular to the plane of analysa-

tion. It therefore follows that brushes, vrhich are produced by the

dependance of the factor sin 2a sin 2 (a - /3) upon the position of

the incident rays, do not exist in this case.

The conditions most favourable for the production of rings are

when a = ^tt, and /3 has either of the values or Jtt.

When a = \ir, /3 = 0, the intensity is equal to cos" tt (0 — -E')/X
;

and therefore the dark rings are given by the equation

0-E = {n + \)\

and the bright rings by

0-E= n\.

Now if X, y he a, point on one of the rings referred to the

direction of the optic axis as axis of x, we have

tan ft) = yjx, tan i = (a^' + y^)-/d

:
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whence to a sufficient approximation,

sin CO sin i = yjd, cos a> sin i = xjd,

and therefore the equation of the isochromatic curves is

ay-

and are therefore hyperbolas, whose asymptotes are the straight

lines

y = ± {b/a)ix.

Since the right-hand side of (10) does not in general vanish,

the asymptotes do not usually form part of the system of iso-

chromatic curves.

If a=:j7r, /S=}7r, the intensity is equal to shi- tt (0 — E)/X

;

whence the dark rings are given by the equation U — E = iiX, and

are therefore complementary to the bright rings in the preceding

case.

136. Wlien the axis is neither parallel nor perpendicular to

the surface of the plate, the calculation becomes more complicated.

The isochromatic curves are of the fourth degree, which ap-

proximate to circles when the axis is nearly perpendicular to the

plate, and to hyperbolas when the axis is nearly parallel to the

plate. For the mathematical investigation, the reader is referred

to Verdet's Legons d'Optique Physique, vol. ii. p. 161.

Two Plates Superposed.

137. We shall now suppose, that light passes through two

plates cut parallel to the axis, which are of the same thickness and

are cut from the same piece of crystal, and that their principal

planes are at right angles.

lu the figure to § 130, let OA, OB be the principal planes of

the first and second plates respectively; then we have shown in

§ 130, that on emergence from the first plate, the vibrations may

be represented by
cos a sin 27r (i/r — E/X)

along OA, and
sin a sin 27r (</t — 0/X.)

along OB.

B. O. 10
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The first of these waves, which is the extraordinary wave in the

first plate, becomes the ordinary wave in the second plate ; whilst

the second becomes the extraordinary wave. Hence if 0', E'

denote the retardations produced by the second plate measured by

their equivalent paths in air, the vibrations on emergence will be

represented by

cos a sin 2ir [tJT - (0' + E)j\]

along OA, and

sin a sin 27r {tjr - (0 + E')/\}

along OB.

Since the crystals are of the same thickness and of the same

material, we must have = 0'; whence if
(f)
= t/r — (0 -{ E)l\,

these become

cos a sin 27r^, and sin a sin 27r {<^ + (E— E')IX],

and therefore on emerging from the analyser, the resultant vibra-

tion is

cos a cos (a — /S) sin 27r(/) + sin a sin (a — /3) sin 27r [^ + (E — E')j\}
;

accordingly the intensity is equal to

r- = cos= 13 - sin 2a sin 2 {0.-/3} sin= tt (^ - E')/\.

The value of the quantity —E' is obtained from (9) by putting

^jT — CO for 03, whence

E - E' = lT{a?- h-) sin-i (cos= w - sin= &))/cro.

The appearance presented on a screen can be discussed in this

case in the same manner as in the preceding. The most favourable

cases for the production of the rings are when a = ^tt, and /S = or

^TT. In the first case the intensity is equal to cos- ir {E — E')/^,

whence the bright rings are given by the equation

E-E' = nX

or (D- — y-= inXavd'j (a- — b-) T

where n is zero or any positive or negative integer. The iso-

chromatic curves therefore consist of the two systems of rectangular

hyperbolas, which are included in the equation x' — y-= + h^,

together with their asymptotes y=±x.
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Biaxal Crystals.

138. We shall first consider the rings and brushes i^roduced

by a plate of biaxal crystal, such as nitre or aragonite, whose optic

axes make a small angle with one another, and which is cut

perpendicularly to the axis of least elasticity.

We shall first find the form of the brushes.

In the figure, let be the point of incidence for any ray ; let

OQ be either of the wave normals within the crystal corresponding

to this ray. Let the plane of the paper be any plane parallel to

the face of the crystal, and \ei A,B and G be the points where the

two optic axes and the axis of least elasticity, corresponding to 0,

meet the plane of the paper.

We have already shown, that the plane of polarization of this

wave bisects either the internal or the external angle between the

planes OQA and OQB ; and since these angles, and also the angle

AOB are small, the intersection of the plane of polarization with

the plane of the paper, will coincide very nearly with the internal

or external bisector of the angle AQB. Hence these bisectors will

fix the positions of the principal planes at Q. From (1) we see

that the intensity is constant when a = \n-rr, or a — /9 = -^mr; hence

the brushes are the loci of all points, at which the principal plane

is parallel or perpendicular to the planes of polarization or analysa-

tion. Let CP be perpendicular to the plane of polarization ; and

let Q be chosen so that QR, the internal bisector of the angle

AQB, is perpendicular to GP. Then a = PRG=ARQ; hence if

GN = X, QN=y,AB= 2a, AQR = z,

-^ 2/_ == tan NAQ = tan (a + e)
oc — a

whence

- -^ - = tan NBQ = tan (a - e)
x + a

„_._2^f__„ = tan2«;
X' — y- — a-

10—2
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accurdingly the brushes are the rectangular hyperbolas determined

by the equation

ai- — y-— 2*ycot2a = a' (11).

A similar method of proof will show, that when QP is per-

pendicular to the plane of analysation, the brushes are the

hyperbolas

x'-if -2x}j cot 2 {oL-^)= a- (12).

From (11) and (12) we see, that the brushes consist of two

rectangular hyperbolas, each of which passes through the ex-

tremities of the optic axes.

When /3 = hi-rr, so that the planes of polarization and analysa-

tion are either parallel or perpendicular to one another, the two

hyperbolas coincide ; in the former case /3 = 0, the brush is light,

whilst in the latter case ,13 = ^tt, and the brush is dark.

When a = \mr, and /3 = ^Tr ,so that the plane of polarization is

parallel or perpendicular to the plane containing the optic axes,

and the Nicols are crossed, (11) and (12) both reduce to xy — O;

whence the brushes consist of a dark cross.

When a = Jtt, /3 = ^tt, (11) and (12) become

X- — y- = a?

so that the brushes consist of a rectangular hyperbola, whose

transverse axis is the line joining the extremities of the optic axes.

139. In order to ascertain the form of the rings, we require

to evaluate the expression (cot ?' — cot 7"') sin i. A very complete

analytical investigation will be found in Verdet' ; but the problem

may be solved with sufficient approximation as follows.

By means of (4), the right-hand side of (.5) may be expressed in

the form

T {u~^ (v- — U' sin- i)J — u'~^ (v- — u'- sin- i)j

which is equal to

t\v( ;
I

- s- (" - "') sin' i +

Since i, and the difference between u and u' are small, we may
neglect the terms in sin^ i, whence (.5) becomes

^-^=^G-J>) (13).

1 Lecons d' Optique Pliysique, vol. ii. p. 170; see also Bertiu, Ann.de Chim.et dc

Phys. vol. Lxiii. p. 57 (1861).
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Since tlie angle between the optic axes, and also the angle of

incidence are very small, the two rays, and also the two wave
normals corresponding to any incident ray, may be approximately

supposed to coincide with OQ; hence in the formuliE (10), of § 108,

2«- = a- + c^ - {a- - C') cos (d + 6'),

2u'- = a= + c- - (a- - c-) cos {0 - 6'),

we may suppose that 9, 9' denote the angles QOA and QOB
respectively.

Since 6, 9' are small, we have

u'' = c' + Ua'-c')(9-9y,

1 1 (a"-c-)99'
whence -, = -^ _/ --

{aP-c-)QA.QB
.(14).

2c'0A'

The isochromatic curves are determined by the condition that

0- E = nX
;

and consequently by (lo) and (14), they consist of a family of

lemni.scates, whose foci are the extremities of the optic axes.

The form of the rings and brushes when a. = ^tt, /3 = \ir are

shown in figure 3 ; and when a = Jtt, /3 = ^-tt in figure 4, of the

plate at the end of Chapter IX.

It may be worth while to point out, that the rings and brushes

are both included in the equation

in which the curves ^= const, are lemniscates, and ?; = const, are

rectangular hyperbolas.

140. When the optic axes form an angle which is very nearly

equal to 180°, the crystal approximates to a uuiaxal crystal, which

is cut parallel to the axis, and it may be anticipated that the rings

are hyperbolas. This we shall show to be the case.

The velocity of propagation corresponding to the wave-front

I, VI, n is determined by the equation

Y^ -cr^ V-' - i= V' - C-'
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In the figure, let m be the angle which the plane of incidence

corresponding to any ray makes with the plane containing the

T
optic axes ; i, r the angle of incidence and refraction. Then

I = cos a> sin r, m = sin o) sin r, n = cos r

;

also V=v sin r cosec i.

Writing (15) in the form

V - V- {I' (6= + c=) + m' (c= + a=) + n' (a' + b-)}

+ l-h-d^ + m-c-a- + n-a-b- = 0,

and then substituting the above values of I, in, n, V, we shall

finally obtain after reduction

a-b- cot-* r sin'' { + [{a-b- + c" {b- cos= a + a- sin- o))} sin= i

— v^ (a- + b-)] cot= r sin- i + c- sin* i (b^ cos" co + a- sin= to)

— V- sin= i {b- cos= a + a- sin= o) + c-) + v*= (16).

This is a quadratic equation for determining the two values of

cot- r sin- i, corresponding to a given angle of incidence i.

Let h- = b- cos- co + a- sin- co.

Then

2u-b- cot= r Rin= {=v- {a? + b") - {cCb" + c-liP) sin= i ±H ... (17),

where

7/2 = {^2(ct2 + j!) _ (a=j2 + c"-/i=) sin= i}= - 4a'-6"- (c-h^ sm''i-v-h- sin- 1 + V)
= (a.=i= - cVi=)2 sin* i-2v'' sin^ i{(a"-6= + c-h')(a' +¥) - 2aPb-{h^+c-)]

+ v*(a--b'-y

= {b- {a- — c=) cos- co + a- {¥ — c^) sin^ co}- sin* i

- 2(a=-6-) j6- (a=— c^) cos^ tu-f a^ (6= - c-) sin^w} t;= sin= i + if (a- - 6=)=

-f- 4aV (a^ - 6=) (6^ _ c^) sin^ ta sin= i

= [v- (a- - b-) - [b- (a= - c-) cos= gj -f a= (6' - c'') sitf w} sin=^ if

+ 4ia-v- (a- — b") (b- - c") sin= co sin= i (18).
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We have shown in § 111, that if 2A be the angle between the

optic axes, cos A=(b^ — c')i/(a^ — c^)i

;

hence if A be nearly equal to 00°, b — c will be very small, and we
may therefore neglect the term (¥ — c^) sin!' i ; accordingly (18)

may be written H= v^ (a- — h-) — b" (a^ — c-) cos^ co sin^ i.

Now

a-b- + c-h- = b- (a" + c°) cos" &> + 2a^c" sin- co + a- (b- — c") sin" ca
;

the last term may be omitted when multiplied by sin^ i, whence by

(17) we obtain

6" cot" »'i sin" 1 — V-— (b- cos- co + c" sin- co) sm- i,

a-b- cot" j\ sin" i = v-b- — c" (b- cos" co + a- sin" a>) sin" i
;

whence

(a—b)v- — ^\a (b- cos^ w + c" sin- cd)(cot r, — cot ?.,) sin i =—

r

yay

c ,

sin^ iJ (b- cos- (u + a- sin^ co)

To find the isochromatic curves, we must write xjd = cos a> sin i,

yjd = sin co sin i, and we shall find that these curves are determined

by the equation

6^ (c' — ab) X- + ac" (a — b)y^ = const.

In the preceding investigation, we have tacitly supposed that

the axis of least elasticity is perpendicular to the plate, in which

case a>b> c; accordingly ab > &, and the curves are hyperbolas.

Also since the constant on the right-hand side may be either

positive or negative, we see that there are two systems of hyper-

bolas.

The investigation would however equally apply to a crystal

such as nitre or aragonite, whose optic axes make a small angle

with one another, and which is cut perpendicularly to the greatest

axis of elasticity. In this case, we must suppose that c is the

greatest and a is the least principal wave velocity ; whence c" > ab,

but a < 6, so that the curves are still hyperbolas.

141. When a biaxal crystal is cut perpendicularly to either of

the optic axes, the isochromatic curves are, as might be expected,

approximately ellipses, which are symmetrical with respect to this

axis. The equation to these curves can be shown to be

\\fi {a} - c^) - (a? - b"-)} X'- 4- «' {b' - c') f = const.,

the velocity of light in air being taken as unity (see Verdet, vol.

IT. p. 179).
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Circularly polarized Light.

142. We have hitherto supposed that the incident light is

plane polarized, and that it is analysed by an instrument which

could plane polarize common light. If however the light which

has passed through the polarizer, or the light which emerges from

the crystal, is passed through an apparatus which could circularly

polarize plane polarized light, the rings and brushes undergo

certain modifications, which we shall proceed to consider.

143. Circularly polarized light may be either produced by

passing plane polarized light through a Fresnel's rhomb, which is

an instrument which will be explained in a subsequent chapter

;

or by passing it through a quarter undulation plate, which consists

of a thin plate of uniaxal crystal cut parallel to the axis, of such a

thickness, that it produces a difference between the retardations of

the ordinary and extraordinary waves, which is equal to a quarter

of a wave-length.

Let 7 be the angle which the principal section of the quarter

undulation plate makes with the plane of polarization of the incident

light. Then since — E = IX, the vibrations on emergence parallel

and perpendicular to the principal section of the quarter undula-

tion plate, are

sin 7 cos 27r (i/r — 0/X), and cos7sia 27r(</T — 0/\).

We therefore see that the effect of the plate is to convert plane

polarized light into elliptically polarized light; if however 7 = ^77,

the emergent light is circularly polarized.

144. We shall first suppose, that the quarter undulation plate

(or the Fresnel's rhomb) is placed between the polarizer and the

crystal, so that the light incident upon the latter is circularly

polarized. The vibrations incident upon the crystal may be taken

to be cos 27rt/T in the principal plane, and sin 2Trt/T perpendicularly

to the principal plane ; hence if (^ = 27r (t/r — 0/X), the vibration

on emerging from the analyser is

cos (^ + 27r (0 — E)/\} cos a + sincf) sin 7,

where a is the angle which the principal section of the analyser

makes with the principal plane of the incident ray. Whence the

intensity of the emergent light, is proportional to

P=l-.sin2asin27r(0-£');x ....(19).
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From this expression we see, that P can never vanish unless

sin 2a sin 27r (0 - E)j\ = 1; hence there are no brushes.

When the crystal is a plate of Iceland spar, cut perpendicularly

to the axis, - E varies as ?•-, whence (19) may be written

/== 1 -sin 2a sin kr- (20),

wliere A is a constant.

If we assign any constant value to r, say r- = {2n + ^)Tr/k, the

intensity along this circle is zero at the points a = {tt, or ^tt, and a

maximum when a = f7r, or ^w. When r- = n'rr/h, I' is constant,

and equal to 1; and when r-= (2?2 +f)7r/^% the intensity is a

maximum when a = ^7ror ^tt, and a minimum when a = |7r or

^TT. Hence the general appearance of the pattern is, that the

brushes are absent, whilst the rings in the first and third quadrants

are pulled out, whilst those in the second and fourth are pushed

in.

Any other case can be discussed in a similar manner ; and the

appearance is of an analogous character, when the incident light is

plane polarized and circularly analysed.

145. We shall lastly consider the case in which the light

is circularly polarized and circularly analysed. In order to accom-

plish this, we must place another quarter undulation plate between

the crystal and the analyser, with its principal plane inclined at an

angle of 45° to the principal plane of the latter.

Let 7 be the angle between the principal section of the quarter

undulation plate, and that of the crystal. Then on emerging from

the plate, the vibrations parallel and perpendicular to the principal

section are of the form

cos ')(^
sin 7 — sin \x + '2'7r(0 — E)/X} cos 7,

and sin p^ cos 7 — cos
[p^;
+ 27r ( — E)/X\ sin 7

;

whence on emerging from the analyser, the vibration is

sin (% + 7) - sin {% + 7 + 27r (0 - E)/\]
;

accordingly Z- = 4 sin= tt (0 - Ej/X.

It therefore follows that the rings are of the same form as when

the light is plane polarized and analysed, but that there are no

brushes.
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EXAMPLES.

1. If a horizontal ray is first polarized in a vertical plane,

then passed through a plate of crystal with its axis inclined at an

angle ^ir to the vertical, then through a film which retards by a

quarter undulation, light polarized in a vertical plane ; show that

the emergent light is polarized in a plane inclined to the vertical,

at an angle equal to half the retardation of phase due to the plate

of crystal.

2. Plane polarized light is incident normally on a plate of

uniaxal crystal cut parallel to its axis, and is then passed through

a parallel plate of crystal, which could circularly polarize plane

polarized light. Prove that the emergent light will be plane

polarized if

tan a = tan j8 sin 2'rrk/X — tan 7 cos 2'rrk/X
;

where a is the angle between the principal plane of the first plate

and the plane of polarization of the incident light, /3 is the angle

between the principal plane of the second plate and the plane of

polarization of the emergent light, y is the angle between the

principal planes of the first and second plates, and k is the

equivalent in air to the relative retardation of the ordinary and

extraordinary rays caused by the first plate.

3. A small beam of circularly polarized light is incident on

one of the parallel faces of a plate of uniaxal crystal, which is cut

parallel to its axis, the angle of incidence being small ; and the

crystal is then made to revolve round a common normal to its

plane faces, whilst the direction of the incident pencil remains

unchanged. It is found, that when the axis of the crystal lies in

the plane of incidence, the emergent light is circularly polarized

in the opposite direction to the incident light ; and when the axis

of the crystal is at right angles to the plane of incidence, the

emergent light is circularly polarized in the same direction as the

incident light. Prove that if the axis of the crystal were inclined

at an angle ^tt to the plane of incidence, the emergent light would

be polarized either in or perpendicularly to that plane.

4. If n equal and similar plates of a crystal be laid upon each

other, with their principal directions arranged like steps of a uni-
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form spiral staircase, and a polarized ray pass normally through

them
;
prove that the component vibrations of the emergent

ordinary and extraordinary rays are of the form

X cos iTTtJT + 7 sin ^irtjr,

where X and Y are of the form A cos 717 + B sin iv^, where

cos 7 = cos S cos a ; a being the angle between the principal

directions of two consecutive plates, and 28 the difference of phase

between the ordinary and extraordinary rays in passing through

one plate.

Determine also the condition, that a ray originally plane

polarized may emerge plane polarized.

5. The extraordinary wave normal OQ in a uniaxal crystal,

whose optic axis is OA, makes a constant direction with a given

direction OP. Show that the mean of the displacemenis irre-

spective of sign, which are parallel to the plane POA as the

position of OQ varies, will be a minimum, when OA and OP are

at right angles to one another.

6. If a biaxal crystal is bounded by two parallel planes per-

pendicular to the axis of greatest elasticity, and if 6, cf) be the

angles of inclination to this axis of the two emergent rays, situated

in the plane containing the optic axes at the point of emergence,

prove that

b-c- cosec- d = a" (a" cot= <^ -I- c").

7. A pencil passing through a feebly doubly refracting plate,

is defined by two small holes through which it has to pass, the

holes being situated in a line perpendicular to the plate, and on

opposite sides of it ; show that whatever be the law of double

refraction, when the thickness of the plate and the distances of the

holes vary, the angle in air between the two pencils which can

pass, varies as

h

h + fji,{k + k')

where h is the thickness of the plate, and k, k' the distances of the

holes from the surfaces respectively next them.

8. The surfaces of a plate of uniaxal crystal are nearly per-

dicular to the axis of the crystal ; show that if polarized light be

incident nearly perpendicularly to the faces, and afterwards analysed

and received on a screen, the rings will be sensibly the same as
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would have been formed if the surfaces had been perpendicular to

the axis, but shifted in the direction of the projection of the axis

through a distance proportional to fia., where /u. is the refractive

index for the ordinary ray, and a the angle between the axis of the

crystal and a normal to the surfaces of the plate.

9. Plane polarized light of amplitude c passes in succession

through two plates of crystal cut parallel to the axis, and is then

analysed by a Nicol's prism. The inclinations of the principal

planes of the two crystals, and of the Nicol's prism to the plane of

polarization of the incident light, are a, a + /3, and a + /3 + 7 ; /) and

q are the retardations of phase due to the two crystals respectively.

Prove that if .40 be drawn equal to c cos a cos /8 cos 7,

AB = c sill a sin /3 cos 7, BC = c cos a sin /3 sin 7,

and CB = c sin a cos y8 sin 7

;

and if AB, BC, CD make with AO angles respectively equal to p,

q and p + q; then OB will be the amplitude, and the supplement

of CDO will be the retardation of phase of the emergent ray.

10. The end of a Nicol's prism, in which air is substituted for

balsam, is a rhombic face inclined at an angle Jir to the axis of

the crystal, and the prism is sawn so that the layer of air contains

that axis. If the axes of the ellipsoid in the wave-surface cor-

responding to a sphere of unit radius in air be (2-3)~i, (26)"*, the

cosines of the angles of incidence for the extinction of the ordinary

and extraordinary rays are respectively equal to

^ _ J_ , 746 ]_

V5 V2

'

V Co V2



CHAPTER IX.

KOTATOKY POLAHIZATION.

146. When plane polarized light is transmitted at normal

incidence through a plate of Iceland spar, which is cut perpen-

dicularly to the axis, the plane of polarization of the emergent

light coincides with that of the incident light. It was however

discovered by Arago' in 1811, that there are certain uniaxal

crystals, of which quartz is the most notable example, which

possess the power of rotating the plane of polarization. It thus

appears, that crystals of the class to which quartz belongs possess

certain peculiarities, which distinguish them from ordinary uniaxal

crystals, such as Iceland spar.

The subject of the rotation of the plane of polarization by

crystals was afterwards studied experimentally by Biot", who
established the following laws.

I. Tlbe rotation of the plane of polarization produced hy a

plate of quartz cut perpendicularly to the axis, is directly propor-

tional to the thickness of the plate, and inversely proportional to the

square of the wave-length of the particular light employed.

II. If an observer looks along the direction in luhich the light

is travelling, there are certain varieties of quartz which rotate the

plane ofpolarization towards his right hand, whilst there are others

which rotate it towards his left hand.

The former class of crystals are called right-handed, and the

latter left-handed.

' Mem. de la preiii. classe de VInst. vol. xii. p. 93 ; see also CEuvres Completes x.,

p. 36.

' Mem. de VAcad. des Sciences, vol. ii. p. 41.
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From this definition it follows, that if an observer, who is

looking through a Nicol's prism at a ray of plane polarized light,

places the Nicol in the position of extinction, and then inserts a

plate of right-handed quartz, he must turn the Nicol towards his

left hand in order to bring it into the position of extinction

;

whilst if the plate of quartz is left-handed, he must turn the

Nicol towards his right.

Many continental writers adopt a definition, according to

which, a plate of quartz is considered right-handed, when the

observer has to turn his Nicol towards the right, in order to bring

it into the position of extinction ; but I have decided after much
consideration, to adopt a definition, in which the directions of

propagation and rotation are related in the same manner, as the

magnetic force produced by an electric current circulating round

the ray.

147. Since the rotation varies inversely as the scjuare of the

wave-length, the position of the plane of polarization will be

different for different colours. If sunlight be employed, the

different colours will be superposed on emergence, and the emergent

light will be white ; but if the emergent light be examined by a

Nicol's prism, placed so that its principal section is parallel to the

plane of polarization of any particular colour, that colour will be

extinguished, and the light on emergence from the Nicol will

appear coloured. The following table gives the values found by
Broch', for the rotations of the principal lines of the spectrum,

produced by a plate of quartz one millimetre in thickness.

Bays
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148. On account of the smallness of the wave-length of all

visible parts of the spectrum, it follows from the first law, that the

rotation will amount to a large number of right angles, if the

thickness of the plate is considerable. Unless therefore the plate

is sufficiently thin for the rotation to amount to less than 180°,

the observer is liable to be mistaken as to whether the direction

of rotation is to the right or to the left. In fact it appears from

the table, that for the line G of the spectrum, a plate of quartz

only one millimetre in thickness produces a rotation of 42° 12'.

By employing plates of different thicknesses all cut from the same

specimen of crystal, or by employing light of different colours, all

chances of error can be eliminated.

149. The photogyric properties of quartz depend upon the

angle which the ray traversing the crystal makes with the axis

;

they are most marked when the ray is parallel, and disappear

when the ray is perpendicular to the axis ; for the latter direction,

quartz behaves in the same manner as Iceland spar. There

are also certain liquids, such as oil of turpentine, essence of lemon,

common syrup &c., which possess the power of rotating the plane

of polarization of light ; and this property is independent of the

direction of the transmitted light.

150. Faraday ' discovered, that when plane polarized light is

transmitted through a transparent diamagnetic medium, which is

placed in a field of magnetic force, whose direction is parallel to

that of the ray, a rotation of the plane of polarization takes place
;

and the direction of rotation is the same as that in which a

positive electric current must circulate round the ray, in order to

produce a magnetic force in the same direction as that which

actually exists in the medium.

It was afterwards discovered by Verdet", that certain ferro-

magnetic media, such as a strong solution of perchloride of iron in

wood spirit, produce a rotation in the opposite direction to that of

the current which would give rise to the magnetic force.

151. There is an important distinction between the rotation

produced by quartz, turpentine &c., and that produced by a

magnetic field. If, when a ray is transmitted through quartz in a

given direction, the rotation is from left to right, it is found that

^ Exiierimental Researches, xixtla series, §§ 2146—2242.

^ G. R. vol. Lvi. p. 630; vol. LVii. p. G70; Ann. de Chim. ct de Phi/s. (3), vol.

Lxix. 415 ; 3Mm. de Vliist. vol. xxxi. pp. 106, 341.
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when the ray is transmitted in the opposite direction, the rotation

is from right to left. If therefore the ray after passing through

a plate of quartz, be reflected at perpendicular incidence by a

mirror, and thus be made to return through the plate in the same

direction, the rotation will be reversed, so that on emerging a

second time from the plate, the plane of polarization will be

restored to its original position. But when the ray is transmitted

through a magnetic field, the direction of rotation in space is

always the same, whether the ray is propagated along the positive

or negative direction of the magnetic force ; if therefore the ray

be reflected, and be made to return through the magnetic field,

the rotation will be doubled.

The photogyric properties of a magnetic field will be more

fully considered, when we discuss the electromagnetic theory of

light.

152. The dyuaniical theories which have been proposed to

account for rotatory polarization will be considered later on. At

present we shall show how these phenomena can be explained by

geometrical considerations.

Fresnel assumed, that the only kind of waves, which media of

this class are capable of propagating without change of type, are

circularly polarized waves. If light polarized in any other manner

is incident upon the medium, Fresnel supposed that the wave

is immediately split up, on entering the medium, into two waves

which are circularly polarized in opposite directions, and are

transmitted with different velocities.

Let us therefore suppose, that a plane polarized wave is

incident normally at a point upon a plate of quartz cut per-

pendicularly to the axis. Let the incident displacement be

parallel to y and equal to a sin </>, where
<f)
= ^TrtJT ; and let the

axis of z be the axis of the quartz.

The incident wave may be conceived to be made up of the

four displacements

u = ^a cos
(f>,

u' = — ^ a cos <j),

v = ^a sin
(f>,

v' = \a sin </>.

By § 13, the displacements (m, v) represent a right-handed

circularly polarized wave, while the displacements (it', »') repre-

sent a left-handed wave. Their combination is equivalent to a

single plane polarized wave.
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Let d be the thickness of the plate; Fi, V^ the velocities of

propagation of the two waves. Then on emergence, the two waves
are represented by

1 2-7rf. d\ 1 . 27r/ d\u,= ^acos—[t-y-J, v, = iasin—U-yj,

J
2-17 (. d\ , . 27rf^ d\

u^ = -^acos~U-yj , t)2 = ^asm — U-=
j;

accordingly the displacement on emergence becomes

« = «, + ,, = asin^{^-id(^-+|-)}sin'^(|^-^-),

. = ..+ .. = asin?J^{*-id(^ + l)|cos^(i.--y,

, u ^ nrd / 1
whence - = tan— i ^^ —u

^-— VVF,"F«
We therefore see that the emergent light is plane polarized,

and that the plane of polarization is rotated through an angle

jrd/l 1

wrvj w-

Hence according as Fj > or < Fi, the rotation will be towards

the right-hand or the left-haad of a person who is looking along

the positive direction of the axis of z, which is the direction in

which the wave is supposed to be travelling. From this result,

coupled with the definition in § 146, it follows that in right-handed

quartz, the velocity of the left-handed circularly polarized wave is

greater than that of the right-handed wave ; whilst the converse

is the case with left-handed quartz.

Equation (1) is in accordance with the experimental fact, that

the rotation is proportional to the thickness, but it does not give

any information respecting the dependance of the rotation upon

the wave-length, inasmuch as the relation between Fi, F, and t is

unknown. Experiment however shows that F — Fj must be a

function of the period.

153. From the table on page 158, it follows that a plate of

quartz one millimetre in thickness rotates the plane of polarization

of the mean yellow rays (that is the rays midway between the

lines I) and E), through an angle of about 24°. Hence a plate

B. O. 11
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whose thickness is 15 mm. produces a rotation equal to 360° ; and

therefore for a plate of quartz of this thickness

1^^(7,43=2^ (^>'

where V is the velocity and X is the wave-length in air.

If the plate is right-handed, Fj > Fi ; also since the difference

between the velocities is small, we may put

where A. is a small quantity, and therefore

v~Y^ vr
approximately. Accordingly (2) becomes

15FA/F,=9t = 2.

The ratio Y\Y-i, is sensibly equal to the ordinary index of

refraction of quartz, which is 1'555 or about f ; whence

/VFi = AX.

For the mean yellow rays, X = -^ x 10~'mm. ; whence

;i,/F, = |xlO-^

from which it appears, that the difference between the two

velocities is less than the twenty thousandth part of one of the

velocities of the two circularly polarized waves ; and that the

difference between the two indices of refraction is less than 1"00005,

which is less than the index of refraction of the least refrangible

gases.

Theory of Coloured Rings.

154. Fresnel confined his attention to the case of plane

polarized light transmitted through a plate of quartz in a direction

parallel to the axis. The refraction of polarized light, transmitted

in an oblique direction, was first studied by Airy', whose investi-

gations we shall proceed to consider.

When a plate of quartz is cut parallel to the axis, and the

plane of incidence is perpendicular to the latter, Airy found that

no appreciable difference existed between the action of quartz, and

1 Trans. Gartib. Phil. Soc, Vol. n. pp. 79, 198 ; see also Verdet, Lemons d'Optique

Physique, Vol. ii. pp. 237—265.
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that of any other uniaxal crystal; but when the plate is cut
perpendicularly to the axis, and the incident rays are inclined at a
small angle to the axis, he found that the two refracted rays were
elliptically polarized in opposite directions. Quartz is a positive

crystal
;
and if the plate is right-handed, it follows from § 13J and

also from the definition in § 146, that the left-handed elliptically

polarized ray corresponds to the ordinary ray, and the right-handed
one to the extraordinary ray. The converse is the case when the
plate is left-handed.

The elliptic polarization is only sensible, provided the angle
of incidence does not much exceed 10°; if it is considerably
greater, the refracted light appears to be plane polarized, and the
position of the planes of polarization is the same as in the case of
ordinary uniaxal crystals. It therefore follows, that the ratio of

the major and minor axes of the two ellipses, which is equal to

unity at perpendicular incidence, increases rapidly with the angle

of incidence
; so that when the latter ceases to be small, the two

ellipses do not sensibly differ from two straight lines at right angles

to one another. It also follows, that the major axis of the elliptic

vibrations of the ordinary ray, is 'perpendicular to the plane

containing the optic axis and the ordinary wave normal, whilst

in the case of the extraordinary ray, the major axis lies in the

plane containing the optic axis and the extraordinary wave
normal.

We have already shown, that the difference between the

ordinary and extraordinary indices of refraction is very small ; it

was therefore assumed by Airy, that the two ellipses corresponding

to the same incident ray are always similar.

When light is transmitted parallel to the axis through an

ordinary uniaxal crystal, the velocity of propagation of the two

waves is the same ; this arises from the fact that the wave surface

consists of a sphere and a spheroid, the former of which touches

the latter at the extremities of its polar axis. But this result does

not hold good in the case of quartz. Airy therefore assumed, that

the wave surface in quartz consists of a sphere and a spheroid,

which do not touch one another ; and since quartz is a positive

crystal, the spheroid is prolate, and consequently the spherical

sheet lies wholly outside the spheroidal sheet. From this hypo-

thesis, it follows that the difference of path of the two elliptically

polarized waves is equal to the corresponding expression for

11—2
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ordinary uniaxal crystals, together with a certain quantity, which

is independent of the angle of incidence, but which is a function

of the period.

155. By the aid of the foregoing hypotheses, Airy succeeded

in giving a mathematical explanation of the rings and brushes

which are produced, when polarized light is passed through a

plate of quartz ; but before we consider his investigations, it will be

desirable to give a description of the peculiarities of these rings.

I. When the planes of polarization and analysation are per-

pendicular, and a thin plate of quartz is placed between them, a

set of circular coloured rings is observed. The centre of the

pattern consists of a coloured circular area, and the colour depends

upon the thickness of the plate. If the thickness is '48 of an inch,

the central tint is pale pink ; with thicknesses of '38, '26 and '17 of

an inch, the colours of the central spot are a bright yellowish green,

a rich red plum colour, and a rich yellow. The colours of the

successive rings, beginning from the centre, appear to be nearly the

same as in Newton's scale, commencing with the colour of the

central spot. At a considerable distance from the centre, four

faint brushes commence, which intersect the rings in the same

directions as the black cross in Iceland spar.

II. When the polarizer and analyser are initially crossed, and

the latter is made to rotate, a blueish short-armed cross appears

in the centre, which on continuing to turn the analyser becomes

yellow, and the rings become enlarged. When the inclination of

the planes of polarization and analysation is 45°, the rings are

nearly square, and the diagonals of the square bisect the angles

between these planes.

III. When incident light is circularly polarized, the rings

consist of two spirals mutually intertwining one another.

IV. When two plates of quartz of equal thickness, one of

which is right-handed and the other left-handed, are attached

together, and placed between the polarizer and analyser, four

spirals proceeding from the black cross to the centre make their

appearance. These curves are usually known as Airy's spirals.

156. We shall now proceed to give the mathematical investi-

gation of these phenomena.

We shall suppose, that a small pencil of convergent light is

incident upon the crystal at a small angle. Let be the point of
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incidence of any one of the rays, OA the intersection of the plane
passing through the ray and the optic axis, at the point where the
central ray of the pencil meets the crystal ; also let OP, OS be the
principal sections of the polarizing and analysing Nicols.

Let = 2'jrtJT, and let the incident vibration be sin A.

If we suppose the crystal right-handed, the incident wave will

be resolved into a right-handed elliptically polarized wave, which
corresponds to the extraordinary wave, and a left-handed ellip-

tically polarized wave, which corresponds to the ordinary wave;
also since the two ellipses of vibration are similar, and their major

axes are at right angles, it follows that if (u, v) and {u', v') respec-

tively denote the displacements parallel to OA, OB in the two

waves, and ifc is a quantity lying between zero and unity, we may
put

u= mk cos (<fi + fi), V =m sin {(j) + /J,))

vl = — nk~^ cos (^ + 1/), v' = nsm{<l) + v)
J

^ ''

The resultant of these four displacements must be equal to

sin ^, and must be parallel to OP, whence

(t( + u') cos a. + {v + v') sin a = sin (^

(u + u') sin a — (d + v') cos a = 0.

These equations must hold good for all values of t and therefore of

^ ; whence equating the coefficients of sin (/> and cos <^, we obtain

(m cos /x -(- w cos v) sin a — {mk sin /a - nk~'^ sin v) cos a = 1,

(m sin /i 4- ?i sin v) sin a -|- {mk cos ^ — nk~^ cos v) cos a= 0,

(m cos fjb + n cos v) cos a -f- (mk sin /i — nk~^ sin v) sin a = 0,

(m sin (i + n sin v) cos a -|- {mk cos yu, — nk~^ cos v) sin a = 0.

From these equations we find, that

m cos fi + n cos v = sin a, mk cos fi — nk~^ cos v = 0,

m sin fi + n sin v = 0, mk sin /jl — nk~^ sin v = — cos a

;
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accordingly
sin a . ^cosa

™cos/i=j-j-^, TOSin/i = -^-j-^-,

k^ sin a . k cos a
«cos.= 3-^,, n^mv= j^^

.

Substituting in (3), we obtain

k
u = ^—r, (^™ a cos ^ + A; cos a sin <p),

V = -z
—

Y2
(^^'^ * ^^'^ <j> — k cos a cos

(f),

u' = — rj Tj (k sin a cos (^ — cos a sin
(f>),

k
v' = — ,

2
(A sin a sin ^ + cos a cos 0).

The first pair of these equations represents the extraordinary

wave, and the second pair the ordinary wave.

If I) and G are the equivalent paths in air for the ordinary and

the extraordinary waves, and if we put

S = 27rD/\, 7 = 2TrGjX

;

it follows, that on emerging from the crystal, we must replace ^ by

(j)
— S for the ordinary wave, and by (^ — 7 for the extraordinary.

Hence on emerging from the analyser, the displacements become

(« + u) cos {a — 0) + (v + v) sin (a — /3),

or

(1 + k-)"^ [[/c sin a cos ((^ — 7) + k" cos a sin (^ — 7) — k sin a cos
{<f>
— B)

+ cos a sin (<^ — S)} cos (a — /3)

+ {sin a sin (<^ — 7) — k cos a cos (^ — 7) + k^ sin a sin {j> — S)

+ A; cos a cos (c^ — 8)} sin (o —y3)].

Writing ^ — 7 + 7 — S for </> — 8, picking out the coefficients of

cos
((f)
— 7) and sin

{(f>
— 7), and then squaring and adding, and

writing for brevity yjr and % for a — /3 and 7 — S, the intensity P is

determined by the equation

(1 + k-yP ={(ksiiia—k sin a cos % + cos a sin %) cos ^jr

+ (— A; cos a + k^ sin a sin % + A; cos a cos x) sin i/rp

+ [{k^ cos a + A; sin a sin
;;^ + cos a cos x) cos i/r

+ (sin a + k^ sin a cos % — A; cos a sin t^) sin ^Y
—

{
sin )(^ (cos a cos ^ + k^ sin a sin i|r) — k cos ;^ sin 13 +k sin /8}^
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+ {cos X (cos a COS i/r + h^ sin a. sin <y) + h sin x sin /3

+ sin a sin -vf- + k'^ cos a cos i^rY

= (cos a cos ilr + k"- sin a sin 1/^)= + 2k'' sin^ jS

+ (sin a sin ^Ir + ky' cos a cos t/t)^

+ 2 (cos a cos yjr + k^ sin a sin i/r) x

{cos % (sin a sin i/r + 4= cos a cos \lr)+k sin
;;^;

sin /3}

+ 2k sin % sin ^ (sin a sin i/r + A;= cos a cos i/r) - 2/;;= cos x sin'' yS.

Keplacing cos
;;^ by 1 - 2 sin" J ;j(;,

this becomes

= (1 + k^y cos^^ + A; (1 + &2) sin 2^5 sin
;!^ + 4^;" sin" ^x sin' /8

- 4 sin= |-%(cos acos-«|r+/c= sin asim/r) (sina sin i/r +&"cosacos i|r)

= (1 + ty cos= ^ + A; (1 + A") sin 2/3 sin % - 44" cos 2/3 sin" |x
- (1 - k-y sin 2a sin 2i^ sin" ^,

whence dividing by (1 + A")", the value of /" may be put into the

form

/" = (^cos ^ cos ^x + y:^, sin /3 sin ^x)

-. ,3 ) (cos" /3 - sin 2a sin 2i|r) sin" ^x-

Restoring the values of yjr and x> this finally becomes{2k 1"
cos ;8 cos H^ - 7) - jq:;^-^

sin ^ sin |(S - 7) >

+ (m")' ''°'' ^^" ~ ^) '''''
^ (^ - "y) ^^)-

157. Returning to § 155, we see that the first case which has

to be examined, arises when the Nicols are crossed, so that j8 = Jtt ;

in this case (4) becomes

P =
{(rS)= + (^r^^^^'"h^^^^-('-^>-^^)-

In the neighbourhood of the centre of the field of view, k

is nearly equal to unity, and the preceding expression shows, that

/" is very nearly independent of a ; hence the centre of the field

consists of a bright patch. As we proceed from the centre, k

rapidly diminishes to zero, and therefore at some distance from

the centre, the intensity is approximately equal to

sin" 2a sin" ^ (7 -S),

and therefore vanishes when a = ^n-rr. It therefore follows, that at

a certain distance from the centre, four dark brushes make their
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appearance, which divide the field into quadrants, but which do

not extend right up to the centre ; also since the intensity is not

absolutely, but only approximately, zero when a = ^ir, the brushes

are much fainter than in the case of Iceland spar.

We shall now ascertain the form of the rings, which are deter-

mined from the condition that

S - 7 = 2w7r,

or D — = n\.

If the plate were an ordinary uniaxal crystal, it follows from

§ 133 that we should have

^-^-
2arf '

where T is the thickness of the plate ; and therefore the retardation

vanishes at the centre. We know that this is not the case with

quartz, and Airy therefore assumed, that the retardation is equal

to the sum of this expression, together with a quantity, which is

directly proportional to the thickness of the plate and inversely

proportional to the wave-length in air. We therefore put

^-(^-^J(b'-a^)r' + £^m (6),

where H is a. constant.

In the neighbourhood of the centre, the intensity is very nearly

equal to

siri'-Tr {B-G)/\,

and since this expression does not vanish when r = 0, the centre can

never be black ; also since tt (I> - G')/X is of the form (A/X + BjV) T,

it follows that the colour of the central spot will vary with the

thickness of the plate.

At some distance from the centre, k will be small ; whence the

intensity of the rings will be a maximum or minimum according

as

D-0={n + \)\ or nk;

accordingly the isochromatic curves are circles.

The pattern therefore consists of a bright coloured circular spot

in the centre of the field, surrounded by coloured circular rings

;

and the rings are interrupted by four faint brushes at right angles

to one another, which commence at the circumference of the circular

spot.
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158. If ^ = 0, so that the planes of polarization and analysa-
tion are parallel, the expression for the intensity becomes

^ - tTTkJ + (iTW ^^^^ 2a) sm^ i (B - y),

from which it appears that the rings are interrupted by two white
brushes, and that the colours are complementary to those in the
former case.

The forms of the curves are shown in figures 5 and 6 of the
plate at the end of this Chapter.

159. When the planes of polarization and analysation are
neither parallel nor perpendicular to one another, the isochromatic
curves are of a more complicated character. In order to get an
approximate idea of their form, let

2k tan B
TT^=^an^.

Substituting the values of sin yS, cos /8 deduced from this equa-
tion in the first term of (4), it becomes

4jfc2

4i=+(l+A;=)tan=t ^''°' * ^^ " ^^^
" *^° ^ ^^ ^ ^^ " ^^^^"^

whence 7- = jcos=/8 + , ^.^ sin-/?^ cos= ^ (S - 7 + 2i|r)

If we suppose that a small variation oi S — y does not produce

any sensible alteration in the value of k, the maximum or minimum
value of the intensity for given values of a and /3 will be found by

differentiating P with respect to B — y, on the supposition that k is

constant; we thus obtain

tan (B — y + ^fr)

(1 + k^y cos" /3 + 4!k^ sin^ ^ + (l-ty cos^ (2a - 0)
^{1+ k^y cos^ yS +W sin= /3 - (1 - fc=)= cos^ (2a - /3)

' '

'

^^

= — tan D, (say).

Let Q be any point of the coloured image, QP the direction of

vibration of the incident light, QS the principal section of the

analyser ; then if is the centre of the field, OQ is the principal
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section corresponding to the ray Q. Now as we proceed along OQ,

the intensity depends upon the value of S — 7 ; and we see from (8),

that the points of maximum and minimum brightness occur, when

S — 7 has a value which depends upon a and k. Now if OQ = r, it

follows from (6), that

8 - 7 = Ar' + B,

where A and B are constants. Hence as OQ revolves around the

origin, the points of maximum and minimum brightness will not

be equidistant from 0, but mil lie on a sort of square curve.

The equation of these curves is

A'r'= ir-Sl-ylr-B.

Now O is a maximum when a. = ^^ + \nTr, and a minimum
when a = J/3 + (Jm + i) tt ; and therefore fl is a maximum when

OQ bisects the interior and exterior angles between the planes of

polarization and analysation, and is a minimum when OQ makes

an angle {tt with its four preceding positions. The best position

of the analyser for viewing these curves is when /3 = Jtt, in which

case the isochromatic curves form a sort of square, whose diagonals

bisect the angles between the planes of polarization and analysa-

tion.

In the central portions of the field, k is very nearly equal to

unity, and from (7) it appears, that the intensity will be least when

S — 7 + 2i|r = (2n + 1) TT ; consequently there will be a dark spot in

the central portion. Now for points equidistant from the centre,

S — 7 has the same value ; and we see from (7), that for all points

which are near the centre, the intensity is approximately greatest

when a = J/3 + ^itt, and least when a = J/8 + {\n + |) tt ; hence in

the centre of the field there is a dark cross, whose arms coincide

with the diagonals of the square curves.

160. We shall in the next place investigate the rings and

brushes which are produced when the incident light is circularly

polarized, and we shall suppose that the plate and the polarization

are right-handed.

Let the incident light be

u = cos ^, ?) = sin ^

;

where = 2'7rtlT.

On entering the quartz at oblique incidence, the incident light

is resolved into two elliptically polarized waves, one of which is
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right-handed and the other left-handed ; and therefore within the

crystal we may put

Ui = mk cos
((f> + /a), Vi = m sin (if) + fj,),

Ma = — nk~^ cos (<^ -1- v), V2 = n sin (^ -l- v).

Since these two sets of vibrations are equivalent to the incident

vibrations, we must have

M = tti + Mj, D = »! + 1)2

;

whence equating coefficients of cos
<f},

sin 0, we get

mk cos /J, — nk"'^ cos v =1,

mk sin /m — nk~^ sin v = 0,

m sin fi + n sin z^ = 0,

m cos fi + ncosv = l,

from which we deduce

fj,
= 0, v = 0.

1+k k(l-k)
in = ~—Tz , w =—^^

—

J- .

l+k''' 1 + k^

Hence, on emerging from the crystal, the two rays are repre-

sented by the equations

u, = j^^ cos (<j) - S), v, = -
^_^J

sin (0 - S).

If a. be the angle which the plane analysation makes with the

principal section of the crystal, the light on emerging from the

crystal is represented by

(wi -1- zfa) cos a + («i + v-i) sin a

;

that is j^l {k(l + k) cos (</> - 7) -I- (1 - k) cos (^ -S)},

+ j-^, {(1 + *) sin (.^ - 7) - /<; (1 - ^) sin(<^ - S)j.

Replacing ^ — S by</)—7+7 — 8, and putting x for 7 — S, the

intensity is determined by the equation

(1 + k^yP = [{l+k-k{l- k) cos x) sin a-(l-k) sin
;;^ cos a]=,

+ [{(1 — A) cos
;)(; -F A; (1 -f- k)} cos a — A; (1 — A;) sin

j(;
sin a]^

= {(1 + kf -2k(l- k'^ cos x + Je^O-- ^y} sin'

«

-f- {(1 - ky 4- 2A; (1 - k^) cos ^ 4- A;" (1 + A;)'} cos'' a

— (1 - A:^) sin 2a sin ;^,
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whence

"^
(1+fcy

^°^^""°'X-i:ppsm2asinx (9).

161. If in this expression we put

(1 + Jc") tan 2a = 2k tan 21/r

and restore the value of ')^, we obtain

2fc(l-fc0 2Ml-^0eos(S-7-2^)
~

(H-/fc7 ^(l+A;»){(l+/fc=)=cos''2f +4yfc=sin^2A/r}i""^
"''•

Let us now draw a line from the centre making an angle a with

the principal section of the analyser. Then if we consider a series

of points on this line, which are not very distant from one another,

we may suppose that k is approximately constant for such points.

From (10) we see that I' is a maximum or minimum according as

8 — 7 — 2i|f = 2mr or (2» + 1) tt
;

and since S — y = Ar' + B,

the points of maximum intensity are determined by

Ar^ + B = 2n'Tr + 1y]r (11).

In the neighbourhood of the centre, k does not differ much
from unity, and we may therefore as a first approximation put

y^ = a; whence writing d for a, the equation of the isochromatic

curves becomes
Ar^ = 2m7r + W-B.

This equation represents a spiral curve which commences at

the origin. The form of the curve when n = 1 is shown in the

figure ; if we put w = 2, we obtain a second spiral which is derived
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from the former by turning it through two right angles. For
values of n greater than two, the two spirals will be found to be

reproduced.

162. The fourth case which we shall consider, arises when
plane polarized light is incident upon two plates of quartz of equal

thickness, one of which is right-handed, and the other left-handed

;

and the planes of polarization and analysation are parallel.

The displacements in the two elliptically polarized waves on

emergence from the first plate are given in § 1.56 ; and we must

recollect that on emergence, we must write <^ + % for j> in the

values of {u', i/).

Since the second plate of quartz is left-handed, the sign of k

must be reversed, and therefore on entering the second plate we
must write

U = — mk cos ((j)+ fi), V=m sin
(<f) + fi)

for the ordinary wave, and

If' = nk~^ cos (i|r + v), V = n sin (yfr + v)

for the extraordinary wave where '^ = ^ + x-

The four quantities m, n, /i, v must be determined by equating

the coefificients of sin yjr, cos i/r in the equation

u + u'=U+U', v + v'=V+V'.

Having obtained the values of m, n, fi, v, we must write >/^ + %
for y^ in the expressions for U', V.

Since the planes of polarization and analysation are supposed

to be perpendicular, the displacement on emergence from the

analyser will be

{U+ U') cos a + (F+ V) sin a

;

we must therefore form this expression, and then write down the

sum of the squares of the coefiScients of sin ^, cos 0, which will

give the intensity.

The actual calculations are somewhat tedious, but on performing

the above operations, it will be found that

• —p cos 2a sin |- (S - 7) — 2 sin 2a cos ^ (^ ~ 7)f •
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163. This expression can vanish in two ways. In the first

case sin ^{8 — 'y) = 0, which requires that

S — 7 = 2mr,

which represents a series of circular rings, which are black if

homogeneous light be employed, but coloured if white light be

used.

In the second case the intensity will vanish when

1 +/&"
tan i (S — 7) = „, tan 2a.

In the neighbourhood of the centre, k does not differ much
from unity, and we may therefore take as a first approximation

S — 7 = 4a + 2mr

;

whence writing d for a, the equation of the isochromatic curves are

Ar" + B = 416 + 2n-n;

which is the equation of a spiral curve.

Let us first suppose that n = 0; then it follows that when

6 = ^B, r = ; so that the spiral commences at the origin, and the

distances of successive points from the origin increase with 0.

When d = Jtt, r^ = (2^ - B)/A.

Next let n = 1, then r = 0, when 6 = \B — ^'7r; and when

6 = IB, r^ = (27r — B)/A. We therefore see that the spiral corre-

sponding to n — 1 is equivalent to the spiral corresponding to

n =0, turned from left to right through a right angle.
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Similarly for n = 2, n = 3 there are two other spirals, whose

positions can be obtained by turning the spiral for which w =
backwards through two right angles, and three right angles

respectively. When n = 4s, the original spiral is reproduced.

The forms of these spirals, which after their discoverer are

usually known as Airy's Spirals, are shown in the figure on the

last page, and also in figures 7 and 8 of the plate. At a con-

siderable distance from the centre, a faint black cross makes its

appearance, whose four arms are parallel and perpendicular to

the plane of polarization of the incident light ; also the spirals

disappear and are replaced by circular rings. Now at a distance

from the centre, h is nearly equal to zero ; whence the intensity

becomes
I-" = sin= 2a sin^ (S - 7),

which vanishes when <^ — h = mr

or a = ^WTT.

The first equation gives the circular rings, whilst the latter

equation gives the brushes.



CHAPTER X.

FRESNELS THEORY OF REFLECTION AND REFRACTION.

164. When common light is incident upon the surface of a

transparent medium, such as glass, it can be proved experimentally,

that the proportion of the incident light which is reflected or

refracted, depends upon the angle . of incidence ; and that the

amount of light reflected is greater when the angle of incidence is

large, than when it is small. It is also known, that when light

proceeding from a denser medium, such as glass, is incident upon

a rarer medium, such as air, at an angle greater than the critical

angle, the intensity of the reflected light is very nearly equal to

that of the incident light, and the reflection is said to be total.

When the incident light is polarized in the plane of incidence, the

effect produced by a reflecting medium is not very different from

that produced upon common light; but when the light is polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, it is found that the

intensity gradually diminishes from grazing incidence, and very

nearly vanishes, when the angle of incidence is equal to tan~^yii,

where fi is the index of refraction of the reflecting substance ; as

the angle of incidence still further increases, the intensity of the

reflected light increases to normal incidence.

165. That the intensity of light polarized perpendicularly to

the plane of incidence is zero for a certain angle of incidence, was

first discovered by Malus, who while examining with a prism of

Iceland spar the light reflected from one of the windows of the

Luxembourg palace at Paris, observed that for a certain position of

the prism, one of the two images of the sun disappeared. On
turning the prism round the line of sight, this image reappeared

;

and when the prism was turned through 90°, the second image
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reappeared. More accurate experiments were afterwards made by
Brewster', who discovered that when the reflector is an isotropic

transparent substance, and the incident light is polarized per-

pendicularly to the plane of incidence, the intensity of the reflected

light is zero, or very nearly so, when the angle of incidence is equal

to tan-' n. This discovery is known as Brevi^ster's law, and the

angle tan""' jx is called the polarizing angle.

166. Brewster's law has been tested by Sir John Conroy" for

transparent bodies in contact with media other than air, in the

following manner. A glass prism was placed in contact with

water and with carbon tetrachloride respectively, and the polariz-

ing angles were determined. Their values, as found by experi-

ment, were as follows:

Polarizing angle iu air 57° 14'

„ „ in water 49° 41'

„ „ in carbon tetrachloride 46° 32'.

The polarizing angles were then determined experimentally

for water and carbon tetrachloride in contact with air, and the

values of the polarizing angles for glass in contact with these

substances were then calculated. The results were as follows

:

Polarizing angle in air observed .57° 14'

„ „ calculated from observations in water 57" 28'

„ „ in carbon tetrachloride 57°. 01'.

These results show, that within the limits of experimental

error, Brewster's law holds good for glass in contact with water

and carbon tetrachloride, as well as air; and that in all probability,

it is true for most transparent bodies.

167. Crystalline substances, such as Iceland spar, also possess

a polarizing angle as well as a critical angle. In isotropic media,

the critical angle is equal to sin^'ya; but in doubly refracting

media, the values of the polarizing and critical angles cannot be so

simply expressed.

168. Metallic substances, such as polished silver, possess a

quasi-polarizing angle, since there is a particular angle of incidence

at which the intensity of light polarized perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence is a minimum.

' Phil. Trans. 1815, p. 125. See also Lord Eayleigh, " On Eefleotion from

Liquid Surfaces in the Neighbourhood of the Polarizing Angle," Phil. Mag.

Jan. 1892.

2 Proc. Soy. Soe. vol. xxxi. p. 487.

B. O. 12
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169. In order to explain these experimental facts, it is

necessary to determine the intensities of the reflected and refracted

lights. This was first effected by Fresnel ; and although his theory

is not rigorous, it will be desirable to give an account of it in

the present Chapter. Other theories based upon speculations

respecting the physical constitution of the ether, which are

developed according to strict dynamical principles, will be con-

sidered in subsequent chapters ; and it will be found that most of

them give results, which are substantially in accordance with

those obtained by Fresnel.

170. We shall first calculate the rate at which energy flows

across the reflecting surface.

Let the incident vibration be

w = Acos—~{x— Vt),

and let us consider the energy contained within a small cylinder

whose cross section is dS, and whose sides coincide with the direc-

tion of propagation. If T denote the amount of kinetic energy per •

wave-length

A." Jo A,

^ 7r"-A"-V'pdS
~ \

Since this amount of kinetic energy flows across dS in time t,

the rate at which kinetic energy flows across dS is Tr-A^VpdSjXr.

Let dS' be any oblique section of the cylinder, which makes
an angle e with dS, then if we assume that the energy of the wave
is half kinetic and half potential, the rate at which energy flows

across dS' is

2TrA'-V'p cos edS'/\r (1).

The mean energy for unit of volume is

iir'A^-V'pIV (2),

as has already been shown in § 10.

171. We are now prepared to consider the problem of reflec-

tion and refraction.

Let the axis of x be normal to the reflecting surface, and let

the axis of z be perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
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Let the incident light be polarized in the plane of incidence,

X

then the incident, reflected and refracted waves may be taken to
be the real parts of w, w', lu^, where

10' = ^V<''^+"' '!'-'''»

I (3),

and K = 27r/X, k^ = ^tt/Xi.

Since the reflected and refracted waves are forced vibrations"

produced and maintained by the incident wave, it follows that the
periods of the three waves must be the same ; whence

kV=KiVi, or V/\=VJ\ (4).

Since the traces of all three waves on the plane x = move
together, it follows that the coefficients of y must be the same in

all three waves, whence

«m = Kin' = Ki7}ii (0).

If i, i', r be the angles of incidence, reflection and refraction,

Z = — cos i, V = cos i', li= — cos r,

m = sin i, in' = sin i',

and therefore from' (5), i = i',

: sin r.

smr
V

which is the law of sines.

172. We now require two equations connecting the amplitudes

of the reflected and refracted waves. In order to effect this, Fresnel

assumed, (i) that the displacements at the surface of separation are

the same in the two media, (ii) that the rate at which energy flows

across this surface is continuous.

12—2
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The first condition gives

A+A' = A, (6),

and by (1) the second condition gives

A-V-pX-^ cos i - A'-V-p\-' cos i = Ai'V.-p^Kr' cos r

or {A"-- A'') Vp cos i = A^^V,p, cos r (7).

Fresnel's third assumption was, that the product of the velocity

into the square root of the density is constant for all media; which

gives
, ,,

Accordingly (7) becomes

(A- - A'-) tan r = ^iHan I (8).

Solving (6) and (7), we obtain

A sin (i - r) ^

A' = — '

sin {i + r)

2A sin r cos i

^1 =
.(9).

sin {i + r)

But if I, I', /i denote the square roots of the intensities, it

follows from (3) of § 10, that

-L - J'^ = -Ji-
. (10).

Ap^'A'p'- A,p,^ ^ ^

.(11).

7' 7sin(i--r)')
Accordmgly 1 = -.—r^——c-

° ' sm (i + r)

. _ 7 sin 2i

^ sin {i + r)

These formulae give the ratios of the intensities of the reflected

and refracted light to that of the incident light.

173. When the second medium is more highly refracting than

the first, as is the case when light proceeding from air is reflected

at the surface of glass, r is always real ; but in the converse case, r

is imaginary when the angle of incidence exceeds the critical angle.

For if /i be the index of refraction from air to glass, and light is

internally reflected and refracted at the surface of glass in contact

with air,

sin i = pT^ sin r,

cos r=(\— p? sin'' if'.

Since /i > 1, it follows that cos r is imaginary when i > sin~^ pr^-

Under these circumstances, the expressions for the amplitudes of
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the reflected and refracted waves become complex, and their inter-

pretation in former times was supposed to be a matter of con-

siderable difficulty. The true explanation is this. The incident,

reflected and refracted waves are the real parts of the right-hand

sides of (3) ; if therefore A' and ^i are real, the reflected and

refracted waves are

w' = A' cos k{—Ix + my — Vt)

Wi = ^1 cos «! (liX + mji/ — Fjt)

;

but if A' and Ai are complex, we must write A' = a + i^,

A^ = ai+ i^i, and the reflected wave is

w' = 0. cos K (— lx + my — Vt) — j3 sin k (— Ice + my — Vt)

= (a- -1- fi')^ cos {k (- Ix + my - Vt) + tan"' /3/a}

which shows that there is a change of phase.

To find a, /3, we have from the first of (9)

„ A\u, cos i — ( (u^ sin^ i — 1)*}
a + t/3 =—^-^

r-
, / „ • .-—i-rr-^ ;'^

/J, cos I + t.{fi' sin- 1— 1)^

, -n . -n-e (/A= sin= i -1)* , ,

whence if tan— = ^^^- ;—

^

(IZ)
X fi cos I

we obtain a+i^ = Ae-'-'"^'"

where X is the wave-length in glass

;

whence tan~'/S/a = - 2'7re/\.

Also (a- + |S=)i = -4, so that the reflected wave becomes

2,7-

w = j4 cos —- (« cos i + y sin i—Vt— e)

which shows that the reflection is total, and is accompanied by a

change of phase whose value is given by (12).

174. To flnd what the refracted wave becomes, we have from

2AiJ. cos ^

fli +''P^ = ^cosi + i, ifj.'
sin= i - 1)*

ifjp cos^ i

whence Oi'- +Pi =—riTT'
fX J.

^__ (jJ-" sin- i - 1)^

«! /* cos i

9

Also t«iZi = - t/ci cos /• = ^
(/L4=sin-i-l)^
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whence the refracted wave is

T-— ,-\re'^ cos ^ (ysmi-Vt-ie) (13).

(ij.-
- 1)* A.

Since x is negative in the second medium, it follows that the

wave penetrates only a very short distance, and becomes insensible

at a distance of a few wave-lengths ^

175. The preceding theory is rigorous from a dynamical point

of view ; but when we consider the corresponding problem in

which the incident light is polarized perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence, we shall find that a difficulty arises, which will be

considered in § 180.

The displacements in the three waves are given by (3), and

they lie in the plane of xi/ and are perpendicular to the direction

of propagation of the waves.

The condition that the displacements parallel to y should be

continuous gives

(A —A') cos i = Ai cos r.
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176. When light of any kind is incideM upon a transparent
reflecting surface, the vibrations may be resolved into two com-
ponents respectively in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence;

and the first of (16) shows, that the component of the reflected

vibration in the plane of incidence vanishes, when the angle of

incidence is equal to tan"' /x. It therefore follows, that if common
light be incident at this angle, the reflected light will be polarized

in the plane of incidence. This is the law which was established

experimentally by Brewster.

177. Airy observed, that certain highly refracting substances,

such as diamond, never completely polarize common light at any
angle of incidence, but the proportion of polarized light is a

maximum at the polarizing angle. The subject has been further

investigated experimentally by Jamin', who found that for most
transparent substances, Brewster's law is true as a first approxi-

mation only. It is therefore not possible to completely polarize

light by a single reflection, but this may be accomplished by

successive reflections from a pile of plates. Jamin also found,

that when light which is plane polarized in any azimuth, is re-

flected from a transparent substance, the reflected light frequently

exhibits slight traces of elliptic polarization ; this shows, that

reflection produces a difference of phase in one or both of the

components of the reflected light''. The reflection and refraction

of light incident perpendicularly upon a glass plate have been

experimentally investigated by Kood', and his results show that

Fresnel's formulae are very approximately correct.

178. When light proceeding from glass, is reflected at the

surface of a rarer medium such as air, at an angle greater than

the critical angle, it will be found that the values of A', A-^ given

by (15) become complex; and it can be shown in the same manner

1 Ann. dc Chimic et de Phys. (3), xxix. pp. 31 and 268; Ibid. (3), xxx. p. 257.

" Owing to the extreme smallness of the wave-length of light, compared with

the ordinary standards of measm-ement, it is probable that if the surface of a

polished reflector were magnified to such an extent, that the wave-length of light

were represented by one inch, the surface of the reflector would appear to be

exceedingly rough and uneven. It is therefore by no means improbable, that the

secondary effects observed by Jamin, may be due to the fact, that our mathematical

machinery is too coarse-grained to take into account inequalities of the reflecting

surface, which though excessively minute, are not small compared with the wave-

length of light.

» Amer. Jour, of Science, vol. i. July 1870.
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that the reflection is total, and is accompanied by a change of

phase. In fact the reflected wave is

27r,
w' = A cos — {ac cos i + y sin i — Vt— e^

where tan
TTSi _ /i (//.'' sinH' - 1)^

cost
•(17),

and the refracted wave is

2^/i^2^i__eE(-"--'-"*-cos^(2/sini-F«-ieO.
/x^sin^z-l)j* A.{cos^t +/".='(

179. The change of phase which accompanies total reflection,

was experimentally verified by Fresnel in the following manner.

Let ABCD be a rhomb of glass, of which the angles at B
and D are greater than the critical angle ; and let light polarized

in a plane which makes an angle of 45° with the plane of incidence

(that is the plane of the paper), be incident normally upon the

face AB, and after undergoing two reflections emerge at the face

DG. The vibrations in and perpendicular to the plane of incidence

after emergence, will be represented by

2
A cos ^- (« - Vt - 2ei),

A,

and Acos—-(x-Vt-2e).
A,

If therefore ei - e = ^X,

the emergent light will be circularly polarized. Now if

vr (gj — e)/\ = S,
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we obtain from (12) and (17)

5, cos i (up sin" i - l)i
tan = ^^

. —

;

i-

,

/M sua." I

whence

cos 2S ^ ^ ~ ^^^' ^ - ^l^' ^^^' ^' - (1 + /^°) sin° i + 1

l + tan^S (1 + 1^2) sinH" — 1

Hence if S = ^tt, this becomes

4^= sin* i-(2 + V2) (1 + /a=) sin= i+2 + j2 = 0.

This equation gives a real value of sin i for values of fi lying

between 1'4 and 1'6.

Fresnel employed a rhomb of St Gobain glass, for which

Ai = l-51, which gives i = 4>S° 37' 3" or 54° 37' 20". Now the

angles at B and D of the rhomb are each equal to the angle

of incidence; if therefore a rhomb of glass, whose index of re-

fraction is 1-51, and whose acute angles are equal to 54° 37' 20"

be employed, and light polarized as described above is incident

normally on the face AB and is reflected twice, the emergent

light ought to be circularly polarized. This result was found to

agree with experiment.

If the incident light is polarized in any other plane, the

emergent light will be elliptically polarized.

If a be the azimuth of the plane of polarization, and the

emergent elliptically polarized light be passed through a second

rhomb, the reflected light will be plane polarized, and the plane

of polarization will be rotated through an angle 2a.

Theories of Neumann and MacGullagh^.

180. We must now consider the difficulty alluded to at the

commencement of § 175.

The surface conditions assumed by Fresnel are, (i) continuity

of the rate at which energy flows across the reflecting surface,

(ii) continuity of the components of displacement parallel to this

surface. Now when the incident light is polarized in the plane

of incidence, there is no component displacement perpendicular to

this surface ; but when the light is polarized perpendicularly to

' Neumann, Abliand. Berlin Akad. 1835.

MacCuUaph, "On Crystalline Reflection and Refraction.'' Trans. Roy. Irish

Acad. vols. XVIII. p. 31, and xxi. p. 17.
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the plane of incidence, it is impossible to evade the conclusion,

that the components perpendicular to the surface ought also to be

continuous. In fact a discontinuity in the normal displacement,

would involve something analogous to an area source in Hydro-

dynamics, and there are no grounds for supposing that anything

of the kind occurs.

The condition that the normal displacements should be con-

tinuous, is

(A + A') sin i = A^ sin r.

Multiplying this by (14) we obtain

(A- — A'-) ami cos i = ^.f sin r cos r (18).

From (7) the condition of continuity of energy may be written

(A'^ — A'-) p sin i cos i = Ai' p^ sin r cos r,

and in order that this may be consistent with (18), we must have

p = pi. Accordingly Neumann and MacCullagh assumed this

condition in their theories of reflection and refraction; and we shall

now trace the consequences of this hypothesis.

When the vibrations are perpetidicular to the plane of inci-

dence, the equations are

A + A' = Ai,

(A- - A''"^ sin 2i = A^" sin 2r,

, ^ / -4 tan (i — r) \
whence A = -,—-tN—^'

tan (i + r)

. A sin 2i
Ai =

.(19).

sin (i -t- r) cos {i — r)^

When the vibrations are in the plane of incidence

^,^ As\n{i-ry

.(20).
sin {i + r)

. _ A sin 2i

' sin {i + r)

It follows from (2), that on this theory, the intensity of light

in all transparent media is proportional to the square of the

amplitude, and accordingly (19) and (20) give the intensities of

the reflected and refracted light. Neumann and MacCullagh
further supposed, that the vibrations of polarized light are in

instead of 2^erpendicular to the plane of polarization, and on this

supposition the formulae (19) and (20) are in complete agreement
with (16) and (11) given by the theory of Fresnel.
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181. The two hypotheses of Neumann and MacCullagh are

singularly seductive, inasmuch as it will hereafter be shown, that

they enable the laws of the propagation of light in crystals, and

also the reflection and refraction of light from crystalline surfaces,

to be determined in accordance with Green's rigorous theory of

elastic media ; whereas the contrary assumption, that the density

of the ether is different in different media, leads to a variety

of difficulties in the application of this theory. There are however

grave objections to these hypotheses ; for in the first place, there

are strong grounds for supposing, that the vibrations of polarized

light are perpendicular to the plane of polarization ; and in the

second place, Lorenz and Lord Rayleigh have shown, as will be

explained in Chapter XII., that the hypothesis of equal density,

leads to the conclusion that there are two polarizing angles,

which is contrary to experiment.

EXAMPLES.

1. A thin layer of fluid of thickness T, floats on the surface of

a second fluid of infinitesimally greater refractive power. Light is

incident perpendicularly on the layer ; show that the intensity of

the reflected light is

where jjb and /j,-+ Sfi are the refractive indices of the layer and of

the fluid which supports it respectively, and a, X are the amplitude

and wave-length of the incident vibration.

2. If in the separating surface of two media, there be a

straight groove of small depth c, inclined at an angle a to the

plane of incidence, prove that there will be a groove in the re-

fracted wave of depth c sin (i - r) cosec i, inclined at an angle

tan-' (tan a cosec r) to the plane of refraction, where i and ?• are

the angles of incidence and refraction.

What is the corresponding quantity for the reflected wave ?

Explain why the image of a candle from rough glass becomes

red, as the angle of incidence is diminished.
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3. A ray polarized at right angles to the plane of incidence

falls on a refracting surface ; if the intensities of the reflected and

refracted rays are equal, and the tangent of the polarizing angle

lies between 1 and 3, prove that the corresponding angle of

incidence is least, when the refracting medium is such that its

polarizing angle is Jtt.

4. Circularly polarized light is incident in the usual manner

upon a Fresnel's rhomb, so cut that after one reflection in the

rhomb, the incident ray emerges from it perpendicularly to the

cut face. A uniaxal crystal cut parallel to the optic axis is placed

in the path of the emergent ray, with its faces normal to it, and

with its principal plane inclined at an angle ^tt to the plane of

incidence and reflection in the rhomb. Show that the intensities

of the refracted rays are as \/2 — 1 : »/2 + l.

5. If light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence,

falls on a thin plate of air between two plates of different kinds of

glass, prove that there are two angles at which the colours will

disappear, and that between the two angles a change takes place

in the order of the colours.

6. A ray of circularly polarized light is incident at the plane

surface of separation of two media. If e and e' are the excentricities

of the elliptically polarized light reflected and refracted, and i and

r the angles of incidence and refraction, show that

(1 - e'-) (1 - e'^) = cos^ {i + r).
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green's theory op isotropic media.

182. The various dynamical theories of the ether, which have
been proposed to explain optical phenomena, may be classed under
three heads; (i) theories which suppose that the ether possesses

the properties of an elastic medium, which is capable of resisting

compression and distortion; (ii) theories based upon the mutual
reaction of ether and matter; (iii) the electromagnetic theory

advanced by the late Prof. Clerk-Maxwell, which assumes that

light is the result of an electromagnetic disturbance. We shall

now proceed to consider the first class of theories.

183. The dynamical theory proposed by Green', assumes that

the ether is an elastic medium, which is capable of resisting

compression and distortion. It therefore follows, that if the ether

is in equilibrium, and any element is displaced from its position

of equilibrium or is set in motion, the ether will be thrown into

a state of strain, and will thereby acquire potential energy. Now
the potential energy of any element of the ether, must necessarily

depend upon the particular kind of displacement to which it is

subjected ; hence the potential energy per unit of volume must

be a function of the displacements, or their differential coefiScients,

or of both. If therefore we can determine the form of this function,

the equations of motion can be at once obtained by known dy-

namical methods.

According to the views held by Cauchy, the ether is to be

regarded as a system of material particles acting upon one an-

other by mutually attractive and repulsive forces, such that the

' Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc. 1838 ; and Math. Papers, p. 245.
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mutual action between any two particles is along the line joining

them ; but inasmuch as the law of force is entirely a matter of

speculation, Green discarded the hypothesis of mutually attracting

particles, and based his theory upon the assumption tbat;

—

In

whatever way the elements of any matenal system may act upon

one another, if all the internal forces he multiplied by the elements

of their respective distances, the total sum for any assigned portion

of the medium will be an exact differential of some function. This

function is what is now known as the potential energy of the

portion of the medium considered; and Green showed that in its

most general form, it is a homogeneous quadratic function of

what, in the language of the Theory of Elasticity, are called the

six components of strain, and therefore contains twenty-one terms,

whose coefficients are constant quantities. For a medium which

is symmetrical with respect to three rectangular planes, the

expression for the potential energy involves nine independent

constants ; whilst for an isotropic medium it involves only two
;

one of which depends upon the resistance which the medium
offers to compression, or change of volume unaccompanied by

change of shape, whilst the other depends upon the resistance

which the medium offers to distortion or shearing stress, unac-

companied by change of volume.

184. The general theory of media, which are capable of

resisting compression and distortion, is given in treatises on

Elasticity ; and it will therefore be unnecessary to reproduce

investigations, which are to be found in such works. There are

however one or two points, which require consideration ; and we
shall commence by examining the stresses, which act upon an

element of such a medium.
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Let the figure represent a small parallelepiped of the medium.
The stresses which act on the face AD are,

(i) A normal traction X^ parallel to Ox

;

(ii) A tangential stress or shear Y^ parallel to Oy
;

(iii) A tangential stress or shear Z^ parallel to Oz.

Similarly the stresses which act upon the faces BD and CD,
are Yy, Zy, Xj, and Z^, X^, Y,.

These are the stresses exerted on the faces AD, BD, CD of

the element by the surrounding medium; the stresses exerted
by the medium on the three opposite faces will be in the opposite

directions.

185. In order to find the equations of motion, let u, v, w be
the displacements parallel to the axes, of any point x,y,z; p the

density, and X, Y, Z the components of the impressed forces

per unit of mass. Then resolving parallel to the axes, we obtain

the equations

dhi dX dX dX,\
P'd^^P^ + Tx ^-d^+'di

^-= F+—— +^ +—" df' " dx dy dz

d-w ^ „ dZ^ dZy dZ^
" dV dx dy dz

These equations express the fact, that the rates of change of

the components of the linear momentum of an element of the

medium, are equal to the components of the forces which act upon

the element. It is however also necessary, that the rates of change

of the components of the angular momentum of the element

about the axes, should be equal to the components of the couples

which act upon the element. Whence taking moments about the

axis of x, we obtain

Jjy V ~cU'
~ ^

dl)
^^^2/^^ =

jjj P {yZ-zY) dxdydz

+ IT [y (IZ^ + mZy + nZ,) - z {lY^ + mYy + nY,)] dS. . .(2),

where dS is an element of the surface of the portion of the

medium considered, and I, m, n are the direction cosines of the

normal at dS.

•(I).
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Transforming the surface integral into a volume integral', and

taking account of (1); (2) reduces to

JJJ{Zy-Y,)(h;dydz = (3),

which requires that Zy = Y,. It can similarly be shown, that

X,= Z^, and Y!, = Xy. These results show, that the component

stresses are completely specified by the six quantities X^, Yy, Z^,

Fj, Z^, Xy, which we shall denote by the letters P, Q, R, S, T, U.

Equations (1) may now be written

d?u ^ dP dU dT\

Plr-^P^^lLo^'d^j'^'dz

d"-v_ dU dQ dS
P di'~P '^ dx^ dy^ dz \ (4).

d?W_
2:Ar^1 +^ +—

P df
~

dx dy dz
,

186. It is important to notice, that the fundamental principles

of Dynamics require that the relations

Zy=Y2,, X2=Zx, Yx = Xy (5),

should exist between these stresses, because certain theories have

been proposed, involving assumptions respecting the mutual

reaction of ether and matter, in which these conditions are not

satisfied. If however the medium were supposed to possess gyro-

static momentum, the above conditions would not be fulfilled.

The conception of a medium, possessing a distribution of gyro-

stats (or fly-wheels), by means of which it is endowed with

angular momentum, is originally due to Sir W. Thomson", and

suggests a means of explaining the rotatory eifects of magnetism

on light.

187. We are now prepared to apply the Theory of Elasticity

to isotropic media, and we shall adopt the notation of Thomson

and Tait's Natural Philosophy, for stresses, strains and elastic

constants ; so that k denotes the resistance to compression, n the

rigidity, and we shall often employ m to denote k + \n.

' The transformation may be effected by the theorem proved in my treatise on

Hydrodyjiaviics, vol. i. § 7.

' Proc. Land. Math. Soc. vol. vi. p. 190 ; Larmor, Ibid. vol. xxi. p. 423 ; and

vol. XXIII.
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The equations connecting the strains and displacements are

_ du

dw dv

j,_ dv

J-d^j'

,
-- , du dw

dy dz dz dm

dw
s^^lTz

_dv du

dx dy.

.(6).

J,
_ dw dv

^~dy~dz'
_du dw y_dv
dz '^"' ' ^-"

It is also convenient to denote the dilatation by S, and the
rotations by ^, 77, f, where these quantities are defined by the
equations

^___du\ (7).

dx' dx dy]

The rotations ^,7;, fare quantities analogous to the components
of molecular rotation in Hydrodynamics.

The potential energy W of a homogeneous isotropic elastic

medium is given in terms of the strains by the equation'

W=\{m + n)^- + \n[a? ^-Jf -\- c^ - ^{ef+fg + ge)]...{8).

The work done by the stresses P, Q, &c. in producing the

infinitesimal strains Se, Sf, &c. is

BW = PSe + QSf+RSg + S8a+nb+ USc (9),

whence
dW
de

dW
da

= P, &c., &c.

= S, &c., &c.

.(10),

•(11),

and therefore by (6) we obtain

P = (in- n) 8 + 2?ie

'

Q = (m-n)S + 2?i/- ..

R = {m — n) 8 + 'ing

S= na, T= nh, TJ= nc.

' It is interesting to notice, that (8) is an example of an application of the

Theory of Invariants to Physios. The three invariants, which involve the first

and second powers of differential coefficients of the first order of u, v, w with

respect to x, y, z are

e+f+g, a^+b''+ c''-i{ef+fg + ge), and e + V^'+ t^-

Since the value of )V must be independent of the directions of the axes, and must

also be a quadratic function, its most general form is

4 8=+ JS {a2 + 6= + c2 - 4 (e/+/5 + (/e) } + C (
J2 + ,2 + f2).

Equations (5) require that C=0; whence the expression reduces to (8).

B. o. 13
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If the medium is isotropic, and no bodily forces act, the

equations of motion are obtained by substituting the values of

the stresses from (11) in (4), and taking account of (6); we thus

obtain the following equations of motion in terms of the displace-

ments, viz.

dt-

d'v d^ . r7o

^ dt^ dy
\

d?w

~dt-

dS

dzp'-n^ =m — -l-nV%

.(12).

These are the equations of motion of the ether according to

Green's Theory.

188. If we differentiate (12) with respect to x, y, z, add and

take account of (7), we obtain

d-'h
/o-^ = (»^ + '^)^'S- ..(13).

If we eliminate S between each pair of equations (12) and take

account of (7), we obtain

dfP;,> = '^^=^

d-'r)

Pdp- nV'r) y .(14).

d'^ «,.
Pd^ = '''^-^,

It therefore follows, that the waves which can be propagated

in the medium consist of two distinct types ; one of which in-

volves change of volume without rotation, and whose velocity of

propagation is seen from (13) to be equal to (m + n)i/pi
; whilst

the other involves rotation and distortion, without change of

volume, and whose velocity of propagation is (n/p)K The first

type of waves depends partly on the rigidity and partly on the

elasticity of volume; whilst the second type depends solely on

the rigidity, and is therefore incapable of being propagated in a

medium devoid of ligidity, such as a perfect gas. Hence if any

disturbance, which involves change of volume and distortion, be

communicated to a portion of the medium, two distinct trains of

waves will be produced ; one of which consists of a condensation
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and rarefaction, which is propagated with a velocity (m + w)*//)*;
whilst the other consists of a distortion or change of shape, which
is propagated with a velocity (n/p)*.

189. Let us now suppose that a train of plane waves is
propagated through the medium, the direction cosines of whose
fronts are I, m, n. Since equations of the form (13) and (14) are
satisfied by the function

F(lx + my + nz-Vt),

where V is the velocity of propagation, we may suppose that the
resultant displacement S is

S = F{lx + my + nz - Vt)

;

hence if X, (i, v be the direction cosines of the direction of displace-
ment, we shall have

u = SX, v = S/i, w = Sv.

Whence S = (Zx + mii + nv) S',

^ = (mv — iifi) S',

V = (piX - Iv) S',

If the direction of displacement is in the front of the wave, so

that the vibrations are transversal,

IX + m/j, + nv = 0,

whence S = 0.

If on the other hand the displacement is perpendicular to the

front of the wave, so that the vibrations are longitudinal,

l = \, m = fi, n = v

whence ^= 0, v = 0, ^=0, S = S'.

It therefore follotos that when the vibrations are longitvdinal,

dilatational waves unaccompanied by rotation or distortion are

alone propagated; whilst if the vibrations are transversal, distor-

tional waves unaccompanied by condensation or rarefaction are

alone propagated.

Since the phenomenon of polarization compels us to adopt the

hypothesis, that the vibrations which constitute light are trans-

versal and not longitudinal, we must suppose that the portion of

the disturbance, which consists of distortional vibrations, is alone

capable of affecting the eye.

13—2
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190. Let us now suppose, that a wave of light consisting of

transversal vibrations in the plane of incidence, is refracted

through a prism. Then it is not difficult to show, that the

incident wave will give rise to two refracted waves, which

respectively consist of transversal and longitudinal vibrations;

and since the velocities of propagation of these two waves are

different, their indices of refraction will be different, and thus the

two refracted rays will not coincide. The refracted wave, whose

vibrations are normal to the wave-front, will be divided on

emergence at the second face of the prism into two more refracted

waves, one of which will consist of transversal and the other of

normal vibrations. Thus, even though we assumed that waves

consisting of normal vibrations are incapable of affecting the eye

;

it would follow, in the first place, that a wave of normal vibrations

might give rise to a wave of transversal vibrations, and consequently

the sensation of light might be produced by something which is

not Hght ; and in the second place, that whenever light polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence is refracted through a

prism, there ought to be two refracted rays. This is altogether

contrary to experience, hence our theory of the ether without

some further modification is defective. When we discuss the

reflection and refraction of light, it will be proved that the refracted

wave whose vibrations are normal, will become insensible in the

second medium, at a distance from the face of the prism which is

equal to a few wave-lengths, provided the ratio of the velocity of

propagation of the normal wave to that of the transversal wave,

is either very great or very small ; that is whenever (ni + n)jn is

very large or very small. Now (m + n)jn = (Jc-\- ^n)jn, hence this

ratio will be large, if k is large compared with n. But if a uniform

hydrostatic pressure be applied to every point of the surface of a

spherical portion of the medium, k is the ratio of the pressure to

the compression produced. If therefore k is large compared with

n, the power which the medium possesses of resisting compression,

must be very great in comparison with its power of resisting

distortion. On the other hand, if the ratio {k + ^n)/n were

positive and very small, it would be necessary for A; to be a

negative quantity, whose numerical value is equal to or slightly

less than ^n. But inasmuch as in this case, an increase of

pressure would produce an increase of volume, and as no known
substance possesses this property. Green concluded that k is very

large compared with n. The difficulty of satisfactorily accounting
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for waves of normal vibrations, whose existence we are forced

to admit, is thus to a great extent, though not entirely, overcome.

For since the velocity of light in vacuo is about 299,860 kilometres

per second, the velocity of propagation of the condensational

waves would be enormously greater than those of the distortional

waves ; and it is therefore not unreasonable to suppose, that they

are incapable of affecting our eyes. At the same time, the

amount of energy existing in the universe, which is due to these

waves, must be very large ; and the assumption, that this large

amount of energy is. incapable of producing any effect of which

our senses are capable of taking cognizance, is not very satis-

factory.

Sir W. Thomson has lately proposed a theory, in which it is

assumed that Ic is a negative quantity, which is numerically equal

to, or slightly less than |n. This theory will be considered when

we discuss double refraction ; for the present we shall confine our

attention to Green's theory, in which k is supposed to be large

compared with n.

191. Green's hypothesis has sometimes been supposed to

involve the assumption, that the ether is very nearly incompressible.

This however is an altogether erroneous view, for as a matter

of fact the ether might be more compressible than the most

highly compressible gas ; all that is necessary is, that the ratio

of the resistance to compression to the resistance to distortion

should be very large. Moreover since the velocity of light in

vacuo is about 299,860 kilometres per second, p must be very

small in comparison with n. That h, n and p must all be

exceedingly small quantities compared with ordinary standards, is

proved from the fact, that the most delicate astronomical observa-

tions have not succeeded in detecting with any certainty, that any

resistance is offered by the ether to the motions of the planets;

although it has been suggested that the irregularities, which are

observed in the motions of some of the comets, may be referred to

this cause. But whether this be so or not. Green's hypothesis

requires us to suppose, that p, n and Ic are exceedingly small

quantities in ascending order of magnitude, such that n is large in

comparison with p, and k is large compared with n.



CHAPTER XII.

APPLICATIONS OF UREEN's THEORY.

192. In the present chapter, we shall apply Green's theory to

investigate the reflection and refraction of light at the surface of

two isotropic media, the theory of Newton's rings, and the

reflection of light from a pile of plates.

We have stated in § 10, that the intensity of light is measured

by the mean energy per unit of volume. Hence if T and W
denote the kinetic and potential energies of a plane wave per

unit of volume, which is being propagated parallel to x, we have

dw
^=*^-' ^=*"(S

Hence if y; = ^ cos -— (^ - Vt),
A.

then T = —

—

^ si n^— {x - Vt)
A. A/

™ 2'7r'A''n . .,27r, „^-
Tf=—^^ sin- Y (* - ^0 ;

and since n = V-p, it follows that the kinetic and potential

energies are equal. Accordingly the mean energy per unit of

volume is

E=2-!r'A^n/X' = 27r'A'n/VT^ (1)

which measures the intensity.
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Reflection and Refraction^.

193. We are now prepared to consider the problem of reflection

and refraction.

Let the axis of x be perpendicular to the reflecting surface, and
let the axis of z be parallel to the intersections of the wave-fronts

with the same surface ; and let us first suppose, that the incident

light is polarized in the plane of incidence.

Since u and v are zero, it follows from (12) of § 187, that the

equations of motion are

d?w

\dx^ df-
•(2)

in the first medium and

dPWi

It^
= Fr

dx^ dy-J)
•(3)

in the second, where V^==n/p, V-^ = iVilpi.

The conditions to be satisfied at the surface of separation are,

that the displacements and stresses must be the same in both

media. These conditions will often be referred to, as the con-

ditions of continuity of displacement and stress.

The first condition gives

w = Wi (4),

and the second
dw
ax

dwi
.(5).

1 Green, Math. Papers, pp. 245, 283. Hon. J. W. Strutt (Lord Eayleigh), Pliil.

Mag. Aug. 1871. Kuiz, Fogg. Aim. vol. cvm. p. 396.
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Let A, A', A^ be the amplitudes of the incident, reflected and

refracted waves, then we may write

w = Ai" ('*+™!'~ ''^'^'

+ ^'e'"
(''*+»»V- T'O /gv

^1 = ^x6"""'*+""^-^'') (7),

where K = 1irlX, «i=27r/Xi.

The vibration in the second medium is a forced vibration

produced and maintained by the incident waves, hence the

coefficients of t must be the same in all three waves. Also the

coefficients of y must be the same, since the traces of all three

waves on the plane a; = move together. Hence

a:F= «iFi, Kin = KiOrii (8).

But l = — cosi, l' = cosi, lx = — cosr

m = sin i, m = sin i, rtii = sin r

From these equations we see that

V _ sin i _ X

.(9).

.(10).
sin r Xi

The first of these equations is the well-known law of sines,

whilst the second expresses the condition, that the period of the

refracted wave must be equal to that of the incident.

Substituting from (6) and (7) in (4) and (-5), we obtain

A+A' =A„
{A — A') UK cos i = jdi^i/Ci cos r,

the last of which may be written

Aii\ tan i

whence

A-A' =

A' = -

A,=

n tan r '

A (?ii tan i — n tan r)

'

«! tan i + 11 tan r

2An tan r
.(11).

rii tan i + n tan r

If /, /', /j be the square roots of the intensities, it follows from
(1) that

An^jV A'ni/V~A,n,i/V,
—{i-^)-

Up to the present time, we have not assumed that any
relation exists between n and m,. If however we assume with
Green, that the rigidities are the same in all isotropic media, and
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that refraction is consequently due to a difference of density, we
must put w = «i and we obtain

^,^_/sin(^-r)
sm (i + r)

^

7. =-^% (14),
sin {i + r)

which are the same as Fresnel's formulae.

If on the other hand we adopt the hypothesis of Neumann and

MacCullagh, that the density of the ether is the same in all media,

and that refraction is consequently due to a difference of rigidity,

it follows that

n _ V'^ _ sin^ i

rii Vi' sin= r
''

and we obtain /' = ^ — .\ ^^ (15),
tan {i + r) ^ "

J /sin2i
il = ^

J-. r J-.
^ (16).

sin (% + r) cos (t —r)

These expressions are the same as Fresnel's formulae for the

intensity of light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of

incidence.

194. The preceding formulae do not enable us to decide the

question, whether the vibrations of polarized light are in or

perpendicular to the plane of polarization ; or whether the

hypothesis of Green on the one hand, or of Neumann and

MacCullagh on the other, is the best representative of the facts.

For the present we shall adopt Green's view, and shall proceed to

calculate the change of phase which occurs, when the angle of

incidence exceeds the critical angle.

If /t is the index of refraction

_ sin i _V
__ IPi

^ ~ sin
r

""
Vt,"y p

'

hence if pi > jO. /u. >1, and r is always real ; but if /jj < p, /a < 1, and

the angle of refraction becomes imaginary, when the angle of

incidence exceeds the critical angle.

When /3i < p, we shall write jjT^ for /i, so that fi denotes the

index of refraction from the rarer into the denser medium, and

fi sin i = sin r.
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Since the expressions for the amplitudes of the reflected and

refracted waves become complex, we must write

w = Ai'
'^""'^- ''" + (a + 1/3)

£'"«-'''+""'- ''«
(17),

^«: = K + ift)6"'^'"'"+""""^'*' (18).

in which a, jS, oii, /3„ are real. Now

ij = — cos r = + t (/x^ sin= i — 1)*

whence i/CiZj = (27r/X;i4) (/a- sinH' - 1)* = /cOj (say),

the lower sign being taken, because x is negative in the second

medium.

The boundary conditions give

4 + a + tj8 = Hi + i/8i

(A - a - f/3) cos i = («! + t/8i) tOj.

Equating the real and imaginary parts, we obtain

A (cos^ i - of) _ 2A cos'' i

"~
cosH' + Oi'' '

"'
~ cos^ t + a,'

'

_ 2J.ttiC0si
P = P'~~

cosH' + Oi^

7re tti (/i=sin=i-l)i
Let tan^- = . = ^^- ^—^ (19),

X. cos I fi cos I

then a + tyS = Ae'^'"""', a, + t/3i = 2Ae~ '"'"'
cos Tre/X

;

whence the reflected wave is

w =A cos -— (* cos i + y sin i— Vt — e)

and the refracted wave is

2Aficosi - ru.'^Kiii2i-.i>ii 27r . . . --i- is /«/sv
^1 = (/-l)i

''" '=°' T ^2/ ^"^ ^-^t- ie). . .(20).

From these equations we see, that when the angle of incidence

exceeds the critical angle, the reflection is total and is accompanied

by a change of phase, whose value is given by (19).

Since the refracted wave involves an exponential term in the

amplitude, it becomes insensible at a distance from the surface

which is equal to a few wave-lengths.

All the foregoing results are in agreement with Fresnel's

formulae.
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195. The investigation of the problem, when the light is

polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence is more

difficult.

In this case w = 0, and by (12) of § 187, the equations of

motion in the upper medium are

'^^^ n , 1 \ d C^u dv\ /d?u, dh(,\

.(21),

with similar equations for the lower medium. In these equations

A; is the resistance to compression, which Green supposes to be

very large compared with n.

The boundary conditions are

w=Mi, v = Vi (22),

dii, dv\ _ /dui dvA

dj-y dxj \rfy dxj

of which the first two express the conditions of continuity of

displacement, and the last two the conditions of continuity of

stress.

We have therefore four equations to determine ttuo unknown
quantities. Now we have already shown, that elastic media are

capable of propagating waves of two distinct types ; viz. dilatational

waves, which involve condensation and rarefaction, and distortional

waves, which involve change of shape without change of volume.

When the vibrations of the incident wave are not parallel to the

reflecting surface, there will be a dilatational as well as a

distortional reflected and refracted wave, whose amplitudes must

be determined by (22) and (23); accordingly we have four

unknown quantities and four equations to determine them.

When the resistance to compression is very large, 8 or dujdx + dvjdy

is very small, but we are not at liberty to treat the latter quantity

as zero, because kZ is finite ; we must therefore introduce the

dilatational waves.

^-t-fy '-~f,-t (^«.

U' = {k + ^n)/p, V'-^n/p (25),
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SO that U and V are the velocities of the dilatational and distor-

tional waves respectively. Then

dx dy ^' dy dx

where, by (21), </> and i/r respectively satisfy the equations

(26),

^=^3V=,

dV'
•' V y

with similar equations for the lower medium.

Let us now assume that in the first medium

and in the second medium

^1 = 5i6""
(<».«+ "•iJ'-i^i')

J

^ ''

In these equations the coefficients of y and t must be the same

in all the waves, whence

«m = K-^trii, kV= KiVi (29),

also since the dilatational wave is propagated with velocity U,

it follows that its wave-length is equal to UX/V which is therefore

very large compared with X.

Substituting from the second of (27) in the first of (26), we

obtain

V'={a' + m')U-' (30),

and since VjU is very small, we shall have to a sufficient

approximation

ia = — m;

the lower sign being taken, because x is positive in the upper

medium.

Similarly from the second of (28) and (26), we shall obtain

Ki- Fi= = K,' (oj 4- mi') Ui' = (Ki'ai'+ k'tii') t/,= (31).

Whence approximately

CKjOi = Km
;

because x is negative in the lower medium.
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We may therefore write

J _ J}/
-Kmx+iK{my-VO

</>i = -Bji
,
Kmx+i.K(my—Vf) .(32).

.(33).

From (22) and (24) we obtain

-B' + i(A+A') = B^+cA^
B'm -{A-A')l= B,m - A.k.IJk

We shall DOW assume with Green, that n= ni; whence, since

the continuity of u involves the continuity of dujdy, the last of

(23) reduces to

dv/dx = dvi/doo,

or - B'ln? -(A+A') iP = B^m? - A^ ikC-Ii^Jk? (34).

The first of (23) may be written

pI7-.V=.^-2«|=/,,C/-rV^<^,-2n|;,

which, through the continuity of v and dvjdy, becomes

Substituting in this from the second of (27) and (28), we

obtain

B'p U-K- {a- + wP) = 5i|0i JJi^ic{- (tti^ + 7)%^)

;

or B'/\'=BJ\i' (3.5)

by (30) and (31) ; since

V^p = Vi'pi = 71, and k = 2Tr/\.

Introducing the index of refraction p,, which is equal to X/\,

(35) may be written

B'/B, = p\

From this equation, (34), and the last of (33), we obtain

^= P^+l~'
Using these in (33), we obtain

A+A' = A,p',

B,-
lA,(p,'~1)

p'+l
.(36).

A-A'^Aj'^-'H^Uni
and therefore

tan r p,' + l

i'^ tanr p-'+l

2A' = AAp'-
tan i I (p/

tan r p^
—-^ tan i [

.(37).
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In order to realize these formula, let

then A'/A = iR'/R)e-^^^'+'\ A, = 2AlRt';

whence if il/ = (/i^ - l)/(/i= + 1),

M (u.'^ — l) tan i tan r
tan e = —^—^-—7 =

—

fj? tan r + tan i

= iftan(i-r) (38),

since fi = sin i/sin r.

Similarly tan e' = - if tan (i + r) (39),

whence

^lr'
= (AR'IR) ens {k (- Ix + my - Vt) -e-e'}\ ,^q.

•\|ri = 2AR-^ cos [«i (liX + rn^y - V^t) - e}

These expressions show, that when light is polarized per-

pendicularly to the plane of incidence, the reflected and refracted

waves experience a change of phase, which is determined by (38)

and (39).

The amplitudes of the reflected and refracted waves are

determined by the equations

R'"- _ (fi- cot i - cot ry + M- (fjP -If
R' ~

lij? cot i + cot rj- + M"- {fjP
- 1 y

^ cot- (i + r) +M^

cot'{i-r) + M' ^ ^'

and

4 _ 4sin^rcos-i , ,

R^ sin- i sin^ (i + r) [cos- {i — r)+M sin- {i — r) cosec- r]
'"^

''

196. These equations do not agree with the results furnished

by Fresnel's theory unless M=0.

According to Fresnel's formula, when light polarized per-

pendicularly to the plane of incidence is incident at the polarizing

angle, the intensity of the reflected light is zero; experiment

however shows that this result is not rigorously correct, inasmuch

as the intensity of the reflected light does not absolutely vanish,

but attains a minimum value. On the other hand Green's

formula deviates too much the other way, and shows that too

much light is reflected at the polarizing angle.
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197. To calculate the change of phase, when light is re-

flected at the surface of a rarer medium at an angle greater

than the critical angle, we shall denote as before the index of

refraction from the rarer to the denser medium hy /j.; we must
therefore write fi~^ for

fj,
in (37).

Now, sin r = /A sin i,

, , a sin i
tan r = + .

,

t(/ti=sinH'-l)*

, kJi tan I t(/Li^sin-i — 1)-
ana —j- — r — + :

;

Kb tan r /u, cos i

also since ikiI^ is a real positive quantity, and l = — cos i, the upper

sign must be taken ; accordingly (37) become

2A = A. |i„ + ^At^^^^Lll _ iM^li) j^tan i
I fi' /J, cos I /J,-

2A' = A, \\ - iO^l^iRlizil^ + ' (/^l^ M tan i
(/A-

fj,
cos I

fj,-

These equations may be written in the form

2A = A,Re""'\ 2A' = A.Re-''""'

;

from which we get A' = Ae~ '
,

where tan -- = yii (/a- tan= i — sec= ?!)- — -
-;;

—

- tan i ....(43).

Accordingly the reflected wave is

a

\lr' = A cos — {—lx + my — Vt — e),

which shows that the reflection is total, and is accompanied by a

change of phase, whose value is given by (43). The first term of

the change of phase agrees with that which we have already

obtained from Fresnel's theory, whilst the second is small unless

the medium is highly refracting, or the angle of incidence is

lai'ge.

When the incident light is plane polarized in any azimuth,

the incident vibrations may be resolved into two components,

which are respectively in and perpendicular to the plane of

incidence; and from (19) and (43), we see that when the light

is totally reflected, total reflection is accompanied by a change of

phase, whose value is not the same for the two components.
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Accordingly the reflected light under these circumstances is

elliptically polarized. This remark will be found to be of import-

ance, when we consider the selective reflection, which is produced

by certain of the aniline dyes.

198. We have already pointed out, that in the theories of

Neumann and MacCuUagh, it is assumed that p = pi, in which

case reflection and refraction would be due to a diff'erence of

rigidity. We have also seen, that in Fresnel's theory the con-

ditions of continuity of displacement violate the condition of

continuity of energy, unless p = p^. It therefore becomes important

to enquire what results would be furnished by Green's theory,

on the supposition that the density of the ether is the same

in all media. This point has been examined by Lorenz' and

Lord Rayleigh^ and the results are decisive against the hypo-

thesis in question.

In this case, the boundary conditions (33), which express

continuity of displacement, remain the same as before; whilst

(23) become

\dy dx) ^ \dy dxJ'

From the first equation, we obtain

B' U-k' {a' + VT?) - 2Win [B'm -{A -A')
I]

= B, U,W (ar + in^) - 2V^Ki'm, {B,m, - A,k),

which by (29), (30) and (31) becomes

B' (1 - 2nf) + 2(A- A') Im = B,(1- 2?<-) -t- 2AA^rh • • -(44).

The second equation becomes

2B'am -(A+ A') (I'- - m=) = 2B,a,m^ - A, {k^ - m,%
which reduces to

2B'm^ +i{A+ A') (I' - m=) = - 2B,m,' + lA, (l,^ - ni^)

.

. .(4.5),

since a=i.m, ai = — irrh.

From (33), we get

2B' = {A+A')t + {A- A') l/m - A, {f^l,/m + ,),

2B, = (A+A')i-{A-A') l/m + A, {fil,/m - 1).

1 Pogg. Ann., vol. cxiv.

" Hon. J. W. Strutt, Phil. Mag., Ang. 1871.
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Substituting the values of B', B^ in (44) and (45) and reducing,

we obtain

{A — A') coii — A^ coir =

(fi' — 1) sin- i
{{A +A'-A,)i + (A-A')coti + A, cot r}... (46),

and

{A-\-A'){l + fi'^ cot^ i) - A, (fi- + cot= r) =

-i(lj?-l)[(A-A') cot i-A^cotr} (47).

It will be sufHcient for our purpose to calculate the intensity

of the reflected light, when the difference between the refrano-i-

bilities of the two media is small. In this case, the intensity A'
of the reflected light is small, and ^i and r are nearly equal to

A and i respectively. We may also neglect squares and higher
powers of /i" — 1, hence in the small terms we may put A' = 0,

r = i, A^A^; we thus obtain from (4C) and (47)

A~A' = A [—] - ^ (/^'-l )»'"'^"j

' ]cot i fA,- J

'

fi- cot- i+1

Now cot= r = ^.
, . + cot= i,

sin- 1

therefore cot r = cot ill + „ - --.

V 2cos-i;

approximately ; hence

A - A' = A^{1 +{fi- -1) {^ sec= i - 2 sin= i)},

and A+A' = Ai[l+2(/j,--l)sm'i];

accordingly A' = — \ A{/j,-— 1) cos 4i sec= i.

From this expression, we see that A' vanishes when cos4t = 0,

that is when i = ^7r, ^tt. Under these circumstances, there would

be two polarizing angles; and since nothing of the kind has ever

been observed, we conclude that the hypothesis that p = pi is

untrue, and that the rigidity of the ether in all media is the same.

B. O. 14
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On Neiuton's Rings.

199. In the investigation of Newton's rings, which is given in

Chapter III., the assumption is tacitly made, that the angle of

incidence is less than the critical angle ;
but when these rings are

formed between the under surface of a prism and the upper

surface of a lens, there is no difficulty in increasing the angle of

incidence on the under surface of the prism, until it exceeds the

critical angle. Under these circumstances it is found, that as

soon as the critical angle is passed, the rings disappear, but the

central black spot remains. Now the theories of Green and

Fresnel, and also the electromagnetic theory, as Ave shall see later

on, show that when the angle of incidence exceeds the critical

angle, a superficial wave exists in the second medium, which

penetrates a few wave-lengths, and then disappears. In the

experiment of Newton's rings, the stratum of air between the

prism and the lens is so exceedingly thin, as to be comparable

with the wave-length of light; accordingly, the existence of the

central spot beyond the critical angle was attributed by Dr Lloyd ^

to the disturbance in the second medium, which takes the place of

that which, when the angle of incidence is less than the critical

angle, constitutes the refracted light. We shall therefore proceed

to give an investigation due to Stokes-, in which the superficial

wave is taken into account.

200. Adopting the notation for the colours of thin plates, let

the amplitude of the incident vibration in the glass be taken as

unity, let b, c be the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted

vibrations, when light passes from glass to air, and let e and / be

the corresponding quantities, when light passes from air to glass.

Also let us first suppose, that the stratum of air is bounded by two

parallel planes at a distance D.

Taking the origin in the surface of the upper plate of glass, let

the incident vibration in the glass be represented by

giK,(-Tcosi+2/Rini- TIO

where k^ = 2irl\, \ being the wave-length in glass. Then the

reflected vibration will be represented by

hpi-ici (xcosi+ysini- Vft)

' Report on Physical Optics, Brit. Ansae. Hep., vol. iii. p. 310.

" Tram. Camh. Phil. Soc. vol. viii. p. 042; Math, nnil Phy. Ptqtin-H, vol. ii. p. 56.
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Since the refracted wave is a superficial wave, it may be

represented by
gga,.r+iic(2/ sill)'- Vt)

where « = 277-/X, \ being the wave-length in air.

The quantities b and c are complex quantities, and their values

as well as the value of a^, will depend partly upon the particular

dynamical theory which we adopt, and partly also upon whether

the light is polarized in or perpendicularly to the plane of

incidence.

When the superficial wave is reflected at the second surface,

the amplitude of the reflected wave will be ceq, where 5 = 6""'^.

This wave will be again reflected and refracted at the first surface,

and the amplitudes of the two vibrations will be ce-q- and cefq-

respectively ; whence taking into account the infinite series of

reflections, we obtain for the amplitude of the vibration which is

finally refracted into the glass, the expression

b + cefq'{l+e-q' + e*q'+ )=^+i^go ,•

Since by (1) of § 26,

b = -e, cf=l-e\

the reflected wave becomes

xfiJZjL'y gUtiixcosi+ytmi-Vi'.) (48).
1—5-6=

201. It will now be necessary to distinguish between light

polarized in, and light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of

incidence. Taking the first, it follows from Fresnel's theory that

tti = (27r/X) (/J,- sin= i — 1)*,

where X is the wave-length in air, and fi is the index of refraction

from air to glass. Also from the same theory, see § 173,

b = cos 2ire/\i - 1 sin 27re/\ = e-^"'^-'^',

, . -n-e (frs\n.-i-l)i
where tan--= —

-.
—- (49).

Xi ytt cos I

Writing d^ire/Xi, the coefficient in (48) may be written

i-g° Lui!
gM _ g2g-2cfl (1-q^) cos 26/ -J- 1 (1 + 2=) sin 20

(1 - g°) ((1 - q') cos 2g - t (1 + q°-) sin 26
}

(1 - q-y + 4f/ sin= 20

14—2
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and therefore the intensity is proportional to

P -(l_5=y+4f/sin"-2^ ^^"^'

where q = exp {- (27rZ)/\)(ya=sin=t- 1)^} (51).

202. When the light is polarized perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence, ^?e must write 6' for 9, where

tan 6' =
fji. {fj,-

tan- i - sec= i)* (52).

Ill either case the reflected vibration is accordingly equal to

p cos^ (os cos i + y sin i — V^t — yjr),

where tau-^ =
:i

a-„ tan 2d) (.53),
\, l-q-

and (^ is equal to 6 or ^', according as the light is polarized in or

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

203. The corresponding forrnulaa for the transmitted light

can be obtained in a similar manner. When the snjDerficial wave

arrives at the second surface, its amplitude is equal to cq ; the

amplitude of the refracted portion is cqf, and that of the reflected

portion is cqe ; whence after one reflection at the first plate, and

one refraction at the second plate, the portion refracted at the

latter becomes cq"e-/- Hence the amplitude of the refracted

portion is

J'' '- J
-» ^ 1 _ e^qi ()-i —q^b

Substituting the value of h, this becomes

2iq sin 20

( 1 - q") cos 2^Tt (1 + f) smYe

_ 2q .sin 20 ((1 + q^) .sin 26 + 1(1- q") cos 20}

(1 - q-y + 4,q- sin= 20

Whence the intensity of the transmitted light is

.,^ 4g^sin2 2^_ _
^'" ~

(1 - qj+ 4>/ sin="26' ^'^ ^'

and the transmitted wave is

Pi cos (,r cos i~y sin i + V^t — Tfri),

where tan-^^ =^r^^' cot26 (.5.5).

\ l+q- ^ ^
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Iti equations (54) and (55), tan is determined by the right-

hand sides of (49) or (52), according as the light is polarized in or

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

204. la examining these expressions, we shall suppose that

the rings are formed by a lens in contact with a prism or a plate

of glass. Hence at the point of contact, D = 0, and therefore by

(51) q=l; accordingly p' = 0, or there is absolute darkness. On
receding from the point of contact, q decreases, but slowly at first,

inasmuch as D x r'-, where r is the distance from the point of

contact ; whence the intensity ultimately varies as r*, and therefore

increases with extreme slowness. There is consequently a black

spot at the centre. Further on q decreases rapidly, and soon

becomes insensible ; hence as we proceed from the black spot, the

intensity at first increases rapidly, and then slowly again as it

approaches its limiting value unity, to which it soon becomes

sensibly equal.

205. We shall now consider how the intensity varies with the

colour. Since fi is a, function of X, it follows that 6 and 6' depend

upon the colour, but the variations in passing from one colour to

another are so small, that they may be left out of account. From

(51) we see, that as the distance from the point of contact increases,

q decreases more rapidly when X is small; accordingly the spot

must be smaller for blue light than for red light, and therefore the

black spot must be bordered by a ring of blue light. On the

other hand towards the edge of the bright spot, which is seen by

transmission, the colours at the red end predominate.

206. We shall next consider, how the spot depends upon the

nature of the polarization. Let s be the ratio of the transmitted

light to the reflected; Si, s.^ the particular values of *, belonging to

light polarized in and perpendicularly to the plane cjf incidence

;

then
4(/ sin= 26 _ 4(/ sin- 26

s, sin- 2^ '/.. ,i\-., • iio /-r'\
whence

J sS^W ^^'^^ ^ ^"'" ^ ~ ' ^^ ^'

Now the distinctness of the black spot, which is produced by

reflection, depends upon s being large; and since in the neigh-

bourhood of the critical angle, we have from (56), S2 = Si/x*, it

follows that the spot is much more conspicuous for light polarized
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perpendicuLarly to the plane of incidence, than for light polarized

in that plane. As i increases, the spots seen in the two cases

become more and more nearly equal, and become exactly alike

when i = i', where cosec=i'= J(l +^=). When i becomes greater

than i', the order of magnitude is reversed, and when i^iv,

Sl = SJ/i^ so that the inequality becomes large. It must however

be recollected, that this statement refers to the relative magnitudes

of the spots, for when the angle of incidence is nearly equal to Itt,

the absolute magnitudes of the spots become very small.

All the conclusions deduced by the above theory have been

verified experimentally by Stokes, and he has also discussed the case

in which the incident light is polarized in a plane, making a given

angle with the plane of incidence.

l^lie Intensity of Light reflected from a Pile of Plates.

207. A common method of producing polarized light is by

means of a pile of plates, and we shall now give an investigation,

due to Stokes, of the intensity of the light reflected from^ or

transmitted through a pile of plates^

The plates will be supposed to be formed of the same material,

to be of equal thickness, and to be placed parallel to one another,

aud the plates and the intermediate layers of air, to be sufficiently

thick to prevent the occurrence of the colours of thin plates.

In consequence of absorption, the intensity of light traversing

an elementary distance dx of a plate, will be reduced ia the pro-

portion of 1 to 1 —qdw, where g' is a constant. Hence if/, I -\-dl

be the intensities of the light on entering and emerging from a

layer, whose thickness is dx,

dl = -lqdx (.57),

whence if t is the thickness of the plate, r the angle which the

direction of the light makes with the normal to the plate, and

/„, /i the intensities on entrance and emergence, we obtain from

(.57)

I, = I„e--"i-^^ = I„g (say).

The constant q, which may be called the coefficient of

absorption, depends upon the material of which the plate is made
;

also since the amount of light absorbed varies with its refrangibility,

q also depends upon the colour.

1 Stokes, Froc. Rvi/. Soc. vol. xi. p. 545.
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208. Lot p be the fraction of tlie light, which is retlected at

the first surface of a plate ; then 1 - p is the fraction of the light

which is transmitted.

Since the light reflected by a plate is made up of that which is

reflected at the first surface, and that which has suffered an odd

number of internal reflections, it follows that if the intensity of the

incident light be taken as unity, the intensity of these various

portions will be

p. (1 - Pf Pf' (1 - pyp'9'' etc.

Hence if i2 be the intensity of the reflected light,

R=P + {i- p)w (1

+

py +pV+-)

= ^ + <-'t^ P«)-

Similarly if T be the intensity of the transmitted light,

TJ]-P^f- (59).

209. The value of p depends upon the particular theory

of light which we adopt, but in any case it may be supposed to be

a known function of i the angle of incidence aud p, the index of

refraction ; the value of g depends upon i and p,, and also upon q,

which may be supposed to have been determined by experiment.

To complete the solution, we have therefore to solve the following

problem :

—

Tliere are m parallel plates, each of which reflects and

transmits given fractions R and T of the light incident upon it ;

light of intensity unity being incident upon the system, it is required

to find the intensities of the reflected and refracted light.

Let these be denoted by <j> (m), yjr (m) ; and conssider a system of

m 4- (i plates, and imagine them grouped into two systems of

m and n plates respectively. Since the incident light is repre-

sented by unity, (m) will be the intensity of the light reflected

from the first group, whilst yjr(m) will be transmitted. A fraction

</> (ft) of the latter will be reflected by the second group, whilst a

portion \|r (;i) will be transmitted ; and the fraction <j) (m) of the

light reflected by the second group will be reflected by the first

group, whilst the fraction ifr (?)i) will be transmitted, and so on. It

therefore follows, that the intensity of the light reflected by the

whole system will be

(f)
(m) + (\jrmY («) + (t/thi)- (j) (

m) ^ («)- + . .
.

,
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and the intensity of the light transmitted will be

i/r (Hi) yfr («,) ; f {ill) (j) («) ^ (m) ^|r (ii) + i|r (m) (^n)- (4>m)- f (h) + . .

.

The first of these expressions is equal to ^ (m + ii), whilst the

second is equal to yfr {in + n) ; whence summing the two geometrical

series, we obtain

*(„.+,.)=*(.»)+,
^^f<:'^„)

(60).

. / N -^(.m) <ir{n) ,„-.,

'^ ^ ' 1 — (m) <p (n)

In the special problem under consideration, m and n are

positive integers ; but we shall now show how to obtain the

solution of these two functional equations, when m and ;i have

any values whatever. From (60) we obtain

</) {m + n) {1 - (/) (??i) ^ (ft)} = ^ (m) +
<f>

(n) {(ylrm)- - i<pmy}.

Since the left-hand side of this equation is symmetrical with

respect to m and n, we obtain by interchanging these letters, and

equating the results

1 + (<}}ni)- - (yjrmy _ I + (0n)- - (-^if

(j)(m)
~

4>{n)

Since this equation is true for all values of vi and ft, each side

must be equal to a constant; whence denoting the constant by

2 cos a, we obtain

(•>/rm)= = 1—20 («i) cos a + (07?i)= (62).

Squaring (61), and eliminating the function -^ by means of

(62), we obtain

{1—0 (in) {n)]" [1 — 20 {in + n) cos a + {0 {m + n)]-]

= jl - 20 {m) cos a + (0Hi)'-) [1-20 [a) cos a + (0ft)-} . . .(63).

In order that (60) and (61) may hoUt good for a zero value of

one of the variables, say n, we must have (0) = 0, t^ (0) = 1. If

however we put ft = in (63), the equation reduces to an identity
;

we must therefore differentiate (63) with respect to n, and then

put Ii = 0. Accordingly we find

0' (0) {m) {1—20 {m) cos a + (0??i.)-) + 0' {ni) cos a — {m) 0' {m)

= {1 - 20 (m) cos a + (0m)=} 0' (0) cos a.

Dividing out by {m) — cos a, since the solution (??i) = cos a

would lead to i/r (m) = G, we obtain

0' (m) = 0' (0) [1 - 20 (hi) cos a + (07)1)=} (64).
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Integrating this equation, and determining the arbitrary

constant from the condition that (j) (0) = 0, and writing /3 for

</)'(0)sina, we obtain

, , sin?n-/3
d){m)= -.—.—;

5, (65).^^ ' sin (a + »t/3)
^

Substituting in (61) and reducing, we find

^(m)= ^^^^r,. (66).^ sin(a + m/3)

Equations {6-5) and (66) may be written in the form

f ("0 ^f_0»)^ 1
,57)

sin?;!.;3 sin a sin(a+??i/8)

When ui = 1, <^ (»i) = ii, i/r (wi.) = jf, where the values of R and

T are given by (-58) and (59) ; and therefore to determine the

arbitrary constants, we have the equations

^ =— = 1
sin /S sin a sin (a + /3)

210. Equations (67) and (68) give the following quasi-

geometrical construction for solving the problem :

—

Construct a

trianrjle, in which the sides represent in magnitude the intensities

of the incident, reflected and transmitted lic/ht in the case of a

single plate; then leaving the first side and the angle opposite

to the thit^d unchanged, multiply the angle opposite the second,

by the number of plates; then the sides of tJoe new triangle will

represent the corresponding intensities in tlie case of a system of

plates. This construction cannot however be actually effected,

inasmuch as tlie first side of the triangle is greater than the

sum of the two others, and the angles are therefore imaginary.

To adapt the formula to numerical calculation, it will be

convenient to get rid of the imaginary quantities. Putting

{{\ + R + T){\ + R-T){\ + T-R){l-R-T)]h^^...{lo^),

we have by ordinary Trigonometry

\+R'-T' . tA
°°'« = - -2R

—
' «^°«=±2ii;'

whence putting {I + R' - T' + ^)I2R = a (70),

we have e"^ = cos a + t sin «= a^^^
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Choosing the lower signs, we have

2R sin a = - tA, '"' = a
;

^ l + y--E- . „ Esina lA
also cos /i = :^ , sm fi = —y— "^ ~

2T'

Whence if (1 + r^-E= + A)/2r=6 (71),

we shall have e'^ = b,

and (67) becomes

jjm_i-m a-tt-1 ab'" - a-^ b-'"-
^"

211. From this equation we see, that the intensity of the

light reflected from an infinite number of plates is a~^ ; and

since a is changed into a~', by changing the sign of a or A,

we have

a-' = (1 + B' + T' - ^)/2E (73),

which is equal to unity in the case of perfect transparency.

Accordingly substances, such as snow and colourless compounds

thrown down as chemical precipitates, which are finely divided

so as to present numerous reflecting surfaces, and which arc

transparent in mass, are brilliantly white by reflected light.

212. The following tables, taken from Stokes' paper, give the

intensity of the liglit reflected from, or transmitted through, a

pile of m plates for the values 1, 2, 4 and x of m for three

degrees of transparency, and for certain selected angles of in-

cidence. The refractive index is taken to be equal to 1'52

;

8 = 1 — 6~^^ is the loss by absorption in a single transit through

a plate at perpendicular incidence, so that 8 = 0. corresponds to

perfect transparency ; also the value of p is supposed to be

calculated from Fresnel's formula, so that

sin-^(t-r) ^^ tan=(t-r)
^ sin^i + r) tan-(i + r) ^ '"'

according as the light is polarized in or perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence. The angle ct is the polarizing angle tan~' /i

;

(j> and y}r denote the intensities of the reflected and transmitted

light, the intensity of the incident light being taken as 1000.

For oblique incidences, it is necessary to distinguish between
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light polarized in and perpendicularly to the plane of incidence,

and the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to these two kinds respectively.

Ill

1
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defective kind (for which 8 = -02) reflect 79 per cent. ; and 4

plates of the more defective kind (for which S = -l) reflect as

much as 9-i per cent, of the light, that could be reflected by

a greater number; whereas 4 plates of the perfectly transparent

kind reflect only 60 per cent.

"The table also shows, that while the amount of light

transmitted at the polarizing angle by a pile of a considerable

number of plates is materially reduced by a defect of transparency,

its state of polarization is somewhat improved. This result might

be seen without calculation. For while no part of the transmitted

light which is polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence

underwent reflection, a large part of the transmitted light polarized

the other way was reflected an even number of times ; and since

the length of path of the light within the absorbing medium is

necessarily increased by reflection, it follows that a defect of

transparency must operate more powerfully in reducing the

intensity of light polarized in, than of light polarized perpen-

dicularly to the plane of polarization. But the table also shows,

that a far better result can be obtained, as to the perfection of the

polarization of the transmitted light, without any greater loss of

illumination, by employing a larger number of plates of the more

transparent kind."

214. We shall now confine our attention to perfectly trans-

parent plates, and consider the manner ia which the degree of

polarization of the transmitted light varies with the angle of

incidence.

The degree of polarization is expressed by the ratio yjrjyjr^,

which we shall denote by %. When % = 1, there is no polarization
;

and when % = 0, the polarization is perfect in a plane perpendicular

to the plane of incidence. Now when g = l,it follows from (58)

and (59) that

i+p- i + p'

whence R + T=l; accordingly from (70) and (71), a and b are

each equal to unity, and (72) becomes indeterminate. Now when
a and b arc nearly equal to unity, a and /S become indefinitely

small, whence (67) becomes

<p (?ii) _ yfr (wi) _ 1

m^ a a + »z/3

'
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Also from (68), ^ = Ita/T, whence

^(m) ^ \jr(m) _ 1

2mp ~ 1-p ~T+(2m~-\)p (^°)-

Let i~r=e, i + r=(r, /* sin r = sin i,

then

J^ ^ c^r ^ dd _ da-

tan i tanr tan i - tan r " tan i + tan r
" '^"^ *' ''"^ '''^'^ <^'^y) '

whence d^* = sin ^'t^w, rfo- = sin o-tZa (76),
and we see that i and <o increase together, from i = to i^h-n-.
We also obtain from (74)

sin^^
^' = sin='.'

dpi = 2 sin ^ cosec^ a (sin a cos Odd - sin 6 cos o-tZa)

= 2 sin= cosec= a- (cos 6 — cos tr) c^w.

A ,
tan=

Also p„ = ,

tan-o-

dp., = 2 tan ^ cot' a (tan o- sec-' 6d0 - tan ^ sec- ada)

2 sin- 5 cos o- . .^ ,- —. /) ,
— (cos a — cos 0) da

COS' p sin^ 0" ^

cos o- ,

~~^^0^P'-

Now cos ^ — cos o- or 2 sin t sin r is positive; and coso- is

positive from i = to i = T^, and negative from i = t3- to i = ^-7r.

But (76) shows that ijr decreases as p increases. From i = to

i = -ST, pi increases and p. decreases, and therefore on both accounts

X decreases. When i = 'UT, dpjdi is still positive, and therefore

d-^JTi/di is negative ; but the maximum value of i/tj is 1, so that

on passing through the polarizing angle, -^^ still decreases, or the

polarization improves. When the plates are very numerous, ylr^=l

at the polarizing angle, and on both sides of it decreases rapidly

;

whereas i^i, which is always small, suffers no particular change

about the polarizing angle. Hence in this case, ^ must be a

minimum a little beyond the polarizing angle. In order to find

the angle of incidence, which makes
'x^

a minimum in the case of

an arbitrary number of plates, we have from (74) and (75)

_ (sin^ (7 — sin= 0) (sin= o- cos= + {2m — 1) sin= cos^ o-j

^ ~
[sin^ a + (2771 - 1) sin= 0} (sin= o- cos^ — sin- cos^ o-)

= 1 (77)
cosec- + (2™ - 1) cosec^ u
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Hence x ^^ * minimum along with the denominator. Dif-

ferentiating and taking account of (76), we obtain the following

equation to determine the angle of maximum polarization, viz.

cos^sin=o--|-(2m-l)cos(rsin=^=0 (78).

For any assumed value of i from ro- to W, this equation gives

the value of m, that is the number of plates of which the pile

must be composed, in order that the assumed incidence may be

that of maximum polarization of the transmitted light. The

equation may be put into the form

tan o- sin (7 1
2to - 1 = - -

-

tan 6 sin 9 {pipd'

'

Now we have seen that both pi and p^ continually increase,

and thereftjre m continually decreases from i = tn- to i = ^ir. At

the first of tliese limits p. = 0, and therefore «i = a> ; at the second,

Pj
= p.,= L, a,nd therefore wi = l. Hence with a single plate, the

polarization of the transmitted light continually improves up to

a grazing incidence ; but with a pile of plates, the polarization

attains a maximum at an angle of incidence, Avhich approaches

indefinitely to the polarizing angle, as the number of plates is

indefinitely increased.

Eliminating m from (77) and (78), we find

j^
= — cos ^ cos o" (79),

which determines for any pile j^^i, the defect of maximum polariza-

tion of the transmitted light, in terms of the angle of incidence,

for which the polarization is a maximum. We have from (79),

(76) and (78)

rf^i = (sin- 6 cos a + sin' a cos d) da

= — 2 (m — 1) cos o- sin- ddoa
;

and since cos a is negative, when the angle of incidence exceeds

the polarizing angle, it follows that y^i decreases as o (and there-

fore i) decreases, or as m increases. For m = 1, i = ^tt, and

')(^ = ii~^ ; for m = 70 , cos o- = 0, and have ;)^i
= ; or the maximum

polarization tends to become perfect, as the number of plates

is indefinitely increased.



CHAPTER XIII.

DYNAMICAL THEORY OF DIFFRACTION.

215. In the present Chapter, we shall apply Green's theory

to the problem of diffraction, and we shall commence by investi-

gating the propagation of an arbitrary disturbance.

If we put a" = {k + ^n)lp, h- = njp
;

so that a and h are the velocities of propagation of the dilatational

and distortional waves, the equations of motion (12) of § 187,

ra&y be written

.(1).-— = {a? - 6^)— + i-V^z)
dt- ^ dy

Since the dilatational and distortional waves are propagated

independently, we may divide u, v, w into two parts, viz. u^, v^, Wi

and Mo, V.2, W.2, of which the first depends upon the dilatation, and

the second upon the distortion. Since the rotations ^, rj, f are

zero when there is no distortion, it follows from (7) of § 187, that

dwi/dy — dvi/dz &c. &c. are zero, and therefore it^dx + v^dy -\- w^dz

is a perfect differential d<f> ; we may therefore put

"'-dx' "''dy' ""' dz
^^''

where ^ is some function of x, y, z and t.

Since the displacements lu, v^, w, do not involve dilatation, it

follows that

du2 dvs dwi_^ ,„,

dx dy dz
^'
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From (1) we see that

f-"'* w.

also putting xt, = d^ldx + tu in (1), and taking account of (4), we
obtain

"^-^'-^ (^).

with two similar equations for v^, Wn. It therefore follows that

the most general solution of (1) is

dd} dd) dd)

where <)> is any function of x, y, z and t which satisfies (4), ami

Me, v„, w« are similar functions, which satisfy equations of the form

(5), subject to equation (3).

Propagation of an Arbitrary Disturbance.

216. We shall now apply equations (1) to obtain the solution

of a problem which was first investigated by Sir G. Stokes, viz.

the propagation of an arbitrary disturbance in an elastic medium'.

Let us suppose that the medium is initially at rest, and that a

disturbance is excited throughout a certain volume T of the

medium. The subsequent character of the disturbance is com-

pletely determined, when the initial displacement aad the initial

velocity of every element within T is known. Let P be any point

within T, the point at which the disturbance is sought, and let

us first consider that portion of the disturbance which depends

upon the dilatation S.

By equations (S) and (6), it follows that S = V^0, where <^

satisfies (4); and it will be more convenient to consider the

function </> than 8, for when the former function is known, the

portions of the displacements which depend upon the dilatation

can be immediately obtained by differentiation.

If .r, y, z be the coordinates of 0, the initial values of <^ and ^,

will depend entirely upon the position of 0, and we must therefore

have

<^o = /(a;, 2/, 2), ^^ = F{x,y,z) (7),

' Tram. Camb. Phil. Soc. Vol. ix. p. 1, and Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. n.

p. Hi.
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where / and F are given functions. We therefore require the

solution of (4) subject to (7).

217. The solution of (4), which was first obtained by Poisson,

may be effected as follows. The symbolic solution is

^ = cosh (aiV) ^ + sinh (a<V) i/r,

where t^ and -v/r are functions of x, y, z; we therefore obtain

from (7)

and ^=
<^i,
= aV-\|r.

Accordingly the solution becomes

^ = cosh(a^V)/+5^^^i. (8).

We must now show how the operations denoted by the

symbolic operators may be performed.

With the point as a centre, describe a sphere of radius r,

and let a, /3, 7 be the coordinates of any point P on this sphere

relatively to ; also let us temporarily denote djdx, djdy, djdz by

X, //., V.

Consider the integral

where the integration extends over the surface of the sphere. If

through the point a, /3, 7, a plane be drawn, whose direction

cosines are proportional to X, /i, v, and if f be the perpendicular

from on to this plane, it is known that

Xa + /i/3 + V7 = (X^ + ii? + v')ip = V^.

Also if d be the angle, which the radius drawn from to the

point P makes with p, then p = r cos 0, dS = Inrr- sin 6d6\ whence

the integral

= 27rr= ["e^'"™^' sin QdQ
Jo

„ sinh (rV)= ^wir =
.

rV

But if do be the elementary solid angle subtended by dS at 0,

dB = i^dD, ; whence putting r = at, and restoring the values of

X, fi, V, we obtain
d d d

aV ~ 47r ji^
^"-

R n 15
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Now the operation denoted by the exponential factor on the

right-hand side of the last equation, can be performed by means of

the symbolic form of Taylor's theorem ; we thus obtain

'J^'^)f(., y, .) = ^fje^^-^<'-''^F(., y, .)dn

= ^jJF(x + a, y+ ^, z + y)dn.

If I, rii, n be the direction cosines of OP, we shall have a = lat,

yS = viat, 7 = nat ; and therefore the portion of <p which depends

upon the initial velocities is

T— jj F{x+ lat, y + mat, z + nat) dD,.

From the form of (8) it is at once seen, that the portion of (j>

depending on the initial displacements may be obtained by

changing F into /, and differentiating with respect to t; we thus

obtain

^=—- II F(x + lat, y + mat, z + nat) dH,

^ndt"

This equation determines the value of cf) at time t, at any point

of the medium whose coordinates are x, y, z, in terms of the

initial values of <^ and <^. The portions of the displacements

which depend upon the dilatation are obtained by differentiating

(9) with respect to x, y, z.

218. If the initial disturbance is confined to a portion T of the

medium, the double integrals in (9) will vanish, unless the sphere

whose centre is and whose radius is at cuts a portion of the

space T. Hence if be outside T, and if r^, r^ be respectively the

least and greatest values of the radius vector of any element of

that space, there will be no dilatation at until at = r-^. The

dilatation at will then commence, and will last during an

interval (r-j — r^ja, and will then cease for ever.

219. If/i, /s, f% denote the initial values of Mj, %, w^, which

are the portions of the displacements which depend upon the

distortion, and if F-^, F^, F, denote the initial values of u^, v^, w^,

then since u^, v^, w^ each satisfy equations of the same form as (4)

with h written for a, it follows that the values of these quantities

+— ^^t\\f{x-\-lat, y + mat, z + nat)dil (9).
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at time t are determined by equations of the same form as (9). It

must also be recollected that/1,/2,/3 and also F^, F^, F3 satisfy (3).

If therefore we write for brevity

F(at) for F(ai+ lat, y + mat, z + nat),

the complete value of u will be

+ ljfF{bt)da+l§^tfJMbt)dn (lo),

with similar expressions for v and w.

220. The initial velocities are determined by the equations

• dF ^

dF
dz

w = ^+ F„

where F,,, F^, F, satisfy (3) ; and since our object is to find the

values of w, v, w at any subsequent time in terms of the values of

the initial displacements and velocities, we must proceed to

eliminate the F's and/'s from (10). It will however be sufficient

to perform this operation for those parts of 11, v, w which depend

upon the initial velocities, for when this is done, the portions

depending upon the initial displacements can be obtained by

differentiating with respect to t and changing tio, Vo, Wo into

Wo, Vo, Wo.

221. Let a, /3, 7 denote the coordinates of any point P
relatively to ; let OP = r, and let I, m, n be the direction cosines

of OP ; then at points on the surface of the sphere r = at, we have

a - lat, &c. ; also if

x=r.^(-*) (11).

the first term of (10) becomes

47r..

15—2

-Jjxd^ = tJlfjS (12).
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By Green's Theorem,

jj^^dS± jjj<t>'7'-
^dad^dy

=jl
f^d8± jjj

^I^V^^dad^&Y

where V = d-jda^+d^ld0' + d-ldy-, dv is an element of the normal

to the sphere r = at, and the upper or lower sign is to be taken,

according as the volume integrals extend throughout the space

external or internal to the sphere.

Putting <f>=X> '^— ^' ^^^ ^PP^3^°g the theorem to the space

outside the sphere r = at, we obtain

Putting
(f>
=

X' •</^=l, and applying the theorem to the space

inside the sphere r = at, we obtain

jjjV^Xd<^dl3d^=jj^d8 (14).

Eliminating d'x^/dr between (13) and (14), we obtain

- ^J\\v-^xdod^dri (r < at) - ^yj]"J
V'^x^^d^dy (r > at)

by (11) and (12).

If ito, ^0. M'o be the initial velocities,

l(du, dj, dw,\l(d^ d'^F d^F\

dx\dx^ dy^ dz) dx \da? ^ dy^ ^ dz^ )
^' ''^

''

Now the function x> ^^^ consequently the functions iio, %, Wo,

when they occur in a triple integral, are functions of the position

of the point whose coordinates are x+a, y + y8, z + y; whence

djdx = d/da, and accordingly we may write d/da, &c. for d/dx, &c.

Hence substituting the value of x from (16) in (1.5), integrating

by parts, and observing that the two surface integrals which appear

in the integration cancel one another, we obtain

r>at.

Integrating the right-hand side again by parts, it follows that
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if tti' be the portion of u which depends upon the initial velocity

of dilatation,

W = ^-^s jj
I (ai'o + /3*o + 7W0) dS

t ffff. da . d 13 . d y\ , ^^,

+i^l].hdi^+''Tu?^''^di^)'^^'^^'^'^-

Let g'o be the initial velocity along OP, so that

and let (qo)at denote the value of q^ at a distance at from 0, then

the surface integral

= 4^ //^ ^^»^«' '^^^i^ //^ (?»)«' '^^

'

also the triple integral can easily be shown to be equal to

III(uo-Slq,)r-'dadmy;

whence we finally obtain for the portion of w depending upon the

initial rate of dilatation

Ui=;^jjl(qo)atdD,

+^ [[[(!>„
- Slqo) r-' dad^dy, (r > at) (17).

222. We must now find the portion of u due to the initial

velocities of rotation.

Applying Green's theorem to the space outside the sphere

r = bt, by writing ^1 for
pj;

in (13), we obtain

jJF.dn=jf^ds

^^jjl'^^US
-jffr-'

V"'F,dad^dy, (r >bt) .. .(18).

Q. dF, dF„dF,
Since -J- + ^ro+ T- = ">

da. d^ dy

by (3), we have

1 fffjdF, ,
dF, ^ dF,\,„

= - U -J- + «i -J- + n-j- dS.
r jj\ da da da j
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Adding this to (18), we obtain

//...a=//l{».(f-^f)-.(f-f)}.«

_ fL-i V'F.dad^dy, (r > bt) (19).

Now if |o, Vo, to be the initial velocities of rotation,

dF, dFi _ ^ _dvo _duo

~da~dS~^~da d/3'

and ^.F,^— -— -Vu,,

whence (19) becomes

jJFjn^Jlr-^ (mt - nvo) dS-JIJ r'^ (^» - ^) dad^dy

= jjj(^^,-yV„)r-'dad0dy

-///(«t +
e^+y''^]<r'-<i'^fi<h-

From the last article it follows, that the first triple integi-al

= -jfl(io)it da -jjj(uo - 3Z?o) r-' dad^y, (r > bt).

Since dad^dy = drdS = r-drdil,

the second triple integral

= -jjj^drda = jj(u,),td[l;

whence the portion of u, which depends on the initial velocity

of rotation, is

"'' ^ 4^ / M"" ~ ^°^" ^^~i~ ljj^'^<'~
^^"^ ^^ dad^dy,

(r>ht) (20).

To obtain the portion of u due to the initial velocities, we

must add the right-hand sides of (17) and (20), and must recollect,

that in (17) the limits of r are co and at, and in (20) the limits

are xi and bt ; we thus finally obtain

«' = :^\\^ (?«)«« '^^ + 4^ J
j ("» ~ ^2'«)m d^

+ -^ [[[ (3/^0 - «„)
r-' dad^dy, {bt<r<at) (21).
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This is the portion of u which depends upon the initial

velocities, expressed in terms of these quantities.

223. In order to obtain the portion of u due to the initial

displacements Uq, v^, Wo, we must change Uq, v^, w„, q^ into

iio, Wo, 1^0, po, where

Po = luo + mvo + nwo,

and differentiate with respect to t. Now tto is some function of

the position of a point ; hence (uo)at, which is the value of u^ at

some point on the surface of a sphere whose centre is and radius

at, is some function of

X + lat, y + nmt, z + nat.

It therefore follows that

cZ , , li ^
,

<i
,

d\/ ,

d , .

)at-

The triple integral is taken throughout the space bounded by

the two spheres whose common centre is 0, and whose radii are

respectively equal to at and bt. If therefore we write 7--drdil for

an element of volume, the triple integral may be written

ffr {3lpo-u,)r-^drdn;

and therefore its differential coefiScient with respect to t, is

ir^jjiSlpo - ik)at do, - t-'jj(3lpo - u,\t dD,.

Hence the portion of u which depends upon the initial dis-

placements is

•"=s;//K+"l'-'i''"

+ -
f//(3?Po

- Wo) '"' dad^dr^, (bt <r< at) (22).

The complete value of the displacement n, due to the initial

displacements and velocities, is obtained by adding the values of

u, li," given by (21) and (22). The values of v and w can be

written down from symmetry.
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224. Sir G. Stokes has applied these results to the solution

of two important problems, viz. (i) the determination of the

disturbance produced by a given variable force acting in a given

direction at a given point of the medium
;

(ii) the determination

of the law of disturbance in a secondary wave of light.

We shall now proceed to consider the first problem.

Disturbance produced by a given Force.

225. Let P be the point at which the force acts ; and let T
be a small space described about P, which will ultimately be

supposed to vanish, and let be a point outside T at which the

value of the disturbance is sought ; also let D be the density of

the medium.

Let t be the time of observation, measured from some previous

epoch ; and let t' be the time, which the dilatational wave occupies

in travelling from P to 0.

Let f(t) be the given force, and F(t) the velocity at P pro-

duced by the force during a very small interval of time dtf, then

the usual equation of motion gives

Now if we consider the state of things which was going on at

P at a time t' ago, we must in this equation write t — t^ior t, and

dt' for dt ; also Bv = F{t — if), whence

F(t-t') =f^-^ (23).

This equation gives the value of the velocity communicated

during the interval Bif in terms of the force.

Let be the origin, OP = r ; also let I, m, n be the direction

cosines of OP, and I', m', n' those of the force ; and let k be the

angle between OP and the direction of the force, so that

k = ir + mm! + nn!.

Since the disturbance may by virtue of (23) be regarded as

one which is produced by a given initial velocity, the resulting

disturbance at is determined by (21) ; also since

^0 = kF,
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it follows that the first term of (21) becomes

^jjlkfit - Bt'dn =j^// Ikf [t - 3 .- BrdS,
if

4>'!rDT

since r = at'.

Since the force is supposed to have commenced to act an

infinitely long time ago, we must integrate this expression with

respect to t' between the limits r/a and — oo ; but since the force

is confined to the indefinitely small volume T, /{t — f) will be

insensible except for values of t' comprised between the narrow

limits rja and r^Ja, where r^, r^ are the least and greatest values

of the radius vector drawn from to T. We may therefore omit

the integral signs, and replace BrdS by T, and we thus obtain for

the value of the first term of (21),

4J^/(*-D (2*)-

If we denote by t", the time which a distortional wave occupies

in travelling from P to 0, and treat the second term of (21) in a

similar manner, we shall obtain

M/('-D <^*>

In order to find what the triple integral in (21) becomes, we

see from (17) and (20) that it may be written

_ £. [[[(u^ - Slq,) r-' dad^dry (r > bt").

The first term of this accordingly becomes

Since /(i — i') is insensible except throughout the space T,

we may write T for dadlSdy, and omit the integral signs ; we thus

obtain

^{i'-mf(t-t')df,

and this has to be integrated wuth respect to t' between the limits

rja and — oo . This term thus becomes
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Treating the second term in the same manner, and remembering

that the limits of <" are r/h and - oo , and adding we obtain

Hence collecting all the terms we obtain

Ik t T\ I'-lk f_r\
47ri)aV -^ V ar 4:7rDb'r

J
\ h)

^tDr^l/f^'-'^"' '''^-

The values of v and w are obtained by putting m, m' ; n, n'

respectively for I, V. If therefore we take OP for the axis of x, and

the plane passing through OT? and the direction of the force as

the plane xz, and put ^ for the inclination of the force to PO, we
shall have

V = li = cos j), m' = 0, n' = sin <|),1=1,
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differ from zero only between certain narrow limits of t, and the

integral contained in the last terms of u and w will be of the order

r, and therefore the terms themselves will be of the order r-",

whereas the leading terms are of the order r-^. Hence in this

case the former terms will not be sensible beyond the immediate

neighbourhood of P. The same will be true if f(t) represent a

periodic force, the mean value of which is zero. But if f (t)

represent a force always acting one way, as for example a constant

force, the last terms in u and w will be of the same order, when r

is large, as the first terms.

"It has been remarked, that there is strong reason for believing

that in the case of the luminiferous ether, the ratio of a/b is

extremely large if not infinite. Consequently the first term of w,

which relates to normal vibrations, will be insensible, if not

absolutely evanescent. In fact, if the ratio a/b were no greater

than 100, the denominator in this term would be 10000 times

as great as the denominator of the first term of w. Now the

molecules of a solid or gas in the act of combustion are probably

thrown into a state of violent vibration, and may be regarded,

at least very approximately, as centres of disturbing forces. We
may thus see why transversal vibrations should be alone produced,

unaccompanied by normal vibrations, or at least by any which are

of sufficient magnitude to be sensible. If we could be sure that

the ether was strictly incompressible, we should of course be

justified in asserting that normal vibrations are impossible.

"If we suppose that a=oo, und f(t) =F sin 27rbt/X, we shall

obtain from (27)

w = =v-S-cos ~(ht—r)- , .,T^,„, sm -- cos -^(bt—hr)

v =

Fsm6 . 27r,,^ , F\sm<f, 2ir,,. ,
y---(28),

Fx-pind) . wr 27r,,, , .

^^^^.''^T'^'x^^^-^'^

and we see that the most important term of u is of the order X/tt/-

compared with the leading term of w, which represents transversal

vibrations properly so called. Hence tt and the second and third

terms of w, will be insensible, except at a distance from P
comparable with X, and may be neglected ; but the existence of
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terms of this nature, in the case of a spherical wave whose radius

is not regarded as infinite, must be borne in mind, in order to

understand in what manner transversal vibrations are compatible

with the absence of dilatation or condensation."

Determination of the Law of Disturbance in a Secondary Wave

of Light.

227. Let us suppose, that plane waves of light are travelling

through an elastic medium. Let the axis of x be parallel to the

direction of propagation of the waves, whilst the axis of z is

parallel to the direction of vibration ; then the displacement at

any point of the medium may be denoted by

w=f(bt — x).

Let P be a fixed point, which we shall choose as the origin

;

a point whose coordinates are x, y, z; dS a, small element of

the plane yz, which contains P. We require to find that portion

of the total disturbance at 0, which is due to the element dS at P.

The disturbance at dS consists of a displacement f(bt) and

a velocity bf (bt). In order to find the disturbance at due to the

velocity, let t' be the time which the disturbance occupies in

travelling from P to ; then if PO = r, we shall have r = bt'

;

also let I, in, n be the direction cosines of OP measured from 0,

so that —I, — m, — n are the direction cosines of OP measured

from P.

We shall thus have

{qo)H=--nbf'{bt-bt');

also since the dilatational terms are to be omitted on account of

the largeness of a, the displacement corresponding to that part of

the disturbance which is due to the velocity, which existed at P
at time t' ago, is given by (20). Since the volume integral varies

as r~^, it must be omitted ; whence recollecting that the signs of

I, m, n in (22) must be reversed, we obtain for the portion de-

pending on dS,

u = -^-^f(bt-bt')dn.

In order to find dH in terms of dS, let us consider a thin film

comprised between dS and a parallel surface, whose thickness is

bdt". Then the volume of this slice is bdt'dS ; but this volume is
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also equal to r'^dHdr ; and since r = W, it follows that r"-dD, = dS
;

whence

»=-'^/' (»'-') TO.

Treating v and w in a similar manner, we obtain

*^'^
I (30).

Equations (29) and (30) show that In + tnv + nw = 0, from

which we see that the displacement takes place in a plane through

0, perpendicular to PO ; also since u/v = l/m, it takes place in a

plane through PO and the axis of z, which is the direction of

vibration of the primary wave. Putting n = cos </>, so that cj) is

the angle between PO and the axis of z, the magnitude of this

displacement is
JO

?i = ^Bin<^/'(6i-r) (31).

228. The portion of the displacement at 0, which depends on

the initial displacement at P, can be obtained in a similar manner

from (22). Since we neglect all terms of a higher order than r~^,

the only terms of (22) which it will be necessary to retain, are

those which involve the differential coefficients of Uo, Vq, Wo, po in

the second double integi-al. Writing r = M, dS = r'^dil, the value

of u" becomes
Ids ,'dpo\

47rr \drJbt''

since the signs of I, m, n in (22) have to be changed.

In order to determine this differential coefficient, let x', y', z'

be the coordinates of P referred to any origin, then

Po = — nWo — — nf (bt — W — x'),

and ±^^-l^ = -lnf'{bt-bt'-x');

where the accent in /' denotes differentiation with respect to bt.

Transferring the origin to P, and recollecting that bt' = r, we

obtain

whence u--'^f (U -') (32).
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Treating v and tv in the same manner, we obtain

ImndS J., n. \

.(33).

""=
47rr /(^^-^)J

This is the portion of the displacement at 0, which depends

upon the displacement at P. If we denote it by fu, and put

i = cos^, we see that its direction is the same as that of fi, and

its magnitude is

r, = ^cos0sin0/'(6i-r) (34).

229. By combining the results of (31) and (34) we obtain the

important theorem, which was enunciated in § 37.

Let M = 0, ^ = 0, w=f{bt — x) he the displacements correspond-

ing to the primary wave ; let P he any point in the plane yz, dS an

element of that plane adjacent to P ; and consider the disturbance

due to that portion only of the incident disturbance, which passes

continually across dS. Let he any point of the 'medium

situated at a distance from P, which is large in comparison with

the wave-length of light ; let PO = r, and let this line respectively

make angles and
(f>

with the direction of propagation of the

incident light, and with the direction of vihration. Then the

displacement at will take place in a direction perpendicular

to PO and lying in the plane zPO, and if ^be the displacement at

reckoned positive in the direction nearest to that in which the

incident vibrations are reckoned positive,

.. dS
^^^(l + cos^)sin<^/(6i-r) (35).

In particular if

2_.

f(bt — a;) = c sin— (bt — x)

we shall have

f=^(l + cos^)sin(^cos^(6«-r) (36).

This equation, as was stated in § 37, determines the law of

disturbance in the secondary wave proceeding from the element

dS of the primary wave.
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Sir G. Stokes has verified this result, by showing that if the

right-hand side of (36) be integrated over the w^hole area of the

plane yz, the result will be

^= c sin — {ht — x), or

according as x is positive or negative.

Hence the disturbance, continually transmitted across the

plane yz, produces the same disturbance in front of that plane, as

if the wave had not been broken up, and does not produce any
back wave.

The whole of the preceding results are of a purely mathe-

matical character, and are therefore applicable to any medium
whatever, whose motion is capable of being represented by

equations of the same form as (1).

Vibrations of Polarized Light are Perpendicular to the

Plane of Polarization.

230. We must now, following Stokes, explain how the pre-

ceding results are employed to determine, whether the vibrations

of polarized light are in or perpendicular to the plane of polari-

zation.

In the figure, let the incident wave, which will be supposed to

be plane polarized, be parallel to the plane OBG, and let OA be

perpendicular to OBG, so that OA is the direction of propagation

of the incident light ; also let its direction of vibration be parallel

to OZ.
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Let OD be any diiFracted ray lying in the plane OBA, then

equation (36) shows, that the direction of vibration of the

diffracted ray OD lies in the plane ZOD.

We shall call the plane which passes through a ray and

contains the direction of vibration, the plane of vibration; we
shall also call the angle between the incident ray produced and

the diffracted ray, the angle of diffraction; and the plane con-

taining these two rays the plane of diffraction. Whence OZA
and OZD are the planes of vibration of the incident and diffracted

rays ; AOD is the angle of diffraction, and the plane ODAB is the

plane of diffraction.

Let 6 be the angle of diffraction ; and let Oi, a^ be the angles,

which the planes of vibration of the incident and diffracted rays

respectively make with planes drawn through those rays perpen-

dicularly to the plane of diffraction. Then

AOD^e, ZAG=ai, ZDC = a^.

From the spherical triangle DZB, we obtain

sin DB = tan BZ cot ZBB,

or tan a^ = cos ^ tan a,- (37).

If the plane of vibration ZAO of the incident ray, be made to

turn round OA with uniform angular velocity w, it follows that

the plane of vibration ZBO of the diffracted ray will turn round

with variable velocity. In order to see this, differentiate (37) with

respect to t ; then since 6 is constant, and d<Xijdt = eo, we obtain

dad _ £» cos 6

dt 1 — sin^0 sin^tui

'

From this equation we observe, that as t increases from to

7r/2a), daa/dt increases in value. It therefore follows that as Mj

increases, the planes of vibration of the diffracted rays will not be

distributed uniformly, but will be crowded towards the plane

perpertdicular to the plane of diffraction, according to the law

expressed by the above equation.

Now the angles which the planes of polaiization of the

incident and diffracted rays, (if the diffracted rays prove to be really

plane polarized), make with planes perpendicular to the plane of

diffraction, can be measured by means of a pair of graduated

instruments furnished with Nicol's prisms; and the readings of
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the instrument, which is used as the analyser, will show whether
the planes of polarization of the diffracted rays are crowded towards

the plane of diffraction, or towards the plane perpendicular to the

plane of diffraction.

Let OT, a. be the azimuths of the planes of polarization of the

incident and diffracted rays, both measured from planes perpen-

dicular to the plane of diffraction. Then if the vibrations of

polarized light are in the plane of polarization, the planes ZOA
and ZOD will respectively be the planes of polarization of the

incident and diffracted rays ; accordingly on this hypothesis we
should have tn- = «,-, a = a^ and therefore by (.37)

tan a = cos Q tan ot
;

and we have already shown that in this case, the planes of

polarization will be crowded toivar-ds the plane perpendicular- to the

plane of diffraction. But if the vibrations of polarized light

are jierpendicular to the plane of polarization, we shall have

ar = ^TT + a,-, a = ^tt + tta, in which case

tan a = sec ^ tan vr
;

and from this equation it follows, that the planes of polarization

of the diffracted rays will be crowded toiuards the plane of dif-

fraction. We have thus a crucial test for deciding, whether the

vibrations of polarized light are in or perpendicular to the plane of

polarization.

An elaborate series of experiments was made by Sir G. Stokes,

which are described in the paper from which this investigation is

taken, and he found that the planes of polarization of the

diffracted rays were very decidedly crowded towards the plane of

diffraction ; whence the results of the experiments confirm Fresnel's

hypothesis, that the vibrations of polarized light are perpendicular

to the plane of polarization.

B. O. 16
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Resolution of Plane Waves.

231. The question of the resolution of plane waves has

recently been discussed by Lord Rayleigh ', who has argued that

the method of resolution employed by Stokes is the simplest, but

is only one out of an indefinite number which might be proposed,

all of which are equally legitimate so long as the question is

regarded as a purely mathematical one ; and that the purely

mathematical question has no definite answer. For the purpose

of investigating this point, I have recently discussed the corre-

sponding case of plane waves of sound, and have shown ^ that the

most general expression for the disturbance produced by an

element dS of the plane wave of sound, whose velocity potential i.=!

rf) = cos -— {at — x)

is the real part of

i«e IKdt.dS

where n is zero or any positive integer, Pn is a zonal harmonic,

k = 2ir/\, and

^n==-^fn{i>cr) (39),

where

ft\ , ,

«-(» + !)
,

{n-l)n{n + \){n + 2)
,

1^2

.

3 2n
"* 2.4.6 2n.a;» ^ ''

Since the function ^nPn is the velocity potential of a multiple

source of sound of the -ftlh order, it follows that the effect of the

element may be represented by three multiple sources of orders

n — 1, n, n + 1. If in (38) we put n = 0, and realize, the result is

- ^- (1 + cos e) sm - {at - r) +^^^ cos - (at - r),

where r is the distance of the element from a point P, and is

the angle which the direction of r makes with that of propagation.

If X is small compared with r, as is always the case in optical

problems, the first term is the most important.

' F.neycl. Brit. Art, ""Wave Theorv," jip. iT>1—V,i.

' Proc. Loiul. ilath. Soc. vol. xxii. p. 317.
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232. From the preceding result, it might be anticipated, that

Stokes' formula is equivalent to the combination of a simple and

a double source of light ; and we shall now show that this is the

case.

We have shown in § 21.5, equation (0), that the most general

solution of the equations of motion of an elastic solid is given by

the equations

u = d^/dx + u'e'"''*, V = dcji/dy + w'e'"''*, w = dcl>/dz + w'e"''*,

where
(f)

is the function which determines the longitudinal wave
;

and i(f, v', w each satisfy an equation of the form

(V= + «=)w' = (41),

subject to the condition

*''
+ ^' + ^' = (42).

dx dy dz

It is well known', that (41) are satisfied by

m' = r-^'fnXn, V = r-"t„7„, w' = r'^^nZn (43)

where X„, F,j, Zn are three solid harmonics of positive degree ??,

and -f^n is the function defined by (39) and (40). The function y^

can also be shown to satisfy the following equations, viz.

...(44),

(2)1 + 1) fn = IKV (T/r,i+i - r/r^.i)

which are frequently useful.

Let (f>n, %«) be any positive solid harmonics of degree n ; then

by means of a process similar to that employed by Lamb '\ it can

be shown that

, _ f^jdi^r^rn
, „ dxn _ ^ dxn\ ,

(n + 1) t„+,?'"+»_^ f <f>n+ ,

"^ ~ i^Vdx^y dz dy)^ n + 2 dx [r'-'^+''

(45)

with symmetrical expressions for v', w'.

The simplest way of verifying this result is to recollect, that

a solid harmonic is a homogeneous function of x, y, z of degree oi

;

' Lord Bayleigb, Theory of Sound, Ch. xvii. ; Stokes, On the communioation of

vibrations from a vibrating body to the atmosphere, Phil. Trans. 1868.

2 Proc. Land. Math. Sac. vol. xiii. p. 51 ; see also. Basset, Hydrodynamics,

vol. n. pp. 316—318.

]6—

2
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we thus see that the first term of u' is of the form ?--" y]r„Xn, whilst

the second is of the form ?'-"- \|r„+o.Y„+,. The above expression

therefore satisfies (41). Also if we differentiate the expressions for

?(', v', w' with respect to x, y, z, and take account of (44), it will be

fonnd that (42) is satisfied.

233. The simplest solution is obtained by putting ??. = 0, in

which case

whence

u„=

y{r„ - r-'e"""*, ipj = Ax + By + Gz, x« — const.

r
f, 3 3 )

- 1+ — + , r„-+
2?

Ar"- - 3 {Ax + By + Cz) a'>

(46).

This expression may be regarded as giving the value of ii for a

sivijde source of licjht, and it corresponds to a source in hydro-

dyn.amics, or to aa electrified point. The expression is, however,

more analogous to a doublet or a magnet, inasmuch as a simple

source of light has direction as well as magnitude. The direction

cosines of the axis of the source are proportional to A, B, G ; and,

if we suppose that its axis is parallel to z, we shall have A=B = 0.

Also, in optical problems, \ is u.siially .so small in comparison with

), that at a considerable distance from the source, powers of (/c?-)"'

may be neglected ; whence, writing F= ^G, we shall obtain

Fxz
ti,,--

Fyz

F(af + f-)^_,,

.(47).

In the figure, let P be the point x, y, z
;

also let e = POx, j>
-= POz

;
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draw PT perpendicular to OP in the plane POz. Then the

preceding equations show, that the direction of vibration is along

PT, and its magnitude is equal to

F
' sin <^.

Restoring the time factor e"''' and realizing, this becomes

— sin cos -T- (oi — ')
r ^ X ^ .(48).

This is the expression for the disturbance produced by a simple

source of light at a point r, whose distance from the source is large

compared with the wave-length.

The motion is, as might be expected, symmetrical with respect

to the axis of z, and vanishes on that axis where ^ = or tt ; and

it is a maximum on the plane xy where </> = ^tt.

234. In order to obtain the most general expression for a

singular point of the second order, we must put n = \; whence

<)>, = {B- G) x'^-{G-A)f + {A- B) z"- + lAlyz + ^B'zx + IG'xy,

Xi = a* + ^y + 72:

;

and

The expression for a singular point of the second order accord-

inidy contains eight constants, and is therefore a function of

considerable generality. Let us now suppose, as a particular case,

that

then, if we confine our attention to points at a considerable dis-

tance from the origin, we may put

yjn = yjr,, = r~^e~""',

Fx-z
,.

,.4
whence

y, = - •

y .(50).

to.
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It therefore follows, that the magnitude of the displacement

represented by (50) is

EI

- e~""*sin (j)Cosd (51),

and that its dircctiim is along PT. Restoring the time factor,

adding (48) and (51), and writing cdS/2\ for F, we obtain

cdS ,, ^v . , 27r ,, ,^-— (1 + cos 6) sin (p cos --- {bt — r),

which is Stokes' result.

We therefore see that Stokes' expression for the disturbance

produced by an element of a plane wave of light is equivalent to

the combination of a simple and a double source.

At the same time, if we were to carry out the investigation on

the same lines as I have done in the case of sound in the paper

referred to, there can, I think, be little doubt, that we should

find that there is an infinite number of combinations of multiple

sources which would produce the required effect, and consequently

Stokes' law although the simplest, is only one out of an infinite

number. The question is not, however, of very much importance

in the case of light, inasmuch as, in problems relating to diffraction,

we may with sufficient accuracy take sin^=cos^=l, in which

case the disturbance due to the element will be

cdS 27r,,^ ,

_cos-(6f-r).

corresponding to the wave

w = csin — (bt — j:).

timtterinc] of Light by Small Particles.

235. The physical explanation of the intensely blue colour

of the sky, which cannot fail to have attracted the attention of

those who have resided in warm countries, has formed the subject

of various speculations. It has also been found by experiment,

that a beam of light which is emitted by a bright cloud, exhibits

decided traces of polarization, and that the direction of maximum
polarization is perpendicular to that of the beam. The experi-
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ments of Tyndall^ on precipitated clouds, point to the conclusion,

that both these phenomena are due to the existence of small

particles of solid matter suspended in the atmosphere, which
modify the waves of light in their course; and we shall now
proceed to give an account of a theory due to Lord Rayleigh^ by
means of which these phenomena may be explained.

236. The theory of Lord Rayleigh in its original form, was an

elastic solid theory; but it is equally applicable to the electro-

magnetic theory of light^ since we shall hereafter see, that

the equations, which are satisfied by the electric displacement, are

of the same form as those which are satisfied by those portions

of the displacements of an elastic solid, upon which distortion

unaccompanied by dilatation depends.

If we suppose that the particles are spherical, it follows that

when a plane wave of light impinges upon a particle, the latter

will be thrown into a state of vibration ; and the only possible

motion which the particle can have, will consist of a motion

of translation in the plane containing the directions of propagation

and vibration of the impinging wave, and a motion of rotation

about an axis perpendicular to this plane. If the ether be

regarded as a medium, which possesses the properties of an

elastic solid, the motion of the particles will give rise to two

scattered waves, one of which will be a longitudinal wave, and

therefore produces no optical effects, whilst the other will be

a distortional wave, which will give rise to the sensation of light.

If on the other hand, the ether be regarded as an electromagnetic

medium, only one wave, viz. an optical wave, will be propagated.

In oi'der to obtain a complete mathematical solution, it would be

necessary to introduce the boundary conditions*, and to proceed on

1 Phil. Mag. May 1869, p. 384.

2 Ihid. Feb., April and June 1871 ; Aug. 1881.

< See Phil. Mag. Aug. 1881.

" If tlie ether be regarded as a medium which possesses the properties of an

elastic solid, three suppositions may be made respecting the boundary conditions.

(i) We may suppose that no slipping takes place, which requii'es that the

velocity of the ether in contact with the sphere should be etiual to that of the sphere

itself ; but, inasmuch as there are reasons for thinking that the amplitudes of the

vibrations of the matter are very much smaller than those of the ether in contact

with it, except in the extreme case in which one of the free periods of the matter is

equal to the period of the ethereal wave, this hypothesis is improbable.

(ii) We may suppose that partial slipping takes place. This hypothesis is
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the same iDrinciplcs as in the corresponding acoustical problem'.

It will not liowevcr be necessary to enter into any considerations of

this kind, if we assume that the principal effect of the incident

wave is to cause the particle to perform vibrations parallel to the

direction of vibration of this wave.

237. To fix our ideas, let us suppose that the direction of

propagation of the primary wave is vertical, and that the plane of

vibration is the meridian. The particle will accordingly vibrate

north and south, and its effect will be the same as that of a simple

source of light, whose axis is in this direction. Accordingly if (p

be the angle which any scattered ray makes with the line

running north and south, it follows from (48), that the displace-

ment will be of the form

sm (p cos -- ibt — r

and is therefore a maximum for rays, which lie in the vertical

plane running east and west, for which (/>= -J-tt; whilst there is no

scattered ray along the north and south line for which (^ = 0. If

the primary wave is unpolarized, the light scattered north and

south is entirely due to that component which vibrates east and

west. Similarly any other ray scattered horizontally is perfectly

polarized, and the vibration is performed in a horizontal plane.

In other directions, the polarization becomes less and less com-

plete as we approach the vertical, and in the vertical direction

altogether disappears.

238. The preceding argument also shows, that the vibrations

of polarized light must be perpendicular to the plane of polariza-

tion. For if the light scattered in a direction perpendicular to

that of a primary wave be viewed through a Nicol's prism, it will

be found that no light is transmitted, when the principal section is

open to the objection that the law of slipping is unknown, and would therefore

involve an additional assumption ; and also that it would introduce frictional

resistance.

(iii) We may suppose that perfect slipping takes place. In this case the

boundary conditions are continuity of normal motion, and zero tangential stress.

This hypothesis has much to commend it on the ground of simplicity, since the

action of the ether on the matter consists of a hydrostatic pressure, and in the

case of a sphere is consecjuently reducible to a force ; whereas, if no slipping

or partial slipping took place, the action would (except in special oases) consist of a

couple as well as a force.

' Lord Kayluigh, Thconj uj Sound, vol. n. § 3.^4.
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parallel to the direction of the primary wave. Hence tbe

vibrations of the eaitraordinar i/ wave in a uniaxal crystal, lie in

the principal plane.

239. We must now consider the colour of the scattered light.

The experiments of Tyndall showed, that when the particles of

foreign matter were sufficiently fine, the colour of the scattered

light is blue. The simplest way of obtaining a theoretical

explanation of this phenomenon, is by means of the method of

dimensions. The ratio / of the amplitudes of the scattered and

the primary light, is a simple number, and is therefore of no

dimensions. This ratio must however be a function of T the

volume of the disturbing particle, p its density, r the distance

of the point under consideration from it, b the velocity of propaga-

tion of light, and p the density of the ether. Since / is of no

dimensions in mass, it follows that p and p' can only occur under

the form p/p', which is a number and may be omitted ; we have

therefore to find out how / varies with T, r, A, and b.

Of these quantities b is the only one depending on the time

;

and therefore since / is of no dimensions in time, b cannot occur.

We are therefore left with T, r and X.

Now it is quite clear from dynamical considerations, that /

varies directly as T and inversely as r, and must therefore be

proportional to TJX-r, T being of three dimensions in space. In

passing from one part of the spectrum to another, X is the only

quantity which varies, and we thus obtain the important law :

—

When light is scattered by particles, luhose dimensions are

small compared with the wave-length, of light, the ratio of the

amplitudes of the vibrations of the scattered and incident light,

varies inversely as the square of the wave-length, and the ratio

of the intensities, as the inverse fourth power.

From this law we see, that the intensity of the blue light is the

"reatest. Hence the blue colour of the sky may be accounted for

on the supposition, that it is due to the action of minute particles

of vapour, and also probably to the molecules of air, which

scatter the Avaves proceeding from the sun.
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Common Light.

240. Tlie distingiushiiii,^ feature of common light is, that

it exhibits no trace of polarization ; and the theory of sources

of light given in § 232 furnishes an explanation of the reason

why it is, that the light emitted from an incandescent substance

is unpolarized.

Tlie molecules of an incandescent body are in a violent state of

vibration ; each molecule may therefore be regarded as a centre of

disturbance, which produces ethereal waves. The most general

form of the waves produced by any molecule is given by (4.5), but

for simplicity, we shall confine our attention to the first terra

of this series for which ;i = 0. It therefore follows from (46), that

at a distance from the molecule, which is large compared with the

wave-length of light, tlie displacements would be represented by

the equation

with symmetrical expressions for v and w, where A, B, G are

proportional to the direction cjsines of the direction of vibration

of the molecule.

This expression represents a spherical wave of light, whose

direction of vibration lies in the plane passing through the line

of vibration of the molecule, and the line joining the latter with

the eye of the observer.

But owing to a variety of causes, amongst which may be

mentioned collisions, which are continually taking place between

the molecules, the line of vibration of any particular molecule is

pei-petually changing, so that the angular motion of this line is

most irregular. These changes take place in all probability with

a rapidity, which is comparable with the period of waves of light,

so that it is impossible for the eye to take cognizance of any

particular direction. Moreover the light which is received from

an incandescent body, is due to the supei-position of the waves

produced by an enormous number of vibrating molecules, the lines

of vibration of each of which are different, and are continually

changing. Hence the actual path which any particle of ether

describes during a complete period is an irregular curve, whose

form changes many million times in a second. We thus see why
it is that common light is unpolarized.
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241. We can now understand why interference fringes cannot

be produced by means of light coming from two different sources.

For the production of these fringes requires, that there should be

a fixed relation between the phases of the two streams ; but

inasmuch as the two streams are affected by two distinct sets of

irregularities, no fixed phase relation between them is possible.

If however the two streams come from the same source, the

irregularities by which the two streams are affected are identical,

and consequently a fixed phase relation will exist between them.

EXAMPLES.

1

.

A luminous point is surrounded by an atmosphere containing

a number of small equal particles of dust, the density of whose

distribution varies inversely as the mth power of the distance from

the point, and which scatter the light incident upon them. Show
that except in the immediate vicinity of the luminous point, the

(ft + l)/(ft + 3)th part of the whole light scattered by the dust will

be polarized.

2. Establish the truth of Stokes' expression for the effect of a.n

element of an infinite plane wave at a point Q, by integration over

the whole wave-front.

If the wave be finite, and all points of its boundary be at the

same distance a from Q, prove that the displacement at Q will be

f 27r , , > 1 , , , „ „ . 27r

,

J^sm —- {vt — x) - -r-^{a + x) (a- + x-) sin -^{vt - a)>
,

where x is the distance of Q from the wave at the plane of

resolution.

3. In a biaxal crystal the ratios of the axes of the ellipsoid of

elasticity are slightly different for different colours, so that the

angles between the optic axes for yellow and violet are a, « + (^.

The normal to a wave-front of white light in such a crystal makes

angles 6^, 6^ with the mean optic axis, and the planes through the

normal and the optic axes make an angle w with one another.

Show that the directions of polarization lie within a small angle

Asin 9, sin ^.,\ sin toHsin 6-2 sin 9J sin a



CHAPTER XIV.

GREEN « THEORY OF DOUBLE REFRACTION.

242. The theory of double refracfcion proposed by Green', is

the theory of the propagation of waves in an tEolotropic elastic

inediuu).

We have stated in Chapter XL, that the potential energy of

such a medium is a homogeneous quadratic function of the six

components of strain ; and we shall now proceed to examine this

statement.

Let be any point of the medium, and let OA, OB, 00 be

the sides of an elementary parallelopiped of the medium when
unstrained. Then any strain which acts upon the medium, will

produce the following effects upon the element.

(i) Every point of the element will experience a bodily

displacement.

(ii) The three sides OA, OB, 00 will be elongated or

contracted.

(iii) The element will be distorted into an oblique parallelo-

piped.

Let u, V, tu be the component displacements at 0; e,f,g the

extensions of OA, OB, 00; a, h, c the angles which the faces

OCA, OAB, OBG make with their original positions. Since a

bodily displacement of the medium as a whole, cannot produce

any strain, it follows that the potential energy due to strain

cannot be a function of u, v, tu ; but since any displacement, which

' Trails. Cainb. Phil. Soc. 1839; Math. Papers, p. 291.
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produces an alteration of the forms (ii) or (iii) must necessaril}^

endow the medium with potential energy, it follows that the

potential energy due to strain, must be a function of the six strains

e,/ <7. a, &, c.

243. The most general form of the potential energy W, is

given by the equation

W=W,+ W.+ W, + ...,

where Wn is a homogeneous ?i-tic function of the strains. It is

evident that W cannot contain a constant term of the fn-m W„,

for when the medium is unstrained, the potential energy is zero.

The most general expression for W^ is

W, = Ee+Ff+Gg + Aa + Bb + Cc,

where E, F ... are constants. Now Green supposed, that if the

medium were subjected to external pressure, the first three terms

of Wi might come in ; but it appears to me that this hypothesis is

untenable. For if P be the stress of type e, then

de de
'

accordingly if W contained a term W^, stresses would exist, when
the medium is free from strain. If the medium were absolutely

incoinpressihle, the stresses might undoubtedly contain terms

independent of the strains. For if a portion of such a medium
were enclosed in a rectangular box, and stresses E, F, G, A, B, C
were applied to the sides of the box, of such magnitude as to

preserve its rectangular form, no displacement, and consequently

no strain would be produced, on account of the incompressibility

of the medium ; but the internal stresses would contain terms

depending on the values of the surface stresses. These surface

stresses could not however give rise to any terms in the potential

energy, inasmuch as they do no work. If on the other hand, the

medium were compressible, the effect of the surface stresses would

be to produce displacements, and consequently strains depending

upon them, in the interior of the medium ; hence the internal

stresses P, Q, ... could not contain any terms independent of the

strains, and the term Wj could not exist. We have already

pointed out, that in order to get rid of the pressural or dilatational

wave, it is unnecessary to make the extravagant assumption, that

the medium is incompressible ; all that it is necessary to assume

is, that the constants iipnn which compressibility depends, are very
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large in comparison with those upon which distortion depends.

Under these circumstances, we conclude that W^ is zero, and that

the internal stresses do not contain any terms independent of the

strains. Also since the terms W«, W4... would introduce

quadratic and cubic terms into the equations of motion, they will

be neglected.

244. The potential energy is therefore a homogeneous quad-

ratic function of the six strains, and accordingly contains twentj--

one terms. Biaxal crystals, however, have three rectangular

planes of symmetry; and as Green's object was to construct a

theory which would explain double refraction, he assumed that

the medium possessed this property. Whence the expression for

W reduces to the following nine terms, and may be written

2W = Ee' + Ff--^ Gff + 2E'fg + 2F'rje + iG'ef

+ ^a" + 56= + C'c= (1),

where e, f, g, a, b, c are the six strains.

The coefficients in the expression for W are all constants,

depending on the physical properties of the medium. The first

three, E, F, G are called by Rankine" coefficients of longiUidinal

elasticity; the second three, E', F', G' are called coefficients of

lateral elasticity; whilst the last three. A, B, G are the three

pmncipal rigidities.

245. The waves which are capable of being propagated in an

isotropic medium, have already been .shown to consist of two

distinct types, which are propagated with different velocities ; viz.

longitudinal waves, which involve dilatation unaccompanied by
distortion ; and transversal waves, which involve distortion un-

accompanied by dilatation. Waves of the first type depend upon

the dilatation S, and do not involve rotation ; hence the rotations

f, 77, f are zero, and the displacements are the differential

coefficients of a single function (j). Waves of the second type

depend upon the rotations f, 7], f, and do not involve dilatation
;

hence S is zero, and the displacements must therefore satisfy the

equation

du dv dw _
dx dy dz '

which is the condition, that the displacement should be perpen-

dicular to the direction of propagation.

' 3Ii»CL'Uam'0iis Scientific Pupcrs, p. 107.
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246. Let us now consider a portion of a crystalline medium,

which is bounded by a plane ; and let plane waves whose vibrations

are transversal, be incident normally upon the medium. The

incident wave will produce a train of waves within the medium,

which, as will presently be shown, will involve dilatation and

distortion, unless certain relations exist between the coefficients.

But since the disturbance which constitutes light, consists of a

vector quantity, whose direction is perpendicular to the direction

of propagation of the wave, it follows that the medium must be

one, which is capable of propagating waves of transversal vibrations

unaccompanied by waves of longitudinal vibrations. Green there-

fore assumed that the medium possessed this property, and

investigated the relations which must exist between the coefficients,

in order that this might be possible.

247. The equations of motion of the medium are

^^dP dU clT
"

dt- dx dy dz

with two similar equations, where P=dWlde &c. Substituting

the values of P, Q ..., the equations of motion become

dhi _ d"u ^d-u j^d'U „, ^ d-v „, „. d-w\

df da:- dy- dz" dxdy dxdz

d-v_„d-v „d-v .d-v „, . d-iu ,,^,,^ dho

dt^ dx' dy- dz- dydz dydx

d-w -r, d-w . d^w r. d-w . ,„, „, dcht.
. , ™ .

,^d-v

m
--B-,~-+A-.

dt^ '" dx- '
"^

dy^ dz" ^ dxdz dydz,

Diffei'entiate with respect to x, y, z and add, and we obtain

+ (2C'+G')
*'"

dxdy

'

...(4),

If in this equation we put

E' = fi-2A, F' = /M-2B, (?' = /A-2C,

it becomes p--r.i
=/iV=8 (5).

Hence the relations between the coefficients which are given

by (4), are the conditions that a longitudinal wave may be capable

of being propagated through the medium, unaccompanied by
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transversal waves ; and therefore if these conditions are satisfied,

lont'itudinal waves will be propagated through the medium with a

velocity (fJ-lp)^-

By means of (4), the equations of motion ma.y now be written

d-u dS
_

jjdr} ^rff^

dt' dx dz dy

d-v dS
,
„d^ A^^v

Pdr- = i'd^^^cL-'^d-4

d-w

Pdf--

dy

dS
-P-d^ + '^'dy

d^ r,dvB
dx

(C),

from which we deduce,

.S-v.f-g^
dt-

dn
^ dtr ' dy

dt-
P-A = GV%-

d^
dz

y in

vhere
dx dy dz

•(8).

and the expression for the potential energy becomes

2W =
f^ (e +f+r/y + A {a^ - 4fg) + B {¥ - 4(/e) + 6'(c-' - 4e/). . .(9).

The stiesses are given by the equations

P = fiS-2 (Cf+ By) ^

Q = fiS-2{Ag + Ce)

R = /mB-2 (Be + Af)
S^Aa, T=^Bh, U=Cc

.(10).

248. Equations (6) and (7) show, that the special kind of

a^olotropic medium considered by Green, is capable of propagating

two distinct types of waves, viz. dilatational waves, whose velocitj'

of propagation has been shown to be equal to (fJ^lp)-, and dis-

tortional waves, whose velocity of propagation is determined by (7).

We shall presently show, that the velocity of propagation of the

distortional wave.s, is determined by the same quadratic equation

as in Fre.snel's theory ; but previously to doing this, it will be

desirable to consider a little more closely the properties of the

medium.
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249. In a crystalline medium, which possesses three rectangular

planes of symmetry, the shearing stress across any plane which is

not a principal plane, will in general be a function of the exten-

sions as well as of the shearing strain parallel to that plane. It is

however possible for a medium to be symmetrical, as regards

rigidity, with respect to each of the three principal axes :—in

other words, the medium may be such, that if any plane be drawn

parallel to one of the principal axes (say x), and 8^, a^ be the

shearing stress and strain parallel to that plane and perpendicular

to the axis of x, then Si =Aai. We shall now show, that when a

medium possesses this property, the relations (4) must exist

between the coefficients.

Let Ox, Oy, Oz be the axes of crystalline symmetry ; and let

BG be the intersection of any plane parallel to Ox with the plane

yz ; and consider a portion of the medium, which is bounded b)'^

the plane BG and two fixed rigid planes perpendicular to Ox.

Draw Oyi, Ozi respectively perpendicular and parallel to BG, and

let the suffixed letters denote the values of corresponding quantities

referred to Ox, Oyi, Ozi as axes.

If d be the angle which Oyi makes with Oy, then

,Sf, = Scos2e + ^{R- Q) sin 2(9.

Also, since the medium is supposed to be bounded by two

rigid planes perpendicular to Ox, there can be no extension nor

contraction parallel to Ox, whence

Q = Ff+ E'fi, B = E'f+ Gcf

accordingly^,

,S', = Aa cos 2^+1 [{E' - F)f+ ((? - E) g} sin 20. . .(11).

But, if m = cos 9, n = sin 0,

f=(m -y - n^r-] b^Vi — nwi)
' \ dyi dzj
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Substituting in (11), we obtain

,Sf, = [a, A cos^ 2e + i{G + F- 2E') sin= 26}

+ h(A-[I.){A-UCr + F- 2E)} Rin 4>e

+ \{f. + ci,){.G-F)^m2e.

It therefore follows that if

G=F=iJL,

A=\{G + F-2E') = Upl-E'),

we shall have 8i = Aai.

In a similar way it can be shown, that in order that T, = Bb^
,

and ?7, = Cc-, , we must have

E=F=G = ,i,

2A=,x-E', 2B = fj.-F', 2C = fi-G',

which are equivalent to (4).

If therefore a portion of the medium considered by Green,

which is bounded by two fixed planes perpendicular to any one of

the principal axes, be subjected to a shearing stress whose

direction is perpendicular to that axis, and which lies in any plane

parallel to that axis, the ratio of the shearing stress to the shearing

strain is equal to the principal rigidity corresponding to that axis.

Moreover a crystalline medium which possesses this property, also

possesses the property of being able to transmit waves of trans-

versal vibrations unaccompanied by waves of longitudinal vibrations.

Hence the relations which Green supposed to exist between the

nine constants, are not mere adventitious relations, which were

a.ssumed for the purpose of obtaining a particular analytical result,

but correspond to and specify a particular physical property of the

medium,

250. We shall now show, that the velocity of propagation of

the distortional waves is determined by Fresnel's law.

To satisfy (7) let u, v, w be those portions of the displacements

upon which distortion depends ; let I, m, n be the direction cosines

of the wave-front, and \, /a, v those of the direction of vibration.

Then we may assume that

u = S\, V = Sfjb, w = Sv,

when S= e'" Vx+mn+iiz- (7)_

From these equations combined with (7) of § 187, We obtain

^ = IK {inv — n/xJS, J] = LK{n\ — lv)t:), ^= iK{lfj.- m\) S.
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If we put

\' = mv-nfj,,
fj,'
= nX-lv, v'^lfi—mX (12),

so that X', p! , v are the direction cosines of the rotation, and then

substitute the values of f, t], ^ in (7), we obtain

(pV'-A)X' + (A IX' + Bmfj.' + Cm') I =0]
(pP-i?)/ + (^ZX' + 5m/i'+C'«/)m=0 (13),

{p F= - G) v' + {AVh! + Bmp: + Cm!) » =
1

^"^^"^^ -pF^-4+^F^+^ySrc' = o (14).

From (12) we at once deduce

IX + inyi, + nv = 0) ,-. .^

^V + w/i' + «i;' = 0) (
°'^'

It follows from (14), that the velocities of propagation of the two

waves within the crystal are deteimined by the same quadratic as

in Fresnel's theory, and that the wave surface is Fresnel's.

251. From (12) it follows, that the direction of displacement

and rotation are in the front of the wave, and also that these

directions are at right angles to one another.

Multiplying (LS) by X', /i', v and adding, we obtain

pF = ^\,'= + i?A(.'= + C/-' (16),

which shows that the velocity of propagation of either wave, is

inversely proportional to the length of that radius vector of the

ellipsoid

Ax^-^B<r^Cz' = \,

which is parallel to the direction of rotation.

We also obtain from (13)

(pF— 4)V/^ = (/3F=-iJ)/i7m =(pF-C» (17).

252. Writing a' = A/p, ¥=B/p, c'=C/p, we see from (19) of

§ 109, that if X, y, z be the coordinates of the point of contact of the

tangent plane to the wave surface, which is parallel to the wave-

front, then

x^lV {r-'~-A\p)\{Y^--Alp\

y = mV{V^-Blp)l{V^-Blp),

z=:nV {i--CIp)I{V'-C/p),

and therefore by (17)

(7- - A/p) X'/x = (,- - B/p) pljy = (r-^ - Gjp) v'jz (18),

17—2
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from which it follows, as in § 112, that the direction of rotation in

any wave, coincides with that of the projection of the ray on the

tangent plane to the wave surface, which is parallel to the wave.

Now the direction of displacement is perpendicular to that of

rotation, and therefore Green's theory requires us to suppose, that

the vibrations of polarized light are parallel to the plane of

polarization.

From (11) we deduce

1-1 (p72 _ A) (mv - nil) = vi'' (pV- - B) (nX - Iv)

= n-'(pV'-C)(ltx-viXl

and since l\ + nip, + nv =

we obtain i(B - C) + -(C -A) + -(A -B) = (1.9),
\ p, V

which deteimines the direction of vibration.

253. The theory of Green, although dynamically sound,

renders it necessary to suppose that the vibrations of polarized

light are parallel to the plane of polarization, which is one

objection ; also if we disregard this difficulty, another difficulty

crops up in applying the theory to crystalline reflection and

refraction, owing to the necessity of making some assumption,

involving relations between the physical constants of isotropic and

crystalline media.

To investigate this point, let us consider the reflection and

refraction of light at the surface of a uniaxal crystal, whose face

is perpendicular to the axis. In order that the incident light

should give rise to an extraordinary wave, it is necessary on this

theory, to suppose that the incident vibrations are perpendicular

to the plane of incidence.

In the first medium, the equation of motion is

d-w /d^w d-'w\

P-dJ-^'W+da^) <20),

and in the crystal,

d'Wi „d^Wi „d-Wi ^„,,

P^lF = '''l^^'-d^ ^21),

where we have written a?, & for A and 0.

Let W ^ ^£"'(-*™si+!/sini- n) 1 ^'gut{.TCOSi+);sini- TV)

y, _ ^ gi<i(-.rcosr+!/smr— TV)

where « sin t = /Cj sin ?', kV=k^V^ (22).
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From (20) we obtain F- = n/p,

and from (21) Fj- = (a- sin= r + cr cos= r)/pi

.

The surface conditions for continuity of displacement and stress

give

dw „ diu,
iu = iUi, n-r^ =c= ~~,

ax ax

when « = ; whence A + 4' = ^4,,

Kii {A — A') cos i = AiC-Ki cos r,

the last of which, by (22), becomes

c^ tan iA-A' = A,
n tan r

'

, 1' I
«tanr — c-tani ^^„,whence ^1 =-4—- (23),
n tan r + c- tan i \ />

I

2^w tan r
-fli = --:

;—n ; (2*).
n tan r+d' tan t ^ '

We have hitherto avoided assuming, that any relations exist

between the physical constants of the two media; but, in order

that these results should be consistent with those which the theory

furnishes for isotropic media, it would be necessary to suppose

that K = c", and the formulse then show that the amplitudes of the

reflected and refracted light would be the same as if the crystal

were an isotropic medium. Since the wave whose velocity is c is

refracted according to the ordinary law, the assumption that n = c-

might at first sight appear to be a plausible one in the case of

uniaxal crystal ; but, if we attempt to apply the theory to biaxal

crystals, there is no valid reason why ii should be assumed to be

equal to one of the three principal rigidities, rather than to either

of the other two.

If we adopt the assumption of MacCuUagh and Neumann, that

p=Pi, the intensities will be proportional to the square roots of

the amplitudes, and we shall obtain

. , . (a- sin- r + c" cos^ r) sin 2i — c- sin 2r

(a- sin- r + c- cos" r) sin 2t 4- c- sin 2r

'

. _ 2A (a- sin- r -I- c- cos^ r) sin 2i

^ (a- sin^ r + c" cos- r) sin 2i + c" sin 2r

"

The formulas, as will be shown hereafter, agree with the

expressions found for the intensity on the electromagnetic theory
;
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but Lord Rayleigh has shown, that the assumption that the

densities are equal is not a legitimate one in the case of two

isotropic media, since it leads to two polarizing angles, and there

can be little doubt that, in the case of crystalline media, the same

assumption would lead to a similar result, and would therefore

be one which it is not permissible to make. It tlius appears that

Green's theory fails to furnish a satisfactory explanation of

crystalline reflection and refraction.

To work out a rigorous theory of the reflection and refraction

of waves, at the surface of separation of an isotropic medium, and

an teolotropic medium such as Green's, on the supposition that the

velocities of propagation of the dilatatioual or pressural waves in

both media, arc very great in comparison with the velocities of

propagation of the distortional waves, would be a mere question of

mathematics, and could be effected without difficulty on the lines

of Green's and Lord Rayleigh's investigations, when both media

are isotropic. But the only physical interest of such investigations

lies in their ability (or inability) to explain optical phenomena

;

and therefore, having regard to the failure of Green's theory to

furnish satisfactory results in the case of crystalline reflection

and refraction, it seems scarcely worth while to pursue such in-

vestigations.

254. The theory of Green stands on a perfectly sound

dynamical ba.sis, and the various suppositions which he has made
with regard to the relations between the constants, are not

adventitious a.ssumptions made for the purpose of deducing

Fresnel's wave surface, but correspond to definite physical pro-

perties of the medium. The assumption, that the medium
possesses three rectangular planes of symmetry, is necessary, in

order to account for the fact, that in biaxal crystals, there are three

perpendicular directions, in which a ray of light can be transmitted

without division. Also since the phenomenon of polarization can

only be explained on the supposition, that the disturbance which

produces optical effects is a vector, whose direction is perpendicular

to that of the propagation of the wave, it is necessary to suppose,

that the medium is one which is capable of transmitting distortional

vibrations independently of dilatatioual vibrations ; and the

conditions for this require, that certain relations should exist

between the constants, which are given by equations (4), and
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which reduce the expression for the potential energy to four

terms. It is no doubt the case, that when waves of light whose

vibrations lie in the plane of incidence, are reflected and refracted

by a crystal, waves of longitudinal vibrations would be excited;

but this difficulty might be evaded, by supposing that /tt is very

large compared with A, B and G. The theory accordingly at first

sight appears to be a very promising one ; but, as we have already

shown, there are strong grounds for believing, that the vibrations

of polarized light are perpendicular instead of parallel to the

plane of polarization; and the circumstance, that Green's theory

requires us to adopt the latter hypothesis, is one of the principal

reasons which has prevented it from being accepted as the true

theory.

255. Attention has been called to the fact, that the potential

energy contains cubic and higher terms, which have been neglected.

Glass, however, and most transparent isotropic media exhibit

double retraction, when under the influence of stress ; and this fact

shows, that the propagation of ethereal waves is modified, when

the medium is subjected to stress. A theory which would take

into account the effect of these external stresses, aod might

also throw light on double refraction, could be constructed as

follows.

The quantity e is the extension parallel to x, and to a first

approximation its value is dujdx; if however the approximation

were carried a stage further, it would be found that the strains

contain quadratic terms. Accordingly if the more complete values

of the strains were substituted in (I), they would give rise to cubic

terms in W... Moreover in this case, it would be necessary to take

Tfs into account ; but in forming the expression for this quantity,

it would be sufficient to take e = dwjdx, f= dv/dy, &c. The final

equations of motion would accordingly contain quadratic as well as

linear terms. The solution of these equations would then have to

be conducted on the same principles, as the well-known problem

of the propagation of waves in a liquid, which has a motion

independent of the wave motion. In the first place, let Wj, v^, lu^

be the statical portions of the displacements, which depend upon

the external stresses ; and let these quantities be found from the

complete equations of equihbrium. Next let u„, v., w^ be the

portions of the displacements due to the wave motion, so that

u^+ iLi, «!+ v-i, lUi^ + w-i are the total displacements of the medium
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wheu in motion ; and lot these quantities be substituted in the

equations of motion, neglecting quadratic terms of the form u^- &c.

We should thus obtain three linear equations for determining

»2, v„, w«, into which the external stresses would have been

introduced. So far as I am aware, a theory of this kind has not

been worked out, but it would be interesting to examine the

results to which it leads in some simple case.



CHAPTER XV.

THEORY" OF LORD RAYLEIUH AND SIR W. THOMSON.

256. The theory which we shall now consider, was first

suggested by Rankine, but was subsequently proposed and

developed independently by Lord Rayleigh^ The theory might

be regarded as one, which depends upon the mutual reaction of

ether and matter; but inasmuch as it is capable of explaining

several important phenomena, it will be desirable to consider it at

once.

We have already pointed out the unsatisfactory character of

Green's theory, when applied to double refraction. We have

moreover seen, that there are strong grounds for supposing, that

the rigidity of the ether is the same in all isotropic media, and

that reflection and refraction are due to a difference of density.

The properties of an isotropic medium are the same in all directions,

but those of a crystal in any direction depend upon the inclination

of that direction to the axes of symmetry of the crystal. Lord

Rayleigh therefore assumed, that the two elastic constants of the

ether are the same in crystalline as in isotropic media ; but that

owing to the peculiar structure of the matter composing the

crystal, the ether behaves as if its density were asolotropic.

257. Since the density of every medium is a scalar function,

it might appear that this assumption involves a physical im-

possibility ; but it is easy to give an example of a system which

behaves in this manner. Let an ellipsoid, suspended by a fine

wire, perform small oscillations without rotation in an infinite

liquid. If U, V, W be the velocities of the ellipsoid parallel to

1 Hon. J. W. Strutt, Phil. Mag., June, 1871.
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its axes, its kiaetic energy will be equal to -^M (U- + V- -h W-);

the kinetic energy of the liquid is equal to ^(P' U- + Q'V'- + R' W")
;

and therefore the kinetic energy of the solid and liquid will be of

the form \{PU' + QV- +RW% Hence the effect of the liquid is

to cause the ellipsoid to oscillate in the same manner as a particle,

whose density is a function of its direction of motion. We thus

have an example of a system, which behaves as if its density were

ajolotropic.

The point may also be considered from a somewhat different

aspect. In the hydrodynamical problem, the resultant pressure

exerted by the liquid, consists of three components P'U, Q'V,

R'W. Lord Rayleigh's hypothesis is therefore equivalent to

the assumption, that the effect of matter upon ether, is re-

presented by a force whose components are — p^il, — pjo, — p^iO

parallel to the axes of crystalline symmetry, where ti, v, tu denote

the displacements of the ether ; in other words, these forces are

proportional to the component accelerations of the ether. In a

biaxal crystal, pa;, py, p^ are all different; but in an isotropic

medium they are equal.

258. The kinetic energy of the ether may accordingly be

taken to be equal to

i///(Pa;«' + Pu'"' + PzW") dxdydz ;

whilst the potential energy is the same as in an isotropic

medium. And by employing the Principle of Least Action, or

the Principle of Virtual Work, the equati(ms of motion will be

found to be
d-iL , , r.^dS „„. \

d'v , . r>.dS „_„

d'W , . n^ f^S „t-7

,

y (1).

where A — B= m = ]c\ ^n, B = n, in and ti being the elastic

constants in Thomson and Tait's notation.

259. Before entering into any further discussion respecting

tiiis theory, it will be desirable to solve these equations, in order

to find out what they lead us to. We shall accordingly proceed to

determine the velocity of propagation '.

' Glazebrook, Phil. Mag. (5), Vol. xxvi. p. 521.
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Let u = SX, v = Sfi, iu = Sp, S = e"'-^'^'^"^y+"^-''"0,,,i^2).

Substituting in (1), we obtain

Xp^V' = (A- B) {IX + iiifji + iw) I + BX\
lj.p,,V' = (A-B) {IX + iii/M + nv) m + Bfi\ (•^)-

rp^V- = (A - B) (IX + m/x + nv) n + Bv J

Let a- = Bjpx, b" = B/py, c' = B/p2 (-t),

then if we multiply (3) in order, by I, m, n and add, we shall

obtain

Transposing the terms BX &c. in (3) to the left-hand side,

multiplying by I, m, n, dividing by V- - a' &c., and adding, we
obtain

J,
fix iiifi nv\

\a- b- c-/

= (A-B) {IX + mp, + nv) (^y,^^ + y^^^: + y^^-- -(6),

and therefore by (5),

t- vt- ir _ A
F— 66- V^-¥ V'-c' {A-B) V

This is a cubic equation for determining the velocity of

propagation, and shows that corresponding to a given direction,

the medium is capable of propagating three waves.

By means of (4), equations (3) may be written in the form

V- - a- ={A-B) {IX + mp, + nv) it-ljxB,

with two similar equations; whence we readily obtain

{h--c-)+ {c--a-)+ y{a--b-)=0 (8).
A. /* V

260. Novir A = k + f ft, and B = n, where k and n are the

resistance to compression and the rigidity respectively ; and

according to the views of Green, the resistance to compression of

the ether is very much greater than its rigidity, and therefore A is

exceedingly largo compared with B. If therefore in (7) we put

B/A = 0, and multiply the right-hand side of (7) by i- + vi- + /('-,

this equation may be put into the form
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This equation determines the velocity of propagation of the

two optical waves. The velocity of propagation of the longitudinal

wave is infinite.

The direction of vibration is determined by (8) together with

the equation
l\. + mfi+nv = (10).

Equation (9) does not lead to Fresnel's wave surface; and

inasmuch as the experiments of Glazebrook' have shown, that

Fresnel's wave surface is a very close approximation to the truth,

the theory in its present form is unsatisfactory. We shall there-

fore proceed to consider a modification of this theory which has

been proposed by Sir W. Thomson^ by means of which Fresnel's

wave surface can be obtained.

261. When a disturbance is communicated to a homogeneous

isotropic elastic medium, two waves are propagated from the centre

of disturbance with different velocities ; one of which is a wave of

dilatation, whose vibrations are perpendicular to the wave-front,

and whose velocity of propagation is equal to {k + ^tifjp^ ; whilst

the other is a distortional wave, which does not involve dilata-

tion, and whose velocity of propagation is equal to ii-//3-.

In applying the theory of elastic media to explain optical pheno-

mena, it is necessary to get rid of the difficulty which arises from

the fact, that such media are capable of firopagating dilatational

waves. This may be done by supposing that the ratio {k + ^iif^jn^,

of the velocity of propagation of the dilatational wave to that of

the distortional wave, is either very large or very small ; which

requires either that k should be very large compared with n, or

should be very nearly equal to —
f )i. Green adopted the former

supposition, on the ground that, if the latter were true, the medium
would be unstable. Sir W. Thomson, however, has pointed out

that, if h is negative and numerically less than f/t, the medium
will be stable, provided we either suppose the medium to extend all

through boundless space, or give it a fixed containing vessel as a

boundary.

Putting U={k + in)ilp\ V = ni/pi,

it is obvious, that if a small disturbance be communicated to the

medium, U will be real, provided k + ^n be positive, and therefore

1 Phil. Tnms. 1879, p. 287 ; 1880, p. 421.

= Phil. :SIarj. (5), Vol. xxvi. p. 414.
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the motion will not increase indefinitely with the time, but will be

periodic ; but, ii k + ^n be negative, U will be imaginary, in which

case the disturbance will either increase or diminish indefinitely

with the time, and the medium will either explode or collapse,

and will therefore be thoroughly unstable. If k = — ^n, U will be

zero, and therefore the medium will be incapable of propagating a

dilatational wave. The principal difficulty in adopting this

hypothesis appears to me to arise from the fact, that it requires us

to suppose that the compressibility is negative :—in other word.=i,

that an increase of pressure produces an increase of volume. So

far as I am aware, no medium with which we are acquainted

possesses this property ; and it is very difficult to form a mental

representation of such a medium. On the other hand, there does

not appear to be any a priori reason for supposing, that a medium

possessing this property does not exist ; if, therefore, we adopt

Sir W. Thomson's hypothesis, it follows that elastic media may be

classed under the following three categories :—(i) media which

contract under pressure, for which k may have any positive value

;

(ii) media which expand but do not explode or collapse under

pressure, for which k may have any negative value which is

numerically less than A?i; (iii) media which explode or collapse

under pressure, for which k may have any negative value which is

numerically greater than |7i.

262. In order to explain more clearly the necessity of sup-

posing, that the medium extends through infinite space, or

is contained with rigid boundary, we observe that the potential

energy is equal to

1/// {(m + v) 8= + n (a= +h"- + &) - 45! {ef+fg + ge)] dmlydz.

Integrating the last term by parts, it becomes

2n (ii
(^^^ + *- t + f-^i] d^dydz- a surface integral.

}}] \dz dy dx dy dydxj

If the boundary is fixed, or at an infinite distance, u, ii, w must

be zero at the boundary, whence the surface integral vanishes

;

accordingly

Tf = i/// {(m + n) S' + n (f + v'+ Dl d,vdydz.

The value of W is positive when m + n is positive, i.e. when

k>- in ; in other words, work will have to be done in order

to bring the medium into its strained condition,
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263. We shall now develop the consequeDces of supposing

that m + J! or -4 is so exceedingly small, that it may be treated as

zero.

In the first place, the right-hand side of (7) is zero, and

therefore the velocity of propagation is determined by Fresnel's

equation, and accordingly the wave surface is Fresnel's.

Since B is not zero, equations (6) and (7) show that

^-^ + !^ + '^ = (11).
a" b- c-

Equations (.3) may be written

\{V-/a--l) = -{l\ + mfj.+ nv)l \

lj,{V'l¥-l) = -{l\ + mii + nv)m\ (12).

V ( V'/c-
- 1) = - (Z\ + mfj. + nv) n J

Multiplying these equations by Xjar, filh-, v/c-, adding, and

taking account of (11), we obtain

V- {X-/a' + fi-fb' + v-lti") = X'/a- + fj?lb'- + v-jd" (13),

which gives V in terms of the direction of vibration.

Again from (12), we obtain

(
V - a?) X/aH = ( F- - b') /xjb'm = (V - c=) vjc'n =H (say). . .(14),

which determine the direction (\, fi, v) of the vibrations coi-re-

sponding to a given wave-front.

Equation (7) with A very small, but not zero, shows that a

qiiasi-dilatational wave will be propagated, whose velocity is very

small; if therefore in (14), F denote the velocity of this wave, V
will be very nearly zero, and consequently the direction of vibration

will be approximately determined by the equations

Xjl = fj./m= vjv (15),

which shows that the direction of vibration in this wave is sensibly

perpendicular to the wave-front.

264. We have also shown, (19) of § lOi), that in Fresnel's

wave surface

«- = ^^&z^?^ = ^^('-^-«')/^«' (16),

by (14), with two similar equations, accordingly

Xx + fLXj + vz ^^J- ,+ .,
^,.,+ ..

-— =0...(17).
V \r- — (t? r- — b- r- — cV ^

whence the direction of vibration is peipendicular to the ray.
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265. Since the etjuation l\ + m/j, + nv = is not satisfied, the

direction of vibration does not lie in the wave-front. We shall

now show, that it is determined by the following construction.

Let P be the point where a ray proceeding from a point

within the crystal, meets the wave surface whose centre is ; let

PY be the tangent plane to the wave-surface at P, OY the

perpendicular on it from 0, and draw YR perpendicular to OP^

Then RY is the direction of vibration.

To prove this, let L, M, N be the direction cosines of RY, then

-RY.L^OR.xjr-OY.l.

But OY^ V, and OR^OY'-jOP= V'/r; whence

L.RY=lV-V'a;/r'

by (14), whence

= ^Fli-i^^«-

LI\ = M/fj. = N/v (18).

In Fresnel's theory, PY is the direction of vibration ; but

although on this theory the direction of vibration is not the same

as in Fresnel's theory, yet it lies in the plane containing the ray

and the wave normal, and therefore the vibrations of polarized

light on emerging from the crystal, are perpendicular to the plane

of polarization.
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266. If L', M', N' are the direction cosines of FY, then

-L' .PY=x-lV
IV(r^- V"-)

~ V--a' '

by (14); whence

_il-=_=_ (10).
X/rt.-^ ij,/b- v/c-

267. The following expression for cos% is also useful. We
have

cos X = cos PYR = L L' + MM + NN'

_ X-la- + lJ?lh-± v-jc"

by (l.S)an(l(19). But

_ F _ 1 /\-/a" + fjL'jb- + v"ic^\^
c"« X - - -

,, [x'/a' + f^^/t + ?lc')

,
1 X- u? V- cos-v ,„„,

whence - = _ + 9^^ + - = -=.^ (20).
r- a- b- C' V^

268. Another point of importance is, that according to this'

theory, it is necessary to suppose that the rigidity is the same in

crystalline as in isotropic media ; and therefore that refraction is

due to a difference of density. For if we consider two different

media bounded by the plane a; = 0, the displacements it, v, w must

be continuous. Now the continuity of v and w when w = 0,

involves the continuity of dv/dy + dtv/dz; but if k' + ^n = 0, the

continuity of the normal stress F requires that

when x = 0; and this requires that n = n'.

269. We must now find an expression for the mean energy

per unit of volume.

The component displacements are

?t = SX, V = Sfi, w = Sv,

where S = ^ cos „- (Ix + my + vz - Vt).

Hence

T= ;;— (px\- + pyfj." + p^v') COS- yT {Ix + my +nz - Vt).
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Since p^ = B/a\ &c., where B denotes the rigidity; the mean
kinetic energy per unit of volume is

T^ U'
"^

6^
"*"

c

= ^p^cos=;^

by (20).

The mean potential energy per unit of volume is

7r^^°'B-y— {{mv - n/if + (nX - Ivf + (Ifx, - mXf}.

The quantity in brackets is equal to the square of the sine of

the angle between the directions of propagation and vibration, and
is therefore equal to cos^ x > whence the mean potential energy is

-pi^cos^X.

and is therefore equal to the mean kinetic energy. The mean
energy is therefore

2'n-'^^B
,

Crystalline Reflection and Refraction.

270. Having discussed the preceding theory, which is due

to the combined efforts of Lord Rayleigh, Sir W. Thomson and

Glazel)rook, we shall now consider its application to the problem

of reflection and refraction at the surface of a crystal*.

Let i be the angle of incidence; r^, 7\. the angles which the

directions of the two refracted waves make with the normal to the

reflecting surface; Xi> X^ ^^^ angles between the two refracted

rays, and the corresponding wave normals.

The conditions at the surface of sep?iration are

u=u^, v = Vi, w = iVi (21),

.du , . /dv dw\ , ,
,

. dth
, , , X [dvi ,

dwA
(,. + «)^ +(— '0(5-^ + ^J = (« +»)^. +(- -")(^^+ ^-)

(22),

1 Proc. Land. Math. Soc, Vol. xx. p. 351.

B. O. 18
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dv dn _ dV], dik ,nn\

dx dy dx dy

dii dtu _ diiri dwy ,„ .

,

dz dx dz dx

in which m + n and m' + n are ultimately zero. If, therefore, we
disregarded the dilatational waves altogether, we should have six

equations to determine four unknown quantities. We must

therefore introduce a dilatational reflected and a quasi-dilatational

refracted wave, which must be eliminated, and we shall thus

obtain the correct equations for determining the amplitudes of the

reflected and the two refracted optical waves, and the deviation of

the plane of polarization of the former.

Let the displacements in the four optical waves be

2' = ^'e'«{-i«+»!»- F<)

and let the displacements in the dilatational reflected and quasi-

dilatational refracted waves be

also, let / and R be the angles which the normals to these waves
make with the axis of x. Let d, 6' be the angles which the
directions of vibration in the incident and reflected optical waves
make with the axis of ^r; ^,, <?2 the angles which the projections

upon their respective wave-fronts of the directions of vibration in

the two refracted waves, make with this axis.

Then, omitting the common exponential factor, and also all

terms involving 1^, which are of the same form as those involving

2i, and can therefore be supplied at the end of the investigation,

we have at the surface

u = A cos AP + A' cos AP' + 3 COB I\

v=Acos BP + A' cos BP' + B&val\ (2.5)

w = Acos CP + A' cos CF I

for the first medium.
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For the second medium

Ui =A (cos xi cos APi - sin ^i cos r,) - B^ cos E
Vj = A, (cos ;^i cos BP, + sin ^i sin r^) + B, sin It

Wi = ^1 cos xi cos CPi

.(26).

Since du/dy = fZui/rfy when a; = 0, and du/dz = diti/d^ =
(23) and (24) give

{A cos BP - A' cos BP) d + ^a;^ sin / =
A 1 (cos x\ cos 5Pi + sin ;;^i sin 7\)k-J,-^ 4 A«7i sin i2 (27),

(4 cos GP -A' cos (7P') K^ = A^K-J,i cos
;)(;i

cos CP^ (28).

Since m + n and m' + n are ultimately zero, and dvjdy = dvjdy,

both sides of (22) ultimately become identically equal, and this

equation need not therefore be considered.

Now, if A, Ai be the wave-lengths of the waves @, ®i ; U, U^

their velocities of propagation,

Itr J 27r „
K7 = — cos 1, Kf/j = — IT cos K,

Kin = -.- sin 7 = -7- sui it = — sm z = &c.,A Ai X.

^^ A ^ ~ A, ^
'

and therefore, since U, Ui are ultimately zero, A, Ai are also

ultimately zero ; whence / = 0, R=0, and therefore 7, 71 are

ultimately infinite. Also,

27r
Ky sin / = -r- cos / sin / = «m cos /.

18—2
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Writing out the equation m = «i in full, multiplying by /cm, and

subtracting from (27), we obtain

(A cos BP-A' cos BP') d - (^ cos J.P + A' cos AP) Kin

= Ai (cos %i cos BPi + sin ;'^i sin 1\) k^I^ —

Ai (cos %i cos 4Pi— sin
p^;]

sin r^) Kin (29).

From the preceding investigation we see, that B and B^ are not

zero, but finite, and therefore the existence of the waves @, ©i

cannot be entirely ignored ; but, since I = R = the terms

involving B, B^ disappear from the equation v = v, which gives

A cos BP + A' cos BP' = A^ (cos Xi cos BP^ + sin Xi sin n)- (30),

and the equation w = iu' gives

A cos GP + A' cos CP' = A.cos Xi cos GP, (31).

Equations (28), (29), (30), and (31) contain the complete solutiou

of the problem.

Now

cos J.P = sin i sin 0, cos -BP = cos i sin ^, cos OP = cos ^,

with similar expressions for cos AP^, &c. ; also,

cos j4P' = sin tsin 0', cos PP' = — cos i sin 0', cos CP' = cos ^',

whence (28), (29), (30) and (31) become

(A cos 6 — A' cos 6') cot i = A^ cot r^ cos Xi cos 0,

{A sin 9 + A' sin 6') cosec i= A^ cosec r^ cos Xi sin ^j

(4 sin — A' sin 0') cos i = Ai (cos rj cos Xi sin ^i + sin r^ sin ;^i)

-4 cos ^ + 4' cos 6' = Aj cos Xi cos ^i

(32),

in which equations we are to recollect, that we are to add to the

right-hand sides terms in A^ similar to those involving Ai.

The preceding equations may also be obtained by a process,

which does not involve the introduction of the dilatational waves.

Since the continuity f)f u, v, w involves the continuity of their

differential coefficients with respect to y and z, the first of (21)

together with (23) and (24) involve the continuity of the rotations

f and 7] ; also, since m = m' = —n, both sides of (22) are identically

equal, and therefore this equation disappears ; we are thus left

with the last two of (21). The surface conditions are therefore

v = Vi, w-w-i;

V=Vu ? = & ;
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which furnish four equations to determine the four unknown

quantities.

Equations (32) determine the amplitudes of the reflected and

refracted waves, but according to | 10, the intensity is to be

measured by the mean energy per unit of volume. Accordingly by

§ 2(J9, if /, /', /i, /j denote the square roots of the intensities of

the four waves

A _ A' _ J-i cos %i _ ^.j cos ;^2

I sin i T sin i I^ sin rj /^ sin r^
'

whence (32) become

(7 cos + r cos 6') sin i = I^ cos 6i sin r^ + 1^ cos 6.^ sin r.^ \

(I cos ff — T cos 6') cos i = Ii cos 0^ cos ri + 1^ cos 0^ cos i\

-T sin ^ + /' sin 6' = /i sin ^j + L, sin 0^ ... . (33).

(/ sin 6 — 1' sin 6') sin 2t = Jj (sin ^1 sin 2ri+ 2 sin^ r^ ^^t^Xi)

+ /a (sin 62 sin 2r2 + 2 sin^ ^a tan ;i^2)

271. We shall hereafter show, that these equations are exactly

the same as those furnished by the electromagnetic theory, and

we shall postpone the complete discussion of them, until we deal

with that theory ; but it will be desirable to consider the results

to which they lead, when both media are isotropic.

1st. Let the light be polarized in the plane of incidence

;

then 0=0' = 0^ = 0; %i = Xa = 0, and I^ = 0, whence

(/ + /') sin i = /i sin r,

{I — /') cos i = /i cos r,

from which we deduce

J.
sin (i — r)

I':

h =

sin (i + r)'

/sin2i

sin {% + r)
'

which are the same formulse as those obtained by Fresnel.

2nd. Let the light be polarized perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence ; then = 6' = 0, = ^tt, and

(/ - /') sin 2i = /i sin 2r,

,tan(i — r)
whence /' = /

/i =

tan (i + r)

'

/sin 2i

sin (i + r) cos (i - r)
'
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which are Fresnel's formulae for light polarized perpendicularly to

the plane of incidence. See §§172 and 175.

272. The principal results of this theory are, (i) that it leads

to a wave-surface, which is approximately though not accurately

Fresnel's wave-surface, unless k is absolutely and not approxi-

mately equal to —^n; (ii) that although the direction of vibration

within the crystal is not the same as in Fresnel's theory (being

perpendicular to the ray instead of to the wave-normal), yet it

makes the vibrations of polarized light on emerging from the

crystal, perpendicular to the plane of polarization
;

(iii) the

equations, which determine the intensities in the case of crystal-

line reflection and refraction are, as we shall hereafter see,

identical with those which are furnished by the electromagnetic

theory ; and when both media are isotropic, the results agree with

those obtained by Fresnel. Also, as soon as the assumptions have

been made, that k is equal, or nearly so to — f ?i, and that double

refraction arises from the circumstance, that crystalline media

behave as if they were seolotropic as regards density; results

which can be proved to be very approximately true, are capable

of being deduced without the aid of any of those additional

assumptions, which in many cases are indispensable in order to

obtain a particular analytical result.

Theory of Rotatory Polarization.

273. When bodily forces act upon the ether, the equations of

motion will be of the form

''^S=^^-^>S+^^^''+^ (^^)-

&c. &c.

Now the photogyric properties of quartz and turpentine must

be due to the peculiar molecular structure of such substances ; and

we may endeavour to construct a theory of rotatory polarization,

by supposing that the effect of the mutual reaction of ether and

matter modifies the motion of ethereal waves in a peculiar manner,

which may be represented by the introduction of certain bodily

forces. The mathematical form of these forces is a question of

speculation, but we shall now, following MacCullagh', show that

1 Trans. Roy. Irish Acud. Vol. xvii. p. itil.
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rotatory polarization may be accounted for by supposing that

these forces are of the form

„ d^v d?w „ dhu dhi „ dhi d^v ,„_,

^^P^d^-P-^df ^=-P'^^-^W ^=P"^df-P^d^^^^^-

274. For an isotropic medium such as syrnp or turpentine,

Px = Py = Pz'! Pi = P-2
= Pi- If therefore the axis of z be taken as

the direction of propagation, u and v will be functions of z alone
;

whence (34) combined with (85) reduce to

dht dhi dV
Pd^=''d-^ + P'd?

d-v _ d'v d'u,

Pdt'~''dF'~P'd^j

To solve these equations, assume

u = Le-^y \ v = Me-^y ' (37),

where L and M may be complex constants, t is the period, and V
the velocity of propagation. Substituting in (36), and putting

U- = n/p, Palp = p, we obtain

( F^ - f7=) i - (2t7rp/ Vt)M = 0,

(V - U')M+ (2i7rp/VT) L = 0.

Now the rotatory effect, which depends on p, is very small,

whence in the terms involving p, U may be written for V; we

accordingly obtain

i/= + tX,

V' = U'±2TrpJUT (38).

If the incidentJight be represented by

u = L cos 27ri/T, v = 0,

and if F, V^ denote the greater and lesser values of V, we shall

obtain in real quantities

t6 = iicos?^(~-<) + iicos^(|.-^),

Accordingly
2

u= L cos

-t
' 2

, = -Zcos-|i-^(^+^)-<jsm-(^^^-^
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Whence if i/r be the angle through which the plane of polari-

zation is rotated, measured toiuards the right hand of a person ivfio

is looking along the ray

, ^ TTZ /I 1 \
tan Y = — v/u = tan— t =- —^ 1

,

Substituting the values of V«,V, from (38) we obtain approxi-

mately

^'"^ (39),

which is the expression for Biot's law. The sign of p is positive

or negative, according as the medium is right-handed or left-

handed.

If the wave were travelling in the opposite direction, the sign

of t would have to be reversed in (37) ; this would not make any

alteration in the form of (39), but since in this case z would be

negative, the rotation would be in the opposite direction. This

agrees with experiment.

275. We must now consider the theory of quartz. Taking

the axis of the crystal as the axis of z, we must put

whence writing

njp^ = a^ njp^ = c\ q = p^/n,

and recollecting that A-B = -n, the equations of motion

become
d-u ,/_, d8\ d^v\

'^'^
•Jti'l. dh\ ,dHi\

dt='''V'''-dy)-1^'d?\ (40)-

d-w
., /_, d^

Since everything is symmetrical with respect to the axis, we
may without loss of generality suppose, that the axis of ij is parallel

to the wave-front ; we may therefore put

w = A^S, V = AS, w = AS,
wbere ^ _ ^2117/ rv . (2j,-+ mz - r*)

Substituting in (40) we obtain

( V'- - ahi?) A, + aHnA, - (2t7r/ Vr) qa^n^A^ = 0,

(V'--a')A, + (2i7rlVT)qa'n^A, = 0,

{V'-cH')A, + c'lnAi = 0,
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whence eliminating A^, A^, A-, and putting 6 for the angle which

the direction of propagation makes with the axis of the crystal, we

obtain

( V^ - a^) ( V- - a^ cos'-* 6 - c' sin^ 6)

= (4.7rVFM) q'a* cos'= ^ ( F" - c» sin= ^) (41 ).

This equation is a biquadratic for determining F^ but since q
is a small quantity, we may put U for F in the right-hand side ;

and we thus obtain a quadratic equation for determining the two

values of VK

It follows from (41), that when the direction of propagation

is perpendicular to the axis, so that 8 = ^11, quartz behaves in

the same way as Iceland spar. When the direction of propagation

is parallel to the axis, so that 6 = Q, the first two of (40) are of

the same form as (36) ; consequently there are two waves, which

travel through the crystal with different velocities, and are circu-

larly polarized in opposite directions. For directions which are

slightly inclined to the axis, the two waves are elliptically

polarized in opposite directions ; but owing to the smallness of q,

it follows that the right-hand side of (41) diminishes rapidly as 6

increases, so that when 6 is not small, the elliptic polarization

becomes insensible, and the two waves are sensibly plane

polarized.



CHAPTER XVI.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTAL PHENOMENA.

276. The present chapter is descriptive and not mathematical

;

and its object is to give an account of a variety of experimental

phenomena. The subjects of which it treats are. Dispersion,

Spectrum Analysis, Absorption, Colours of Natural Bodies,

Dichromatism, Anomalous Dispersion, Selective Reflection,

Fluorescence, Calorescence, and Phosphorescence. We shall give

an account of the principal experimental results connected with

these phenomena, so far as they relate to the Theory of Light

;

and in the next chapter, we shall enquire how far they may be

explained by theoretical considerations.

Dispersion.

277. When sunlight, proceeding from a horizontal slit, is

refracted by a prism whose vertex is downwards, and the emergent

light is received upon a screen, it is found that the image of the

slit, instead of consisting of a narrow line of white light, presents

the appearance of a coloured band, which is called the solar

spectrum. The order of succession of the colours is violet, indigo,

blue, green, yellow, orange, red ; the red end of the band being

lowest, and the violet highest. This experiment shows, that light

of different colours possesses different degrees of refrangibility,

violet being the most refrangible, and red the least. All trans-

parent bodies, which are capable of resolving light into its

constituent colours, are called dispersive media ; and the pheno-

menon of resolution is called dispersion.
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278. Observations of eclipses have shown, that the velocity of

light of all colours is the same in vacuo. We have also proved

by more than one theory, that the index of refraction of light,

which passes from a vacuum into a transparent medium, is equal

to the ratio of the velocity of light in vacuo, to the velocity of

light in the transparent medium ; hence the velocity of light in a

dispersive medium is a function of the period, and is greater for

red light than for violet. Now, subject to an exception, which will

be explained in § 329, it follows from the fundaniental principles of

Dynamics, that the period of light of any particular colour is an

invariable quantity, which is independent of the physical constitu-

tion of the medium through which the light is passing ; hence the

wave-length of light of any particular colour, depends upon the

constitution of the medium, and is smaller in glass than in vacuo.

It can also be proved experimentally, that the wave-length of

violet light in vacuo is less than the wave-length of red, and that

the wave-lengths of different colours increase continuously in

going down the spectrum from violet to red ; whence the period of

violet light is less than that of red, and the periods increase

continuously in going down the spectrum.

279. That the colour of light depends upon the period, is a

fact of fundamental importance in Physical Optics ; and when we

consider some of the dynamical theories which have been proposed

to explain dispersion, we shall see that there are strong grounds

for thinking, that the qualities of transparency and opacity do

not depend so much upon the particular substance of which the

medium consists, as upon the period of the ethereal waves.

280. A table of the principal wave-lengths and periods is

given on p. 284, but at present it will be only necessary to notice,

that the frequency (or number of vibrations per second) of the

extreme red waves is about 395 x 10'-, and the frequency of the

extreme violet is about 763 x lO'l Accordingly the interval

between the extreme red and violet is slightly less than 2, and the

sensitiveness of the eye is therefore confined to less than an octave

;

on the other hand the sensitiveness of the ear to sound extends

to about eleven octaves.
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Spectrum Analysis.

281. Dispersion was discovered by Newton' in 1675; but

in 1802 Wollaston" observed, that if sunlight is allowed to pass

through a very narrow slit, the spectrum is not continuous, but is

crossed by a number of fine dark lines. The investigation of these

dark hues was subsequently taken up by Fraueuhofer' in 1814,

who observed 676 of them, and they are now universally known by

his name. Frauenhofer selected certain of the principal lines as

land-marks, which he denoted by the letters A, a, B, G, D, E, b,

F, G, H, I, and which we shall proceed to consider.

282. -il is a line in the extreme red portion of the spectrum
;

a is a group of lines, and B and C are well defined lines also in

the red ; D is a, double line in the orange, which consists of two

lines very close together ; E lies in the yellow end of the green

;

6 is a group of lines in the green ; i^ is a line in the blue end of

green ; G lies in the indigo ; H in the violet ; and / is the extreme

end of the spectrum. The wave-lengths of these lines were

first measured by Frauenhofer, subsequently by Angstrom', and

more recently by Rowland, BelP and others in America, and some

of the values obtained are given in the following table in tenth-

metres. A tenth-metre is 10~" of a metre.

Line
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foundations of the modern sciences of Spectrum Analysis and of

Solar and Stellar Chemistry, and has led to the discovery, that

numerous elements which exist in the earth, also exist in the sun

and fixed stars.

283. Spectrum analysis may be considered to have commenced
by the discovery of Bunsen and Kirchhoff' in 1859, that every

chemical substance, when incandescent, produces its own particular

spectrum. Thus if any salt of sodium is burnt in a spirit lamp,

the spectrum, instead of being continuous, consists of two bright

yellow lines, which occupy the same position as the D lines in the

solar spectrum. Potassium gives two red lines, which coincide with

the lines A and B, and a violet line between G and H. Lithium

gives a strong red line between B and G, and three fainter lines in

the orange, green and greenish blue. Sodium, potassium and

lithium accordingly colour a flame yellow, violet and red re-

spectively. Strontium also colours a flame red, but its spectrum

can never be mistaken for that of lithium, since the spectrum of

the former consists of a number of lines in the red and orange,

and a single line in the blue. The spectrum of barium consists of

a number of lines in the yellow and green, and this substance

colours a flame green. Gases also, when incandescent, exhibit

spectra. That of hydrogen consists of a red, blue-green and an

indigo line, each of which respectively coincides with the lines

G, F and G; whilst the spectra of oxygen and of nitrogen are

more complicated.

284. Spectrum analysis furnishes an exceedingly delicate test

of the presence or absence of any element in any chemical

compound ; for if we place a small portion of the compound in the

flame of a spirit lamp, the presence of the element Avill be detected

by its spectrum. It has by this means been discovered, that

sodium is one of the most widely distributed substances; also

lithium, which was formerly supposed to be rare, is found to exist

in numerous minerals, and also in plants and in the bodies of

animals. Spectrum analysis has also led to the discovery of new

elements ; for if the spectrum of a substance shows lines, which do

not correspond to the lines of any known element, the obvious

inference is, that these lines are due to the presence of some

previously unknown element. It was in this way, that Bunsen

Chemical Analysis by Spectrum Observations; translated, Phil. Mag. Aug.

18fiO, p. 89 ; Nov. 1861, p. 329 ; Deo. 1861, p. 498.
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discovered two new alkaline metals in the mineral springs of

Baden-Baden and of Diirkheim, which he named ccesium and

rubidium. The spectrum of the former consists of two lines in the

blue between F and G, and a number of lines between B and E;

whilst the spectrum of the latter consists of two lines in the red

below A, two lines in the violet a little above G, and a number of

lines between G and F. Thallium, which was discovered by

Crookes' in 1861, is distinguished by a green line a little below E.

The spectrum of indium, which was discovered by Reich and

Richter in 1864, consists of a blue line and an indigo line ; whilst

that of gallium, which was discovered by Lecoq de Boisbaudan in

1875, consists of two bright violet lines.

The methods of spectrum analysis afford so delicate a test of

the presence of an element, that 3 x lO"" of a millegramme of

sodium, 10~° of a millegramme of lithium, and 6 x 10~' of a

millegramme of strontium can be detected.

285. Up to the present time, we have confined our attention

to the visible portion of the spectrum ; we must now show that

' ethereal waves exist, whose periods are greater than those of the

extreme red waves, and less than those of the extreme violet.

These portions of the spectrum are called the infra-red and the

ultra-violet respectively.

286. The infra-red waves are waves of dark heat, and were

first discovered by Sir W. Herschel in 1800 bj' means of their

thermal effects. He found, that when a thermometer was held for

a short time in that portion of the spectrum, which lies below the

visible red, an increase of temperature was observed ; but perhaps

the most striking way of showing the existence of the infra-red

waves, is by means of the following experiment due to Tyndall. A
solution of iodine in disulphide of carbon is opaque to the

luminous waves, but is transparent to the infra-red waves

;

accordingly if sunlight, or the light from an electric lamp, is passed

through such a solution, the infra-red waves are alone transmitted.

If therefore the rays are now brought to a focus by means of a

convex lens, their thermal effects can be exhibited by placing at

the focus a little gunpowder, which immediately explodes, or by

lighting a cigar. Tyndall also found that the amount of radiation,

which passed through the solution, was |ths of the whole'.

1 Phil. Mag. vol. xxi. (1861), p. 301.

•' Tyndall, PUl. Trans. 1870, p. 333.
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287. The ultra-violet or actinic waves are noted for the

chemical effects which they produce. This can be shown by-

passing the light from an electric lamp, or from burning magnesium,

which contains a large amount of ultra-violet light, through

any mixture which absorbs these waves, and then allowing the

light to fall upon a photographic plate, when it will be found that

very little effect has been produced. Hence it is necessary to

develop photographs in a room with yellow blinds, which are

opaque to these waves.

288. It was formerly supposed, that the infra-red portion of

the spectrum produced the maximum heating effect; that the

yellow was the most luminous portion ; whilst the maximum
chemical effect was contained in the violet and ultra-violet

portions. More recent investigations have shown, that this view

is not correct, and that every portion of the spectrum exhibits all

three effects. If two spectra of equal lengths, formed by a prism

and by a diffraction grating', be examined, it will be found that in

the spectrum formed by the prism, the maximum heating effect is

in the red, whilst in the spectrum formed by the grating, it is in

the yellow. The reason of this is, that the spectrum formed by

the prism is more spread out towards the violet end and more

compressed towards the red end, than the spectrum formed by the

grating. This was first pointed out by Draper. The distribution

of heat in the spectrum has been investigated by Prof Langley, bj'

means of an instrument invented by himself and called a bolometer,

which is of so delicate a character, that a difference of temperature

amounting to lO"** of a degree centigrade can easily be noted. By
means of this instrument, Langley detected the heating effects of

the ultra-violet waves, although the radiation was so weak, that if

it fell uninterruptedly for over 1000 years upon a kilogramme of

ice, the latter would not be entirely melted.

289. The actinic effects of the infra-red waves have been

investigated by Captain Abney, who has succeeded in preparing

sensitive photographic films capable of being affected by them.

290. The researches of Langley, Abney and others have

greatly extended our knowledge of the solar spectrum, and have

shown that instead of being confined to rather less than an octave,

the portion hitherto examined extends from about wave-lengths

1400 to 18000 tenth-metres, that is to about four octaves.
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291. Having discussed the solar spectrum, and explained how
spectrum analysis enables us to detect the pre.sence of chemical

elements which exist in the earth, and can therefore be experi-

mented upon ; we must now enquire, how the presence or absence

of these elements in the sun and fixed stars, can also be ascer-

tained.

292. Frauenhofer observed, that the bright yellow line of the

spectrum of sodium coincided with the line D of the solar spectrum,

and he suggested that the dark lines of the latter were due to

some agency, which lay outside the earth's atmosphere. Brewster,

who was acquainted with Frauenhofer's researches, observed that

the two red lines in the spectrum of potassium coincided with the

Hues A and B, and was struck with the coincidence ; but neither

Frauenhofer nor Brewster appear to have had any idea of the true

cause. This seems to have been first pointed out by Sir G. Stokes'

about 18.52, and depends upon the following considerations.

It is a well-known dynamical theorem, due to the late Sir J.

Herschel, that when a material system is acted vipon by a periodic

force, whose period is equal or nearly equal to one of the free

periods of the system, the amplitude of the corresponding forced

vibration will be large. Stokes accordingly suggested, that sodium

by virtue of its molecular structure was capable of vibrating in the

periods of the light, which corresponds to the two D lines of the

solar spectrum. If therefore light from a sodium flame be passed

through a stratum of vapour of sodium, the molecules of the latter

will be thrown into a state of vibration, and owing to the coinci-

dence of the free and forced periods, the amplitudes of the

vibrations of the molecules of sodium vapour will be large. The

sodium vapour will thus become the seat of energy, and since this

energy is necessarily supplied by the energy of the waves of

sodium light, which are incident upon the stratum, the amount

of energy in the form of waves of light which emerges from the

stratum, will be very much less than that which entered ; and

accordingly if the stratum be sufficiently thick, no energy will

emerge, and light will be absorbed. It appears that in 1849

Foucault'' experimentally proved, that light from a sodium flame

was absorbed by sodium vapour, but the experiment attracted no

1 Phil. Mag. vol. xx. (1860), p. 20.

2 Journal de rinstitut, Feb. 7th, 1849.
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attention, and the subject was not properly investigated until it

was taken up by Kirchhoff in 1859.

293. Kirchhoff first examined the spectrum of incandescent

sodium vapour, and found that the two bright lines of its spectrum
coincided with the two D lines of the solar spectrum. He also

examined the spectra of calcium, magnesium, iron and a variety of

other substances, and found that the bright lines of their spectra

coincided with certain definite dark lines of the solar spectrum.

From these observations he deduced the following two very

important laws :

—

I. Whenever a group of dark lines in the solar spectrum

coincides with the bright lines in the spectrum of any incandescent

substance, that substance is present in the sun.

II. A substance luhich emits light of definite periods ivhen

incandescent, absorbs light of the same periods as it wmdd emit

luhen incandescent.

o

294. Angstrom and Thalen shortly afterwards showed, that

hydrogen was present in the sun, and Norman Lockyer has added

lead, potassium and a variety of other substances to the list.

The spectra of many of the fixed stars have also been examined

;

and it has been found that hydrogen exists in Sirius, and also in

the Nebula!.

295. The physical theory suggested by Stokes, coupled with

the experiments of Kirchhoff', furnish a satisfactory explanation

of these phenomena. The sun possesses an incandescent gaseous

atmosphere, which surrounds a solid nucleus having a still higher

temperature. If we could examine the spectrum of the solar

atmosphere, we should observe bright bands, which correspond to

the .substances contained in it ; but the more intense luminosity of

the solid nucleus does not permit the spectrum of the sun's atmo-

sphere to appear. The solar atmosphere accordingly absorbs the

light, which the gases it contains would emit, and consequently

dark bands appear in the solar spectrum, which correspond to the

light absorbed. If any particular substance, such as sodium, is

present in the sun's nucleus, the sun's atmosphere will also contain

1 Phil. Mag. vol. xix. (1860), p. 193 ; vol. xx. (1860), p. 1 ; vol. xxi. (1861), p.

185. See also, Kirchhoff and Bimsen, Phil. Map. xx. (1860), p. 89; Kirchhoff,

Gesavimelte Ahhandlungen, p. 598.

B. o. 19
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this substance in the gaseous state, and the light emitted from

the sodium in the nucleus, will be wholly or partially absorbed by

the sodium gas contained in the atmosphere, and the dark lines D
will be produced in the solar spectrum.

296. One of the most interesting astronomical applications of

spectrum analysis, is the determination of the relative motions of

the sun and the fixed stars. It is well-known, that the sun is

moving at the present time in the direction of the constellation of

Hercules. Now if a fixed star is observed to have a proper motion,

it is evident on account of the enormous distances between the

sun and stars, that the directions of motion of the sun and star

must be nearly at right angles to the line joining them ; but if the

directions of motion are nearly parallel to this line, astronomical

methods furnish no means of determining, whether the two bodies

are approaching towards or receding from one another. It is at

this point that spectrum analysis comes to our aid, and enables

the direction of the relative motion to be determined, by means

of the shifting of the fixed lines of the spectrum.

297. In order to understand how this is effected, we must

explain a theorem originally due to Doppler, which is usually

known as Doppler's Principle'.

Let us suppose, that a source S of light is emitting spherical

waves, whose velocity of propagation is V; and that the source and

the observer are in motion. Let the source be reduced to rest, by
impressing upon the observer a velocity equal and opposite to that

of the source ; and let u be the component of the relative velocity

of the observer towards the source, along the line joining him with

the latter. Since the observer is unconscious of his own motion,

the waves emitted by the source, will appear to be travelling with

a velocity V+u; hence if X be the wave-length, and t' the

apparent period, that is the time which elapses between the

passage of each successive crest of the waves,

(F+u)t' = X.

But if T be the actual period,

Ft = X,

whence t = -^^ .

V+u
' Bohm. Gesell. Abh. ii. 1841—2, p. 485.
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Now the position of any line in the spectrum depends upon the

number of waves, which fall upon the retina in a second. If

therefore the observer be in motion, the position of any line will

depend upon the apparent period, instead of upon the actual

period. Accordingly if the observer is moving towards the star,

so that u is positive, the apparent period will be less than the

actual period, and any fixed line will be shifted towards the violet

end of the spectrum. The converse is the case, when the observer

is moving away from the star, so that u is negative, and the fixed

lines are shifted towards the red end of the spectrum.

298. By the aid of this method Dr Huggins' ascertained in

1868, that in the spectrum of Sirius, the hydrogen line F is

slightly shifted towards the red end of the spectrum ; from which

it follows, that there is a motion of recession between the earth

anil Sirius, and he calculated that the relative velocity is about

twenty-nine miles per second.

299. Further observations made by Huggins'' with improved

instruments, not only confirmed his previous observations upon

Sirins, but showed that many other stars are in motion, and that

some are moving towards, and others from the earth. Thus Sirius,

Rigel, Castor, Regulus and S Ursse Majoris, which are situated in

that part of the heavens which is opposite to Hercules, are moving

from the earth ; whilst Arcturus, Vega, and a Cygni, which are

situated in the neighbourhood of this constellation, are moving

towards the earth.

300. The outer portion of the solar atmosphere consists

chiefly of white-hot hydrogen gas, which is constantly agitated by

storms of the most violent character; and by observing the

peculiar alterations in the breadth and position of the hydrogen

line F, Norman Lockyer has been enabled to calculate the velocity

with which these masses of gas are moving.

The reader who wishes to pursue this subject further, is re-

commended to consult Roscoe's Sjjectrum Analysis, and the

various memoirs and treatises relating to Spectrum Analysis, and

to Solar and Stellar Chemistry. We must now pass on to the

subject of absorption.

1 Phil. Trans. 1868.

2 Phil. Tram. 1872. In this paper a table is given of the stars, which are

approaching towards or receding from the earth. See also Eoscoe, Spectrum

Analysis (fourth edition), pp. 329, 355, and pp. 100—410.

19—2
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Selective Absorption.

301. From the preceding discussion on spectrum analysis, it

\Yill be readily understood, that the reason why sherry appears to

be of an orange colour is, that this liquid absorbs blue and green

licrht; whilst the colour of claret is due to the fact, that it

absorbs yellow and green light, and transmits red and violet. The

property which certain transparent substances possess of refusing

to transmit light of certain colours, whilst allowing light of other

colours to pass freely through, is called selective absorption.

Even substances which are apparently transparent to light of all

colours, exhibit selective absorption when sufficiently thick. Thus

ordinary glass, such as is used for window panes, appears gieen

when the thickness is sufficiently great, thus showing that glass

is not perfectly transparent, but has a tendency to absorb

certain kinds of light. Air also has a tendency to absorb blue

and green light, and in a less degree yellow light ; for the colour

of the sun at mid-day is a whitish yellow, whilst at sunset or sun-

rise it is red, thus showing that a sufficient thickness of air

refuses a passage to all but the red rays, and this fact has led many
physicists to believe that the actual colour of the sun is blue.

Silver leaf, which is opaque to luminous rays, transmits the

ultra-violet rays, gold leaf transmits green rays, whilst glass

which is transparent to luminous rays, absorbs the actinic rays,

and also the rays of dark heat'. Quartz, on the other hand,

transmits both the luminous and the actinic rays ; and on this

account it is customary to use quartz prisms when experimenting

upon the latter rays. It therefore appears, that transparency and

opacity must not be regarded as qualities, which form part of

the intrinsic properties of substances, but which depend rather

upon the periods of vibration of the ethereal waves.

302. Some of the dynamical theories which have been pro-

posed to explain absorption will be considered in the next chapter,

but the following example will assist the reader to understand how

it is, that a medium can be opaque to waves whose periods lie

between certain limits.

The mechanical properties of a substance, which is incapable

' Lecher and Pernter, On the Absorption of Dark-heat Kays by Gases and

Vapours, Sitz. der K. Akad. der Wissen. in Wien, July 1880 ; translated, Phil Mag.,

Jan. 1881. In this paper references are given to the inve.stigations of other experi-

mentaUsts.
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of transmitting waves whose periods lie beyond certain limits,

may be illustrated by supposing that for waves travelling parallel

to X, the equation of motion of the ether is

dhu dHu ,, d^w , ,

^^='''rf^ + ^"cZ5W •
(!)

If in this equation we put & = 0, we obtain the ordinary

equation which is furnished by Green's theory ; and the last term
may be conceived to represent the action of the substance upon
the ether. Putting

we obtain V'^ = a- — Ifjr-,

and therefore the index of refraction is

When T = co, fi = l; as t diminishes, /li increases but remains

real as long as T>h/a. When T = b/a, fi = <X) and F=0; and

when T<b/a,
fj?

is negative and F is imaginary.. The medium is

therefore incapable of propagating waves,, whose period is less

than hja ; and an equation of the form (1) might therefore be

employed to illustrate the action of a medium, which is opaque to

the ultra-violet waves.

303. The theoretical explanation of the absorption of certain

colours, depends upon the dynamical theorem to which allusion

lias been made. The molecules of all substances are capable of

vibrating in certain definite periods, which are the free periods

of the substance. The number of different free periods depends

upon the molecular structure of the substance ; and in all proba-

bility, the more complex the substance is, the more numerous are

the free periods of the molecules. If therefore any of the free

periods lie within the limits of the periods of the visible spectrum,

absorption will take place. Suppose, for example, that the velocity

of light in an absorbing medium were given by an equation of

the form

-a-
J-^

1 l^i ~ ^l' xn\

T^~~k}-t"- Ki-T^~ (t--K^'){t--K.?) ^''

where ^ is a positive constant, «], k« are the free periods of the

matter, and k„_> k^. When r>K.,, V is real; but when t lies

between /tj and k.^, Fwill be imaginary; and when t<«:i, F will
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be again real. Hence a medium, in which the velocity of light is

represented by (2), would be transparent to waves of light, whose

periods lie between oo and Va and between /Cj and 0, but would

be opaque to waves whose periods lie between /Ca and a;, ;
and

(2) might therefore represent a medium, which has an absorption

band in the green.
' o'

Colours of Natural Bodies.

304. The colours of natural bodies are due to two distinct

causes; first, because they absorb certain rays of the spectrum,

secondly, because their .structure is irregular. That the colours of

natural bodies do not arise from their being unable to reflect

light of the same colour as that which they absorb, can be shown

by examining the surface of a solution of sulphate of copper,

enclosed in a vessel whose sides are painted black ; for it will be

found that the solution appears to be black instead of blue, as

would be the case if it reflected light of the same colour as that

which it transmits. Moreover the image of a white object reflected

at the surface, appears white instead of coloured. If however the

solution be rendered turbid by the addition of a little powdered

chalk, the liquid immediately appears to be of a brilliant blue.

The addition of the chalk produces what is equivalent to an

irregularity in the structure of the liquid, and its colour is thereby

made manifest.

When white light is incident upon a substance having an

irregular structure, a small portion of the light is reflected at the

surface, but by far the greater portion will enter the substance.

Of this latter portion, a part will pass between the particles, and

another part will be refracted by them. The refracted portion

will become coloured owing to the absorption of certain kinds of

light, and will then be reflected in an irregular manner at the

surfaces of the different particles. Hence the light, which taken

as a whole, comes from the surface of the substance, exhibits the

colour of the particular kind of light, which the substance does

not absorb. The red colour of the poppy is due to the fact, that

the leaves of its flowers contain a juice, which absorbs blue, green,

and a portion of the yellow rays ; and if this flower be held in

the red end of the spectrum it appears to be of a brilliant red,

whilst if it be held in the green or blue it appears to be black.
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pince under these circumstances the poppy absorbs nearly the

whole of the light which falls upon it. The colour of white

objects is due to the fact, that they absorb none of the rays

;

whilst the absence of colour of black objects, arises from their

power of absorbing rays of every colour.

Bichromatism.

305. There are certain substances, which appear to be of one

colour when white light is passed throTigh a stratum of moderate

thickness, but which appear to be of a different colour when the

thickness is large. For example, light transmitted through glass

coloured with cobalt, appears to be blue when the thickness is

small, purple when the thickness is greater, and deep red when
the thickness is large. If on the other hand, a solution of chloro-

phyll (that is, the green colouring matter of leaves), in alcohol be

employed, the transmitted light appears to be of a bright emerald

green when the thickness is small, and red when the thickness is

large. This phenomenon is called dichromatisvi.

306. Dichromatism was first explained by Sir J. Herschel in

the following manner. Cobalt glass is obviously opaque to yellow

and green light ; and although it is capable of transmitting blue

and red light, it absorbs blue light to a greater extent than red.

Let us consider a thin stratum of the substance, whose thickness

is dx; let /, I+dl be the intensities of the light which enters

and emerges from the stratum, and let q represent the proportion

of light of unit intensity, which is absorbed by a stratum of unit

thickness. Then qldx is the proportion of light of intensity /,

which is absorbed by a stratum of thickness dx ; whence

dl = — qldoo

;

and therefore I = Ae-^'',

where A is the intensity of the light incident upon the substance.

This is the value of the intensity of the light after it has passed

through a stratum of thickness a;. The quantity q is called the

coefficient of absorption of the substance, and is dependent upon

the colour of the incident light.

307. Let us now denote the values of the quantities for blue

and red light by the suffixes b and r. Then for cobalt glass, q may
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be regarded as infinite for all colours but blue and red, but is

finite for these colours, hence

I,. A,.

Since the blue rays are entirely absorbed when the thickness

is considerable, it follows that qi>q,.. Since the glass appears to

be blue when the thickness is small, it follows that Ai >4,.. This

must be interpreted to mean, that out of the rays of different

colours which fall upon the glass, a far greater number of blue

rays are capable of being transmitted than of red. In other words,

cobalt glass transmits a very large portion of blue extremity of the

spectrum and very little of the red, but the coefficient of absorption

of the blue rays is greater than that of the red.

308. In the case of chlorophyll, the coefficient of absorption

is very large for all rays but green and red, and is greater for

green than red ; but this substance is capable of transmitting

a larger portion of the green part of the spectrum, than oi the

red.

Anomalous Dispersion.

309. We have already pointed out, that the order of the

colours in the solar spectrum is violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow,

orange, red ; and that the violet is the most refracted, and the red

is the least. There are however certain substances, in which the

order of the colours in the spectrum produced by refracting sun-

light through them, is different from that produced by glass, and
the majority of transparent media. The dispersion produced by
such substances is called anomalous dispersion.

310. Anomalous dispersion appears to have been first observed

by Fox Talbot' about 1840, but the discovery excited no attention.

It was next observed by Leroux" in 1862, who found that vapour
of iodine refracted red light more powerfully than violet. This

substance absorbs all colours except red and violet, and it was
observed that the order of the colours in the spectrum, beginning
at the top, was red, then an absorption band, and then violet.

The indices of refraction, as determined by Hurion', are

At^= 1-0205, /i„=l-Oiy.

' See Proc. B. S. E. 1870 ; and Tait, Art. Light, Encycl. Brit.
' C. B. 1862; and Fhil. Mag. Sept. 1862.

< Jouiii. de Phys. 1st Series, Vol. vii. p. 181.
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311. Auomalous dispersion is most strongly marked in solu-

tions of tlie aniline dyes in alcohol. Christiansen' discovered in

1870, that it was produced by fuchsine, which is one of the rose

aniline dyes; for when sunlight was passed through a prism

containing a solution of this substance, it was found that the order

of the colours was" indigo, green, red and yellow, the indigo being

the least deviated. The amount of anomalous dispersion increases

with the concentration of the solution, as is shown in the following

table of the indices of refraction.

Fuchsine solution
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The preceding table gives a general idea of the condition of

the spectrum, and shows that for cyanine the line E is the least

refracted. In the case of cyanine and fuchsine, the lower end of

the spectrum is blue, then comes an absorption band, and afterwards

red and orange ; so that the blue is least refracted, the green and

some of the yellow are absorbed, and the orange is the most re-

fracted. In the spectrum produced by permanganate of potash,

there is a slight amount of anomalous dispersion between B and

G; for Kundt found, that the indices of refraction for green and

blue were 1'3452 and 1'3420 respectively, showing that the blue

is less refracted, than the green in the neighbourhood of D. In

the region between D and G there are also several absorption

bands.

313. By means of his experiments, Kundt deduced the follow-

ing law :

—

On the lower or less refrangible side of an absorption band, the

refractive index is abnormally increased; whilst on the upper or

more refrangible side, it is abnormally diminished.

In order to clearly understand this law, let us revert to the

spectrum produced by fuchsine. In this substance the absorption

is very strong between D and F, that is in the green portion of the

spectrum ; and on looking at the table, we see that the red and

orange rays, which lie below the green in the spectrum produced

by a glass prism, lie above it in the case of fuchsine ; whilst the

violet rays lie below the green. The refrangibility of the red and
orange rays is therefore abnormally increased, whilst that of the

violet is abnormally diminished.

Selective Reflection.

314. We have already pointed out, that the colours of natural

bodies arise from the fact that they absorb certain kinds of light

;

there is however another class of substances, which strongly reflect

light of certain colours, whilst they very slightly reflect light of

other colours. The phenomenon exhibited by these substances

is called selective reflection.

315. Selective reflection appears to have been first discovered
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by Haidingei'. It was subsequently studied by Stokes"; and the
experiments of Kuudt, which have already been referred to', show,
that it is exhibited by most substances which produce anomalous
dispersion. In fact absorption, anomalous dispersion and selective

reflection are so closely connected together, that they must be re-

garded as dilferent effects of the same cause, and consequently
ought to be capable of being explained by the same theoretical

considerations.

316. The properties of substances, which exhibit selective

reflection, may be classified under the following three laws

:

I. Tliose rays which are most strongly reflected, when light is

incident upon the substance, are most strongly absorbed, when light

is transmitted through the substance.

II. When the incident light is plane polarized in any azimuth,

the reflected light exhibits decided traces of elliptic polarization.

III. When sunlight is reflected, and the reflected light is

viewed through a Nicol's prism, whose principal section is parallel

to tfie plane of incidence, the colour of the reflected light is different

from what it is, when viewed by the naked eye.

Since the reflected light is elliptically polarized, it follows that

selective reflection is accompanied by a change of phase of one or

both the components of the incident light.

317. The properties of substances, which exhibit selective

reflection, resemble those of metals, as will be explained in the

Chapter on Metallic Reflection. For in the first place, metals

strongly absorb light, and powerfully reflect it; and in the second

place light reflected by a metallic surface is always elliptically

polarized, unless the plane of polarization of the incident light is

parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The optical

properties of these substances appear to occupy a position, inter-

mediate between ordinary transparent media and metals ; and on

this account, selective reflection is sometimes called quasi-metallic

reflection.

1 Ueber den Zusammenhang der Korperfarben, oder des farbig durchgelassenen,

und der Oberflachenfarben, oder des zuriickgeworfeneu Lichtes gewisser Kdrper.

Proe. Math, and Phys. Class of the Acad, of Sciences at Vienna 1852, and the papers

there cited.

2 Phil. Mag. (4) vi. p. 393.

' .inte, p. 297.
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318. On the other hand, metallic reflection produces very

little chromatic effect, whilst the peculiarities of substances which

produce selective reflection principally consist in chromatic effects.

Moreover reflection from ordinary transparent substances, is con-

siderably weakened by bringing them into optical contact with

another having nearly the same refractive index; but in the case

of quasi-metallic substances, the colours which they reflect, are

brought out more strongly by placing them in optical contact with

glass or water.

319. That there are certain substances, which strongly reflect

light of the same periods as those which they absorb, is strikingly

exemplified in the case of permanganate of potash. Stokes found',

that when the light transmitted by a weak solution is analysed by

a prism, there are five absorption bands, which are nearly equi-

distant, and lie between D and F. The first band, which hes a

little above D, is less conspicuous than the second and third, which

are the strongest of the set. If however light incident at the

polarizing angle is reflected from permanganate of potash, and is

then passed through a Nicol, placed so as to extinguish the

light polarized in the plane of incidence, the residual light is

green ; and when it is analysed by a prism, it shows bright hands

luhere the absorption spectrum shoius dark ones.

320. Safflower-red or carthamine is another example of a

substance which exhibits selective reflection. Stokes found, that

this substance powerfully absorbed green light, but reflected a

yellowish green light ; and that when red light polarized at an

azimuth of 45° was incident upon this substance, the reflected

light was sensibly plane polarized, but when green or blue light,

polarized in the same azimuth, was substituted, the reflected light

was elliptically polarized. It further appeared, that the chro-

matic effects of this substance were different, according as the

incident light was polarized in or perpendicularly to the plane of

incidence ; for when the incident light was polarized perpendi-

cularly to the plane of incidence, the reflected light was of a very

rich green colour, but when it was unpolarized the reflected light

was yellowish-green.

Similar results were obtained by using a compound of iodine

and quinine called herapathite, which was discovered by Dr
Herapath of Bristol, and which strongly absorbs green light.

' Phil. Hag. Vol. VI. (18) p. 293.
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321. The effect of bringing a transparent medium into

optical contact with a quasi-metallic substance, may be illustrated

by depositing a little safflower-red upon a glass plate, and allowing

it to dry ; when it will be found that the surface of the film which
is in contact with air, is of a yellowish-green colour; whilst the

surface in contact with glass, reflects light of a very fine green

inclining to blue. Similar effects are produced with herapathite

and platino-cyanide of magnesium. The latter crystal is one of a

class of special optical interest, since it is doubly refracting,

doubly absorbing, doubly metallic and doubly fluorescent.

322. Further experiments upon selective reflection have been

made by Kundt', who found that it was strongly exhibited by the

aniline dyes and other substances, which produce anomalous

dispersion. The following table ^ shows the colour of the trans-

mitted and reflected light, when the latter is viewed with the

naked eye and through a Nicol's prism, adjusted so as to ex-

tinguish the component polarized in the plane of incidence.

Substance.
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certain other substances, produces upon light, is called fliwrescence.

It was first discovered by Sir David Brewster' in 1833, vcho

observed that it was produced by chlorophyll, and also by fluor

spar. Sir J. HerscheP found that fluorescence was produced by

quinine, but the subject was not fully investigated, until it was

taken up by Sir G. Stokes^ in 1852.

324. To examine the nature of fluorescence produced by

quinine, Stokes formed a spectrum by means of a slit and a

prism, and filled a test tube with the solution, and placed it a

little beyond the red extremity of the spectrum. The test tube

was then gradually moved up the spectrum, and no traces of

fluorescence were observed, as long as the tube remained in the

more luminous portion ; but on arriving at the violet extremity,

a ghost-like gleam of pale blue light shot right across the tube.

On continuing to move the tube, the light at first increased in

intensity, and afterwards died away, hut not until the tube had been

moved a considerable distance into the invisible ultra-violet rays.

When the blue gleam of light first made its appearance, it ex-

tended right across the tube, but just before disappearing, it was

observed to be confined to an excessively thin stratum, adjacent

to the surface at which the light entered.

325. This experiment shows that in the case of quinine,

fluorescence is produced by violet and ultra-violet light, and also

that it is due to a change in the refrangibility of the incident

light. Stokes also found, that quinine was exceedingly opaque to

those rays of the spectrum which lie above the line H, that is to

those rays by which fluorescence is produced. This explains why
light, which has been passed through a solution of quinine, is

incapable of producing fluorescence, for the solution absorbs the

rays which give rise to this phenomenon.

326. The effect may accordingly be summarized as follows.

Quinine is transparent to the rays constituting the lower or more

luminous portion of the spectrum, but it strongly absorbs the

ultra-violet rays, and gives them out again as rays of lower

refrangibility. The latter circumstance enables the eye to take

cognizance of the invisible ultra-violet rays ; for if this portion of

• Trans. R. S. E. Vol. xn. p. 542.

» Phil. Trans. 1845.

3 Ibid. 1852, p. 463.
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the spectrum is passed through a fluorescent substance, it is

converted into luminous rays, which are visible, and can be

examined by the eye. By this method Stokes was able to make
a map of the fixed lines in the ultra-violet region.

327. Fluorescence is also produced by a number of other

substances, among which may be mentioned decoction of the bark

of the horse-chestnut, green fluor spar, solution of guaiacum in

alcohol, tincture of turmeric, chlorophyll, yellow glass coloured

with oxide of uranium &c. It must not however be supposed,

that the light produced by fluorescence is of the same colour for

all substances, since as a matter of fact, it varies for different

substances. Thus the fluorescence produced by chlorophyll con-

sists of red light, showing that this substance converts green and

blue light into red light.

328. As the result of his experiments, Stokes was led to the

following law, viz.;

—

When the refrangihility of lirjht is changed

hy flicorescence, it is always loiuered and never raised.

Whether this law is absolutely general has lately been

doubted; and there appears to be some evidence, that excep-

tions to it exist.

329. We have already called attention to the fact, that the

phenomena of dispersion, absorption and the like, are caused by

the molecules of matter being set in motion by the vibrations of

the ether. Now if the molecular forces depended upon the first

power of the displacements, it would follow from Herschel's

theorem, that the period of the forced vibrations would be equal

to that of the force ; if however the molecular forces depended

upon the squares or higher powers of the displacements, Her-

schel's theorem would be no longer true, and under these circum-

stances Stokes suggested, that fluorescence arises from the fact,

that the forces are such, that powers of the displacements higher

than the first cannot be neglected. We have already pointed out,

that ultra-violet light produces strong chemical effects. Now the

molecules of most organic substances consist of a number of

chemical atoms connected together, and forming a system of more

or less complexity, which is stable for some disturbances but

unstable for others. For instance, an ordinary photographic plate

is fairly stable for disturbances produced by sodium light, but

unstable for those produced by violet light. It is therefore not
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unreasonable to suppose, that the amplitudes of the vibrations

communicated by ultra-violet light to the molecules, and to the

atoms composing them, of a substance like quinine, should be of

such far greater magnitude, than those communicated by light of less

refrangibility, that the molecular forces produced under the former

circumstances cannot be properly represented by forces proportional

to the displacements. If this be the case, the period of the forced

vibrations will no longer be equal to that of the force.

330. When a molecule is set into vibration by ethereal waves,

the vibrations of the molecule will give rise to secondary waves in

the ether. The periods of these secondary waves must necessarily

be the same as those of the molecules by which they are produced
;

for Herschel's theorem applies to vibrations communicated to the

ether, although it does not necessarily apply to vibrations com-

municated to the molecules. And if the periods of the secondary

waves are longer than those of the waves impinging on the mole-

cules, these waves will be capable of producing the sensation of

light, provided their periods lie within the limits of sight, even

though the periods of the impinging waves are too short to be

visible. We can thus obtain a mechanical explanation of the way

in which fluorescence is produced, but at the same time the

following illustration will make the matter clearer.

331. The equation of motion of a molecule, which is under

the action of molecular forces, which are proportional to the cube

of the displacement, and which is also under the action of a

periodic force, is

w-''^y=^ (!)•

The particular solution gives the forced vibration, whilst the

complementary function gives the free vibration. The deter-

mination of the particular solution when F= Ae'P*, where A is an

arbitrary constant, would be difficult ; but as the above equation

is given as an illustration, and not for the purpose of constructing

a theory, we shall suppose that the force is represented by

The particular solution will then be found to be

2p
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From this result we see, that the period of the forced vibration

is thtee times that of the force ; accordingly the secondary waves
will be of longer period, and consequently less refrangible, than

the impinging waves.

Galorescence.

332. This phenomenon is the reverse of fluorescence, and
consists in the conversion of waves of long period into waves of

shorter period. Galorescence is well exhibited by the experiment

of Tyndall already described under the head of spectrum analysis',

in which the light from an electric lamp is sifted of the luminous

rays, by passing it through a solution of iodine in disulphide of

carbon, which only allows the infra-red rays to pass through.

333. In order to obtain a mechanical model which will

illustrate calorescence, we may revert to the differential equation

(1). It can be verified by trial, that the complementary function is

y = acn (a/Mt + a), k = 2-i (2),

where a and a are the constants of integration. From this result

it follows, that the amplitude of the free vibration is a, and its

period is 4ir//xa, which is inversely proportional to the amplitude.

Hence the period diminishes as the amplitude increases.

Equation (2) may still be regarded as the complete solution of

(1), provided we suppose that a and a, instead of being constants,

are functions of the time, and their values might be found by the

method of variation of parameters. If now, we suppose that the

molecular forces are such, that a increases slowly with the time,

we may illustrate the conversion of waves of dark heat into waves

of light. When the waves of dark heat first fall on the substance

and the forces begin to act, the amplitude is very small, and

consequently the period t is very large. On both these grounds

therefore, the vibrations are incapable of affecting the senses. As

the forces continue to act, the amplitude increases, whilst the period

diminishes, and the vibrations become sensible as heat ; in other

words the substance begins to get hot. As this process continues,

the substance becomes red hot, and then intensely luminous. As

the amplitudes cannot go on increasing indefinitely with the time,

we must suppose that after the expiration of a certain period, the

' Ante, p. 286.

R n 9.n
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condition of the substance changes owing to liquefaction or vapour-

ization, and that the equation by means of which the original state

of things was represented, no longer holds good.

Phosphorescen ce.

334. When light is incident upon certain substances, such as

the compounds of sulphur with barium, calcium or strontium, it is

found that they continue to shine, after the light has been removed.

This phenomena is called phosphorescence.

Phosphorescence is closely allied to fluorescence, inasmuch as it

is usually produced by rays of high refrangibility, and the refrangi-

bility of the phosphorescent light is generally less than that of the

light by which it is produced. The principal distinction between

the two phenomena is, that fluorescence lasts only as long as the

exciting cause continues, whilst phosphorescence lasts some time

after it has been removed.

335. In order to give a mechanical explanation of phosphores-

cence, we shall employ an acoustical analogue, which will frequently

be made use of, and which will be fully worked out in | 3-37.

Let plane waves of sound be incident upon a sphere, whose radius

is small in comparison with the lengths of the waves of sound
;

and let the sphere be attached to a spring, so as to be capable of

vibrating parallel to the direction of propagation of the waves.

Then it is known', and will hereafter be proved, that the effect of

the waves of sound will be to cause the sphere to vibrate. If the

strength of the spring is such, that the force due to it is propor-

tional to the displacement of the sphere, the forced period of the

latter will be equal to that of the impinging waves of sound ; if

the law of force depends upon some power of the displacement, the

forced period of the sphere will be different ; but in either case

secondary waves will be thrown off. These secondary waves will

travel away into space carrying energy with them, which has been

in the first instance communicated to the sphere by the incident

waves, and then communicated back again to the air in the form

of secondary waves. If the cause which produces the incident

waves be removed, the sphere will still continue to vibrate, but it

' Lord Kayleigh, Theory of Sound, Ch. xvii.
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cannot go on vibrating indefinitely, because the energy which it

possessed at the instant at which the incident waves were stopped,

will gradually be used up in generating secondary waves, and will

be carried away into space by them ; hence the sphere will ulti-

mately come to rest, and no more secondary waves will be

produced.

Now although the molecules of a non-phosphorescent substance

cannot be supposed to come to rest immediately the exciting cause

is removed, yet the time during which they continue to be in

motion is too short to be observed; but owing to the peculiar

molecular structure of phosphorescent substances, the molecules

remain in motion for a longer period. Hence a luminous glimmer

exists for some time after the incident light has been cut off.

20—2



CHAPTER XVII.

THEORIES BASED ON THE MUTUAL REACTION BETWEEN

ETHER AND MATTER.

336. In the present Chapter, we shall give an account of some

of the attempts which have been made to explain on dynamical

grounds the phenomena described in the previous Chapter.

It may be regarded as an axiom, that when ethereal waves

impinge upon a material substance, the molecules of the matter

of which the substance is composed, are thrown into a state of

vibration. This proposition is quite independent of any hypo-

thesis, which may be made respecting the constitution of the

ether, the molecular forces called into action by the displacements

of the molecules of matter, or the forces arising from the action of

ether upon matter. It may therefore be employed as the basis of

a theory, in which the ether is regarded, either as a medium
possessing the properties of an elastic solid, or as one which is

capable of propagating electromagnetic disturbances as well as

luminous waves. The difficulties of constructing theories of this

description arise, not only from the fact that the properties of the

ether are a question of speculation, but also because the forces due
to the action of matter upon matter, and of ether upon matter, are

unknown.

During the last five and twenty years, numerous attempts

have been made by continental writers to develop theories of this

description, and an account of them will be found in Glazebrook's

Report on Optical Theories^. It cannot, I think, be said that any
of these theories are entirely satisfactory; but at the same time>

' Brit. Assoc. Rejp. 188G.
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they clearly indicate the direction, in which we must look for an

explanation of the phenomena, which they attempt to account for.

337. As an introduction to the subject, we shall work out and

discuss the problem of the sphere vibrating under the action of

plane waves of sound, which has been referred to in the last

Chapter. The problem itself was first solved by Lord Rayleigh',

and has been reproduced by myself^ in an approximate form ; but

there are several additional points which require consideration.

Let c be the radius of the sphere ; let k = 27r/X, where \ is

the wave-length ; and let a be the velocity of sound. Then the

velocity potential of the incident waves may be taken to be

^'e'*"', where ^' = e"=*'- Now if /t = cos 6,

6-» = S„°°J^„(c)P„(^),

where Pn is the zonal harmonic of degree n, and^

i^'^^y
[i

^^"^

I

^'
...1(1)."^

''~1.3...(2n-l)l 2. 271 + 3^2. 4. 2»i+3. 271+5 j"^
''

If (^6'«»« be the velocity potential of the secondary waves, we

may assume^
4> = 2-4,ii|r,jP,j,

where <^n = —r fnitKr),

aud/„ is the function defined by (40) of § 231.

If X be the resistance due to the pressure of the air,

X = - 2Trpc-
I

{(j>' + <f) CKae"""^ cos sin Odd
Jo

= - 2nrpKach""^ j
(</>' + <^) fidfi

= - M'lkox:-^ {F,{c) + ^i-vl'i(c)} e""** (2),

where M' is the mass of the fluid displaced.

jf p-g.Ka« be the velocity of the sphere, the boundary condition

gives

dc do

1 Proc. Land. Math. Soc. vol. iv. p. 253.

2 Elementanj Hydrodynamics and Sound, § 167.

3 Lord Eayleigh, Tlieoi-y of Sound, Ch. xvii.

* Stokes, On the communioation of vibrations from a vibrating body to the

atmosphere. Phil. Trans. 1868.
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dc c Wc' iKC )

, , (V-dFJdc)(l + iKc)c
whence A^. =

2 + 2.«c - /cV

(V-dFJdc) (2 + /t^c' - iK^c')

We shall now suppuse, that the radius of the sphere is so small

in comparison with the wave-length, that the fourth and higher

powers of kc may be neglected. Hence if ^ be the displacement

of the sphere,

t«ac-iilf'^i-fle""' = - IM' [{(2 + k-ct) i+ K*c'a^] - {iKa (2 + k'c')

+ ic'c'a] e"""" dF^jdc] (3).

Substituting the value of F^ from (1), and remembering that

ka = 27r/T, where t is the period of the waves of sound, we

finally obtain from (2) and (3),

X = IM' 1(2 + «=cO f + ^ K?c'A + ^^'(1 -W&)e^^-^<l''.

If the force due to the spring is proportional to the displace-

ment of the sphere, it follows that this force is equal to ^tt-M^Jt'^,

where r is the free period of the sphere ; whence the equation of

motion is

M'lr iir^M'
{M + IM' (2 + «V-)} ^ + -ir- «"C"^+ {%-\ «'cO e^'^^'

2t

+ ^pr^ = ^ W-

To integrate this equation, assume ^= ^e^"'/^, then

, ^ M'T'-{l-\i,K'c')la

M (t'= -t"-) + M'{^ + \ k'c') r'- - 1 ik'o'M't'-'
(5).

338. From these results we draw the following conclusions.

Equation (4), which is the equation of motion, contains a

viscous term, that is a term proportional to the velocity. This

term arises from the circumstance, that the sphere is continually

losing the energy which it receives from incident waves, by
generating secondary waves, which travel away into space carrying

energy with them. If therefore the supply of energy be stopped.
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by removing the cause which produces the impinging waves, the

sphere will gradually get rid of all its energy, and will ultimately

come to rest. The time which elapses before the sphere comes to

rest, will depend upon the value of the modulus of decay ; if this

quantity is small, the vibrations will die away almost instanta-

neously ; but if the modulus of decay is larger, the vibrations will

continue for a sufficient time to enable our senses to take cog-

nizance of them.

339. Now whatever supposition we make concerning the

mutual reaction between ether and matter, it is practically

certain that the motion of a molecule of matter will be repre-

sented b)' an equation, whose leading features are the same as (4),

although the equation itself may be of far greater complexity.

We therefore infer, that the molecular structure of non-phos-

phorescent substances is such, that the modulus of decay is so

small as to be inappreciable; whilst the molecular structure of

phosphorescent substances is such, that the modulus of decay is

considerably larger.

340. We must now consider, the amplitude of the vibrations

of the sphere, Avhich is given by (5). The density of all gases is

exceedingly small, compared with the densities of substances in

the solid or liquid state ; consequently M' is very small compared

with M. Hence the amplitude of the sphere is exceedingly small

in comparison with that of the incident waves (which has been

taken as unity), unless t and t' are nearly equal. When t = t',

the large term in the denominator disappears, and A is approxi-

mately equal to 3/a. Under these circumstances, the amount of

energy communicated by the incident waves to the sphere, is very

much greater than what it would have been, if the difference

between r and t' were considerable.

341. Let us now consider a medium, such as a stratum of

sodium vapour. We may conceive the molecules of the medium

to be represented by a very large number of small spheres, and

the molecular forces to be represented by springs. The medium

will therefore have one or more free periods of vibration. The

interstices between the molecules are filled with ether, which is

represented by the atmosphere. When waves of light pass through

the medium, the molecules will be set into vibration, and a certain

amount of energy will be absorbed by them ; but since the mass of
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a molecule is exceedingly large compared with the mass of the

ether which it displaces, the amplitudes of the vibrations of the

molecules will be very small, and very little energy will be

absorbed, unless the period of the waves is equal, or nearly so,

to one of the free periods of the system. But in the case of

equality of the free and forced periods, the amplitudes will be so

large, that a great deal of energy will be taken up by the mole-

cules, and of the energy which entered the stratum of vapour,

very little will emerge. Light will therefore be absorbed. The

absorption bands produced by sodium vapour may therefore be

explained, by supposing that sodium vapour-has two free periods,

which are very nearly equal to one another, and accordingly

produce the double line D in its absorption spectrum. Hydrogen,

on the other hand, has three principal free periods, which are

separated from one another by considerable intervals.

The occurrence of an imaginary term in the denominator of A
shows, that A can never become infinite for any real value of r.

This remark will be found of importance later on.

Lord Kelvin's Moleciolar Theory.

342. We shall now consider a theory, which was developed by

Sir W. Thomson, now Lord Kelvin, in his lectures on Molecular

Dynamics, delivered at Baltimore in 1884.

The molecules of matter are represented by a number of

hollow spherical shells, connected together by zig-zag massless

springs ; and the outermost shell is connected by springs to a

massless spherical envelop, which is rigidly connected with the

ether. The space between any two shells is supposed to be a

vacuum, and transparent and other substances are supposed to

consist of a great number of such shells, which may be imagined

to represent the molecules.

The degree of complexity of the molecule will depend upon

the number of shells which it contains ; and we can by this means

represent chemical compounds of every degree of complexity.

We shall first of all investigate the motion of a single molecule,

on the supposition that the centres of all the spherical shells are

vibrating along a fixed straight line. We shall also suppose, that

the force exerted by the springs joining two consecutive shells is

proportional to their relative displacements; and that the force
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exerted by the ether on the envelop is proportional to | — «i

;

where Xi is the displacement of the outermost shell, and ^ may be

regarded indifferently, either as the displacement of the envelop,

or of the ether in contact with it.

343. Let mil^tir^ be the mass of the i"^ shell, xi its displace-

ment, Gi the strength of the spring connecting the i* and {i — 1)"'

shells. Then the equations of motion of the system of shells will be

^2 «i = C^i (f - «i) - ^2 («i - «0
47J-'

4., "^i — ^i v^i—1 "^i) ^i+i (*i ^i+i)

(6).

If T be the period, and if we put

ai = mi/r' - (7; - Oi+i (7),

the equations of motion will reduce to the form

- GiXi_i = aiXi + Ci+^Xi+i (8).

The first equation of the form (8) is

-C^^=aiX^ + G^, (9),

so that we may regard x^, as equal to | the displacement of the

ether.

If we suppose that the f^ shell is attached to a fixed point,

the f^ equation of motion will be

JZa ^J ~ ^i ('"j-i ~ ^i) ~ ^j+i*j)

whence — GjXj^-^^ = ajXj (10).

Although it is scarcely admissible to suppose, that the j"" shell

is attached to a fixed point, yet if we suppose that the (j + 1)"'

shell consists of a solid nucleus, whose mass is large compared

with that of the other shells, its motion will be sufficiently small

to be neglected.

There are j — 2 equations of the form (8), which are obtained

by putting i = 2, 3, . . . j - 1 ; and these equations together with

(9) and (10) furnish altogether j equations, from which the j —1
quantities x^, x^ ... Xj can be eliminated, and we shall thus obtain

a relation between Xi and f.
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344. To perform the elimination, let

Ui=--
SOi

or = (11).

Then (9), (8) and (10) become

-^=,, = 0,-^^ (12),
lU

Ui^ai-^' (13).
Wi+i

Also since a;j+i = ; Uj^-^ = oo , and therefore

"j = «j (14).

From these equations we see, that u^ can be expressed in the

form of the coatinued fraction

M C'/|_^_ cv^i

_

C^
(i5)_

- = «!-

Putting for a moment S for d/dT~'', it follows from (7) that

Sai = mi

;

and therefore by (13) and (14),
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345. When t is sufficiently small, all the tt's are exceedingly

large positive quantities ; for since uj+i = oo , it follows from (7) and

(14) that

Uj =— — Cj — Gj^i,

so that Uj can always be made as large a positive quantity as we
please, by taking t small enough ; whence it follows from (7) and

(1.3), that all the it's can be made positive, provided t is small

enough. But if Mj is positive, we see from (11), that the signs of

Wi and Xi_i must be different ; accordingly when t is very small,

each shell is moving in the opposite direction to the two adjacent

ones ; also when itj is large, the numerical value of Xi^i must be

very much greater than that of ajj.

These considerations show, that when the period is exceedingly

small, the vibrations of each shell, and also those of the outer mass-

less envelop, which is supposed to be rigidly connected with the

ether, are executed in opposite directions ; and that the ampli-

tudes of the vibrations of successive shells diminish with great

rapidity, as we proceed inwards into the molecule.

It follows from (7) and (13) that as t increases, dj diminishes,

whilst (7^i+i/«i+i increases; accordingly when t has sufficiently

increased, U; will be zero. Now when Mj is zero, Mi_i = — oo ; and

will therefore have passed through zero, and have changed sign for

some value of t, less than that for which m; became zero. It

therefore follows, that as t increases from a value for which all

the us are positive, Uj, will be the first quantity which vanishes

and changes sign, and that u^ will be the next and so on.

346. In the problem we are considering, the motion is sup-

posed to be produced by means of a forced vibration of amplitude

^, and therefore when «! = oo , itj = ; but Mj will also vanish when

^=0, hence the critical period for which u^ vanishes is the least

period of the free vibrations of the system, when the massless

envelop is motionless. As soon as t exceeds the first critical

period, Mj will become negative ; and consequently the first shell

and the massless envelop, will be moving in the same directions,

whilst all the other shells will be moving in opposite directions.

If now T be supposed to still further increase, u^ will diminish and

finally vanish, in which case itj = — oo , «! = 0. This is the second

critical case ; and the period of vibration is equal to the period of

the free vibrations of the system when lUi is fixed, and all the
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other shells are vibrating in opposite directions ; and this period

is the least period of the possible free vibrations of the system

under these conditions. The remaining critical cases can be

discussed in a similar manner.

347. From (13) and (14), we have

From this equation we see, that 1/mj_i is a fraction, whose

numerator is a linear function, and whose denominator is a

quadratic function of t~^ It therefore follows that l/ttj, or

— xJGi^, is a fraction whose numerator is a {j — 1)"", and whose

denominator is a j* function of t~\ Since lij is zero, when t is

equal to any one of the j periods of the free vibrations of the

system, when the envelop is held fixed, it follows that the denomi-

nator of l/j(i is expressible as the product of factors of the form
«'-; — T^ where «,, /Cj ... kj are the above mentioned free periods.

The value of I/mj may therefore be resolved into partial

fractions, and may accordingly be expressed in the form

1 _ ^1 _ gi
I

gs
, /^s^

Ml" G,^ «iVt^-1"^«,Vt'-1 ^ ^'

where q^, q^ ... are constants.

Writing for a moment Di for kVt= — 1, (18) becomes

»^»« -i^-'^mwiB^ <->•

Now Xi is the amplitude of the i"' shell ; if therefore we denote

the actual displacement by x'i, we shall have

x'i = Xi sin 2irt/T,

provided t be measured from the epoch at which each shell passes

through its mean position. The energy in this particular con-

figuration will be wholly kinetic; whence remembering that the

mass of each shell is equal to mi/4-7r^ it follows that if £J be the

total energy,

E = ^^i-m,d>\' + m^7 + )

J
(mi«i= -t- mjaJs'' + )

St"

Xi^ dill

27" d'
.—2 (20),
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by (17). Let

so that R-^ denotes the ratio of the whole energy of the molecule

to that of the first shell ; then (19) becomes

m^ _ qiK:,yDi' + qiK,'/Dj' +
K {q,ID, + q,/I),+ ...y

'

Hence if Ri denote the value of R when T^Ki.we obtain

qi = Riic\/ini

and (18) becomes

.2 2 o "T" •

Oif OT,W -t"' Ka' - T-
(21).

348. Let us now imagine a medium, whose structure is

represented by a very large number of molecules of the kind we
have been considering; and let us suppose, that the interstices

between the molecules are filled with ether, which is assumed to.

be a medium, whose motion is governed by the same equations as

those of an elastic solid. Then if we confine our attention to a

small element of the medium, which contains molecules and ether

surrounding them, and for simplicity consider the propagation of

waves parallel to the axis of x, the equation of motion of a

particle of ether will be

dhu' dW
dp

= n
dx"

Integrating this equation throughout the volume of the ele-

ment, we obtain

pjjjwdxdydz = n jj-^dydz ^-n jj^<iyd.
. (22).

The first surface integral on the right-hand side is to be taken

over the outer boundary of the element, whilst the second is to be

taken over the boundaries of each of the molecules. Let w be the

mean value of li/ within the element ; then the values of w' at the

points x+ ^Sx and x — ^Sx will be

w + ^--j-Sx and w— ^ j~ ^^'
dx

so that the first integral reduces to

d-w

dx

n^SxBySz.
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The second integral represents the resultant of the forces,

which each molecule exerts upon the ether ; and if we represent

the force due to a single molecule by 4!-7r-C{^' — w')dx'dy'dz', it

follows that we may represent the resultant force due to all the

molecules within the element by 4<Tr°'C{^—w)SxByBz, where f is

the mean value of the displacements of all the molecules. The
equation of motion therefore becomes

^$=»S+*'*«-») (^>>-

349. To solve (23) assume

Substituting in (28), we obtain

Now (n/p)i is the velocity of light in vacuo, whence the left-

hand side is equal to /i^, where /j, is the index of refraction.

Hence if we substitute the value of Wi/^ from (21), and write q^ for

CiRiKi'/mi, we shall finally obtain

P

350. This equation determines the index of refraction in

terms of the period. To apply it to ordinary dispersion, we shall

write it in the form

^--^-Ti^^-^^- -) (-)

?...-(1-50t^+-S^ + -^.+ [..(25)./.= =! + -
P

From the manner in which this result has been obtained, it

follows that «], K^ ... are in ascending order of magnitude. Now
in the case of ordinary dispersion, /x increases as the period

diminishes, whence we must have t > /Ci and < k^ ; also the

quantities q^, q, must be inappreciable, and qi must be very

slightly less than unity. Under these circumstances, we approxi-

mately obtain

^== 1 -F^ \q,K^-(l - q,)T^ + ^-^ +^V ...}... (26).

If we omit the term — (1 — qi) r'\ this expression is the same

as Cauchy's dispersion formula, which agrees fairly well with

experiment; Ketteler has however shown that for certain sub-

stances, the term — (1 — qi) t' is required.
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351. In order to apply (24) for the purpose of illustrating

anomalous dispersion, it will be sufficient to confine our attention

to the terms involving k^ and Ks.

DiiFerentiating (24) with respect to fi% we obtain

When T = 0, dfj^/dT" is negative ; but when t = oo , it will not

be negative unless qi + q^Kl; since however /a increases as r

diminishes, we may suppose that the various quantities are so

related, that dfi^/dr' is negative throughout that part of the

spectrum, which is capable of being observed. And if we suppose

g'l is very nearly equal to unity, and q^<l—qi this will be the

case for a considerable range of values of t.

Let us further suppose that k2> Ki; then when t is excessively

small,
fj?

will be less than unity ; as t increases, /a" will diminish

to zero, and will then become a negative quantity. When
fj.^

is

negative, the velocity of the waves will be imaginary, and conse-

quently waves whose periods produce this result, are incapable

of being propagated in the medium, and absorption will take place.

When T = Ki, ^^ = — co; and as soon as t>Ki, fi^ becomes a very

large positive quantity, and regular refraction begins to take place.

As T further increases, ij? diminishes, until it vanishes and changes

sign. A second absorption band accordingly commences, and

continues until t > k^, when regular refraction begins again, and

so continues until t = oo

.

352. The following figure will serve to give the reader a

general idea of the value of fi^. The abscissae represent the

values of t^, and the ordinates the values of fi?. The dotted lines

AG, BD, EF are the lines t = Ki, t = kj, /i = 1, and the upper

parts of the curves Pp, Qq represent the visible portion of the

spectrum produced by a prism filled with a substance, which

produces anomalous dispersion, and has an absorption band in the

green.

The portion Ee may be supposed to consist of waves whose

periods are too short to be observed, then comes an absorption

band, and beyond A a region of highly refrangible ultra-violet

light commences. The line H in the spectrum may be supposed

to commence at P; and a band of light accordingly becomes

visible, which continues through the indigo to the blue, and in
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which the violet is the most refracted and the blue the least.

According to the figure, this ought to be followed by a region of

/^'

blue-green light, for which the index of refraction is less than

unity ; and we must therefore suppose, that on account of the

narrowness of the region, or the faintness of the light, this region

has either escaped observation, or is incapable of being detected

without more powerful instruments. An absorption band then

follows, and is succeeded by another band of more highly refracted

light, corresponding to Qq, in which the red is the least, and the

orange is the most refracted. Since the value of fi, when t is

slightly greater than «„, is large, it follows that the dispersion

is anomalous; and we thus see why it is, that when there is an

absorption band in the green, orange and red are more refracted

than blue light.

353. If we compare these results with the table on p. 297, it

will be seen, that they give a fairly satisfactory explanation of the

anomalous dispersion produced by fuchsine and cyanine. The five

absorption bands produced by permanganate of potash, could be

explained by taking into account some of the terms in the value

of
fj,'',

which have been omitted.
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Von HelmhoUz' Theory of Anomalous Dispersion.

354. The theory proposed by Von Helmholtz*, is a theory

relating to the mutual action of ether and matter, of somewhat

the same character as Lord Rayleigh's theory of double refraction
;

but instead of following Von Helmholtz' method, we shall give the

theory in a somewhat extended form '\

Let u, V, w be the component displacements of the ether, and

Ui, Vi, Wi those of the matter. We shall suppose, that in vacuo

the ether is a medium, whose motion is governed by the same

equations as those of an elastic solid.

When ethereal waves pass through a material substance, the

molecules of the matter will be displaced, and the matter will

acquire potential energy. The proper form of the mathematical

expression for this potential energy is a question of speculation
;

and the first hypothesis we shall make will be, that the molecular

forces are proportional to the displacements of the matter, and

consequently the potential energy W3 of the matter will be of

the form

TTs = i (^ih" + aSfi^ + ePwi' + 2^%w, + 2i3'wA + 2(B\v,) ...{!),

where ^,33 ... are constants.

The second hypothesis is, that the potential energy of the

system contains a term, which depends upon the relative displace-

ments of ether and matter. This portion of the potential energy,

which we shall denote by W^, is supposed to arise from the mutual

reaction of ether upon matter ; and if we assume that the corres-

ponding forces are linear functions of the relative displacements,

Wi will be a homogeneous quadratic function of the relative

displacements, so that

Wi = ^{A (u-iky + B(v-v^y + G(w- w,y + 2A' (v - V,) (w- w,)

+ iR (w - w,){u-u,) + 2(7 {u-u,)(v-v,)} (2).

The third part of the potential energy, which we shall denote

by Wi, is the potential energy of the ether alone, and is of the same

form as that of an elastic solid. The total potential energy W of

the system will therefore be

W= W,+ W,+ W, (3).

1 Pogg. Ann. vol. ouv. p. 582 ; Wissen. Abhand. vol. n. p. 213.

* Proc. Land. Math. Soc. vol. xxin. p. 4.

B. O. 21
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If pi be the density of the matter, its kinetic energy will be

T,= ipA'^h' + Vi' + wi>) (4)-

In order to introduce Lord Rayleigh's theory, we shall suppose

that the effect of the matter upon the ether, is to cause the latter

to behave as if its density were seolotropic, and the third hypothesis

will therefore be, that the kinetic energy Tj of the ether is

T.^iiPu'+Qv' + Rw') (5).

355. The equations of motion of the system may now be

deduced by the Principle of Least Action, viz.

//// S{T, + T,-W,-W,- W,) dxdydzdt = ;

and will be found to be

^d^ = ™^+'^^'"-dif (^)'

with two similar equations, and

d?iH _ _dW^ _dW3
P^~d¥~ du, 1^ ^^^

with two similar equations.

When the medium is isotropic,

P = Q = R = P,

A = B = G = a?; A' = B' = C = 0,

and the equations of motion accordingly become

d'u dS -
,

, ,

&c. &c.

/'i5^ = «n^*-«x)-^^J*. (9),

&c. &c.

356. Von Helmholtz has introduced a viscous term into the

equations of motion of the matter, which has been objected to by
Lord Kelvin^ I think however that this term may be justified

on two independent grounds. It is an experimental fact, that when
vibrations are set up in any material substance, the vibrations are

gradually damped by internal friction, and the motion ultimately

' Lectures on Molecular Dynamics, p. 149.
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dies away. This state of things may be represented mathematically,

by the introduction of a viscous term into the equations of motion

of the matter. If however we do not wish to introduce the

h3rpotbesis of internal friction into our equations, the viscous term

may still be accounted for. When a molecule of matter is set into

vibration by ethereal waves, the physical characteristics of the

motion will be much the same as those of the spherical pendulum

vibrating in air, which has been discussed at the commencement of

the present chapter ; consequently the vibrations of the molecules

will generate secondary waves in the ether, which will carry away

into space the energy, which is communicated to the molecules,

and the equations of motion of the latter will therefore contain a

viscous term. In the place of (9), we shall accordingly assume

that the equations of motion of the matter are of the form

Pi^ + 2A^ = «»(m-«,)-;8X (10).

357. Let us now consider the propagation of waves of light,

which are travelling through the medium in the positive direction

of the axis of z, and let the displacements be parallel to the axis of

X. Equation (8) now becomes

''df='^d^+ "(^'-"> ^''^-

To solve (10) and (11) assume

V/ ^ .0.6 ,

A -9«+2'Wt.(2/F-«).
Ml = .0.16 ,

then (11) and (10) become,

|!^>_/3.-„^+tf^}A = -«»^ (13).

Now if K be the free period of the matter vibrations,

K? Pi

whence from (13), we obtain

A, ^
A ~

477^/3i (t-= - K'") -or- h'/pi + 4t7rVT"

21—2

(14).
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From the problem of the spherical pendulum we infer, that

the amplitudes of the molecules of matter are very much smaller

than those of the ether; and accordingly a" must be very small

compared with pi the density of the matter. If however

1 _ 1 n^

in which case the period of the waves of light would be sensibly

equal to the free period of the matter, Ai would be infinite in the

absence of friction. This conclusion is contradicted by experience,

and necessitates the introduction of a viscous term.

358. Let J) denote the real part of the denominator of (14)

;

then if we eliminate A, Ai from (12) and (13), and equate the real

and imaginary parts, we shall obtain

(^^+««'-^-)^+^-^-^ («),

(i=S +^_^_^)i_«^= (16^

Now q is the coeiEcient of absorption of the medium ; and since

the absorption is slight for most transparent substances, it follows

that q, and therefore h, must be small.

Let P denote the coefficient of h in (16), then eliminating h

between (15) and (16), we obtain

whence P=l|^+ („.-?*I^j'}^.

the positive sign being taken, because P = a^/D, when g' = 0.

Expanding the quantity under the radical, we obtain

D a^FV ^^'''•

Now if Pa be the density of the ether in vacuo, njV^ = p^jj?

,

where jj. is the index of refraction ; whence (17) becomes

/ 4nf\-^fp ngV
^'-V a^ ) {pjiir^p,

gv r, o^ 1|
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359. Since the absorbing power of transparent media is small,

the value of the index of refraction will scarcely be affected thereby;

we may therefore as a sufficient approximation put q = 0, and (18)

becomes

„.-P_ «^^'
\i

«w
{

Let P=aV47r-'/)o, Q=aV47rVi,

t^- ¥ = -o^rr^^?^;^^K«--? + Q«v} ...(20),

whence dfjpjdT' is negative; it therefore follows that fj? decreases as

T^ increases.

Since p is the density of ether when loaded with matter, it

follows that p>P(,', hence when t = 0, /u. > 1. As t increases, /j,^

diminishes to unity; it then becomes less than unity, until t

attains a value Tj, which makes /i = 0. When t > T3, y:*'' is negative;

and consequently at this point an absorption band commences,

which continues until t = Tj, where t^ is the value of t which

makes the denominator vanish. When t=t2, jj? — -co; and

when T>T2, jtt^ is a very large positive quantity, and regular

refraction begins again. As t still further increases, /i^ continues

to diminish, until t attains a value Tj, such that /x^ is again zero
;

when T>Ti, /u.^ becomes negative, and remains so for all greater

values of x.

The medium is therefore absolutely opaque to waves whose

periods are greater than Tj ; it is transparent for waves whose

periods are less than Tj and greater than t^ \ it is opaque for waves

whose periods lie between Tj and T3, and is transparent for waves

of shorter period.

If we now suppose that Tj corresponds to the double sodium

line D, whilst t, corresponds to the hydrogen line F, we shall obtain

a mechanical representation of a medium, which has an absorption

band in the green ; also the dispersion is anomalous, since the

value of iJ? when t is a little greater than t^ , is greater than it is

when T is a little less than T3. A medium of this kind accordingly

represents a substance such as fuchsine, which has an absorption

band in the green, and produces anomalous dispersion.

360. To explain ordinary dispersion, we shall suppose that t

is greater than k ; then if we put

6= = «V(i + <2«=).
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(19) may be written

With the exception of the term involving t'', this value of fJ

is of the same form as Cauchy's formula

IM' = a+cl\' + dl\* + ....

Ketteler^ has however shown that the term Pb^r'/K^ is required

to explain the dispersion produced by certain substances.

361. When there are several absorption bands, a molecule of

a more complicated character is required ; and it has been sug-

gested by Von Helmholtz, that a theory might be constructed

by a hypothesis, which practically amounts to assuming that TFj

and W3 consist of a series of terms of the form

w, = i2a,2 {(u - u,y +(v- v,y +{w- w,y}

Selective Reflection.

362. We must now consider the reflection of light at the

surface of a medium, which produces anomalous dispersion.

In forming the equations of motion by means of the Principle

of Least Action, we observe that there are no surface integral

terms, which arise from W, and W^ ; it therefore follows, that the

boundary conditions at the common surface of two different media,

are unaffected by the presence of the terms depending on the

action of the matter. These conditions will therefore be, con-

tinuity of the displacements and stresses arising from the action of

the ether. With regard to the physical properties of the ether, I

shall provisionally adopt the hypothesis of Lord Kelvin, that the

latter is to be treated as an elastic medium, whose resistance to

compression is a negative quantity, the numerical value of which

is slightly less than frds of the rigidity.

Under these circumstances, the intensities of the reflected and

refracted light will be given by Fresnel's formulae, and so long as

yx > 1, the reflection takes place in the same manner as from glas.s.

If however the incident light is white, and k lies within the visible

spectrum, say between D and F, it follows that for certain rays of

the spectrum fi<l, in which case there will be a critical angle.

• Treatise on Theoretieche Optik.
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Hence those rays, for which im < sin i, will be totally reflected with

a change of phase. There will also be another set of rays, for

which /x" is a negative quantity, and we shall now show that these

rays are also totally reflected with a change of phase.

363. Let /i2 = _y2^ then

sin i = iv sin r, cos r = v~^ (y^ + sin" i)^.

Now when the light is polarized in the plane of incidence

^, ^ _ A sin {i - r)

sin (i+ r)

_ . cos i — l(v^ + sin^ i)*

cos i + i {v"^ + sin" i)*

= Ae-^^'fl'',

where tan tt/ZX = (v" + sin= ifjv (21),

which shows that the reflection is total, and that there is a change

of phase, whose value is determined by (21).

Similarly when the light is polarized perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence,

£'_tan(i--0
B tan {i + r)

= ^'"fi/'^

where tan tt/JX = 7-7—

—

. , .,

,

(22).

which shows that the reflection is total, and is accompanied by a

change of phase which is determined by equation (22).

Since the change of phase is different, according as the light

is polarized in or perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, it

follows that the reflected light will be elliptically polarized,

364. We must now enquire, how far these results will explain

the selective reflection of substances, which produce anomalous

dispersion.

Let Ta be the least value of t for which fi = 0, and let Tj be the

value for which /i" = ± as . Then if we suppose that t, and Tj

respectively correspond to the lines D and F, it follows that there

will be an absorption band in the green ; accordingly the substance

will transmit the blue and red rays, and some of the yellow, hence

the colour of the transmitted light will be red or reddish blue.

Since /4 is a real quantity for these rays, the latter will be re-

flected in the ordinary manner ; but the green rays, for which fi is
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imaginaxy, will be totally reflected with a change of phase ; hence

the colour of the reflected light will be green, and the light will

be elliptically polarized.

In fuchsine the order of colours going up the spectinim is F, G,

H, then there is an absorption band, and then come the lines A, B
G, B. The absorption is very strong between D and F; accord-

ingly fuchsine is opaque to the green portion of the spectrum,

and ought to reflect green light strongly. This agrees with

observation. Now although fuchsine is not absolutely opaque to

blue and yellow light, the prevailing colour of the transmitted

light is rose ; accordingly this substance must possess a tendency

to transmit red light to a far greater extent than blue or yellow,

and consequently ought to reflect the' latter colours more strongly

than the former one. This is also borne out by observation, since

the reflected light is green.

365. Let us now suppose, that the incident light is common

light ; and that the reflected light is examined through a Nicol's

prism, whose principal section is parallel to the plane of incidence.

Then the vibrations perpendicular to the plane of incidence

cannot get through the Nicol, and may be therefore left out of

account. Now the reflected light consists of three portions; (i)

the portion for which (i? is negative, and which begins a little

above D and ends a little below F; (ii) a certain portion for which

IJ? is positive, and less than unity, and which lies in the neigh-

bourhood of F; (iii) the portion for which ^^ > 1, which is

regularly reflected, and constitutes the remaining portion of the

spectrum. The first portion is by far the most intense, since the

reflection is total ; the third portion is the least intense ; whilst

of the second, for which /t<l, those rays for which the critical

angle is less than the angle of incidence, will be totally reflected,

and those for which it is greater, will be regularly reflected. Now
if the angle of incidence is nearly equal to the polarizing angle,

it follows that the yellow portion of the incident light, most of

which is regularly reflected, will be polarized in the plane of

incidence by reflection, and will therefore be unable to get

through the Nicol ; but the green, and also a portion of the blue

in the neighbourhood of F, will get through. The colour of the

light, when viewed through a Nicol, will accordingly change from

a green to a greenish blue, owing to the absence of the yellow

light.



CHAPTER XVIIT.

METALLIC REFLECTION.

366. The leading experimental facts connected with metallic

reflection may be classified as follows.

(i) Metals are exceedingly opaque to light, but at the same

time reflect a very large proportion of the incident light.

(ii) When plane polarized light is incident upon a polished

metallic surface, the reflected light is always elliptically polarized,

unless the incident light is polarized in or perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence, in which case the reflected light is plane

polarized.

(iii) Metals 4o not possess a polarizing angle, hut there is a

certain angle of incidence, for which the intensity of light polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence is a minimum.

(iv) When the incident light is circularly polarized, there is

a certain angle of incidence, for which the reflected light is plane

polarized.

Whatever the character of the incident light may be, it can

always be resolved into two components, which are respectively in

and perpendicular to the plane of incidence ; and the above

experimental results show, that metallic reflection produces a

change of phase in one or both of these components.

367. The angle of incidence, for which circularly polarized

light is converted into plane polarized light, is called the priiicipal

incidence; and the azimuth of the plane of polarization of the

reflected light, is called the principal azimuth. The principal

azimuth is usually measured from the plane of incidence
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towards the right hand of an observer, who is looking at the

point of incidence along the reflected ray. Since the course

of a ray may be supposed to be reversed, it follows that if light

polarized in the principal azimuth, is reflected at the principal

incidence, the reflected light will be circularly polarized.

368. The values of the principal incidence and azimuth

depend not only upon the particular metal of which the reflector

consists, but also upon the transparent medium in contact with it

;

and it has been found by experiment, that the principal incidence

diminishes, whilst the principal azimuth increases with the increase

of the index of refraction of the medium in contact with the

metallic reflector.

369. Although a plate of metal of sensible thickness is

opaque, yet a very thin film of metal is semi-transparent ; and

if white light be incident upon the film, the transmitted light

is frequently coloured. Thus, if sunlight is passed through a piece

of gold leaf, the transmitted light is green. The experiments of

Quincke^ show, that the phases of both components of the refracted

light are accelerated by transmission ; and Sir John Oonroy' has

shown, that when light is reflected from a thin metallic film, the

principal incidence and azimuth both increase with the thickness

of the film.

That a thin film should reflect light differently from a thick

plate is to be expected. For since thin films are semi-transparent,

the wave penetrates a sufiicient distance to be reflected from the

posterior surface ; whilst when the plate is thick, no second

reflection takes place, owing to the refracted wave being extin-

guished before arriving at the posterior surface. If a perfectly

satisfactory theory of metallic reflection existed, there would be

no theoretical difficulty in explaining the peculiarities connected

with reflection from, and transmission through, thin metallic films
;

all that would be necessary would be, to take into account the

successive reflections and refractions from both surfaces of the

film, in the same way as is done in the ordinary theory of the

Colours of Thin Transparent Plates.

370. The opacity of metals can be partially explained by

supposing, that the index of refraction is a complex quantity ; but

1 Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxix.

' Froc. Roy. Soc. vol. xxxi. p. 500.
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as this statement is ambiguous, we shall proceed to consider it

carefully.

Let the axis of x be the normal to a metallic reflector in

contact with air; and let the displacements of the incident and

refracted waves be

"=^^;
(1).

Since the coefficients of y must be the same in the two waves,

we must have

F sini , . , ,

-Tr=-— =A' (say) (2).
Fi smr '^ ^ •'' ^ ^

If the second medium were transparent, Fj would be a real

quantity, and consequently /i would be real ; but in a metal, there

is properly speaking no refracted wave, and therefore Fi, and

consequently /it, cannot be real. We must therefore suppose, that

/i is complex.

For these reasons it is often said, that the index of refraction

of metals is a complex quantity. The expression is not however

very happily chosen, since there is no such thing as an index of

refraction in the case of metals. If however we regard the index

of refraction as a convenient name for the mathematical quantity,

which is defined by (2), there will be no danger of any ambiguity.

Putting fi = i2e'% we obtain

V
Fi = "5 (cos o — t sm a),

and therefore, when the incidence is normal, so that Z = ?i = — 1,

27r
Wi = A e^""" • -K^ sin a cos— {Rx cos a + Vt),

where \ is the wave-length in the first medium, which is supposed

to be transparent.

Now X is negative in the second medium ; accordingly sin a

must be positive, otherwise the amplitude would increase as x

increases. Hence the amplitude diminishes very rapidly as the

distance from the surface of separation increases, and at a distance

of a few wave-lengths in air, the refracted wave becomes insen-

sible.
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Since /*" = i?^ (cos 2a + 1 sin 2a),

and sin a must be positive, it follows that a naust lie between

and ^TT. Hence /a^ must be a complex quantity, whose imaginary

part must be positive, but whose real part may be either positive

or negative. We shall presently show, that there are reasons for

thinking that for certain metals the real part of /*'' must be nega-

tive, in which case a must lie between Jtt and ^tt.

371. Theories of metallic reflection haive been proposed by

MacOuUagh^, Cauchy^ and others ; and although these theories in

their original form cannot be said to stand on a satisfactory

physical basis, yet the formulae of Cauchy furnish results, which

agree fairly well with experiment, and may therefore be regarded

as an empirical representation of the facts. We have shown in

the previous chapter, that it is possible to construct a dynamical

theory, such that for certain rays of the spectrum, /i' shall be a

real negative quantity ; but from § 370, it follows that in the case

of a metal,
fj,^

must be a complex quantity, whose imaginary part

must be positive. Following Eisenlohr", we shall first show how
Cauchy's formulae may be deduced by transforming Fresnel's

formulae for transparent media; and shall afterwards discuss a

dynamical theory, by means of which this transformation may be

justified.

Cauchy's Theory.

372. When the incident light is polarized in the plane of

incidence, Fresnel's formula for the amplitudes of the reflected

and refracted light are

. , _ sin (i — r)

~ ~
sin (i + r)

^^''

. _ 2 sin r cos i

'~
sin {i + r)

^^>'

in which the amplitude of the incident light is taken as unity.

We have now to transform these formulae, by supposing that /i is

a complex quantity of the form iZe'*,

' Vroc. Roy. Ir. Acad. vol. i. p. 2.

'' C. R. 1838 and 1839.

' Fogg. Ann. vol. civ. p. 368.
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Equation (3) may be written

., cost — It cos r" ,_,
A' = ^-^ (5),

cos 1 + fi COS r

where cos r = (l — jjr^ sitf t)* (6).

Since ^i is complex, it follows that cosr is complex, and we
shall therefore put it equal to ce'" ; whence we obtain from (6)

c^ cos 2m = 1 - R~^ cos 2a sin^ i\ ,>..

c= sin 2m = jR-2 sin 2a sinH'
J

^ ^'

which determine c and u in terms of B, a and i. Equation (5)

now becomes

,_ cosi-i2ce'(''+«>
~ cosi + -Rce'(''+")

_ RV — cosH + 2iRc cos i sin (a + it)

iJV + cosH + 2Rc cos i cos (a + u)

= -^6 ^ (8),

, ^2 _ fi^c'' + cos^ i — 2Rc cos i cos (« + m)
where i^ - jjsgs + cosH" + 2Ec cos i cos (a + m) ^ ^'

277-6 2Rc cos i sin (a + u) ., _.

*^^— =- E^c'-cos^t
(1°>'

whence the reflected wave, which is the real part of

-a
-^(xBoai+y sin i- Fi+e)
\

a

is — .?l cos r— (x COS i + 2/ sin i—Vt + e),

which shows that reflection is accompanied by a change of phase,

whose value is given by (10).

If we introduce a new angle/, such that

._ 2Rc cos i cos (a + u)
'^^^^ ~

R'c' + cosH

= cos (a + m) sin 2 (tan"'-^— j (11),

(9) and (10) become

a= = tan(/-|7r) (12),

tan -^ = sin (a + u) tan 2 f tan"^ -^ j (13).

Equations (11), (12) and (13) are Cauchy's formulae for light

polarized in the plane of incidence.
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373. To find what the refracted wave becomes, we have

from (4)
2 cos i

cos I + fi COS r

_ 2 COS i {-Re COS (a + u) + cos i — iRc sin (a + u)}
~

Bl'd^ + cos' i + "iRc cos i cos (a + u)

^ j_ 4 cos' z
where ^j -

^.^^ _^ ^^^^ ^. ^ ^^ ^^^ ^.
^^^ („ + ^j)

'

2^61 Re sin (a + m)
tan —— = -^ -,—

;

r— ;

,

\ Re cos (a + m) + cos i

whence the refracted wave, which is the real part of

— (-(«cosr+KSiii»— Ft— ei)

is

g{j6r^*«™("+"> cos^ {i2ca!cos(a + «)-2/sini+ F« + ei}...(14).

We have already shown that a is a positive quantity, whence

it follows from (7), that u must also be positive ; accordingly

since x is negative in the second medium, the exponential factor

diminishes very rapidly, and the refracted wave becomes insensible

at a distance of a few wave-lengths from the surface of the

reflecting surface. It also follows from (14), that the velocity

of the refracted wave in the metal at normal incidence is equal to

VjR cos a.

374. When the incident light is polarized perpendicularly to

the plane of incidence, Fresnel's formulae become

tan (t — r)
B' =

tan (i + r)

'

2 sin r cos i

sin (i + r) cos (i — r)
'

, „, u, cos % — cos r
whence B = -.

fj,
cos I + cos r

_ .Rcosi-C6-^<''-">
""

jBcost + ce "'("-»)

_ R" cos" i — c' + 2i,Rc cos i sin (o — u)

R^ cos' t + c'+ 2Rc cos i cos (a — u)

2tffe'

where W - ^' °°^' ^^^'- ^^'^ ^°^ ^' ^°^ (« " '^)
(U)

R'coa''i + o' + 2Rccosicos(a-u) ^ ^'
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27re' _ 2Rc cos i sin (a — u)

whence the reflected wave is

23 cos —- (« cos i + y sin i — Fit + e'),
A/

which shows that, in this case also, metallic reflection is accom-

panied by a change of phase, whose value is given by (16). Since

the changes of phase are different, according as the incident light

is polarized in or perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, it

follows that when the incident light is polarized in any azimuth,

the reflected light will usually be elliptically polarized.

If we introduce an angle g, such that

2Rc cos i cos (a — u)
cot a = =- „ .

^
„
—

-

= cos (a — u) sin 2 (tan~ic/-R cos i) (17),

(15) and (16) become

W = tan(g-i-n-) (18),

tan —— = sin (a — u) tan 2 (tan~'c/iJ cos i) (19).

Equations (17), (18) and (19) are Cauchy's formulae for light

polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

From these results it follows, that reflection from metals

presents characteristics similar to total reflection from glass in

contact with air, and also to the selective reflection produced by

aniline dyes and other colouring materials.

375. We shall now obtain expressions for the ratio of the

amplitudes, and the difference of the changes of phase ; but for

the purpose of greater generality, we shall suppose the incident

light to be elliptically polarized.

Let B and A be the amplitudes of the two components of the

incident vibrations, in and perpendicularly to the plane of incidence;

then by §§ 372 and 374, we have

aura ^ j^ sin (i — r)
^^^ ~ sin(i+r) '

ZiM' £ tan (i - r)

23 ^(«'-e) Bcos{i + r) ,_„.
whence ^e^ ' ' = -i r-. ^^ (^0).

' ^ A cos (I — r)
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We must now transform the right-hand side of (20), in the

same manner as we have done in the case of Fresnel's formulee
;

and we shall find that

^ ^^e'-e)_B jRccosie'^'+^'-sinH"

^ ~ A Re cos i6'(''+") + sin= i

_ B B?c^ cos^ i — sin* i + 2iRc cos i sva? i sin (a + u)
~ A ' R-c' cos^ i + sin* i+2Ro cos i sin^ i cos (a + m)

'

whence

^_^ -R-c" cos^ i + sin* i - 2Rc cos i sin° ^^ cos (at + «)

^= ~ J.'' iJ=c= cos^ I + sin* i + IRc cos i sin'' i cos (a + m) * •''

J i ^TT , , , 2i2c cos i sin^ i sin (a + u) ,„„,
and tan--(e'-e)= ^7^ —. At-.—'

(22).X ^ '
R-ti' cos'' I — sm* I ^ '

If the incident light is circularly polarized, A=B; also if the

angle of incidence is such that

Re cos i = sin^ i (23),

it follows from (22), that

e' = e + JX,

whence the reflected light is plane polarized. If /S be the azimuth
of the plane of polarization, we obtain from (21) and (23)

J. ,0 1 — cos (a + m)
, „ , ,

tan= /3 = :p- ) 7 (
= tan^ i (a + li),

1 + cos (a + m) ^ ^ '

whence /3= J(« + w) (24).

We have therefore established the fourth experimental law,

which is enunciated in § 366, by means of Cauchy's theory.

Accordingly (23) and (24) combined with (7) determine the
principal incidence, and the principal azimuth. It also follows

from the formulae, that if light which is plane polarized in the
principal azimuth be incident at the principal incidence, the
reflected light will be circularly polarized. We shall denote the
principal incidence by /.

376. These results enable us to calculate the constants R
and a.

Let the azimuth of the plane of polarization be defined to be
the angle, which this plane makes with the plane of incidence,
measured to the right hand of an observer who is looking at the
reflected light through an analyser. Let the light polarized at an
azimuth Jtt undergo two reflections at two parallel plates of
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metal ; and let the angle of incidence be equal to the principal

incidence.

After undergoing two reflections, the component displacements

perpendicular to and in the plane of incidence will he

fV2 = a^ cos^ (« sin 7 + 2/ sin I-Vt + 2e),

2ir
7)^/2 =W cos -— (« sin 7 + 2/ sin 7- Vt + 2e + |X)

;

A

whence the light which has been twice reflected, will be plane

polarized at an azimuth X' where

tan;)(; = V^ = -3BV^' = -tan=/3 (25).

Now the principal incidence 7, and the azimuth
p^;,

can be

determined experimentally, whence by (23) and (25) the values of

Rg and /3 can be found; accordingly from (24) and (7) the values of

72 and a can be calculated.

377. Jamin^ has tested Cauchy's formula for the intensities

of light polarized in and perpendicularly to the plane of incidence,

and has found that they agree fairly well with experiment. His

method of procedure was as follows. The quantities 7? and a were

first determined by experiment, and the amplitudes ^ and iB

were then calculated for different angles of incidence by means of

(9) and (15). This process gives the theoretical values of the ratio

of the intensities of the incident and reflected light.

To obtain the values of the intensities by experiment, a plate

of glass and metal were placed side by side, so as to be accurately

in the same plane. A pencil of light was then allowed to fall on

the compound reflecting surface, so that part was reflected by the

glass, and part by the metal ; and the two portions of the

reflected light were passed through a doubly refracting prism,

whose principal section was inclined at an angle 7 to the plane of

incidence.

The light on emerging from the prism, thus consisted of

four images, two of which were produced by reflection from the

metal, and the other two by reflection from the glass. Let ^\
^'^ be the intensities of the light reflected from the metal and the

glass, when the incident light is polarized in the plane of incidence
;

1 Ann. de Ghimie et de Physique, Vol. xix. p. 206.

B. o. 22
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then on emerging from the doubly refracting prism, the intensities

of the ordinary and extraordinary images will be

Metal Glass

ia=cos=7, ^'="003= 7;

E a^sin^Y, gl'^sinsy.

For a certain value of 7, the intensity of the ordinary image of

the metal, will be equal to the extraordinary image of the glass.

For this value,

^''cos2 7 = gl''sin2 7;

whence remembering the value of ^', we obtain

sin' {i — r)
^2 = tan^ 7

'-

.(26).
sin'' (i + r)

The value of 7 is determined, by observing the angle at which

the intensities of the two images become equal, and thence ^' can

be found by (2U).

If the incident light had been polarized perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence, we should have had

tan'' (t — r)
W=i&-a''>f- (27),

but inasmuch as the intensity of the light reflected from the glass,

is exceedingly small in the neighbourhood of the polarizing angle,

accurate results cannot be obtained, when i is nearly equal to this

angle.

The following table for steel, which is taken from Jamin's

paper, shows how far theory and experiment agree.

steel. Principal incidence 76°.

Angle of

Incidence
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378. Jamin also made experiments upon the difference of the

changes of phase of the two components ; and arrived at the fol-

lowing laws.

(i) The wave ivhich is polarized perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence, is more retarded than that which is polarized in the

plane of incidence.

(ii) The difference of phase is zero at normal incidence, and
increases up to grazing incidence.

From (22), we see that

when i—Q, e' — e = ;

when i = I, e' -e = \\;

when i = ^ir, e' -e = ^\;

so that e' > e, and their difference gradually increases from i =
to i = \ir.

379. Experiments on the difference between the changes of

phase were made by Jamin by the method of multiple reflections.

When light polarized in any azimuth is reflected m times from

two parallel metallic reflectors, the difference of phase of the

resulting light is m (e' — e) ; and if this quantity is equal to a

multiple of \X, the resulting light will be plane polarized. This

will be the case, when the angle of incidence is such that

e' -e = n\/2m (28),

where n is equal to 1, 2, ... m — 1. The least angle of incidence

at which this can happen, is given by e' — e= X/2m ; and the

greatest by e' — e = (m — 1) X/2m. Hence there are altogether

m — 1 angles of incidence. Now these angles of incidence can be

observed, and the resulting differences between the changes of

phase calculated from (22), and compared with (28), and the two

results ought to agree. For example, let three reflections take

place, and let i^, i^, the least and greatest angles, at which

polarization is re-established, be observed; then if we substitute

the values of i^, i^ in (22), the resulting values of e' — e corre-

sponding to ix, ii ought to be ^\ and \\. We have thus a method

of testing the formulae for the difference between the changes of

phase experimentally; and the experiments of Jamin show, that

there is a fair agreement between experiment and theory.

380. It has been stated in § 368, that the principal incidence

and principal azimuth, depend not only upon the nature of the

metal, but also upon the medium in contact with it. The values

22—2
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of these angles have been determined experimentally by Quincke^

for silver, and by Sir John Conroy^ for gold and silver, when

certain other media are substituted for air. The following table

shows the results obtained by the latter, when the incident light

was red.

Medium
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381. The ratio of the velocity of light in air to that in

metals, has been investigated experimentally by Quincke, Wer-
nicke, Voigt^ and Kundt^

The values which Kundt has obtained for this ratio are given

in the following table for red, white and blue light.
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Metal
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tion of motion within the metal, upon the elastic solid theory, may
be written

P^-W'^'W =''W+d^) (29).

where h is necessarily a positive constant.

The equation of motion outside the metal, will be

(Pw {(Pw d^w\

dt' \dx' dfj'

To solve these equations assume
Stir . . , , , _^,. 2t7r

,

. , . . Tri>

, ^ {-x COS r+y sin r-V^t)

Substituting in (29), we shall obtain

Pj^
Under these circumstances, it follows that /a^ is a complex

quantity, whose real part is positive ; hence a must lie between

and \iT. Lord Rayleigh's investigation accordingly shows, that

for silver and all metals for which a>\'rr, reflection cannot be

accounted for on the elastic solid theory, by the introduction of a

viscous term.

385. When we consider the electromagnetic theory of light,

it will be shown, that if we attempt to explain metallic reflection

by taking into account the conductivity of the metal, we shall be

led to equations of the same form. Hence metallic reflection

cannot be completely explained, upon the electromagnetic theory,

by means of this hypothesis.

386. We shall now show, that the circumstance of the square

of the pseudo-refractive index being a complex quantity, whose real

part is negative, may be explained by Von Helmholtz' theory.

Measuring the axis of z in the direction of propagation, and the

axis of X in the direction of vibration, the equations of motion (11)

and (10) of § 357 and 356, are

d'u dhi
, ,, >
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Since we require a solution in which jj? is a complex quantity,

we must not neglect the viscous term, and we shall find it convenient

to conduct the integration of these equations, in a manner some-

what different from that of § 357.

Assume „ = j^gSiir/r-WF-o

then \-^(p-^\-iAA = -a?A-^,

4->(^.-^.)
h^ „ 4<nrh

u'+ -

Pi

Aj, = -a.^A,

whence

{?(-f.)-}K(^^)-^«'-^'}=-(^'•)
If (Oo be the density of the ether, and U the velocity of light in

free space, 7iJPq = IP ; also since the pseudo-index of refraction of a

metal is defined to be the ratio of U/V, we obtain from (30)

^~^„~4^ot "*"
47r^p, («= - T^ - (/iVpi + a^) kV^ -f- 4i7r/t/<;Vj ^ ^'

Rationalizing the denominator, we see that the imaginary part

of fi' is positive, whilst the real part is equal to

P_ _ ^V {-,
,

«-'-r''c' {iir'pi (k" - tQ - (h'/pi + a') «V^} )

p„ 47rV» 1 [i-n^pi («' - T=) - (AVpi + aO kV^}' -|- 167r=/tVT^| ^ '^"

387. In order to apply this result to metallic reflection, we
shall suppose that A is a small quantity, whose square may be

neglected, under which circumstances, the real part of pj' which we

shall denote by v^, becomes equal to

'''

" p„
~4^ I

^ "^
47rVx («^ - T^) - a=«V°-J

^^^^'

This expression is the same as the square of the refractive

index of a substance, which produces anomalous dispersion, and

has a single absorption band; and it follows from § 359, that

it may be negative in two distinct ways.

In the first place, if Ti is the least value of t for which v^ = 0,

and Ta is the value of t, which makes the denominator of the

third term zero, the real part of p? will be negative for values

of T lying between Ti and t^. In the second place, there is another

value Tj of T, which is greater than tj, for which v'^ = 0; and for

all values of t> Tj, j/^ is negative. We may therefore explain
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reflection from silver ia two distinct ways. In the first place we
may suppose, that the period of the free vibrations is such, that

throughout the luminous portion of the spectrum, and some
distance beyond it and on either side, t lies between Ti and t^;

or in the second place we may suppose, that throughout this

range t > T3. Now metals reflect rays of dark heat' in much
the same way as they reflect light; accordingly if we adopted
the first hypothesis, it would be necessary to suppose, that k
the free period of the matter vibrations, lies below the infra-red

portion of the spectrum ; if on the other hand, we adopted the

second hypothesis, it would be necessary to suppose, that k corre-

sponds to a point in or above the ultra-violet portion of the

spectrum. To explain reflection from steel, we must suppose that

K is such, that throughout the luminous portion of the spectrum

and some distance beyond, t is less than Ti, or lies between t^ and
T3. To explain reflection from copper, we must suppose that

either Tj or t, corresponds to a point of the spectrum intermediate

between the red and yellow, since in going up the spectrum, the

real part of /a^ passes through zero, from a negative to a positive

value. But in the case of zinc, the real part of /m" begins by being

positive, and then passes through zero to a negative value at a

point between the blue and violet. The theory in its present

form is therefore not applicable to zinc. It is however neces-

sary to point out, that the theory which has been developed, only

applies to a medium having a single absorption band ; whereas

there is no a priori reason why metals should not possess several.

A theory such as von Helmholtz' could be extended, so as to

apply to a medium having a number of absorption bands ; and

there can be little doubt, that the real part of fi^ would be given

by an expression of much the same form, as that furnished by Lord

Kelvin's theory.

388. The investigations of the last two Chapters, will give the

reader some idea of the various theories relating to the mutual

reaction between ether and matter, which have been proposed

to explain dispersion and metallic reflection. Further inforaaation

upon this subject, will be found in Glazebrook's Report on Optical

Tlieories', where a variety of theories due to Lommel, Voigt,

Ketteler and others are considered. It must however be con-

' Magnus, Fogg. Ann. Vol. cxxxix.

"' Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1886.
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fessed, that most of these theories are of a somewhat teatative

and unsatisfactory character ; and depend to a great extent upon

unproved hypotheses and assumptions made during the progress of

the work, for the purpose of obtaining certain analytical results.

The fundamental hypothesis, first suggested by Stokes \ and after-

wards more fully developed by Sellmeier", that these phenomena

are due to the fact, that some of the free periods of the vibrations

of the molecules of matter fall within the limits of the periods of

the visible spectrum, is deserving of attentive consideration and

development. This hypothesis is quite independent of any suppo-

sitions, which may be made respecting the physical constitution of

the ether; since any medium, which is capable of propagating

waves, would produce vibrations of the molecules of the matter

embedded in it, of the same kind as those we have been dis-

cussing.

389. We shall see in the next Chapter, that the electro-

magnetic theory of light presupposes the existence of a medium

or ether; and that the general equations of the electromagnetic

field show, that the motion of this medium is governed by equations,

which aire nearly identical with those furnished by the elastic solid

theory. When electromagnetic waves impinge upon the molecules

of a material substance, the latter are thrown into a state of vibra-

tion, and by making additional assumptions respecting the mutual

reaction of ether and matter, we may translate many of the inves-

tigations based upon the elastic solid theory, into the language of

the electromagnetic theory. Moreover most transparent bodies

are dielectrics, whilst metals are conductors of electricity ; and

certain metals such as iron, cobalt and nickel are strongly magnetic.

We should therefore be led to expect, that there would be a marked

difference between the propagation of electromagnetic waves in

dielectrics on the one hand, and in metals on the other hand.

Unfortunately the electromagnetic theory, in the form in which

it has hitherto been developed, does not readily lend itself to an

explanation of dispersion and metallic reflection ; and it must be

admitted these phenomena have not as yet been satisfactorily

accounted for.

1 Phil. Mag., March 1860, p. 196.

' Fogg. Ann. Vols, cxlii. p. 272; cxlv. pp 399, 520; cxlvii. pp. 386, 525.



CHAPTEE XIX.

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY.

390. The electromagnetic theory of light, which was first

proposed by the late Prof. Clerk-Maxwell, supposes that the

sensation of light is produced by means of an electromagnetic

disturbance, which is propagated in a medium ; and we cannot

do better than to give the fundamental idea of this theory in

Maxwell's own words^ :
—

" To fill all space with a new medium, whenever any new
phenomenon is to be explained, is by no means philosophical, but

if the study of two different branches of science has independently

suggested the idea of a medium, and if the properties which must
be attributed to the medium in order to account for electro-

magnetic phenomena, are of the same kind as those which we
attribute to the luminiferous medium in order to account for the

phenomena of light, the evidence of the physical existence of the

medium will be considerably strengthened.

"But the properties of bodies are capable of quantitative

measurement. We therefore obtain the numerical value of some

property of the medium, such as the velocity with which a

disturbance is propagated through it, which can be calculated

from electromagnetic experiments, and observed directly in the

case of light. If it should be found that the velocity of propa-

gation of electromagnetic disturbances is the same as the

velocity of light, and this not only in air, but in other transparent

media, we shall have strong reasons for believing that light is an

electromagnetic phenomenon, and that a combination of the

' Electricity and Magnetism, Vol. ii. p. 383.
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optical with the electrical evidence will produce a conviction of

the reality of the medium, similar to that which we obtain, in the

case of other kinds of matter, from the combined evidence of the

senses."

391. We shall now proceed to apply the general equations of

the electromagnetic field, to obtain the velocity of propagation of

an electromagnetic disturbance.

The equations of electromotive force are'

dF_(if\
dt dx

P = -

r^__dQ_d±
^~

dt dy
}

dH
dt

ij = _:^_'ix
dz

The equations of magnetic induction are,

dH dG\

dy dz

dH
b= — -

dz dx
y-
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393. If the medium were electrostatically isotropic, the

electromotive force in any direction, would be proportional to

the electric displacement in the same direction ; but if the

medium is seolotropic, the relation between electromotive force

and electric displacement will depend upon the peculiar consti-

tution of the medium. We have already pointed out, that all

doubly-refracting media possess three rectangular planes of sym-

metry ; and we shall now show, that double refraction can be

explained by supposing, that the medium is electrostatically

seolotropic.

If the axes of symmetry are the axes of coordinates, the

equations connecting the electromotive force and electric dis-

placement may be written

P = 4>7rf/K„ Q = iiTg/K„ R = 'k',rh/K, (5),

where K^, K^, K, are the three principal electrostatic capacities.

If the medium were a conductor, the equations between the

electromotive force and the conduction current would be

p = G,P, q = G,Q, T = G,R (6),

where G^, G^, G^ are the three principal conductivities. If we

suppose the medium isotropic as regards conduction, the three G's

will be equal.

The equations connecting the true current, with the electric

displacement and conduction current, are

u=f+p, v=g + q, w = h + r (7).

Since most transparent media are good insulators, we shall

suppose that the conduction current is zero, which requires that

Ci ^ Gj ^ C/3 = 0.

394. We can now obtain the equations of electric displace-

ment.

From (1) and (2) we obtain

_da_dR_dQ'
dt dy dz

db _dP _dR I .o\

dt dz dx ' '

_dc_dQ_dP^
dt dx dy
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From (3) and (7), we obtain

. , A- dc dh
(9).

with two similar equations. Eliminating a, h, c from (9) by

means of (8) and piitting

(10),

we shall obtain

V .(11).

^ dx dy dz

In proving these equations, we have not as yet made any

assumption respecting the relation between electromotive force

and electric displacement. Let us now substitute the values of

P, Q, R from (5), also let

then (11) become

n^A^f + B^'^Z + cf
dx dy dz

(12),

(13),

dn,
.(14).

dt'
~

df '^ dy

d?h _ -,„_,„, _^
df^ dz

,

These are the equations which are satisfied by the electric

displacement.

395. To find the equations of magnetic induction, differentiate

the first of (8) with respect to t, and then substitute the values

of It, Q from (5), and we shall obtain

_^ - 4. (1-^ -}-'^S!\
dt'

~ [k, dy K, dz)
'

Substituting the values of A, g from (9), taking account of (12),
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and of the other two equations, which can be written down by
symmetry, we shall finally obtain

^ _-n,d (da dc\ „ d (dh da
dt^ dz \dz dx) dy \dx dy

— = 0^— (— -—^ - A^ — [— -—
dt' dx \dx dy) dz \dy dz.

^ _ A^ d fdc dh\
Tja

A (da dc

df dy \dy dz) dx \dz dx.

y (1-5)-

396. With the exception of the terms in 8, equations (15)
are of the same form, as equations (6) of § 247, which determine

the displacements of the medium on Green's Theory: whilst

equations (14) are identical with (7) of § 247, which determine

the rotations on Green's theory.

It therefore follows, that the velocities of propagation both of

the electric displacement and the magnetic induction are deter-

mined by Fresnel's construction, and that the direction of the

electric displacement is in the front of the wave, and is perpen-

dicular to the plane of polarization ; whilst the magnetic displace-

ment is in the front of the wave and is perpendicular to the

electric displacement. If therefore we adopt the hypothesis, that

the direction of the disturbance which constitutes light is per-

pendicular to the plane of polarization, we must suppose that this

disturbance is represented by the electric displacement.

397. On account of the importance of the subject, it will be

desirable to deduce these results directly from the equations.

Let S be the resultant electric displacement ; X, ft, v its direction

cosines ; also let I, m, n be those of the normal to the wave, V the

velocity of propagation of the latter. Then we may write

8 = F{lx+my + nz- Vt) (16),

accordingly .f=S\, g = S/M, h = 8v (17).

df ,
dg

,
dh .

Since T-+:7 +5- = 0'
dx dy dz

it follows that l\ + mfi + nv = (18),

which shows that the electric displacement lies in the front of the

wave.
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Substituting the values of/, g, h from (17) in (14), we obtain

X(V'-A^)+ 1{AH\ + B^nifj, + Cnv) = ]

fi{V''-B') + m{AH\ + B>mij, + O'nv) = L (19),

v(V^-0)+n (AH\ + B'miJ. + O'nv) = o]

from which equations combined with (18), we at once obtain

ya _ J^a + 7^2 _^ + 7^2 _ era
~ ^ (^^)-

This equation shows, that the electric displacement is propa-

gated in a doubly-refracting medium according to Fresnel's law.

Multiplying (19) by \, fi, v and adding, we obtain

V'^A^X' +BY + C'v" (21).

Also from the same equations it can be shown, that

^ (B' - C') + -(C^ - A^) +- (A'' - B') = (22),

and {V'-A')\ll = (V'-B')film = {V'-C')v/n (23).

Let P be the point of contact of the tangent plane to the wave

surface, and let I, m, n be its direction cosines ; also let Y be the

foot of the perpendicular from the origin on to this tangent plane.

Then if Z, M, N be the direction cosines of PY, it is known from

the geometry of the wave surface, see (19) of § 109 and § 112, that

{V'-A'')Lll = {V'- B') M/m = {V'- O) Njn,

accordingly by (23) we have

LI-K = MI(L = Nlv;

which shows that the electric displacement is perpendicular to the

plane of polarization.

By treating equations (15) in the same way as (14), it can be

shown that the magnetic induction lies in the plane of the wave-

front, and that it is propagated at the same rate as the electric

displacement.

398. We must now determine the magnetic force in terms of

the electric displacement.

Substituting the values P, Q, R from (5) in (8), and taking

account of (12), we obtain
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whence a = 47r {Cmv - Bhifi ) *Sf/F
|

^ = 'i>Tr{AHiK-GHv )8iv\ (24).

j = 4<'7r(BHfi -A'm\)8/V'

Multiplying these equations by I, m, n and adding, we obtain

la. + m^ + Jlry = 0,

which shows that the magnetic force, and therefore the magnetic

induction, lies in the plane of the wave-front.

Multiplying by \, fi, v and taking account of (22) we obtain

Xa + /i/3 + 1^7 = 0,

which shows that the magnetic force is perpendicular to the

electric displacement.

Let \', fi, V be the direction cosines of the magnetic force, then

I = [iv — fi'v, m = vX' — v'\, n = Xfi — \'fi.

Substituting in the first of (24), and taking account of (21), we
obtain

a = 47r { F^A,' - \ (A^X' + B^fi' + GW)] SjV
;

but X' = mv — n/j, &c. ; whence it follows from (22) that

A'XX' + Byfi' + GW = 0,

accordingly a = 47rF*S)i' (25),

and therefore the magnetic force, corresponding to an electric

displacement S, is equal to 4<TrVS.

In (24) put 1=1, m = 71 = 0; /x = l, X = i/ = 0; then it follows,

that when a wave is propagated along the positive direction of the

axis of «, and the electric displacement is parallel to the axis of y,

the magnetic force will be parallel to the axis of z.

399. We shall now find the direction of the electromotive

force.

From (5) and (12) we have

P = 4>7r/j^A'f, Q = 4<7rfjL,B% B = 4>-jrii^G%,

where /Aj temporarily denotes the magnetic permeability, to distin-

guish it from /i the ^/-direction cosine of the electric displacement.

Let X be the angle between the radius vector and the normal to

the tangent plane at its extremity, then

cos X = V/r, cos (^TT -F x) = - sin X = (\x + fJiy + vz)/r. . .(26),

B. O. 23
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where x, y, z are the coordinates of the point of contact. Now by

the geometry of the wave surface

(r' - A^) \jx = {^ - B") fi/y = {r- - (7=) v/z = - ^-j— = - r sin x,

by (21) and (26) ; whence

(r^ - A'') X/Vx = (r^ - 5^) fi/Vy = (r= - (7=) v/Vz = - tan x-

But -,= ^^^f_7^f^ &C.&C.;

whence

{V'-A^)\/l = (V'-B')fj,/m = {V^-CI')vln=-VHa.nx,

and therefore by (19)

AH\ + £=m/i + G^'rw' = V' tan p^.

The component of the electromotive force along the wave

normal is therefore

Pl + Qm + Rn = 4Tr^ {A'tX + B'miJ. + C^nv) 8= 47r/i, V^'S tan x
(27).

and the component along the direction of displacement is

PX + Qfji, + Rv = 4>'7rfji^V'S (28).

From (27) and (28) we see, that the resultant electromotive

force is equal to iviMiV'S sec x, and that its direction is perpen-

dicular to the ray.

400. The preceding analysis contains a complete investigation

of the propagation of electric and magnetic disturbances in an

electrostatically seolotropic medium; and we have shown, that both

disturbances are propagated with a velocity, which satisfies the

same mathematical conditions as the velocity of propagation of

light in a biaxal crystal, according to Fresnel's theory; but that

the electric disturbance is pei^pendicular to what in optical

language is known as the plane of polarization, whilst the magnetic

disturbance lies in the plane of polarization. If therefore the

sensation of light is the result of electromagnetic waves, we
must conclude, that light is the effect of the electric displace-

ment and not of the magnetic displacement (or magnetic induction).

Before however we can decide whether light is an electromagnetic

phenomenon, it is necessary to ascertain whether the electric and

magnetic disturbances are propagated with a velocity, which is

equal to or comparable with that of light.
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401. In an isotropic medium, Ki = K2= K^, and O is zero

;

whence (14) become

/= (,^K)-^V^f, g = (/.Z)-VV, h = (fiK)-^V%. . .(29).

From these equations we see, that the velocity of propagation

V is equal to {fj,K)~^. If the medium is air, and we adopt the

electrostatic system of units, K=\, and /j,= v~\ where v is the

number of electrostatic units in one electromagnetic unit, whence

V= v; or the velocity of propagation of light is equal to the

number of electrostatic units in one electromagnetic unit. If on

the other hand we adopt the electromagnetic system, K = v~^,

and /i = 1, so that the equation F= i; is still true.

402. The methods of determining v are explained in Maxwell's

Electricity and Magnetism, Vol. ii. Ch. xix., and are quite inde-

pendent of the methods for determining the velocity of light

;

hence the agreement or disagreement of the values of V and v

furnishes a test of the electromagnetic theory of light.

The following table, taken from Maxwell, gives the values of

V and V in 0. G. s. units.

Velocity of Light.
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be compared to the slow processes, by which the capacity of a

dielectric can be determined.

The square root of the value ofK for paraffin' is 1"405
;
whilst

the index of refraction for waves of infinite period is about 1-422.

404. In discussing these experimental results Maxwell concludes

as follows:
—"The diiference between these numbers is greater

than can be accounted for by errors of observation, and shows

that our theories of the structure of bodies must be much

improved, before we can deduce their optical from their electrical

properties. At the same time, I think, that the agreement between

the numbers is such, that if no greater discrepancy were found

between the numbers derived from the optical and the electrical

properties of a considerable number of substances, we should be

warranted in concluding that the square root of K, although it

may not be the complete expression for the index of refraction, is

at least the most important term in it."

405. In 1873, which was the date of publication of the first

edition of Maxwell's treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, parafiin

was the only transparent dielectric, whose electrostatic capacity

had been determined. Since that date, the capacity of a variety

of other media have been determined, and it has been found that

for many substances, the square of the refractive index differs

considerably from the value of the electrostatic capacity.

The experiments of Hopkinson^ give the following results for

the electrostatic capacity of Chance's glasses.
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A further series of experiments was made by HopkinsonS
which gave the following results.
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are much in excess of the square of the refractive index. On the

other hand, the same observers, and also Boltzmann, obtain for

crystallized sulphur, a value of the capacity in reasonable accord

with theory.

The experimental determinations of electrostatic capacities,

made by Boltzmann for paraffin, colophonium and sulphur', and

also for various gases^ by Silow for turpentine and petroleum"; by

Schiller^ and Wiillner" for plate glass, will be found in the papers

referred to below.

H.ertzs Experivients^-

408. The rapidity of the propagation of electrical effects across

space or any insulating medium, which has until recently eluded

all attempts at measurement, early suggested to natural philo-

sophers, that it might be connected with the mode of propagation

of light across space. For all kinds of mechanical tremors in the

matter of bodies are propagated comparatively slowly, in the

manner of sound waves ; while the propagation of free gravitation

was shown long ago by Laplace, to be extremely rapid, even

compared with that of light itself.

This suggested connection was enormously strengthened when

Maxwell, who was the first to try to express the known equations

of electrodynamic action in a form, which suggested and implied

propagation across a medium, found that his system gave rise to

electric waves of the same transverse character as waves of light,

whose velocity of propagation is an electric constant, which on

measurement turns out to be for a vacuum the same as the

velocity of light. Nor is the fact that, except for media of simple

and homogeneous chemical constitution, this agreement in velo-

cities is not very generally observed, a serious drawback to the

theory, when we consider the great difficulty of unravelling the

complex effect of the molecules of matter on the propagation of

light, and on the character of electric actions.

1 Fogg. Ann. (1874), vol. OLi. pp. 482 and 531; vol. cliii. p. 525.

2 Ibid. (1875), vol. olv. p. 403.

•> Ibid. (1875), vol. OLVi.'p. 389 ; (1876), vol. CLvm. p. 306.

* Ibid. (1874), vol. CLn. p. 535.

* Ibid. New Series, vol. i. pp. 247 and 361.

" I am indebted to Mr Larmor for §§ 408—409.
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409. There remained however another side of the subject to

explore, in the detection and systematic examination of actual

electric vibrations propagated across space. The difficulties in the

way were (i) to obtain a vibrating electric system, with periods

high enough to give waves of manageable length
;

(ii) to obtain

some method of detecting their propagation. These difficulties

have been successfully surmounted within the last few years by
Hertz \ The vibrations were set up by the snap of an electric

discharge between two conductors, whose capacity and self-induc-

tion were so arranged as to give a wave-length of the order of

magnitude of ordinary waves of sound, or even down to a few

inches. The detector in one form consists of a wire circuit, with

a minute spark-gap in it. When placed in a field across which

waves are travelling, whose period is the same as that of the free

electric oscillations of the circuit itself, the latter acts as a reso-

nator, and reveals the presence of the waves by sparking. It was

found by Hertz, that such a resonator was excited at equidistant

positions in front of the vibrator, corresponding to half a wave-

length ; and that the circumstances corresponded in all respects

to the mode of propagation of the transverse electric waves of

Maxwell's theory. It is now pretty certain, that the radiation

from the vibrator contains a wide spectrum of wave-lengths.

The vibrator being worked by a rapid torrent of sparks from an

induction coil, each spark sets up an electric vibration swaying in

it, which is very rapidly damped by radiation, even in a very few

swings. The succession of sparks thus sends out a succession of

disturbances, which have no single deiinite period, but are capable

of being decomposed in Fourier's manner into a whole spectrum

of simple waves travelling out into the medium. Of these the

resonator takes up the appropriate one, and reinforces it; thus

the observed wave-length corresponds to the period of the reso-

nator, and is in fact difierent for different resonators. This mode

of explanation appears to require, that when an electric vibration

is started in a resonator, it persists sensibly over the period

between two successive sparks of the primary; and therefore

that the resonator should present a small surface for radiation.

At any rate. Hertz's experiments have firmly established that

electric radiation does exist ; and that its properties are exactly on

the lines indicated by the appropriate a priori electric theories.

' Wied. Ann. vols. xxxi. to xxxvi.
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Thus we can experiment with electrical waves of sensible length,

and thereby check theoretical developments ; and we can push on

the correspondence in properties between such waves and the

waves of light, which are of very minute length. And it hardly

admits of doubt, that in the case of a vacuum, where the compli-

cation of ponderable molecules with their disturbing free periods

does not come in, absolute continuity will be found to exist in the

transition from the one class to the other. But in the case of

ponderable media, the two classes of waves will be influenced by

free molecular periods of wholly difierent orders; so that any

minute numerical correspondence is perhaps not to be anticipated.

410. By means of his experiments. Hertz proved the inter-

ference, reflection and polarization of electromagnetic waves; and

from certain calculations based upon the results of his experi-

ments, he has shown that the velocity of electromagnetic waves is

approximately the same as that of light. Trouton' has further

proved experimentally, that if electromagnetic waves are incident

at the polarizing angle upon a bad conductor, the waves are not

reflected when the direction of magnetic force is perpendicular to

the plane of incidence ; but when the direction of the former is

parallel to the latter, reflection takes place at all angles of inci-

dence. This experiment confirms Fresnel's hypothesis, that the

vibrations of polarized light are perpendicular to the plane of

polarization ; and that upon Maxwell's theory, the disturbance

which gives rise to optical effects is represented by the electric

displacement.

A complete discussion of the experiments of Hertz, and of the

various other theories on the coimection between light and

electricity, belongs rather to a treatise on electromagnetism than

to one on light. The reader, who desires further information upon

these matters, is recommended to consult the original memoirs,

and also Poincar^'s Electricite et Optique, Part ii., in which a very

full account of Hertz's experiments is given.

1 Nature, 22nd Aug. 1889; see also Fitzgerald, Proc. Roy. Inst. March 21st, 1890.
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Intensity of Light.

411. The intensity of light is usually measured on the electro-

magnetic theory, by the average energy per unit of volume.

In a doubly refracting medium, the electrostatic energy per

unit of volume is

\ (-P/+ Qg + Rh) = 27r/A, {A'\^ + B^fj,-^ + G^v^) S'

by (21).

The electrokinetic energy is

by (25).

It therefore follows that in any medium, the electrostatic and
electrokinetic energies are equal.

Let E be the total energy, and let

(Sf = ^ cos— {Ix + my + nz- Vt),

then S= 2TrfjiM''V'
1
1 + cos^ (Ix + my + nz - Vf\

.

The energy therefore consists of two parts, one of which is a

constant term, and the other is a periodic term. The first term is

the average energy per unit of volume ; and consequently the

intensity of light on the electromagnetic theory, is proportional to

the product of the magnetic permeability of the medium, the

square of the amplitude, and the square of the velocity of propa-

gation in the direction in which the wave is travelling.

Conditions to he satisfied at the Surface of Separation

of Two Media.

412. The conditions of continuity of force require, that the

electric and magnetic forces parallel to the surface of separation

should be the same in both media. These conditions furnish four

equations.

As regards the conditions to be satisfied perpendicular to the

surface of separation, Maxwell has shown, Vol. I. § 83, that if P, P'

be the normal components of the electromotive force at the surface
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of separation of two media, whose specific inductive capacities are

K, K', then

PK-P'K' = 0;

whence the components of the electric displacement perpendicular

to the surface of separation must be the same in both media.

Again, if /i, /a' be the magnetic permeabilities of the two media,

and a, a! the normal components of the magnetic force. Maxwell

has shown Vol. ii. § 428, that

jxa. — fi'a' = ;

whence the components of the magnetic induction perpendicular

to the surface of separation must be the same in both medial

413. These conditions furnish altogether six equations, but

we shall presently show that they reduce to only four ; inasmuch

as it will be proved later on, that the condition, that the electric

displacement perpendicular to the surface of separation should be

continuous, is analytically equivalent to the condition, that the

magnetic force parallel to the line of intersection of the wave-front

with the surface of separation should be the same in both media

;

and that the condition, that the magnetic induction perpendicular

to the surface of separation should be continuous, is analytically

equivalent to the condition, that the electric force parallel to the

line of intersection of the wave-front with the surface of separation

should be the same in both media.

414. The equations of motion (29) of an isotropic medium are

of the same form, as those furnished by the elastic solid theory

when 8 is absolutely zero; for since there is no accumulation of

free electricity dfldx + dg/dy + dhjdz is always zero. We may
therefore explain a variety of optical phenomena relating to

isotropic media, by means of the electromagnetic theory just as

well as by the elastic solid theory. There is however one impor-

tant distinction between the two theories, viz. that the supposition

that 8 = 0, requires that m = co , and accordingly mS may be finite;

and in studying Green's theory of the reflection and refraction of

light, we saw that under these circumstances it was necessary to

' The continuity of electric displacement and magnetic induction can be at once

deduced from the condition, that these quantities both satisfy an equation of the

same form as the equation of continuity of an incompressible fluid. This equation

is likewise the condition, that the directions of these quantities should be parallel to

the wave-front.
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introduce a pressural wave. Nothing of the kind occurs in the

electromagnetic theory, and accordingly we are relieved from one

of the difficulties of the elastic solid theory. We shall now proceed

to consider the reflection and refraction of light at the common
surface of two isotropic media.

Reflection and Refraction^.

415. Instead of beginning with the case of an isotropic

medium, we shall suppose that the reflecting surface consists of a

plate of Iceland spar, which is cut perpendicularly to its axis;

so that we can pass to the case of an isotropic medium by putting

a = c.

The wave surface consists of the sphere

a,''+y- + z^= c^,

and the planetary ellipsoid

jr^/c^ + (2/= + z")la^ = 1.

416. Let A, A',Aihe the amplitudes of the incident, reflected

and refracted waves ; and let us first suppose that the incident

light is polarized in the plane of incidence, so that the refracted

ray is the ordinary ray.

The condition that the electric forces parallel to the plane of

incidence should be continuous, gives

V'(A+A')=c'A, (30).

The condition that the corresponding components of magnetic

induction should be continuous, gives

(A -A') Fcosi = ^iCcosr' (31).

But if /, /', Ii be the square roots of the intensities, it follows

from § 411, that

AV~ A'V A,c'

whence (30) and (31) become

(/ + /') sin i = /i sin r,

(/— /') cos i = /i cos r
;

1 J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. Ap. 1880 ; Lorentz, SchlSmilch Zeitschrift, vol.

XXII. ; Fitzgerald, Phil. Trans. 1880 ; Lord Eayleigh, Phil. Mag. Aug. 1881.
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accordingly /' = :

—

-p—,—

r

° ' sm (t + t)

J _ /sin % .(32),

sin (i + r)

which are the same as Fresnel's formulae. Since the light is

refracted according to the ordinary law, these formulse are true in

the case of two isotropic media.

417. In the next place, let the light be polarized perpen-

dicularly to the plane of incidence, so that the refracted ray is an

extraordinary ray.

The conditions that the electric displacement perpendicular to

the reflecting surface should be continuous, gives

(4 +^')sini = ^isinr- (33).

The condition that the electric forces parallel to this surface

should be continuous, gives

V'^{A-A')co^i = A-fi^(M%r (34).

Now if Fi be the velocity of the extraordinary wave

^ -
1'

....
Ii

AV~ A'V A,V,'

also V/Vi = sin i/sin r,

and Vi' = c' eos^ r + a^ sin^ r = p',

where p is the perpendicular from the point of incidence, on to the

tangent plane to the ellipsoid, at the extremity of the extra-

ordinary ray.

Equations (33) and (34) accordingly become

IiC' sin2ri-r =
p=sin2i

'

.(35).

, ^, I (p^ sin 2i — c^ sm 2r)
whence 1 = „ .

—^. r—=

—

^—-

p^ sm 2i + c^ sin 2r

J _ 2Ip^ sin 2t
^~ p^ sin 2i + c^ sin Ir

The formulse are the same as those furnished by MacCuUagh's

theory ; see § 253.
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When the second medium is isotropic, a = c = p, whence (35)
become

r, _I tan (i —r) \

tan {i + r)

J _ /sin 2i

sin {i + r) cos (i — r)
,

which are the same as Fresnel's formulae for light polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

418. Returning to (35), we observe that the intensity of the

reflected light vanishes, when

p^ sin 2i = c" sin 2r,

and since p sin i = Fsin r,

this becomes V^ cot i = & cot r,

whence eliminating r, we obtain

*^'''~c(F=-aOi ^^ ^'

which determines the polarizing angle.

419. Let us now suppose, that light polarized perpendicularly

to the plane of incidence, is internally reflected at the surface of

the crystal in contact with air. Then

a" sin^ i + & cos^ i = V^ sin^ i cosec^ r,

d" cos^ i - ( F" - a?) sin" i
whence cos^ r = „ „ .

,

—
-„
—

-r-. ,

a^ sm^ t + c^ cos^ i

and therefore since V>a, cos r will become imaginary, when

*^^^">(T^i-

The right-hand side of this inequality determines the tangent

of the critical angle, for light polarized perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence.

Under these circumstances, the right-hand sides of (35) become

complex, and it can be shown by the same methods as have

already been employed, that the reflection is total, and is accom-

panied by a change of phase e, whose value is determined by the

equation
tan ire/X = V[(V' - a^ tanH' - c^)Vc= (38).
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When the second medium is isotropic, so that a = c, we fall back
on Fresnel's formulas.

The corresponding results for a uniaxal crystal cut parallel to

the axis, may be obtained by interchanging a and c.

Crystalline Reflection and Refraction^.

420. We shall now pass on to the general case in which the
first medium is isotropic, whilst the second medium is a biaxal

crystal.

Let be the point of incidence, and let the axis of x be the

normal to the reflecting surface, and let the axis of z coincide with

the trace of the waves. Let COP be the front of the incident

wave, OP, OQ the directions of the electric and magnetic dis-

placements ; also let COP = 0, so that COQ = ^7r + 6. Let COP',

COPi, COP2 (not drawn in the figure) be the fronts of the

reflected and the two refracted waves; i, r^, r^ the angles which

the normals to the incident and two refracted waves make with

the normal to the reflecting surface ; also let OP, OPi, OP^ be

the directions of the electric, and OQ', OQi, OQ^ be those of the

magnetic displacements in these waves.

Since the terms involving the suffix 2 are of the same form as

those involving the suffix 1, they may be omitted during the work,

and can be supplied at the end of the investigation.

1 Glazebrook, Froc. Cavib. Phil. Soe. vol. iv. p. 155.
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The continuity of electric displacement along OA, gives

A cos AP + A' cos AP' = A^ cos AP, (39).

The continuity of electric force parallel to OB and OG, give

V^A cos BP + V^A' cosBP = F^Mi cos BP-, + V^A-, tan x^ sin r,

(40),

and

F^^ cos OP +F=^' cos OP' =FxUi cos CP, (41),

where x^ is the angle between the refracted ray and the wave

normal.

The continuity of magnetic induction along OA, gives

F^cos^Q+F^'cos^Q' = FAcos4Q> (42).

The continuity of magnetic force, parallel to OB and OG, give

VA cos BQ + VA' cos BQ' = VA^ cos BQ^ (43),

and VA cos GQ + VA' cos OQ' = V^A^ cos GQ, (44).

M F F,
Now -.—

. = -. ,

sm % sin Ti

also cos.4P = sinisin ^, cosOQ = — sin^;

whence (39) and (44) reduce to

{A sin 6 + A' sin d') sin i = J.i sin r-j sin ^i (45),

which proves the equivalence of (39) and (44).

Again cos OP = cos ^, cos J.Q =sin icos ^ ;

whence (41) and (42) reduce to

{A cos 6 + A' cos 6') sin^ i = A^ cos di sinVj (46).

Since cos BP = cos i sin d, cos BQ = cos i cos ^,

(40) and (43) become,

(Asmd-A'9.in d') si n^ i cos i = il i (cos rj sin ^^ + sin^ ^i tan xd sin' ''

(47),

and

{A cos ^ - A' cos 6') sin i cos i = ^i sin rj cos n (48).

KecoUecting that if /, /', /i are the square roots of the

intensities,

/ ^ /' ^ /g

J. sin i .4' sin i A^ sin r-^

'
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and restoring the terms in A^, we finally obtain from (46), (48),

(45) and (47)

(/ cos 9 + 1' cos 6') sin i = I^ cos 9i sin Vi + 1^ cos 9^ sin r^
^

(/cos 9 — 1' cos 9') cos I = /i cos ^i cos r^ + /a cos ^2 cos r^

Ism 9 + I' sin 9' = I^ sin 0, + I^ sin ^^ I (49).

(/ sin — 7 sin 9') sin 2i = /, (sin 9^ sin 2rj + 2 sin'' ri tan p^ji)

+ /a (sin ^2 sin 2r2 + 2 sin^ r2 tan ;;^a) ^

When the angle of incidence is given, 9i, 9^, r^,r^, Xi, %2 are

known from the properties of the wave surface, hence these

equations are sufficient to determine the unknown quantities /',

Zi, /a and 9'.

421. Equations (49) are the same as those obtained by means
of Lord Kelvin's modification of Lord Rayleigh's theory—see

(33) of § 270 ; and it is also remarkable, that they are the same

as those obtained in 1835 by MacCullagh^ by means of an

erroneous theory. MacCullagh discussed these equations, and

compared the results obtained from them with the experiments of

Brewster^, and found that they agreed fairly well. Accordingly,

although we cannot at the present time accept the assumptions, upon

which MacCullagh based his theory, as sound, yet most of the

results of his first paper, with certain modifications necessitated

by his having supposed that the vibrations of polarized light are

parallel to the plane of polarization, are applicable to the electro-

magnetic theory; and thus MacCuUagh's investigations regain

their interest.

422. The discussion of (49) may be facilitated by a device

invented by MacCullagh'.

When polarized light is incident upon a crystalline reflecting

surface at a given angle, it is known both from experiment and

theory, that it is always possible by properly choosing the plane

of polarization of the incident light, to make one or other of the

two refracted rays disappear. The two directions of vibration for

which this is possible, are called by MacCullagh uniradial di-

' Tram. Eoy. Irish Acad. vols, zviii. p. 31 and xxi. p. 17.

2 Phil. Tram. 1819, p. 145 ; Seebeok, Pogg. Ann. vol. xxi. p. 290; xxii. p. 126;

xxxviii. p. 230; Glazebrook, Phil. Trans. 1879, p. 287; 1880, p. 421.

3 Trans. Boy. Irish Acad. vol. xviii. p. 31.
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rections. In the figure, let OA be the line of intersection of the

plane of incidence with the plane of the paper, .and let GO be the

direction of vibration of the incident light, when the ordinary ray

alone exists, and CE the corresponding direction when the extra-

ordinary ray alone exists ; also let CO', CE' be the directions of the

vibrations in the reflected waves corresponding to GO and CE.

Now whatever may be the character of the incident light, the

vibrations may always be conceived to be resolved along the

two uniradial directions CO, CE; and these two vibrations will

give rise to the vibrations CO', CE' in the reflected wave. If the

incident light is plane polarized, the vibrations CO, CE, and also

the vibrations GO', CE' will be in the same phase, and therefore

the reflected light will be plane polarized, although its plane of

polarization will not usually coincide with that of the incident

light. If however the incident light be not plane polarized, the

phases of the vibrations CO, CE, and therefore of CO', CE' will be

different ; hence the reflected light will not usually be plane

polarized. It is however usually possible by properly choosing

the angle of incidence, to make the two reflected vibrations CO',

CE' coincide ; and whenever this is possible, the reflected light will

be plane polarized, and the angle of incidence at which this takes

place is therefore the polarizing angle. These considerations, as

we shall presently show, greatly simplify the problem of finding

the polarizing angle.

423. The four vibrations CO, CE, GO', CE' do not usually lie

in the same plane ; we can however show, that when one of the

refracted rays is absent, the lines of intersection of the planes of

polarization of the three waves with their respective wave-fronts lie

in a plane.

B. O. 24
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Let GP, OP', CPi be the lines of intersection of the three

planes of polarization with their respective wave-fronts ; \, fi, v,

\', /, v' ; X], Hi, J'l the direction cosines of CP, CF, CP^.

Then

\ = cos ^ sin i, /li = cos 6 cos i, v = — sin 0,

\' = cos & sin i, /a' = — cos Q' cos i, v - — sin 6',

\j = cos 6i sin Ti, /Lii = cos ^i cos r^, Vi = — sin ^j.

Putting L = in the first three of (49) and substituting, we

obtain
I\ + r\' = IiXi,

Ijj, + T/i' = 7i/Ai

,

whence \ X', Xi

/A, /a', Ml

which is the condition that GP, GP', GP^ should lie in the same

plane.

The preceding theorem is a modification of one due to

MacCullagh.

424 Let us now suppose, that the reflecting surface is a

uniaxal crystal, and let the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the ordinary

and extraordinary rays respectively ; then ')(^ = 0. If we suppose

that the ordinary ray alone exists, I^ = 0, and we easily obtain

from (49) the equations

tan 6 = cos {i — Vi) tan ^i"

= 0,

tan 0' = — cos (?' + Vi) tan ^J

Since the angle of incidence is supposed to be given, r, and ^,

are known ; and therefore (50) determine 6, 0' which give the

directions of vibration in the incident and reflected waves.

Again, suppose that the extraordinary ray alone exists
;
putting

/, = 0, and writing @, ©' for 0, 0', we obtain

i cv / \ , /I sin^r, tan v a
tan @ = cos h - r^ tan 0^ + , ,. i

cos ^2 sm (i + r-j) I

___
/g^x

tan ©' = - cos (i + r,) tan ^, + ^^!^A^^^^
cos ^2 sin (t - ra) /

which determine © and B'.
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Now we have shown that in order that the reflected light

should be plane polarized, it is necessary that tlie two directions

CO', CE' should coincide, in which case 9' = ®' ; we thus obtain

from (50) and (51),

cos {i + r-i) tan 6-, - cos (i + r,) tan 0, +
—smr

^ ^^ X ^ q /52)
'cos ^2 sm (% — r^)

^

which determines the polarizing angle i.

425. A very elegant formula is given by MacCuIlagh for the

polarizing angle, when the plane of incidence contains the axis of

a uniaxal crystal, which is most simply obtained directly' from (49),

by determining the angle of incidence at which the intensity of

the reflected light vanishes, when the incident light is polarized

perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

We have I' = 1^ = 0, 6= 9' = e,= ^7r;

also if 0) is the angle which the extraordinary wave normal makes

with the axis of the crystal

_ (ci^ — c^) sin (u cos CO _ (a^ — c^) sin (B cos ft) sitf i

^^ ^' "" 0= sin^ 0) + c= cos= o)

~
T^sin^r-

~ ' '
"' ^'

where c and V are the velocities of propagation of the- ordinary

wave within the crystal, and in the medium surrounding the

crystal, and r = r,.

From the third of (49) we obtain / = L, and from the last

sin 2i — sin 2r = 2 sin^ r tan -^^^

= V-- (a^ - c=) sin 2&) sin= i (54),

by (53).

If \ be the angle which the optic axis makes with the re-

flecting surface, (o + \ = ^ir-r; whence multiplying (54) by

tanr, we obtain

sin^ r = sin i cos i tan r - V-^ {a? - d') sin {r + X) cos {r + X) smH tan r.

But sin^' r = F-= sin= i {c= + (a= - c^ cos= (r + X)}.

Equating these two values of sin=?-, and reducing we shall obtain

a^ cos- X + c^ sin'^ X
""

V^ cot i + {a' — c^) sin X cos X

"

Substituting in (54), and reducing, we finally obtain

. . F=(F2-a=cos2X-c=sin2X) ,..,
«^^'* = F^^v ^'^^'

which is the formula in question, which determines the polarizing

angle i.

24—2
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Reflection at a Twin Plane.

426. We shall conclude this Chapter by giving an account of

a peculiar kind of reflection, which is produced by iridescent

crystals of chlorate of potash.

The phenomena exhibited by the crystals in question were

first examined by Sir G. Stokes', and the experimental results at

which he arrived may be summed up as follows :

—

(i) If one of the crystalline plates be turned round in its own

plane, without altering the angle of incidence, the peculiar re-

flection vanishes twice in a revolution, viz. when the plane of

incidence coincides with the plane of symmetry of the crystal.

(ii) As the angle of incidence increases, the reflected light

becomes brighter, and rises in refrangibility.

(iii) The colours are not due to absorptioQ, the refracted light

being strictly complementary to the reflected.

(iv) The coloured light is not polarized. It is produced

indifferently, whether the incident light be common light, or light

polarized in any plane ; and is seen, whether the reflected light be

viewed directly, or through a Nicol's prism turned in any way.

(v) The spectrum of the reflected light is frequently found to

consist almost entirely of a comparatively narrow band. When
the angle of incidence is increased, the band moves in the direction

of increasing refrangibility, and at the same time increases rapidly

in width. In many cases the reflection appears to be almost total.

427. Sir G. Stokes has shown that the seat of the colour is a

narrow layer about a thousandth of an inch in thickness, and he

suggested that this layer consists of a twin stratum. The subject

was subsequently taken up by Lord Rayleigh, who attributed

the phenomena to the existence of a number of twin planes in

contact with one another; and he has accounted for most of the

phenomena by means of the electromagnetic theory of light. He
lias also shown, both from theory and experiment, that when the

angle of incidence is sufficiently small, and the planes of incidence

' On a remarkable Phenomenon of Crystalline Keflection, Proc. Boy. Soc, Feb.

20, 1885; see also Lord Eayleigh, Phil. Mag. Sep. 1888, p. 256; Proc. Roy. Imti-

iHtion, 1889.
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and symmetry are perpendicular, reflection at a twin plane

reverses the polarization ; that is to say, if the incident light is

polarized in the plane of incidence, the reflected light is polai'ized

in the perpendicular plane and vice versd. This very peculiar law

was not even suspected, until it had been obtained by theoretical

considerations.

428. The easiest way of understanding what is meant by a twin-

crystal, is to suppose that a crystal of Iceland spar is divided into

two portions by a plane, which is inclined at any angle a to the

optic axis, and that one portion is turned through two right angles.

The optic axes of the two portions will still lie in the same plane,

but instead of being coincident, they will be inclined to one

another at an angle 2a. Crystals whose structure is of this

character, are called twin-crystals ; and it is evident, that a crystal

may possess more than one twin layer.

429. We shall now consider Lord Rayleigh's theory'

When the plane of incidence contains the optic axes of the

two portions, and the light is polarized in the plane of incidence,

the wave surfaces in both crystals are spheres of equal radii ; and

therefore the crystal will act like two isotropic media, whose

optical properties are identical. Hence no reflection can take

place, and the wave will pass on undisturbed.

430. We shall in the next place suppose, that the light is

polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence.

Let the axis of * be normal to the twin plane, and let the

plane wy contain the optic axes of the two portions. Let Oy' be

the axis of the upper portion, and let Ox be perpendicular to Oy'

in the plane xy. Let x'Ox = a; let /', y' be the electric displace-

ments along Ox, Oy' ; and let /, g, h be the displacements along

Ox, Oy, Oz.

In the upper portion, the wave surface for the extraordinary

ray consists of the planetary ellipsoid

x'^/c' + (y"- + z"')!a' = 1.

Accordingly by (5) we have

P = 47rcy cos a + ^-wa-g' sin a\

Q = - iirc^f sin a + ^ira?g' cos a > (56).

R = 4.7ra='A I

} Phil. Mag. Sep. 1888, p. 241.
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But f =fcosa— gsina, g' =fsinoi + gcosa,

whence if A = (a^ sin- a + c° cos" a),

G = (a^ cos^ a + c- sin= a),

B = {a? — cO sin a cos a,

D = a\

(56) become

P = 47r {Af+ Bg), Q = 47r {Bf+ Gg), R = 4>TrDh . . . (51).

The equations of electric force for the lower medium are

obtained by changing the sign of a, whence

P.^^i-TTiAf.-Bg,), Q, = iw{-Bf,+ Gg,\ A = 47ri)A,...(58).

Since none of the quantities are functions of z, it follows that

if we substitute these values in (11), and put /ti= 1, and recollect

that h = hi = 0,we obtain

(59).

Let the displacements in the incident, reflected, and refracted

waves be

f=qS, g = -pS ]

f = qA'S', g' = -pA'S'\ (60)

fi = qASi, gx = -PiASi.\

where S = £'(**+«»-»*',

and S' and S^ are obtained by changing p into p' and p^ respect-

ively. Since p and q are proportional to the direction cosines of

the incident wave, these equations satisfy the conditions that the

displacement lies in the front of the wave.

Substituting from the first of (60) in (59), we find that both

equations lead to

s"-^Aq'-2Bpq+Gp' (61),

which is a quadratic equation for determining the two values of p
corresponding to a given value of s.

Changing the sign of B, we find for the second medium

s^ = Aq'' + 2Bp,q + Gp,^ (62).

Equating the two values of s, we obtain

G(p'-p,') = 2Bq(^p+pO,

or G(p-p{) = 2Bq ^ (63).
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We have now to express the boundary conditions;

The condition of continuity of electric displacement perpendi-

cular to the twin surface gives

The condition that the electric forces are continuous gives

Bq-Gp + A' (Bq - Op') = -A, (Bq + Op,).

Eliminating JLj, we obtain

A' {2Bq - Gp' - Cp,) = G{p-p,)- 2Bq =

by (63) ; whence A' = 0.

431. This result shows, that when the light is polarized per-

pendicularly to the plane of incidence, the amplitude of the

reflected light is zero. Accordingly when light of any kind is

incident upon the crystal, the light reflected at the twin-plane

vanishes, when the plane of incidence is a plane of symmetry.

Accordingly under these circumstances, the reflected light is

entirely produced by the outer surface of the crystal, and is

unaffected by the existence of the twin plane.

432. We shall next consider the case^ in which the plane of

incidence is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

In this case, none of the quantities are functions of y, and we

may accordingly write for the incident wave

f=S\, g = Sti, h=Sv,

where ^= g.(j>a;+,-«-s«;

but since \p-\-vr = 0, these may be written

f,9,h = {r,ii,-p)S.

By (5) and (57), the equations of motion for the upper medium

are

Substituting the above values of/, g, h, the first and third give

s' = r{Ar + Bfi)+p-D (64),

whilst the second gives

fis' = (p' + r"){Br+G/j,) (65).
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433. These equations determine p and /*, when r and s, which

are the same for all the waves, are given; accordingly if we

eliminate fi from (64) and (65) we shall obtain a quadratic in p^,

the roots of which may be written ±py, +p2, where p^, p.^ are

positive quantities. If therefore a wave polarized in any azimuth

be incident from an isotropic medium upon the upper face of the

first twin, the two refracted waves will be determined by the

values of pi, p^, and their direction cosines by the equations

lilpi = njr, Ljp-i = n^jr. These two waves, when incident on the

twin plane, will give rise to two reflected waves in the first twin,

and two refracted waves in the second ; and the directions of the

two former are given by l^jpi = — rii/r and l^/p^ = — ih/r. If the

azimuth of the plane of polarization is such, that there is only one

refracted wave, say p^, in the first twin, there would still be two

reflected waves, whose directions are determined by the preceding

equations ; and it is worthy of notice that the angle of reflection

of one of these waves is not equal to the angle of incidence, but is

equal to the angle of incidence of the other wave p.j. We shall

also denote the values of /m corresponding to p^, p.^ by fi^, fi^.

With regard to the two refracted waves in the second twin, we

see from (57) and (58), that the sign of B must be changed. This

will make, no difference in the values of p^, p,_, but will change the

signs of /ij, yu.2 ; so that in the second twin, the values of fx. corre-

sponding to pi, Pi are — /j.^, — /j,^.

434. We are now in a position to find the intensities of the

light reflected at the surface of separation.

Let the incident wave be

f,g,h = (r, fii, -p^ @je'(P,a;+«-«« + (,-_ ^^^ _ p^) (H)^ft{p,*-+,'s-«0

then the reflected waves will be

f',g', h' = (r, fj^,p,)
^'e'C-P.a^+'-^-'O + (r, fi„p.;) ^'V(-i'»^+'-^-»<),

and the refracted waves

/i. ffi, K = (r, - fii,-pi) ^ie'(^.^+«-''«) + (r, - fi„ -p.^ ^^g'(p^+>-2-*«.

The continuity of/ at the twin plane requires that

@^ + ®, + A'-^A" = A, + Ai (66).

The continuity of electric force parallel to z and y give

Pi0i+P2@2-M'-M"=Pi^i+M2 (67),
and

(fir+(7/.0(@, + ^' + 40 + (5r+C'/x,)(^" +^ + @,) = 0...(68).
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Since dcjdt = dQ/dx, the continuity of magnetic force parallel

to z requires, that dQ/dx should be continuous ; whence

p, (Br +0^0 (@i -A' + A,) + p, (Br +(7/x,) (@, -A" + 4,) = 0. . .(69).

If V be the velocity of any wave,

V- = ^/{p- + r%
and therefore by (65)

F> = Br + 0(1.

Writing p^jp^ = ot, iu,^ Vilfi-, V;' = a

equations (66) to (69) become

@' + @, + 4' + A"= A^^A,,

©, + t^03-^'--=74"= A^^-asA.,,

©1 + o-@2 + 4' + 0-A" = - ^1 - (jA.„

©1 + crt3-©j -A' - dTssA" = - J.1 - crtn-J.O.

Solving these equations we obtain

^' = -(^")"(io^)Ki + -)®^+-(i + -)®^}-(70).

^"= (^-J)^w--I)t(^ + -)^'+-(^ + ->^-i-(^^)-

These equations are perfectly general, but when the doubly-

refracting power of the twin is small, they may be simplified. In

this case p^, p^, Fj, V„ are very nearly equal, and we may write

CT = 1, (7 = /tia/jiii, and (70) and (71) become

^' =J'~^'y {^f^i/^-^i + /^. (/^ + M.) ©.} (72),

A" =„ff^. (M: (/^i + /^.) @i + 2/.i/x.@J (73).

435. We shall now suppose, that the amplitudes of the two

components of the light incident upon the first face of the crystal

are M, perpendicular to, and iV in the plane of incidence. Then

since the doubly-refracting power is supposed to be small, it

follows, that as the right-hand sides of (72) and (73) involve the

factor pi — p-2, we may neglect the slight loss of light due to

refraction, and take
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Similarly if 31', N' be the amplitudes of the emergent vibra-

tions, we may take

M' = ^A' + iJ.,A"

N' = (p' + r')^A'+A")'

If the twin stratum is thin, we may, as a first approximation,

substitute the values of ^', A" from (72) and (73) in (75), and we

shall obtain

.(75).

p(fh-fh)

_ {P2-Pl)lMH'2N'

pifJ'i-H'dip' + r"-)^
(76),

and ^,^_(p.-pMp^ + r"-W
^y^.

Eliminating s between (64) and (65), we obtain

Brfj,^ + {(A - C) r"' + (D - C) p'} fi - Br (p^ + r"-) = 0,

from which we obtain

- ^hfi-2 = p- + 1-.

From (64) we also obtain

Br{fH-fi,) + (Pi'-p')JD=0,

whence ——— = — ^r—j^r

.

Accordingly (76) and (77) become

'Ip'B

„, _ _ r (p= + r^y^BM

These equations show, that the intensity of the light which

emerges from the upper surface, after having been reflected at the

twin plane, is proportional to that of the incident light, without

regard to the polarization of the latter. If the incident light is

unpolarized, which occurs when M and N are equal, and without

any permanent phase relation, so is also the emergent light ; also

if the incident light is polarized in or perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence, the emergent light is polarized in the opposite manner.

436. The preceding results are true only as a first approxi-

mation, when the double refracting power is small, and the twin

stratum is thin ; and by proceeding to a higher degree of approxi-

,(78).
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mation, Lord Rayleigh has shown, that the reversal of the polari-

zation will only take place, when the angle of incidence is small.

This agrees with experiment.

Metallic Reflection.

437. We stated in Chapter XVIII., § 385, that metallic re-

flection could not be satisfactorily accounted for on the electro-

magnetic theory, by taking into account the conductivity.

When the conductivity is introduced, we obtain from (6), (7)

and (5)

u=f+CP=f+^^GfjK;

accordingly for an isotropic medium, the general equations of

electric displacement become

dt^'^ K dt fi.K •>

These equations are of a very similar form to the equations of

motion of an elastic medium, into which a viscous term has been

introduced, and by integrating them in the usual manner, it can

be shown that the square of the pseudo-refractive index (that is

sin^ ijsvoP- r) must be a complex quantity, whose real fart must be

positive.

Note to § 402.

Mr Larmor has pointed out the foUosving additional results ;

Velocity of Light. Ratio of Electric Units.

Cornu (1878) 29985 x 10«

Michelson (1882) 29986 x 10"

Newcomb (1882) 30040 x 10"

Hiiustedt (1888) 30076 x 10"

Klemen^ic (1887) 30150 x 10"

Lord Kelvin (1889) 30040 x 10«

See also J. J. Thomson, Proc. Roi/. Soc. 1890.



CHAPTER XX.

ACTION OF MAGNETISM ON LIGHT.

438. The electromagnetic theory of light, so far as it has been

developed in the preceding chapter, depends upon the hypothesis

that a medium exists, whose special function is to propagate electro-

static and electromagnetic effects ; and that when electromagnetic

waves, whose periods lie between certain limits, are transmitted

through the medium, the sensation of light is produced. If there-

fore light is the effect of an electromagnetic disturbance, the

natural inference is, that an intimate connection exists between

electricity and light ; and that when a wave of light passes through

an electromagnetic field, it ought to experience certain modifica-

tions during its passage, and to emerge from the field in a different

condition from that in which it entered.

439. The conviction that a direct relation exists between

electricity and light, led Faraday to attempt many experiments

for the purpose of discovering some mutual action between the

two classes of phenomena; but it was not until 1845, that he

made the important discovery, that a field of magnetic force

possesses the power of rotating the plane of polarization of light.

During recent years, much attention has been devoted to this

subject, and numerous experiments have been made by Kerr,

Kundt and others, which have greatly extended our knowledge.

We shall therefore commence by giving an account of the principal

experimental results, and then proceed to enquire, how far they

may be explained by theoretical considerations.
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Faraday's Experiments.

440. The first experiment described by Faraday^, consisted in

placing a plate composed of a variety of heavy glass, called silicated

borate of lead, between the poles of an electromagnetic ; and he

found that when a ray of plane polarized light was transmitted

through the glass in the direction of the lines of magnetic force,

the plane of polarization was rotated in the same direction as that

of the amperean current which would produce the force.

441. Further experiments upon a variety of other transparent

media led to the following law :

—

In diainagnetic substances the

direction of rotation of the plane ofpolarization is positive ; that is

to say, it is in the same direction as a positive current must circulate

round the ray, in order to produce a magnetic force in the same

direction, as that which actually exists in the medium.

The amount of rotation depends upon the nature of the

medium and the strength of the magnetic force. No rotation

has been observed, when the magnetic force is perpendicular to

the direction of the ray.

442. Verdet" however discovered, that certain ferromagnetic

media, such as a strong solution of perchloride of iron in wood

spirit or ether, produced a rotation in the opposite direction to

that of the current, which would give rise to the magnetic force.

Kerr's Experiments.

443. Between the years 1875 and 1880, two very important

series of experiments were made by Dr Kerr of Glasgow, upon the

connection between light and electricity. The first series relate

to the effect of electrostatic force, and the second to magnetic

force.

Experiments on the Effect of Electrostatic Force.

444. In these experiments^, a transparent dielectric was

subjected to the action of electrostatic force, and the effect of

the latter upon light was observed.

1 FMl. Trans. 1845, p. 1 ; Exp. Res. XlXth series §§ 2146—2242.

2 Ante, p. 159.

3 Phil. Mag. Nov. 1875, p. 339.
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We shall first consider the case in which the dielectric is a

plate of glass placed in a vertical plane, and shall suppose that the

electrostatic force is horizontal.

Polarized light was transmitted at normal incidence through

the plate of glass, and the analyser was placed in the position of

extinction ; and it was found, that when an electrostatic force was

made to act upon the dielectric, the light reappeared, and dis-

appeared after the force was removed. The effect was most

marked, when the plane of polarization of the incident light was

inclined at an angle of about 45° to the force ; but when the

incident light was polarized in or perpendicularly to the direction

of the force, no effect was observed.

The light restored by electrostatic action was elliptically

polarized, and could not therefore be extinguished by any rotation

of the analyser.

It was also found that the optical effect was independent of the

direction of the force ; that is to say, its intensity remained un-

changed when the direction of the force was reversed.

The optical effect did not acquire its maximum intensity at the

instant the force commenced to act, but gradually increased

during a period of about thirty seconds, at the end of which it

attained its full effect. Also when the force was removed, the

effect did not immediately disappear, but faded away at first

rapidly, and then more gradually to perfect extinction.

445. It is known that compressed glass acts like a negative

uniaxal crystal, whose axis is parallel to the direction of compres-

sion; whilst stretched glass acts like a positive uniaxal crystal,

whose axis is parallel to the direction of extension. Accordingly

Kerr introduced a slip of glass, called a compensator, and found

that when the slip was compressed in a direction parallel to the

lines of electrostatic force, the optical effect produced by the latter

was strengthened, but when the slip was stretched in that direction,

the effect was weakened.

From these experiments Kerr concluded, that the effect of

electrostatic stress on glass is to transform it into a medium, which

possesses the optical properties of a negative uniaxal crystal,

whose axis is parallel to the direction of the force. Under these

circumstances, it ought to follow, that glass, when under the

action of electrostatic force, should be capable of producing the
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rings and brushes of uniaxal crystals, but no experiments elucidat-

ing this point appear to have been performed.

446. From experiments made on resin, it appeared that the

effect of electrostatic force upon this substance was to convert it

into a medium, which is optically equivalent to a positive uniaxal

crystal.

447. A few experiments were made on a plate of quartz,

whose axis was perpendicular to the direction of the force ; and

these experiments indicated, that the optical effects were of a

similar kind to those produced upon glass. It is to be hoped, that

more elaborate experiments upon quartz will be attempted ; for if

the optical effects are of a similar kind to those produced upon glass,

it would follow that the effect of electrostatic force would be to

convert a plate of quartz, whose axis is perpendicular to the force,

into a biaxal crystal, which is capable of pr(3ducing rotatory polari-

zation. Since the principal wave velocity in the direction of the

force, is capable of being varied at pleasure by increasing or

diminishing the force, we should anticipate that some very curious

phenomena would be observed in connection with coloured rings, and

also possibly in connection with conical refraction.

448. Experiments made on liquids' showed, that disulphide of

carbon, benzol, paraffin and kerosin oils, and spirits of turpentine

act, when subjected to electrostatic force, like a positive uniaxal

crystal, whose axis is parallel to the direction of the force ; whilst

olive oil acts like a negative uniaxal crystal. Turpentine, as is

known, produces rotatory polarization, soine specimens being

right-handed and others left-handed; and therefore in experiment-

ing upon this liqiiid, two samples of contrary photogyric power were

mixed together, in such proportions as to destroy the rotatory

properties of the mixture.

449. Further experiments^ led to the following law:

—

The

effect of electrostatic force upon an isotropic transparent dielectric,

is to render it optically equivalent to a uniaxal crystal, whose axis

is parallel to the direction of the force ; and the difference betiveen

the retardations of tlie ordinary and extraordinary rays, is pro-

portional to the product of the thickness of the dielectric, and the

square of the resultant electric force.

1 Phil. Mag. December, 1875, p. 446.

- Ibid. March, 1880, p. 1.57.
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Kerr's Eayperimmts on Reflection from a Magnet.

450. Shortly after the experiments described in the preceding
sections had been made, KeiT commenced a series of experiments
upon light reflected from an electromagnet. In the first series
of experiments, the light was reflected from the pole of the
magnet; whilst in the second series, a bar of soft iron was laid
across the poles of an electromagnet, so that the lines of magnetic
force were parallel to the reflecting surface.

451. We shall now describe the first series of experiments,
and the apparatus employed'.

An electromagnet M, consisting of a solid core of soft iron

surrounded by a wire making 400 turns, was worked by a Grove's

battery of six cells ; and the poles of the magnet were carefully

polished, so as to form a good reflecting surface. The source of

light was a narrow paraffin flame L, which was polarized by a

Nicol N, and the reflected light was analysed by a second Nicol N'.

A wedged-shape piece of soft iron B with a well-rounded edge,

called a submagnet, was placed in close proximity to the reflecting

surface, with its rounded edge perpendicular to the plane of

incidence, so as to leave a space of about ^th of an inch between

the two. The object of the submagnet was to intensify the

magnetic force in the neighbourhood of the mirror, when the circuit

was closed ; and Kerr found that without it, he never obtained any

optical effect. The preceding arrangement was employed, when

the angle of incidence lay between 60° and 80° ; but when the

incidence was perpendicular, a different arrangement was adopted,

which will be explained later on.

' PMl. Mag. May, 1887.
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452. Experiment I. Light polarized in or perpendicularly to

the plane of incidence is allowed to fall on the pole of the electro-

magnet, and the analyser is placed in the position of extinction.

When the circuit is closed, so that the reflector becomes magnet-

ized, the light immediately reappears ; when the circuit is broken,

the light disappears, and again reappears when the current is

reversed.

The light reflected whilst the circuit is closed is elliptically

polarized, since it cannot be extinguished by rotating the analyser.

Experiment II. The arrangements are the same as in the last

experiment, and the analyser is turned from the position of ex-

tinction, through a small angle towards the right hand of an

observer, who is looking through it at the point of incidence,

giving a faint restoration of light. When the circuit is closed, so

that the reflector becomes a negative pole, the intensity is ia-

creased; but when the current is reversed, so that the reflector

becomes a positive pole, the intensity is diminished. The weaken-

ing eSect of the second operation is always less than the strengthen-

ing effect of the first, and its effect diminishes as the angle through

which the analyser is turned is diminished.

In these two experiments the angle of incidence lay between

60° and 80°; and Kerr does not appear to have observed the effect

produced, when the angle of incidence lay between 80° and 90°.

See § 463.

453. We must now describe the arrangements, when the

incidence is perpendicular.

M

B. O. 25
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Instead of employing a wedge for the submagnet, Kerr sub-

stituted a block of soft iron BB, rounded at one end into the

frustum of a cone. A small boring was drilled through the

block, narrowing towards the conical ends, and the block was

placed next the magnet M. The surface of the boring was well

coated with lampblack. Above the block, a thin sheet of glass C
was placed at an angle of 45° to the horizon, which received the

horizontal beam from the first Nicol N, and reflected it downwards

through the boring, perpendicularly to the surface of the reflector.

The reflected beam then proceeded back again through the thin

sheet of glass and the second Nicol If, which served as the

analyser.

454. Experiment III. The polarizer and analyser are first

placed in the position of extinction, and the analyser is then turned

through a small angle, towards the right hand of a person who is

looking through it at the point of incidence, giving a faint restora-

tion of light. The circuit is now closed ; and it is found, that

when the reflector is negatively magnetized, the intensity is

increased ; and that when it is positively magnetized, the intensity

is diminished.

When the analyser is turned towards the left, the results

are the same, provided the operations of positive and negative

magnetization are reversed.O

455. As the result of his experiments, Kerr deduced the

follovnng general law, viz. ;

—

When plane polarized light is reflected from the pole of an

electromagnet, the plane of polarization of the reflected light is

turned throttgh a sensible angle, in a direction contrary to that of

the amperean current, which would produce the magnetic force ; so

that a positive pole of polished iron acting as a reflector, turns the

plane ofpolarization towards the right hand of an observer, looking

at the point of incidence along the reflected ray.

456. In the preceding experiments, the reflector was supposed

to be magnetized perpendicularly to its surface. We shall now

describe the second series of experiments made by Kerr, for the

purpose of investigating the effect of a reflector, which is magnet-

ized parallel to its surface'.

1 Phil. Mag. March, 1878,
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457. The electromagnet stands upright upon a table, and a
rectangular prism of soft iron, one of whose faces is carefully
planed and polished, lies upon the poles of the magnet, with its

polished face vertical. The two Nicols N, N' , and the lamp L,
stand upon the same table as the magnet, and at the same height
as the mirror.

The arrangement is shown in the figure ; AB is the reflector,

E is the eye of the observer, and the dotted lines represent the

poles of the magnet. P is a metallic screen, containing a slit ith

of an inch wide, placed between the first Nicol and the lamp.

In the above arrangement, the magnetic force is very nearly

parallel to the reflector, and may be conceived to be produced by
currents circulating spirally round the prism AB from one pole to

the other. Such a current will be considered right-handed, when
its direction is towards the right hand of an observer viewing it

from F; and a rotation of the analyser N', which is in the direction

of the hands of a watch, when viewed from E, will be considered

right-handed.

458. In the following two experiments the plane of incidence

is parallel to the direction of magnetization.

Experiment IV. The incident light is polarized in the plane

of incidence, and the analyser is initially placed in the position of

extinction, and is then turned through a small angle. The circuit

is now closed : and it is found, that the light restored from ex-

tinction by a small right-handed rotation of the analyser, is always

strengthened by a right-handed magnetizing current, and always

weakened by a left-handed current. Conversely the light restored

by a small left-handed rotation, is always weakened by a right-

handed current, and strengthened by a left-handed one.

The intensity of these optical effects of magnetization varies

with the angle of incidence. At an incidence of 85° the effects

25—2
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are very faint ; at 75° they are stronger ; at incidences from 65"

to 60°, they are clear and strong ; at 45° they are fairly strong,

though fainter than at 60° ; at 30° they are again very faint, and

much the same as at 85°.

Experiment V. The incident light is polarized perpendicularly

to the plane of incidence, and the arrangements are the same as in

the last experiment. At an incidence of 8.5°, the light restored

by a right-handed rotation of the analyser is strengthened by a

right.-handed current, and weakened by a left-handed one ; and the

effects are undistinguishable from those of the fourth experiment,

except that they are considerably weaker. At 80°, the effects are

of the same kind, but a good deal fainter; and at 75° they dis-

appear. At 70°, they reappear faintly, but the phenomena are

now of a contrary character; for the light restored by a right-

handed rotation, is now weakened by a right-handed current, and

strengthened by a left-handed one. At incidences of 65°, 60°, 45°,

30°, the effects are of the same kind as at 70°; and at 60° they are

comparatively clear and strong, though sensibly fainter than those

obtained in the last experiment at the same incidence. At 30°

they are faint, but stronger than the contrary eflfects obtained

at 85°.

459. The results of the last two experiments may be summed

up as follows :

—

(i) When the incident light is polarized in the plane of in-

cidence, the plaiie of polarization of the reflected light is always

rotated in the opposite direction to that of the amperean current,

which would produce the magnetic force.

(ii) When the incident light is polarized perpendicularly to

the plane of incidence, the rotation of the plane of polarization of

the reflected light is in ilie opposite direction to that of the current,

so long as the angle of incidence lies between 90° and 75°; and in

the same direction, when it lies between 75° and 0°.

460. Experiment VI. In this experiment, the plane of inci-

dence was perpendicular to the direction of magnetization ; and it

was found that no optical effect was produced by magnetization.

Experiment VII. In this experiment, the incidence was

normal, and the inclination of the plane of polarization to the

direction of magnetization was varied from 0° to 90° ; and it was

found, that no optical effect was produced by magnetization.
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461. Dr E. H. Hall' of Baltimore has examined the effects pro-

duced, when the electromagnet is composed of nickel and of cobalt

;

and he found that in both metals, the sign of Kerr's effect was
the same as in iron.

462. The experiments of Kerr would lead us to anticipate,

that when light is reflected from a conductor, which is strongly

charged with electricity, the reflected light would experience

certain modifications ; but no experiments of this character appear

to have been performed.

Kwidt's Experiments.

463. The experiments of Kerr were repeated by Kundt', and

were completely confirmed by the latter with one exception, viz.

that when light polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence

is reflected at the pole of an iron electromagnet, the direction of

rotation is reversed at an incidence of about 82° ; that is to say,

the rotation is in the contrary direction to that of the current so

long as the angle of incidence lies between 0° and 82°, and in the

same direction when it lies between 82° and 90°.

464 When light was reflected from the pole of a nickel

electromagnet, it was found that the rotation was more feeble

than that produced by iron. When the light was polarized

in the plane of incidence, the rotation was always negative (that

is in the contrary direction to that of the current) ; but when the

light was polarized perpendicularly to the plane of incidence, the

rotation was negative from 0° to 50°, and changed sign between

50° and 60°.

465. Kundt also made experiments upon the rotation pro-

duced, when light is transmitted through films of iron, cobalt and

nickel, which were so thin as to be semi-transparent ; and he

found, that all these metals, when magnetized perpendicularly to

the surface of the film, produced a powerful rotation of the plane

of polarization of the transmitted light; and that the rotation

takes place in the direction of the magnetizing current. The
rotation produced by iron upon the mean rays of the spectrum, is

' Phil, Mag. Sep. 1881, p. 171.

^ Berlin Sitzungsberichte, July 10th, 1884 ; translated Phil. Mag. Oct. 1884,

p. 308.
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more than 30,000 times as great as that produced by glass of

equal thickaess ; that produced by cobalt is nearly the same

;

whilst that produced by nickel is decidedly weaker, being only

about 14,000 times greater than that produced by glass.

466. All these metals exhibited rotatory dispersion. The

dispersion produced by cobalt and nickel was feeble, whilst that

produced by iron was much more powerful, and was anomalous;

for iron was found to rotate red light to a greater extent than

blue.

467. Kundt also made the following experiments upon

magnetized glass, which are of some importance, inasmuch as

they afford an experimental test of the theory, which will after-

wards be proposed.

The poles of a large electromagnet were adjusted at a distance

of about 3 cms. apart. A glass plate, the sides of which were not

quite accurately parallel, so that the rays reflected from the

posterior surface were well separated from those reflected at the

anterior surface, was laid upon the poles of an electromagnet.

The lines of magnetic force were accordingly parallel to the re-

flecting surface ; also the plane of incidence was parallel to the

lines of magnetic force, and the polarizing angle of the glass was

56»-4'.

The light which had been twice refracted at the anterior

surface and once reflected at the posterior surface, was examined

on emergence ; and it was found, that when the incident light

was polarized in the plane of incidence, the plane of polarization

of the emergent light was always rotated in the positive direction
;

but that when the light was polarized perpendicularly to the plane

of incidence, the rotation was negative from normal incidence up

to the polarizing angle, and positive from the polarizing angle to

grazing incidence.

When the glass plate was magnetized perpendicularly to the

reflecting surface, it was found that when the incident light was

polarized in the plane of incidence, the rotation was always

positive; but that when it was polarized perpendicularly to the

plane of incidence, the rotation was positive from normal incidence

to the polarizing angle, and negative from the polarizing angle

to grazing incidence.
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It thus appears, that with regard to the reflected light, the

glass plate behaves in an opposite manner to that of iron, nickel

and cobalt. With respect however to the transmitted light, glass

behaves in the same manner as these metals.

468. Kundt sums up the facts connected vpith the electro-

magnetic rotation of the plane of polarization of light as follows.

(i) Most isotropic solid bodies, fluids and those gases, which

have been examined, rotate the plane of polarization of the trans-

mitted light in the positive direction.

(ii) A concentrated solution of perchloride of iron produces a

negative rotation.

(iii) Oxygen, which is comparatively powerfully magnetic,

produces positive rotation.

(iv) When light is transmitted through a thin film of iron,

cobalt or nickel, the rotation is positive.

(v) When light is reflected at normal incidence from a mag-
netic pole of iron, cobalt or nickel, the rotation is negative.-

(vi) Upon passing through, as well as upon reflection from,

iron, the rotatory dispersion of the light is anomalous; the red

rays being rotated more powerfully than the blue.

Hall's Effect.

469. Before we proceed to the theoretical explanation of these

phenomena, we must refer to a very important experimental fact,

which was discovered by Dr E. H. Hall^ of Baltimore. He found

that, when an electric current passes through a conductor, which is

placed in a strong field of magnetic force, an electromotive force is

produced, whose intensity is proportional to the product of the

current and the magneticforce, and whose direction is at right angles

to the plane containing the current and the magnetic force.

Hence if a, j8, 7 be the components of the external magnetic

force, u, V, w those of the ctirrent, and P', Q', R', those of the

additional electromotive force, we shall have

P'=-C(jv-M, Q'=-C(oiW-yu), R=-G{^u-0LV)...{\).

1 Fhil. Mag. March, 1880.
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470. The constant (7 is a quantity, which depends upon the
physical constitution of the medium through which the current
is flowing. We shall refer to it as Hall's constant, and to the
additional electromotive force as Hall's effect.

471. Let the conductor consist of a plane plate, which will be

chosen as the plane of xy; let the magnetic force be in the positive

direction of the axis of z, and let the primary current flow along

the positive direction of the axis of y. Then

F = -Gf}, Q' = 0, R' = 0.

The additional electromotive force will therefore act in the

positive or negative direction of the axis of x, according as C is

negative or positive. We may express this by saying, that Hall's

effect is positive, when Hall's constant is negative.

472. Various experiments have been made for the purpose

of determining the magnitude and sign of Hall's efiiect, the !—
scription of which more properly belongs to a treatise on Eleciirat-

magnetism than to one on Optics '. It will however be desira^jte

to call attention to the experiments of Von Ettinghausen a^i

Nernst', who found the following values for Hall's effect, its value

for tin being taken as unity.

Copper
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T}beory of Magnetic Action on Light.

473. In the experiments of Kerr and Kundt, on reflection

from magnets, and transmission through thin magnetized films,

the substance experimented upon was a metal. It is therefore

hopeless to attempt to construct a theory, which will furnish a

complete explanation of these phenomena, until a satisfactory

theory of metallic reflection has been obtained. The theory of

magnetic action on light, which we shall now consider', only

applies to transparent media, and depends upon the experimental

result discovered by Hall, which has been discussed in the

preceding sections.

Now Professor Rowland^ has assumed, that this result holds

good in a dielectric, which is under the action of a strong magnetic

force ; if, therefore, we adopt this hypothesis, we must substitute

the time variations of the electiic displacement for the current, and

the equations of electromotive force become

dF ^ j d^Jr\

y ax

where a, /8, 7 are the components of the total magnetic force.

When the magnetic field is disturbed by the passage of a

wave .of light, a, /3, 7 may be supposed to have the same values

as before disturbance, since their variations when multiplied by

/', g, h are terms of the second order, which may be neglected.

Since we shall confine our attention to the propagation of light

in a uniform magnetic field, a, /3, 7 may be regarded as constant

quantities.

"We shall therefore assume, that when light is transmitted

through a medium, which, when under the action of a strong

magnetic force, is capable of magnetically affecting light, the

' Phil. Trans. 1891, p. 371. For other theories, see Maxwell, Electricity and

Magnetism, vol. 11. oh. xxi.; Fitzgerald, Fhil. Trans. 1880, p. 691.

2 Phil. Blag., April, 1881, p. 254.
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equations of electromotive force are represented by (1), where G
is Hall's constant. Since we shall require to use the letters-

a, f3, 7 to denote that portion of the magnetic force which is due

to optical causes, we shall write these equations in the form

dF . . dylr\

^ dG j ^ j.
d^{r

^^-li-p^^'+p^-^-d^J

„ dH . . d^|r

^^-Tt-P-'-^'-P-^-dz

} (2),

where pi = Ca, &c.

All the other equations of the field are the same as Maxwell's,

with the exception that we do not suppose that

dF/dx + dG/dy + dHjdz,

is zero.

474. In order to obtain the equations of electric displacement,

let us consider a medium which is magnetically isotropic but

electrostatically seolotropic. Let k be the magnetic permeability

;

K^, K^, K3 the three principal electrostatic capacities ; also let

hK, = A-\ kK, = B--, kK, = C--:

^^A.^ + B^p + C^f (3),
dx ay dz

d d ^
d d ,..

d^=P^dx + P'-dy+P'-dz (')•

From the last two of (2) we obtain

da df df d(j dh dQ dR
Tt+P^dy+P'd^-P'dy-P^d^^dz-Wj-

Substituting the values of P, Q, R from the equations

P = 47r//^i, &c., and recollecting that

y+^+f = (5),
dx dy dz

weoM™ S-«(^|-'>|)-| «
with two similar equations.
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4.i/=l.M = J(|-g) 01

substituting the values of a, b, 6 from (6) we obtain

dt^ •' dx 4>Trk da \dz dy)

dt= ""^^ dy ^ ^trh d<o\dx dz) (
^^>-

dt^ dz 4>Trk da \dy dxj
^

These are the equations satisfied by the components of electric

displacement.

475. We shall now confine our attention to isotropic media.

In this case A=B = G= U, where U-'=hK; hence (6) becomes

da_A 1 jn fdg _ dh\ df
dt " \dz dy) da>'

Let f=S\, g = S,i,, h = Sv, S = e^''l^^-^''>'+'^y+''--^f\

da SoTT^UVc

,

. „ 247r ., , ^,
TT = —Y {n/j, - mv) b - -y- {Ipi + inp2 + nps) b\then

whence

—y- {n/j, — mv) t)— y% {I'Pi + inpa + nps) bX.

Accordingly if |^ denote the component of the external mag-

netic force perpendicular to the wave-front, the equations of

magnetic force become

a = - —y- {ng - mh) - y^ CJj^f

(9),

where C is Hall's constant.
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Propagation of Light.

476. We are now prepared to con.sider the propagation of light

in a magnetized medium.

Let us suppose that plane waves of light are incident upon the

surface of separation of air and a magnetized medium. Let the

axis of X be the normal, and be drawn into the first medium, and

let the axis of z be perpendicular to the plane of incidence ; also

let the direction of magnetization be parallel to the axis of x.

Then ^2=^3=0, and none of the quantities are functions of z\

whence the equations of motion become

dt- •' ^irk dxdy

^=(7=7=. +^^
dt' "^ ^ y^ Wk da?

dt^ iirk dx \dy dxj
^

where p is written for p^.

Let

f=A'B, g = A"8, h = AS, S = e^^-i^-'-v^^''^v-yt\

Substituting in (10), we obtain

{U^-V^)A' = ^^lmA,

{U^-y')A"=§-^PA,

^U^-V^)A =^^{A'm-A"l).

From these equations we deduce

^'=^'±Wr (11)'

whence A' = ± imA, A" = + ilA.

Hence, if Fi, V„. denote the two values of V corresponding to

the upper and lower signs, we see that two waves are propagated

with velocities Fi, Fj.

It is important to notice, that the directions of the two refracted

waves corresponding to an incident wave are in general different.
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To see this, let the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to the two refracted

waves, and let the incident wave be

\ — g?,i.7r/ Vt . {Ix +my- Tt)

then the displacements in one of the refracted waves will be

where 8i = e^'-'^l^'-'' ('i*+™i» - ^'lO^

and the displacements in the other wave will be obtained by

changing the suffix from 1 to 2, and changing the signs of /"j, g^^.

Now, if Ti, r^ be the angles of refraction, ?ni = sinri, m2=sinr2;

and, since the coefficient of y must be the same in all three waves,

we must have

sin % sin r, sin r^

'

which shows that r-^ is different from r^.

X

33

Let 23i, 232 be the component displacements in the plane z = 0,

then since li = —cos r^, it follows that

23j =/j sin Ti + Qi cos ri = lASi-

Similarly %i = — lAA.

The component displacements perpendicular to the wave-fronts

are evidently zero ; whence, in real quantities, the displacements in

the two waves are

lh = Ai cos p^ {koo + miy - Vjt),

23i = - J.1 sin y- (lioc+ m^y - V{b),

and ^2 =A cos ^r" (^^ + '"^2/ - VJ^),

232 = A^ sin -^ (Kv + m^y - V^t),
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and, consequently, the two waves are circularly polarized in opposite

directions.

477. The results of the last article will enable us to explain

the rotation of the plane polarization, when light is propagated

through a magnetic field parallel to the direction of the lines of

magnetic force. In this case

?i = ^2 = — 1, mil = TTls = 0,

whence putting k=l, since the field is a transparent dielectric, we
obtain from (11),

Vi'= U^-p/2t,

Fj' = U^ +p/2t,

accordingly if the waves are travelling along the negative direction

of the axis of iv,

hi = Ai cos — (yr + t\, £fi = JSa = .4, sin ~"
(
y^ + *) .

h2 = A.^cos— (^ + tj , £f2 = 282 = - -^2 sin— f^+tj.

We shall hereafter show, that the amplitudes are not quite

equal to one another, but are of the form P + Q and P — Q re-

spectively, where Q is a quantity which depends upon the magnetic

force. Since the magnetic effect is very small in transparent

dielectrics, we may as a first approximation neglect the difference

between Ai and A^, whence dropping the suflSxes, the vibrations in

question become

. . 277 / a; A . . 27r / a;
, Ag^Asm-i^y^ + t)-Asm-(y^ + t),

277 f, / 1 1 \ 1 . Tra; / 1 1 \
= 2^cos-|ia.(^ +

p.J
+ ^|sm— (^^-^j,

;,= 2^cos?^{|a.(^ + ^J+i}cos^(i-^j.

Whence if •>lr be the angle through which the plane of polari-

zation is rotated, measured towards the right hand of an observer

who is looking along the direction ofpropagation of the ray,

., ^ TTX /

1

1 \

tan y}r = -glh = tan— l^y^ -^j .
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Expanding Fj"' and V;^ in powers of p, and putting p = Ca, we
obtain

J^_J^_ Ca^

accordingly i/r = - 7ra;Ca/2 f7V (12).

Since the wave is travelling in the negative direction of the

axis of x, it follows that, if T be the thickness of the medium
traversed by the wave, a; = - T; whence (12) becomes

yfr = 'n-T0al2U'T' (13),

which shows that the plane of polarization of the emergent light is

rotated, and that the direction of rotation depends upon that of

the magnetic force.

478. It appears from Faraday's experiments, that the direction

of rotation is the same as that of the amperean current, which

would produce the magnetic force. Now a is measured along the

positive direction of the axis of x, whence the amperean current

circulates from the right hand to the left hand of an observer who
is looking along the direction of propagation ; accordingly G must

be negative for glass, whilst for a medium such as perchloride of

iron G must be positive.

From these results we draw the following conclusions.

(i) The magnitude of the rotation is directly proportional

to the magnetic force, and also to the thickness of the medium
traversed ; and it is inversely proportional to the square of the

period of the light. Hence the rotation is greater for violet light

than for red light.

(ii) The direction of rotation is the same as that of the

amperean current which would produce the magnetic force, for

media for which Hall's constant is negative ; and in the opposite

direction for media for which Hall's constant is positive.

(iii) When the direction of propagation is perpendicular to

that of the magnetic force, it follows from (8), that the magnetic

terms are zero ; hence the magnetic force produces no optical

effect. These results are in accordance with experiment ; subject

to the limitation, that the effect of rotatory dispersion is only

approximately expressed by the first statement.
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The Bffiindary Conditions.

479. When light is reflected and refracted at the surface of

separation of two isotropic or crystalline media, the boundary

conditions are, (i) that the components of the electromotive and

magnetic forces parallel to the surface of separation must be

continuous
;

(ii) that the components of electric displacement and

magnetic induction perpendicular to the surface of separation

must likewise be continuous. We have, therefore, six equations

to determine four unknown quantities; but inasmuch as two

pairs of these equations are identical, the total number reduces

to four, which is just sufficient to determine the four unknown

quantities. If, however, we were to assume these six conditions in

the case of a magnetized medium, we should find that we should

be led to inconsistent results, and we shall, therefore, proceed to

prove the boundary conditions.

Since the electric displacement and the magnetic induction both

satisfy the equation

dx dy dz '

which is an equation of the same form as the equation of continuity

of an incompressible fluid in Hydrodynamics ; it follows that the

components of the electric displacement and magnetic induction

pei'pendicular to the surface of separation must be continuous.

To obtain the other conditions, let us suppose, as before, that

the plane a; = is the surface of separation, and that the plane

= contains the direction of propagation. Then, since the

coefficients of y and t in the exponential factor must be the same

in all four waves, d/dy and d/dt of any continuous function will

also be continuous, and conversely. Since none of the quantities

are functions of z,

which shows that 7 is continuous.

Since the continuity of 7 follows from that of /, the conditions

of continuity of both these quantities will be expressed by the

same equation.

dH
Since a = -^,
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it follows that H is continuous, whence if the accents refer to the

second medium, we obtain from (2)

R'+pj'-p,g=R (14).

This equation shows that the electromotive force parallel to z

is discontinuous. This circumstance may, at first sight, appear

somewhat strange, and may perhaps be regarded as an objection to

the theory ; but since the p's are exceedingly small quantities, the

discontinuity is also very small. We have, moreover, assumed that

the transition from one medium to the other is abrupt, whereas,

if we were better acquainted with the conditions at the confines

of two difi'erent media, we should probably find that this was not

the case ; but that there would be a rapid but continuous change

in the component of the electromotive force parallel to the

boundary, in passing from one medium to the other.

We have, therefore, as yet, only obtained two independent

boundary equations. Now, we shall presently see that when plane

polarized light is reflected and refracted at the surface of a mag-

netized medium, the reflected light is elliptically polarized ; whilst,

as we have already shown, the two refracted waves are circularly

polarized in opposite directions. We have, therefore, four unknown
quantities to determine, viz., the amplitudes of the two components

of the reflected vibration, and the amplitudes of the two refracted

waves. We, therefore, require two more equations. To find a

third equation, we shall assume, that the component of magnetic

force parallel to the axis of y is continuous. A fourth equation

will be obtained from the condition of continuity of energy ; for

since there is no conversion of energy into heat, or any form of

energy other than the electrical kind, it follows that the rate of

increase of the electro.static and electrokinetic energies within any

closed surface must be equal to the rate at which energy flows in

across the boundary.

480. We must now obtain an expression for the energy.

It is a general principle of Dynamics, that if equations are

given which are sufficient to completely determine the motion of

a system, the Principle of Energy can be deduced from these

equations. The proper form of the Principle of Energy in the case

of a dielectric medium is this :

—

Describe any closed surface in the

medium, then the rate at ivhich energy increases within the surface,

is equal to the rate at which energy flows in across the boundary.

B. o. 26
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If E be the electric energy per unit of volume, the rate at which

energy increases within the surface is JJJ Edxdydz, and, conse-

quently, this quantity must be capable of being expressed as a

surface integral taken over the boundary ; and any form of E
which is not capable of being so expressed must certainly be

wrong. If the medium were a conductor, in which there is a

coaversion of energy into heat, JJJ Edxdydz would not be expressible

in the form of a surface integral', but this case need not be con-

sidered, since we are dealing with a transparent dielectric.

Since P =='^'irfjKi = ^irkA-f, equations (6) may be written in

the form

dM_dQ_dR_df_
dt dz dy d(o

'

Multiply this equation and the two corresponding ones by

a, /8, 7 ; then add and integrate throughout any closed surface, and

we shall obtain

hk jjjj
(a' + I3°- + y) dxdydz

Let W = 2-jrk
jj j

(A"-/' + By- + C%-) dxdydz : . .(16),

then ^~ = 4<',rkjjj{A"-ff+ B"-gg + CVih) dxdydz

= III {Pf+ Qg + Eh) dxdydz.

Substituting the values of /, g, h in terms of a, /3, y, and

integrating by parts, we obtain

-i///HS-f)-HS-f)-Hf-S)l''-'»-
(17).

1 See Poynting, P7!!7. Trans., 1884, p. 343.

///
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If in the identity

/ iP^g - pJ^) + 9 (pJi - PJ) + h (pj- p,g) = 0,

we substitute the values of/, g, h from the equations of

477/ = dy/dy - d^/dz, &c.,

in the coefficients of the terms in brackets, and integrate by parts,

we shall find that the last volume integral in (15) is equal to

-
//

[I [{pJ -Pig)^- (Pif^ -pj) 7}

+ wi {{p^ -p.Ji) 7 - {pj-pS «}

+ n {{pji -p,f) a - {p,g -pji) /3}] dS . . .(18).

Accordingly (15) becomes on substitution from (16), (17) and

(18)

it III \iw
^""" "^ ^' + '^'^ + ^'^^ *^^'-^' + ^'^' + ^^''^1 '^'"^y^^

= ^jj[n(R+pJ-pS^-iQ+Pih-pJ)y}

+ m{(P+ p^g -pji) y-(R+pJ- p^) a]

+ nm + pji -pj) a - {P+p,g-pji) ^}] dS . . .(19).

The physical interpretation of this equation is, that the rate at

which something increases within the closed surface must be equal

to the rate at which something flows into the surface. This

cannot be anything else but energy; we are therefore led to

identify the expression

A («. + ^. + ^=) + 27rA; {A^f^ + B^' + G%%

as representing the energy of the electric field per unit of volume.

The first term represents the electrokinetic energy, and the second

term the electrostatic energy.

The above expressions are the same as those obtained by

Maxwell by a different method, and it thus appears that the

expressions for each species of energy are not altered by the

additional terms, which have been introduced into the general

equations of electromotive force.

The right-hand side of (19) represents the rate at which work

is done by the electric and magnetic forces, which act upon the

surface of 8.
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481. In the optical problem which we are considering, the

bounding surface is the plane a; = ; whence if the quantities in

the magnetized medium be denoted by accented letters, the

condition of continuity of energy becomes

R^-Qy = (R + pj' - p,g') /3' - iQ' + pji' - pj') y'.

Since ^ = ^' and 7 = 7', it follows from (14) that this equation

reduces to

Q = Q' + pJi'-p,/' (20),

which shows that the component of the electromotive force in the

plane of incidence is also discontinuous.

The boundary conditions are therefore the following; (i)

continuity of electric displacement perpendicular to the reflecting

surface, which is equivalent to continuity of magnetic force parallel

to z; (ii) continuity of magnetic induction perpendicular to the

reflecting surface, which is also equivalent to equation (14)

;

(iii) continuity of magnetic force parallel to y ;
(iv) equation (20),

which follows partly from (i), (ii) and (iii), and partly from the

condition that the flow of energy must be continuous.

We have therefore four equations, and no more, to determine

the four unknown quantities.

Reflection and Refraction.

482. We shall now calculate the amplitudes of the reflected

and refracted waves, when light is reflected and refracted at the

surface of a transparent medium which is magnetized normally,

so that Pi=p3 = 0.

Let A, B be the amplitudes of the two components of the

incident light perpendicular to, and in the plane of incidence

;

then the displacements in the four waves may be written

h =AS, 23 — BS, incident wave

;

h' = A'S', m = B'8', reflected wave

;

hi = A^Si, 28i = f.4iSi, 1st refracted wave

;

h.i = A.^S„, ^i = — LASi> 2nd refracted wave.

Also

l = — cos i, V — cos t, l\ = — cos Tx, h = — cos ra,

m = sin i, in' = sin i, in^ = sin r^, in^ = sin r^.
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The boundary conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), of § 481, furnish the

following equations :

(B + B')V=i(A,V,-A,V,) (21),

{A + A')V"- = U%(A, + A,) - ^^(A.cosn- A.cosr,) (22),

(A — A')Vcosi = U' f-p^ cosri+ ^^cosrsj

{B - B')V cosi = i U"k {A i cos n - xl , cos r„) -^ (^ ^ + ^ ,) (24),

where p is written for^j.

We shall now simplify these equations by introducing an

auxiliary angle R, such that

i = J^=J^=-.^ (25).
Sin % sin Vi sin r^ sin U

Hence, R is the angle of refraction when the second medium

is unmagnetized ; and accordingly r^ and rj will differ from iJ by a

small quantity which depends upon p. Since the magnetic effects

are small, we shall neglect squares and higher powers of p, and we

may, therefore, in the terms multiplied hy p, put ri = 7'5 = i?.

Let q=p/4^JcT, then from (11)

„ a cos R ^r^ TT , 1 ^'^^ ^ /oc\V^=U- ^
jj , V,= U + ^-jj~ (26),

and also from (25) and (26) we obtain

_ ffsin'^iJ p qsin^'R
cos r\ = cos -R + ^—Tjr~ '

^°^ ''2 "" ^°^^~
ifi -v^' )•

Substituting these values in equations (21) to (24) and

reducing, they finally become

(B - B')V cos i = i W-k {A^ - A^) cos R + iqk (sin= R-2) {A^ + J,)

(iJ +F)F=.f7(A-^)-'^^(^ + A3)

{A - A') Fcos i = U{A^ + A,) cos R -?^^ {A, - A„}

(A + A') V^ = U% (^1 + A^) - 2qk {A^ - A^) cos ii!

^ '
(28).

These equations determine the amplitudes of the reflected and

refracted waves, when the magnetization is perpendicular to the

reflecting surface.
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From the first two of (28) we get

iqk {A, + A,) ^BViUk cos R-V cos i) + B'V(Uk cos R + Fcos i)

I U-k (4i -A;) = BV[ Uk (2 - sin=E) - Fcos i cos R]

+ B'V[ Uk (2 - sin^ R) + Fcos i cos R].

Substituting in the last two, we obtain

{A - A') cos i

UcosR

,

= -iB
qk

(Uk cosR — Fcos i)

- ^
^ml^ {Uk{2- sin' R)-V cos i cos R}

-iB'

and

{A+A')V

= -iB

l'B

U'k

UcosR
qk

( Uk cos R + V cos {)

—ffS^ {U/c{2- sin=R)+V cos i cos R}
U'k

(29),

U'-
(Uk cos R — V cos i)

Iq cos ii

f/''

Uk (2 - sin"- iE) - Fcos i cos «}]

IP
( f/^fc cosR + Fcos i)

- ^-°^i^ lUk(2- sin'' i?) + Fcos I cos R}

Solving these equations, we obtain

• r _A( Ukcosi— Fcosii)

...(30).

2tgfc5Fcos i

Ukcosi + VcosR U(UkcosR+Vcosi){Ukcosi+VcosR)
(31),

D,_ B{UkcosR~Vcosi) 2iqkAVcosi

Uk cos i? + Fcos I U{UkcosR+ Fcosi) ( f/^fccosi+ Fcosii)

(32).

483. We shall now discuss these results.

Equations (31) and (32) give the amplitudes of the two com-

ponents of the reflected light, and we see that the magnetic terms

vanish at grazing incidence, but do not vanish for any other

incidence.
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The equations may be written in the form

B' = By + iqA^
(33).

.(34),

lu the figure let / be the point of incidence, 10 the normal to

the reflected wave, and let be the observer; also let OA, OB be

drawn at right angles to 01, perpendicular to and in the plane of

incidence respectively. Let f, t) be the displacements along OA,

OB ; also let cj) = {2irjX) {x co& i+y sin i - Vt). Then by (33)

f = ^a cos (ji — qB^ sin
<f>

'

71 = By cos (ji — 5 J./3 sin tj)

which shows that the reflected light is elliptically polarized.

Let us first^ suppose that the incident light is polarized in the

plane of incidence, so that B = 0, and let the principal section of

the analyser coincide with OB. Then the intensity of the reflected

light after it has passed through the analyser is proportional to

A'fi^q-, and is therefore independent of the direction of the

magnetizing current, and vanishes when the current is cut off.

Secondly, let the analyser be turned through a small angle e

towards the right hand of the observer. From (34) we see that

the intensity of the reflected light after emerging from the analyser

is proportional to

A"- (aV + I3Y),

from which it appears that the effect of the current is always to

increase the intensity, and that the intensity is independent of the

direction of the current.

The first result is in accordance with the first of Kerr's experi-

ments, but the second is not; since he found under these cir-

cumstances, that if a current in one direction strengthened the

reflected light, a current in the opposite direction weakened it.

We must however recollect, that in Kerr's experiments a polished

plate of soft iron was employed, and consequently his results were
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affected by the influence of metallic reflection ; it is therefore

hopeless to attempt to construct a theory which will furnish a

theoretical explanation of Kerr's experiments, until a satisfactory

electromagnetic theory of metallic reflection has been obtained.

484. When light is reflected or refracted at the surface of a

transparent medium, which is magnetized parallel to the reflecting

surface, the problem can be worked out in a similar manner to that

employed in § 482 ; but for this the reader is referred to my ori-

ginal paper'. It will be found that in this case also, the intensity

of the reflected light is independent of the direction of the magnetic

force ; whereas Kerr's experiments show, that the reverse is the

case when the reflector is a metal. When however the plane of

incidence is perpendicular to the lines of magnetic force, or when

the incidence is normal, magnetization produces no optical effect.

This result follows from equations (8), and agrees with the ex-

periments of Faraday, Kerr and Kundt.

485. The experiments of Kundt described in § 467, in which

light was incident upon a magnetized plate of glass, furnish a

means of subjecting this theory to an experimental test ; and we
shall therefore consider the case in which the lines of magnetic

force are perpendicular to the faces of the plate, and the incidence

is sensibly normal, and shall calculate the intensity of the light

which has undergone two refractions at the anterior surface, and
one reflection at the posterior.

Let the incident vibration he f=0, g — 0, h = ^Ae~'^''^l''; we
shall find it convenient to resolve this into the two circularly

polarized waves,

h=AS, g=iAS (35),

h = AS, g = -iAS (36),

where S = e"""'"'^.

Since we are dealing with glass, we may put k=\; conse-

quently for normal incidence we obtain from (31), (32), and (35)

A' = A{a-q^), B'=-iA'

U-V ^ 2V"'^"
''=UTV' ^= u(u+vy (3^)-

1 Phil. Trans., 1891, §§12—14.
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If, however, the incident wave is polarized in the opposite

direction, and is therefore represented by (36), we shall obtain

A' = A(a + qj3), B' = lA'

in which the sign of q is reversed.

In order to calculate the intensity of the refracted light, let us

first confine our attention to the incident wave given by (35).

Then if we put i = R = in (28), we shall obtain A^ = 0,

A,=
2AV°-{ 1

U : +
q(2U+V)-

.(38).

.(39),

If, however, we considered the other wave (36), we should

obtain A^ = 0,

2A

V

f
1 q(2U+V)

'

'~ u \u+v U''{u+vy

in which the .sign of q is again reversed.

In order to calculate the intensities, when light propagated in

glass is reflected at the surface in contact with air, we may use

Stokes's Principle of Reversion \ and apply it separately to each of

the two circularly polarized waves, into which the incident wave

may be conceived to be resolved. Let Ah, Ac be the amplitudes

of the retlected and refracted waves, when the wave (35) passes

from air into glass ; and let Ae, Af be the amplitudes when the

wave passes from glass into air, then

& + e = 0, h- + cf=l (40).

Also if we denote by accented letters the corresponding quan-

tities for the other wave (36), the values of h', c', e',f' will be

obtained from those of h, c, e,/by writing —q for q.

By '(37) and (38), the values of 6, c, e,/are

U-V 2qV \

b =

c =

= — e

21P
J V

2V^ 1 q{2U + r)
\

g(2F+ U)

u u+v
1

+ > (41)>

V [r+v UHU+ vy l

which can also be verified by independent calculation.

1 Ante, p. 29.

B. O. 27
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If r be the thickness of the plate, the emergent light is

h= A (ce/e^""'"''' + c'e'/'e^"""/^'^) e-^'"'/'

whence, if \=a(l — a-), ^ = /8(3a--l),

the real parts become

-h= A {X + qfi.) cos— ( =^ - n + ^i (\ - q/j,) cos — l-y —tj

277 / 2?' \ 277 /2r \
- ^r = - -4 (\ + (7/i) sin - ly-tj+A{\- qfi) sm — (tT"*) •

Let ^ =?(|-0> '' = ^^(t.-^) (-^^>'

then —h= 2A\ cos ((f) + v) cos t) — 2Aqfi sin (<j) + tj) sin tj

— g = — 2A\ cos ((^ + t;) sin r) — 2Aq/x sin (<^ + t)) cos 17.

Let the analyser be placed in the position of extinction, and be

then turned through a small angle e, which will be considered

positive when the analyser is turned towards the right hand of an

observer who is looking through it ; then the vibration on emerging

from the analyser is

2AX cos (<^ + rj) sin (77 — e) + 2Aq/j. sin ((/> + 77) cos (17 — e).

Since 5" is to be neglected, the intensity of the emergent

light is

4J.-X- (sin 77 — 6 cos 77)^ (43),

and will therefore be zero when

tan 77 = e.

Now from (11), Fj- = U' - 2q

Vi= U' + 2q

q = Ca/ir,

where C is Hall's constant, and a is the external magnetic force

;

whence the last of (42) becomes

TrrCa

Since C is negative for glass, it follows that 77 and therefore e is

negative ; whence the plane of polarization is rotated in the same

direction as the amperean currents, which agrees with Kundt's

experimental result.
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It also follows from (43) that the effect depends upon the
direction of the current ; for if the current is flowing in the same
direction as that in which the analyser is rotated, its effect is to

weaken the light, but if it flows in the opposite direction its effect

is to strengthen the light.

Hence the effect produced by the glass plate is the opposite of

that which is produced by a metallic magnetic pole.

486. The results obtained in the last two chapters, abundantly

show the superiority of the electromagnetic theory over all other

theories. This theory furnishes a satisfactory explanation of double

refraction ; and also of the photogyric properties of transparent

media, when under the influence of magnetic force. The theory as

far as it has hitherto been developed, does not account for ordinary

and anomalous dispersion ; and it fails to furnish a satisfactory

explanation of metallic reflection, which is a phenomenon in all

probability closely allied to the selective absorption, produced by

substances which exhibit anomalous dispersion. We are therefore

unable as yet, to give a complete theoretical explanation of the

experiments of Kerr, on reflection from magnets ; or of Kundt, on

the transmission of light through thin magnetized metallic films.

When electromagnetic waves travel through a medium which is

susceptible to magnetic influence, the molecules of matter will be

thrown into vibration; and the direction in which we ought to

look for a theory, which will take cognizance of these hitherto

unexplained phenomena, is one in which account is taken of the

mutual reaction between ether and matter, and which will enable

us to introduce the free periods of the matter vibrations into our

equations.

THE END.
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Casy Latin Exercises. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Crown 8vo.
2s. ei.

Notanda Quesdam. Miscellaneous Latin Exercises. By A. H.
M. Stedman, M.A. Foap. 8vo. Is. 6d.

A Latin Primer. By Bev. A. C. Clapin, M.A. It.

Auzilia Latins, A Series of Frogressive Latin Ezeroises. By
M. J. B. Baddeler, U.A. Fcap. Svo. Fact I., Accidence. Sth Edition. 2a.

Part n. Sth Edition. 2a. Key to Fart 11., 2s. 6d.

Scala Latlna. Elementary Latin Exercises. By Bev. J. W,
Davis, M.A. New Edition, with Vocabulary. Fcap. Svo. 28. 6d.

Passages for Translation into Latin Frose. By Prof. H. Nettle-
ehip, M.A. 3s. Key (for Tutors only), 4e. 6d.

* The introduction ought to be studied by every teacher of Latin.'
Gruarduin.

Latin Prose Lessons. By Prof. Chorch, M.A, 9th Edition.
Fcap. Svo. 2». 6d.

Analytical Latin Exercises. By C. P. Mason, B.A. 4th Edit,
Part I., Is. 6d. Part II., 2«. 6d.

Latin Elegiac Verse, Easy Exercises in. By the Eev. J. Penrose.
New Edition. 28. (Key 3e. 6d.)

A Latin Q-rammar. By Albert Harkness. Post Svo. 68.

By T. H. Key, M.A. 6th Thousand. Post Svo. S«.

A Short Latin Grammar for Schools. By T. H. Key, M.A.
F.R.S. 16th Edition. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

The Theatre of the Qreeks. By J. W. Donaldson, D.D. 10th
Edition. Post Svo. 5s.

Eelghtley's Mythology of Greeoe and Italy. 4th Edition. 6«.

A Q-ulde to the Choice of Classical Books. By J. B. Mayor, M.A.
3rd Edition, Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

A History of Roman Literature. By Prof. W. S. Teuffel. Sth
Edition, revised by Prof. L. Schwabe. and translated by Prof. Gr. 0. W.
Warr, of Eing's College. 2 vols, medium Svo. 15s. each.

By T. Collins, M.A., H. M. of the Latin School, Newport, Salop.

Latin Exercises and Grammar Papers, 7th Edit. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Unseen Papers in Latin Prose and Verse. With Examination
Questions. 6fch Edition. Fcap. Svo. 2a. 6d.

in Greek Prose and Verse. With Examination Questions,
3rd Edition. leap. Svo. 3s.

Easy Translations from Nepos. Csesar, Cicero, Livy, &a., for
Betranslation into Latin. With Notes. 2s.

By A. M. M. Stbdman, M.A., Wadham College, Oxford.

Latin Examination Papers in Q-rammar and Idiom. 3rd
Edition. 28. 6d. Key (for Tutors and Private Students only) , 68. net.

Greek Examination Papers in Grammar and Idiom. 2t. 6(2.

Ket, 5b. net.
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By the late Ehv. P. Fbobt, M.A.
Materials for Latin Prose OompoBltion. New edition. Foap.

8to. 2(. Key (for Tntors only), 4«. net.

Materials for O-reek Prose OomposlLlon. New Edit. Fcap. 8to.
a«. 6tl. Key (for Tutors only), 5t. net.

Florlleglum Foetlcmn. Elegiac JBlxtracts from Ovid and Tibnllas,
New Kdition. With Notes. Ecap. 8to. it.

By H. A. HoLDKN, LL.D., formerly Fellow of Trinity Coll Camb
Follonun SUnila. Part I. Passagee for Translation into Latin

Elegiac and Heroic Verse, llth Bdition. Post 8to. 7s. ed.

Part II. Select Passages for Translation into Latin Lyric
and Comic Iambic Verse. 3rd Edition. Post 8to. 5s.

Folia SllTulee, sive Eclogn Foetamm Anglicomm in LatiniuQ et
Graacnm conversss. Svo. Vol. 11. 4s. 6d.

Follorum Centurlee. Select Passages for Translation into Latin
and Greek Prose. 10th Edition. Post Svo. Ss.

Soala Orseoa : a Series of Elementary Greek Exercises. By Eev. J. W.
Davis, M.A., and B. W. Baddeley, M.A. 3rd Bdition. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Qreek Verse Composition. By G. Preston, M.A. 5th Edition.
Crown 8yo. 4s. 6d.

Greek Particles and their Combinations according to Attic Usage.
A Short Treatise. By F. A. Paley, M.A., LL.D. 2s. 6d.

Budiments of Attic Construotion and Idiom. By the Bev,
W. 0. Oompton, M.A., Assistant Master at Uppingham School. 3s.

Anthologla Grssoa. A Selection of Choice Greek Poetry, with Notes.
By P. St. John Thackeray. 16mo. Wh EMimn,. 4s. 6d.

Anthologla Latma. A Selection of Choice Latin Poetry, from
NfBTins to Boethiiis, with Notes. By Rev. P. St. J. Thackeray. 5th Edition.
16mo. 48.6d.

CLASSICAL TABLES.
Latin Aooldenoe. By the Bev. P. Frost, M.A. 1>.

Latin Verslfloation. 1>,

Notabilia Qussdam; or the Principal Tenses of most of the
Irregular Greek Verbs and Elementary Greek, Latin, and French Con-
stmction. New Edition. Is.

Blohmond Rules for the OvtdlanDistlohi&o. By J, Tate, M.A. Is.

The Principles of Latin Syntax. 1<.

Q-reek Verbs. A Catalogne of Verbs, Irregular and Defective. By
J. S. Baird, T.O.D. 8th Edition. 2s. 6d.

G-reek Accents (Notes on). By A. Barry, D.D. New Edition. 1<.

Homeric Dialect. Its Leading Forms and Peculiarities. By J. S.

Baird, T.C.D. New Bdition, by W. 6. Entherford, LL.D. Is.

Oreek Aooldence. By the Bev. P. Frost, M.A. New Edition. Is.

TRANSLATIONS, SELECTIONS, &o.
*,* Many of the following books are well adapted for School Frizes.

Aeschylus. Translated into English Prose by F. A. Paley, M.A.,
LL.D. 2nd Edition. Svo. 7s. 6il.

Translated into English Verse by Anna Swanwick. 4th
Edition. Post Svo. Ss.

Calpurnius, The Eclogues of. Latin Text and English Verse.

Translation by E. J. L. Scott, M.A. 3s. 6d.
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Euripides. Translated by E. P. Coleridge, B.A. 2 vols. 6s. each.

Horaoe. The Odes and Carmen Stecolare. In English Verse by
J. Gomngton, M.A. lOth edition. Foap, 8vo. Ss. 6d.

The Satires and Epistles. In English Verse by J. Coning-
ton, M.A. 7t]i edition. 6s. 6(1.

Flato. Gorgias. Translated by E. M. Cope, M.A. 8vo. 2nd Ed. 7».

Philebus. Trans, by P. A. Paley, M.A.,LL.D. Sm. 8vo. is.

ThesBtetns. Trans. byF. A. Paley, M.A.,LL.D. Sm.Svo. 4«.

Analysisandlndexof theDialogues. ByDr.Day. Post8vo.5».

Prudentius, Selections from. Text, with Verse Translation, In-
troduction, &c., by the ReT. F. St. J. Thackeray. Grown 8to. 7s. 6d.

Sophocles. Oedipus Tyrannus. By Dr. Kennedy. Is.

The Dramas of. Eendered into English Verse by Sir
George Yonng, Bart., M.A. 8vo. 12s. 6d,

Theocritus. In English Verse, by 0. S. Calverley, M.A. 3rd
Edition. Crown 8to. 7». 6d.

Translations into English and Latin. By C. S. Calverley, M.A.
PoBt 8to. 78. 6d.

TranslationsintoEnglish, Latin, and Greek. ByB.C. Jebb, Litt. D.,

H. JackBon, Litt.D., and W. E. Ciurey, M.A. Second Edition. 8s.

Extracts for Translation. By E. C. Jebb, Litt. D., H. Jackson,
Litt.D., and W. B. Cnrrey, M.A. 4s. 6d.

Between Whiles. Translations by Eev. B. H. Kennedy, D.D.
2nd Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Sabrlnae Corolla in Hortulis Begiae Scholae Salopiensia
Contemernnt Tres Viri Florihus Legendis. Fourth Edition, thoroughly
Revised and Rearranged. Large post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICAL SERIES.
Arithmetic for Schools. By C. Pendlebury, M.A. 5th Edition,

Ftereotyped, with or without answers, 4s. 6d, Or in two parts, 2s. 6d. each.
Part2containBtheCo7nmercial.4ri£hmBtic. AKeyto Part2 in preparation.

ElAMPLBS (nearly 8000), without answers, in a separate vol. 3s,

In use at St. Paul's, Winchester, Wellington, Marlborough, Charterhouse,
Merchant Taylors', Christ's Hospital, Sherborne, Shrewsbury, &c. &c

Algebra. Choice and Chance. By W. A. Whitworth, M.A. 1th
Edition. 6s.

Euclid. Newly translated from the Greek Text, with Supple-
mentary Propositions, Chapters on Modem Geometry, and numerous
Exercises. By Horace Deighton. M.A., Head Master of Harrison College,
Barbados. New Edition, Revised, with Symbols and Abbreviations.
Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Book I Is.
I

Books I. to III. ... 2s. 6(J.

Books I. and II. ... Is. 6d. | Books III. and IT. Is. 6d.

Euclid. Exercises on Enclld and in Modem Geometry. By
J. McDowell, M.A. Srd Edition. 6s.

Elementary Trigonometry. By J. M. Dyer, M.A., and Eev.
R. H. Whitcombe, M.A., Assistant Masters, Eton College. 4s, 6d.

Trigonometry. Plane. By Eev. T.Vyvyan,M.A. Srd Edit. 3».6<J.

Geometrical Conic Sections. By H. G. WiUis, M.A. 5s.

Conies. The Elementary Geometry of, 7th Edition, revised and
enlarged. By G. Taylor, D.D. 4s. 6d.

Solid Geometry. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. 4th Edit, revised. 6«.

aeometrioal Optics. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. 3rd Edition, is.
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Rigid Dynamics. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. is.

Elementary Dynamioa. By W.Garnett,M.A.,D.C.L. 5th Ed. 6».

Dynamics. A Treatise on. By W. H. Besant, So.D.,P.R.S. 7a. 6d.

Heat. An Elementary Treatise. By W. Garnett, M.A., D.O.L. 5th
Bdition, reTised and enlarg^ed. 4s. 6d.

Elementary Physics. Examples in. By W. Gallatly, M.A. 4s.

Hydromechanics. By W. H. Besaat, So.D.,P.E.S. 5th Edition.
Part I. HydrOBtaticB. 5s.

Mathematical Examples. By J. M. Dyer, M.A., Eton College,
and E. Prowde Smith, M.A., Oheltenham College. Qs.

Mechanics. Problems in Elementary. By W. Walton, M.A. 6«.

Notes on Eoulettes and Gllssettes. By W. H. Besant, Sc.D.,
F.R.S., Tellowof St. Jolm's College, Cambridge. 2nd Edition, enlarged.
Crown 8vo. 5s.

CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
TEXT-BOOKS.

A Series of Elementary Treatises for the use of Students.

Arithmetic. By Eev. C. Elsee, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. 14th Edit. 3«.6d.

By A. Wrigley, M.A. 3s. 6d.

A Progressive Coiorse of Examples. With Answers. By
J. Watson, M.A. 7th Bdition, revised. By W. P. Uoudie, B.A. 2s. 6(1.

Algebra. By the Bev. C. Elsee, M.A. 8th Edit. 4».

Progressive Course oi Examples. By Eev. W. F.
M'Miohael,M.A.,andR. Prowde Smith, M.A. «h Edition. Ss. 6ii. With
Answers. 4s. 6d.

Plane Astronomy, An Introduction to. By P. T. Main, M.A
6th Edition, revised. 4s.

Conic Sections treated Geometrically. By W. H. Besant, Sc.D.
8th Edition. 4s. 6ct. Solution to the Ezamplea. 4s,

Enunciations and Figures Separately.

Statics, Elementary. By Eev. H, Goodwin, D.D. 2nd Edit. 3«.

Hydrostatics, Elementary, By W. H. Besant, Sc.D. 14th Edit. 4s.

Solutions to the Examples. 4s.

Mensuration,AnElementary Treatise on. By B.T.Moore, M.A. 3s.6d.

Newton's Prlndpla, The First Three Sections of, with an Appen-
dix ; and the Ninth and Eleventh Sections. By J. H. Evans, M.A. 5th

Edition, by P. T. Main, M.A. 4s.

Analytical Geometry for Schools. ByT.G.Vyvyan. 5th Edit. 4s.6(i.

Greek Testament, Companion to the. By A. C. Barrett, M.A
5th Edition, revised. Fcap. 8vo. Ss.

Book of Common Prayer, An Historical and Explanatory Treatise

on the. By W. G. Humphry, B.D. 6th Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Music, Text-book of. By Professor H. 0. Banister. 14th Edition,

revised. 5s.

Concise History of. By Eev. H. G. Bonavia Hunt,
Mus. Doo. Dublin. 12th Edition, revised. 3s. 6d.

a2
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ARITHMETIC. {Stt ako the two foregoing Seriet.)

Elementary Arlthmetlo. By Charles Pendlebury, M.A., Senior
Mathematical Master, St. Panl's School; and W. S. Beard, I'.B.O.S.,
Assistant Master, Ohrist's Hospital. With 2500 Examples, Written and
OraL Grown Sro. 1>. 6ii. With or without Answers.

Arithmetic, Examination Papers in. Consisting of 140 papers,
each containinfr 7 qnestions. 357 more difficult problems follow. A. col-
lection of recent Public Examination Papers are appended. By 0.
Pendlebnry, M.A. 2s. 6d. Key, for Masters only, 5s.

Q-raduated Ezercisea in Addition (Simple and Compound). By
W. S. Beard, G. S. Department Eoohester Mathematical School. Is. For
Candidates for Commercial Certificates and Civil Serrice Exams.

BOOK-KEEPING.
Book-keeping Papers, eet at various Fublio Examinations.

Golleoted and Written by J. T. Medhnrst, Leotnrer on Book-keeping in
the City of London College. 2nd Edition. 3s.

GEOMETRY AND EUCLID.
Euclid. Books I.-YI. and part of XI. A New Translation. By

H. Deighton. (See p. 8.)

The Definitions of, with Explanations and Exercises,
and an Appendix of Exercises on the SHrst Book. By R. Webb, M.A.
Grown 8to. Is. 6d,

Book I. With Notes and Exercises for the use of Pre-
paratory Schools, &c. By Braithwaite Amett, M.A. 8to. 48. 6d.

i The First Two Books explained to Beginners. By C. P.
Mason, B.A. 2nd Edition. Pcap. 8to. 2s. 6d.

The Enunciations and Flgiires to fluclld's Elements. By Bev.
J. Brasse, D.D. New Edition. Fcap. 8vo, Is. Withont the Figures, 6d,

Bzerclses on Euclid. By J. McDowell, M.A. (Seep. 8.)

Mensuration. By B. T. Moore, M.A. 3s. 6d. (See p. 9.)

Geometrical Conic Sections. By H. O. Willis, M.A. (See p. 8.)

Q-eometrlcal Conic Sections. By W. H. Besant, Sc.D. (See p. 9.)

Elementary Geometry of Conies. By 0. Taylor, D.D. (See p. 8.)

An Introduction to Ancient and Modem Geometry of Conies.
By 0. Taylor, D.D., Master of St. John's Coll., Oamb. 8yo. lis.

An Introduction to Analytical Plane Geometry. By W. F,
Tnmbnll, M.A, 8to. 12».

Problems on the Principles of Plane Co-ordinate Geometry.
By W. Walton, M.A. 8vo. 16a.

Trilinear Co-ordinates, and Modem Analytical Geometry of
Two Dimensions. By W. A. Whitworth, M.A. 8vo. 16fl.

An Elementary Treatise on SoUd Geometry. By W. S. Aldis,

M.A. 4th Edition revised. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Elliptic Functions. Elementary Treatise on. ByA. Cayley, D.Sc.
Professor of Pure Mathematics at Cambridge UniTCrsity. DemySvo. 15b.

TRIGONOMETRY.
Trigonometry. By Rev. T. G. Vyvyan. 3s. 6d. (See p. 8.)

Trigonometry, Elementary. By J. M. Dyer, M.A., and Rev. B. H.
Whitcombe, M.A., Asst. Masters, Eton College. 4s. €d.

Trigonometry, Examination Papers in. By G. H. Ward, M.A.,
Assistant Master at St. Panl's School. Crown Bvo. 2s. 6d.
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MECHANICS & NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
StatloB, Elementaiy. By H, Qoodwin, D.D. Fcap. 8to, 2ncl

Edition. 8i.

DynamloB, A Tieatise on Elementaiy, By W. Gamett, M.A.,
D.O.L. Sth Edition. Grown 8vo. 6<.

Dyuamioa. Bigid. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. it.

Dynamlca. A Treatise on. By W. H. Beaant, So.D.,F.B.S. 7f. 6d.

Elementary Meohanios, Probleme in. By Vl. Walton, M,A. New
Edition. Grown 8vo. 68.

Theoretioal Mechanics, Problems in. By W. Walton, M.A 3rd
Edition. Demy 8to. 168.

Structural Mechanics. By B. M. Parkinson, Assoc. M.I.O.E.
Grown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Elementary Mechanics. Stage I. By J. C. Horobin, B.A. Is. 6d.

HydroBtatics. ByW.H.Besant, Sc.D. Foap.Svo. 14thEdition. i$.

Hydromechanics, A Treatise on. ByW. H. Besant, Sc.D., F.B.S.
8to. 5th Edition, reviBod. Fart I. HydroBtatios. !i$.

Hydrodynamics, A Treatise on. Vol. L, 10s. 6d. ; Vol. n., 12s. 6d.

A. B. Ba£Bet, M.A., F.E.S.
Hydrodynamics and Sound, An Elementary Treatise on. By

A. B. Basset, M.A., F.I!,.S.

Eoulettes and Gliasettes. By W. H. Besant, Sc.D., P.B.S. 2nd
Edition, 5s.

OptioB, Geometrical. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. Crown 8vo. 3rd
Edition, is.

Double Be&action, A Chapter on Fresnel's Theory of. By W. S.

Aldis, M.A. 8vo. 2s.

Heat, An Elementary Treatise on. By W. Oamett, M.A., D.O.L.
Grown 8to. 5tli Edition, 4s. 6d.

Elementary Physios, Examples and Examination Papers in. By
W. Gallatly, M.A. 4s.

Newton s Fiincipia, The First Three Sections of, with an Appen-
dix ; and the Ninth and Eleventh Sections. By J. H. Evans, II.A. 5th
Edition. Edited by F. T. Main, M.A. 4s.

Astronomy, An Introduction to Plane. By P. T. Main, M.A.
Fcap. Bvo, cloth. 6th Edition. 48.

Practical and Spherical. By E. Main, M.A. 8vo. 14s.

Mathematical Examples. Pure and Mixed. By J. M.Dyer, M.A.,
and R, Prowde Smith, M.A. 6s.

Pure Mathematics and Natural PhiloBophy, A Compendium of

Facts and Formnlse in. By G. E. Bmalley. 2nd Edition, revised by
J. McDowell, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. 2s.

Elementary Course of MathematloB. By H. Goodwin, D.D.
6th Edition. 8vo. 16s.

Problems and Examples, adapted to the ' Elementary Course of

Mathematics.' 3rd Edition, 8vo. 5s.

Solutions of Goodwin's Collection of Problems and Examples,
By W. W. Hutt, M.A, Srd Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo. 96.

A Collection of Examples and Problems in Arithmetic,
Algebra, Geometry, Logarithms, Trigonometry, Conic Sections, Mechanics,

&c., with Answers. By E^v. A. Wrigley. 20th Thonsand. 8s. Si.

Key. 10s. 6d.
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FOREIGN CLASSICS.
A Series for ute in SehooU, with English Notes, grammatical and

explamatory, anil renderings of difficult idiomatic expressions.

Fea/p. Bvo.

SoMUer'B WaUenstein. By Dr. A. Bnchheim. 5th Edit. 6s.'

Or the Lager and Piccolomini, 28. 6d. WallenBtein'B Tod, 2s. 6d.

Maid Of Orleans. By Dr. W. Wagner. 2na Edit. Is. &d.

Maria Stuart. By Y. Eastner. 3rd Edition. Is. 6d.

Gtoethe'a Hermann and Dorothea. By E. Bell, M.A., and
B. WoUeL Is. 6d.

Oerman BsUlads, from Uhland, Goethe, and Sohiller. By C. L.

Bielefeld. 5tli Edition. Is. 6d.

Oharles XH., par Voltaire. By L. Direy. 7th Edition. Is. &d.

Aventurea de TM^maque, par Fin^lon. By 0. J. Delille. 4th
Edition. 2s. 6d.

Select Fables oi La Fontaine. By F.E. A.Oaso. 18th Edit. Is. 6(2.

Plooiola, byX.B. Saintine. ByDr.Dnbno. 16th Thousand. Is. 6<1.

Lamartine'a Le Tailleur de Fierres de Saint-Point. By
J. Boielle, 6t]i ThonBand. Fcap. 8to. Is. 6i.

Italian Primer. By Bey. A. C. Clapin, M.A. Fcap. 8to. Is.

FRENCH CLASS-BOOKS.
French Grammar for Fnblio Schools. By Bev. A. G. Glapin, M.A.

Fcap. 8to. IStli Edition. 28. 6d.

French Primer. By Bey. A. 0. Clapin, M.A. Fcap. 8to. Qth Ed. Is.

Primer of French Philology. By Bey. A. 0. Clapin. Fcap< 8yo.
5th Edit. Is.

Le Noayeau Tr^aor; or, French Student's Companion. By
M. E. S. l»th Edition. Fcap. Svo. Is. 6d.

French Papers for the Prelim. Army Exams. CoUeoted by
J. F. Davis, D.Lit. 28. 6cJ.

French Examination Papers in Miscellaneous Grammar and
Idioms. Compiled by A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. 4tli Edition. Grown
Sto. 2s. 6d. Key. 58. (For Teachers or I^vate Students only.)

Manual of French Prosody. By Arthur Gosset, M.A. Crown
8vo. 3s.

Lexicon of Conyersational French. By A. Holloway. 3rd
Edition. Orown 8to. 3s. 6d.

PEOF. A. BABREEE'S FBENCH COUESE.
Junior Graduated French Course. Crown 8yo. Is. 6d.

Elements of French Grammar and First Steps in Idiom.
Crown 8to. 2s.

Precis of Comparatiye French Grammar. 2nd Edition. Crown
8to. Ss. 6d.
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F. E. A. GASC'S FEENCH COURSE.

First French Book. Fcap. 8to. 106th Thousand. 1«.

Second French Book. 52nd Thousand. Foap. 8vo. 1». 6d.

Key to First and Second French Books. 5th Edit. Fcp. 8to. 3». 6d,

French Fables for Beginners, in Prose, with Index. 16th Thousand.
12ino. It. 6d.

Select Fables of La Fontaine. 18th Thousand. Fcap.Svo. li.6d.

Histolres Amusantes et Instruotivea. With Notes. 17th Thou-
sand. Fcap. 8vo. 25.

Fraotloal Quide to Modem French Conversation. 18th Thou-
sand. Fcap. 8to. Is. 6d.

French Foel27 for the Toung. With Notes. 5th Ed. Pep. 8vo. 8».

Materials for French Prose Composition; or, Selections from
the best Englisb Prose Writers. 19th Thons. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. Kej, 6s.

Frosateurs Oontemporalna. With Notes. 11th Edition, re-

Tised. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Le Petit Compagnon ; a French Talk-Book for Little Children.
lath Thousand. 16mo. Is. 6d.

An Improved Modem Pocket Dictionary of the French and
English Languages. 47kh Thousand. 16ino. 2s. 6d.

Modem Frenoh-Enghsh and English-French DlotiODary. 4th
Edition, revised, with new supplements. 10s. 6d, In nae at HarrovTi
Ragby, Westminster, Shrewsbury, Radley, &c.

The ABC Tourist's French Interpreter of aU Immediate
Wante. By F. B. A. Gjasc. Is.

MODEEN FEENCH AUTHOES.

Edited, with Introductions and Notes, by James Boielle, Senior

French Master at Dulwich College.

Daudet's La Belle Nivernaise. 2s. Gd. For Beginners.

Hugo's Bug Jargal, 3s. For Advanced Students.

Balzac's Ursule Mirouet. 3s. For Advanced Students,

GOMBEET'S FEENCH DBAMA.

Being a Selection of the best Tragedies and Comedies of MoliSre,

Racine, Comeille, and Voltaire. With Arguments and Notes by A.
Qombert. New Edition, revised by F. E. A. Qaso. Fcap.Svo. It. each;

sewed, 6d. Coktehts.

Mouiui; :—Le Misanthrope. L'Avare. Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. Le
TattnfEe. Le Malade Imaginalre. Les Femmes Savantes. Les Fourberies

de Scapin. Las Pr^cieuses Ridicules. L'Ecole des Femmes. L'EooIe des

Maris. Le M^deoin maigr^ Lui.

Rioisi ;—Phidre. Esther. AthaJie. Iphig^nie. Los Plaideurs. La
Xh^alde ; on, Les Fr^res Ennemis. Andromaque. Britanniona.

P. COBHEiLLB:—Le Oid. Horace. CSnna. Polyeuote.

ToLTAiBX :—Zaire.
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GERMAN CLASS-BOOKS.
Materials for Oermaii Prose Composition. By Dr. Bnchheim.

IStli Edition. Foap. 4c.6cl. Key, Farts I. and II., 3<. Farts III. and IV.,

Goethe's Faust. Text, Hayward's Prose Translation, and Notes.
Edited by Dr. Bnchheim. 5s, [In the press.

G-ennan. The Candidate's Vado Mecum. Fire Hundred Easy
Sentences and Idioms. By an Army Tutor. Cloth, Is. For Army ExarM.

Wortfolge, or Rules and Exercises on the Order of Words in
German Sentences. By Dr. F. Stock. Is. Gd.

A (German Qrammar for Fnbllo ScboolB. By the Bev. A. 0.
OlapinandF. EoUMOUer. 6th Edition. Fcap. 3s. 6(1.

A German Primer, with Ezeroises. By Bev. A. C. Olapin.
2nd Edition. Is.

Kotiebae's Der 3«fangene. With Xotesby Dr. W. Stromberg. Is.

German Examination Papers in Grammar and Idiom. By
R. J. Morich. 2nd Edition. 2s. 6d. Key for Tutors only, 5s.

By Fbz. Lanok, Ph.D., ProfesBor K.M. A., Woolwich, Examiner
in German to the Coll. of Preceptors, and also at the

Victoria University, Manchester.

A Concise German Grammar. In Three Parts. Part I., Ele-
mentary, 2s. Fart II., Intermediate, 2s. Fart III., Advanced, 3s. 6d.

German Examination Course. Elementary, 2s. Intermediate, 2s.
Advanced, Is. 6d.

German Reader. Elementary, Is. 6d. Advanced, 3s.

MODEEN GEEMAN SCHOOL CLASSICS.

Small Crown 8to.

Hey's Fabein Fiir Kinder, Edited, with Vocabulary, by Prof.
F. Lange, Ph.D. Printed in Roman characters. Is. 6d.

The same with Phonetic Transcription of Text, Ac. 2s.

Benedix'B Dr. Wespe. Edited by P. Lange, Ph.D. 2s. 6d.

Hofl&nan's Meister Martin, der Kiifner. By Prof. P. Lange, Ph.D.
la. 6d.

Heyse'8 Hans Lange. By A. A. Macdonell, M.A., Ph.D. 2s.

Auerbaoh's Auf Waohe, and Roquette's Der Gefrorene Euss.
By A. A. Macdonell, M.A. 2s.

Moser's Der Bibliothekar. By Prof. P. Lange, Ph.D. 3rd Edi-
tion. 2e.

Ebers' Eine Prage. By P. Storr, B.A. 28.

Preytag's Die JoumaUsten. By Prof. P. Lange, Ph.D. 2nd Edi-
tion, revised. 2s. 6i.

Gutzkow's Zopf nnd Sohwert. By Prof. P. Lange, Ph.D. 2s.

German Epio Tales. Edited by Ear Nenhans, Ph.D. 2s. 6d.

Scheflfel's Ekiehard. Edited by Dr. H. Hager 3s.
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DIVINITY, MORAL PHILOSOPHY, &e.

By the Eet. p. H. Sobivener, A.M., LL.D., D.O.L.

Novum Teatamentum Q-neoe. Editio major. Being an enlarged
Bdition, containing the Headings of Bishop Westcotfc and Dr. Hort, and
those adopted by the Bevisers, &o. 78. 6d, {For other Editifmi seepage Z.)

A Plsiln Introduotion to the Orltloism of the New Testament.
With Forty Facsimiles from Ancient Mannscripts. 3rd Edition. Sro. ISs.

Slz Iieoturea on the Text of the New Testament. For English
Headers, GroTTn 8to. 6s,

Codex Bezse Oantabrigiensls. 4to. 10<, 6ci.

The New Testament for English Beadera. By the late H, Alford,
D.D. Vol I. Part I. Srd Edit. 12«. Vol. I. Part II. 2nd Edit, 10«. 6d,
Vol. II, Part I. and Edit. 16«. Vol. II. Part II. 2nd Edit. 16a.

The Greek Testament. By the late H. Alford, D.D. Vol. I. 7th
Edit. 11. 8«. Vol. II. 8th Edit. 11. ia. Vol. III. 10th Edit. 18». Vol, IV.
Part I. Sth Edit. 188. Vol. IV. Part II. 10th Edit. 14s, Vol, IV. 11. 12s.

Oompanion to the Qreek Testament. By A, C, Barrett, M.A.
5th Edition, revised, Fcap. 8to. Ss.

Oulde to the Textual Criticism of the New Testament. By
Hev. E. Miller, M.A. Crown 8to. 4s.

The Book of Psalms. A New Translation, with Introdnctions, &o.
By the Rt. Rev. J. J. Stewart Perowne, D.D , Bishop of Worcester. 8to,
Vol. I. 7th Edition, 18a. Vol. II. 7th Edit. 16s.

Abridged for Schools. 7th Edition, Crown 8to, 10<, 6(2,

History of the Artloles of Beligion. By C. H, Hardwick. Srd
Edition, Post Sto. 5s,

History of the Creeds. By Eev, Professor Lnmby, D.D. Srd
Edition. Grown 8to, 78, Qd^

Fesurson on the Creed. Carefully printed from an early edition.

With Analysis and Index by E. WaUord, M.A. Post 8vo. 5s.

Liturgies and Offices of the Church, for the Use of English
Headers, in lUuftration of the Book of Common Prayer. By the Hey.
Edward Bnrbidge, M.A. Crown 8to. 9s.

An Historical and Explanatory Treatise on the Book of

Common Prayer. By Hey. W. G. Humphry, B.D. 6th Edition, enlarged.

Small Post 8vo. 2s. 6d. ; Cheap Edition, Is.

A Commenttury on the O-ospels, Epistles, and Acts of the
Apostles. By Rev. W. Denton, A.M. New Edition. 7 vols. 8vo. 9s. each.

Notes on the Catechism. By Bt, Bey, Bishop Barry. 9th Edit,

Fcap, 2s.

The Wlnton Church Cateohlst. Questions and Answers on the
Teaching of the Ohnroh Catechism. By the late Hev. J. S. B, Monsell,

LL.D. 4th Edition, doth, Ss. ; or in Four Parts, sewed.

-The Church Teacher's Manual of Christian InstruotloD. By
Hev. M. F. Sadler. 43rd Thousand. 2». 6d.
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TECHNOLOGICAL HANDBOOKS.
Edited by Sni H. Tbueman Wood, Secretary of the Society of Arts.

Dyeing smd Tissue Priating. By W. Crookes, P.B.S. 5».

Glass Manufaottire. By Henry Chance, M.A.; H. J. Powell, B.A.;

and H. 0, Harris. Ss. 6d.

Cotton Spinning. By Biohard Marsden, of Manchester. 3rd
Edition, revised. 6s. 6d.

Chemistry of Coal-Tar Colours. By Prof. Benedikt, and Dr.
Enecht of Bradford Teclinical College. 2nd Edition, enlarged. 6s. 6d.

Woollen and Worsted Cloth Manufacture. By Professor

Roberts Beaumont, The Yorkshire CoUege, Leeds. 2nd Edition. 7s. 6d.

Silk Dyeing. By G. H. Hurst, P.C.S. [In the press.

Cotton Weaving. By E. Marsden. [Preparing.

Bookbinding. By J. W. Zaehnsdorf, with eight plates and many
illustrations. 55.

Printing. By 0. T. Jacobi, Manager of the Chiswick Press. 5s.

Plumbing. By S. Stevens Hellyer. 5s.

BELL'S AGRICULTURAL SERIES.
The Farm and the Dairy. By Prof. Sheldon. 2s. 6d.

SoUs and their Properties. By Dr. Fream. 2s. 6d.

The Diseases of Crops. By Dr. Griffiths. 2s. 6d.

Manures and their Uses. By Dr. Griffiths. 2s. Qd.

Tillage and Implements. By Prof. W. J. Maiden. 2s. &d.

Fruit Culture. By J. Cheal, F.E.H.S. 2s. Bd.

Others in preparation.

HISTORY.
Modem Europe. By Dr. T. H. Dyer. 2nd Edition, revised and

oontinned. 5 toIs. Demy 8to. 21. 12s. 6d.

The Decline of the Bomcm Bepublio. By G. Long. 6 vols.

8to. 58. each.

Historical Maps of Sogland. By 0. H. Pearson. Folio. 3rd
Edition revised. 31s. 6d.

England in the Fifteenth Century. By the late Eev. W.
Denton, M.A. Demj 8to. 12s.

Feudalism : Its Eise, Progress, and Consequences. By Judge
Abdy. 7s. 6d.

History of England, 1800-46. By Harriet Martinean, with new
and copious Index. 5 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

A Fraotlcal Synopsis of English History. By A. Bowes, 9th
Edition, rerised. 8to. Is.
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Uvea of the Queens of Eogland. By A. Strickland. Library
Edition, 8 toIb. 7s. 6i1. e&oh. Cheaper Bdition, 6 vols. 5s. each. Abridged
Edition, 1 vol. 6s. 6d. Mar; Queen of ts, 2 vols. Ss. each. Tador and
Stuart PrinceBses, 5s.

The Elements of General History. By Prof. Tytler. New
Edition, brought down to 1874. Bmidl Post 8va. 3s. 6(1,

History and Geography Slzamination Papers. Compiled by
C. H. Spence, M.A., Clifton College. Grown Svo. 2s. 6d.

The Schoolmaster and the Law. By Williams and Markwiok.
Is. 6d.

For otJiflr Htstoncal Books, sss Catalogs of Bolvn's libraries, sent fret on
application.

DICTIONARIES.
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

English Language. Including Scientific, Technical,

and Biblical Words and Terms, with their Signi-

fications, Pronunciations, Etymologies, Altamative
Spellings, Derivations, Synonyms, and numerous j

illustrative Quotations, with various valuable literary
j

Appendices and 83 extra pages of Illustrations grouped
^

and classified, rendering the work a Complete
LiTEia^itT AND Scientific Reperence-Book. New
i'ditiorv (1890). Thoroughly revised and enlarged
under the supervision of Noah Porter, D.D., LL.D.
1 voL (2118 pages, 3500 woodcnts), 4to. cloth. Sis. 6il. ; half calf, 21. 2s.

;

half russia, 21. 5s. ; calf, 21. 8s. ; full sheep with patent marginal Index,
21. 8s. ; or in 2 vols, cloth, 11. 14s. j half mssia, 21. 18s.

Prospectuses, loith specimen po^es, sent free on application,

Richardson's Philological Dictionary of the EngUsh Language.
Combining Explanation with Etymology, and copiously illustrated by
Quotations from the best Authorities. With a Supplement. 2 vols. 4to.

41. 14s. 6d. Supplement separately. 4to. 12s.

Kluge's Etymological Dictionary of the German Language.
Translated from the 4th German edition by J. P. Davis, D.Lit., M.A.
(Lend.). Crown 4to. haJf buckram, 18s.

Dictionary of the French and English Languages, with more
than Fifteen Thousand New Words, Senses, &c. By P. E. A. Gaac. With
New Supplements. 4th Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Demy Svo.

10s. 6d, In USE Ai Habbow, Rdobt, Sesewsbubt, &o.

Pocket Dictionary of the French and English Languages.
By F. B. A. Gasc, Containing more than Five Thousand Modem and
Current Words, Senses, and Idiomatic Phrases and Renderings, not found

in any otjier dictionary of the two languages. New edition, with addi-

tions and corrections, 45th Thousand. 16mo. Cloth, 2s. 6d.

Argot and Slang. A new French and English Dictionary of the

Cant Words, Quaint Expressions, Slang Terms, and Flash Phrases used

in the high and low life of old and new Paris. By Albert Barrere, OfEoier

de rinstructlon Publique. New and Revised Bdition, Large Post 8 fo.

lOt, 6d.
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ENGLISH CLASS-BOOKS.
ComparaUTa Qrammar and Philology. By A. 0. Frioe, M.A.,

Assistant Master at Leeds Grammar SchooL 28. Bd.

The Blements of the English Language. By B. Adams, Ph.D.
21tli Edition. BeTisedbj J. 7. Daris, D.Lit., U.A. PostSTO. 4i. 6d,

The Rndlments of BngUsta Orammar and Analysis, By
B. Adams, Fh.D. 17tli Thousand. Fcap. 3to. Is.

A Concise System of Parsing. By L. E. Adams, B.A. Is. 6d.

Examples for G-rammatical Analysis (Verse and Prose). Se-
lected, &o., by F. Edwards. New edition. Oloth, Is.

Notes on Shakespeare's Flays. By T. DnfC Bamett, B.A.
HiDSDHiiEB Nisht's Dbzih, Is. ; Jvzns Osbab, Is. ; Hxhst V., Is. ;

TxMPKST, Is. ; Macbbth, Is. ; Ubbohaht oy Yehicb, Is. ; Haulbt, Is. ;

KiCHABD n.,l8. ; ElKG JOHN, Is. ; EiNG LbAB, Is. ; COBIOI.ABUS, IS.

GRAMMARS.
By 0. P. Mason, Fellow of Univ. Coll. London.

First Notions of Grammar for Tonng Learners. Foap. 8to.
67tli Thousand. BeTised and enlarged. Oloth. If.

First Steps In English arammar for Jomor Classes. Demy
18mo. 5^1i Thousand. Is.

Outlines of English Grammar for the Use of Jonior Classes.
87th Thonsand. drown 8vo. 2s.

English Grammar, inolnding the Principles of Grammatical
Analysis. 83rd Edition. 137th Thousand. Crown 8to. 3s. 6d.

Practice and Help in the Analysis of Sentences. 2<.

A Shorter English Grammar, with copious Exercises. 39th
to *3rd Thousand. Crown Sto. Ss. 64.

English Grammar Practice, being the Exercises separately, 1>,

Code Standard Grammars. Farts I. and n., 2d. each. Parts III.,

IV., and v., 3d. each.

Notes of Lessons, their Preparation, &a. By Jos6 Bickard,
Park Lane Board School, Leeds, and A. H. Taylor, Bodley Board
School, Leeds. 2nd Edition. Crown 8to. 2s. 6d.

A Syllabic System of Teaching to Bead, combining the advan-
tages of the 'Phonic' and the' Look-and-Say' Systems. Crown 8to. Is,

Practical Hints on Teaching. By Bev. J. Menet, M.A. 6th Edit,
revised. Crown 8ro. paper, 2s,

Test Lessons In Dictation. 4th Edition. Paper coyer, li. 6d.

Picture School-Books. With numerous Blnstrations. Boyal 16mo.
The Infant's Primer. Sd.—School Primer, 6d,—School B«ader. By J.

Tilleard, Is.—Poetry Book tor Schools, li.—The Life of Joseph. Is.—The
Scriptnre Parables. By the Rev. J. E. Clarke. Is.—The Scripture Miracles.
By the R«t. J. E. Clarke. Is.—The New Testament History. By the Rev.
J. Q. Wood, M.A. Is,—The Old Testament History. By the Eey. J. Q.
Wood, M.A. Is.—The Life of Martin Lnther. By Sarah Crompton. Is.

Helps' Course of Poetry, for Schools. A New Selection from
the English Poets, carefully compiled and adapted to the several standards
by B. A. Helps, one of H.U. Inspectors of Schools.

Book I. Infants and Standards I. and II. 134 pp. small 8to. 9(2.

Book II. Standards III. and IV. 224 pp. crown 8to. Is. Si.
Book III. Standards v., VI., and VII. 352 pp. post 8to. 2s.

In PABTS. Infants, 2d.; Stand. I., 2d. ; Stand. II., 2l. ; Stand. IIL, id.
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BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS.
A Serie.1 o/HeadingBooks designed tofaciliiate the acquisition ofthxpower

ofReading by very young Children, In 11 vols, limp cloth, Sd, each,

Tliose with an asterisk have a Frontispiece or other llnstrationa.

*The Old Boathouse. BeU and Fan; or, A Cold Dip.

*Tot and tbe Cat. A Bit of Cake. The Jay. The
Black Hen's Nest, Tom and Ned. Mrs. Bee, \ Suitable

*The Cat and the Hen. Sam and hia Dog Bedleg.
/ ^ i"^*

Bob and Tom Lee. A Wreck. |

^''•"™"-

*The New-bom Lamb. The Bosewood Box. Poor
Fan. Sheep Dog.

»The Two Parrots. A Tale of the Jubilee. By M. E.
Wintle. 9 llluatrations.

•The Story of Three Monkeys.

»Story of a Cat. Told by Hersell.

The Blind Boy. The Mute airl. A New Tale of
Babes in a Wood.

*Queen Bee and Busy Bee.

*auU's Crag.

Syllabic SpeUing. By 0. Barton. In Two Paris, Infants, 3d,

Standard I., Sd,

SwitabU
for

Standards
I. * II.

GEOGRAPHICAL READING-BOOKS.

By M. J. Babkinoion Wabd, M.A. With numerous Illustrations,

The Child's Geography. For the Use of Schools and for Home
Tuition. 6d.

The Map and the Compass. A Beading-Book of Geography,
For Standard I. New Edition, revised. 8d. cloth.

The Bound World. A Eeading-Book of Geography. For
Standard II. New Edition, reyised and enlarged. lOi.

About England. A Eeading-Book of Geography for Standard
III, With numerons llluatrations and Coloured Map. Is. 4d.

The Child's Geography of England. With Introductory Exer-
cises on the British Isles and Empire, with Questions. 2s, 6d, Without
Questions, 28.

ELEMENTARY MECHANICS,

By J. C. HoEOBiN, B.A., Principal of Homerton Training College.

Stage I. With nunwroua Illustrations, Is. 63,

Stu^e II. [In tlie press.

Stage III. [Preparinj.
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BELL'S READING-BOOKS.
FOB SOHOOLS AND PABOOHIAL LIBBABIES.

^010 Ready. Poit 8vo. Strongly bound in cloth, la. each.

*Ad.venturea of a Doniey.

»Ltfe of Columbus.

<G-rlinm'8 QermEui Tales. (Selected.)

'Andersen's Danish Tales. lUnstraied. (Selected.)

* Qrsat Englishmen. Short Lives for Tomig Children,

Great Englishwomen. Short LiTea of.

G-reat ScotsmeiL Short Lives of.

Parables from Nature. (Selected.) B; Mrs. Oait;,

'ildgeworth's Tales. (A Selection.)

BuxtabU
far

Standards
HI. 4 IT.

I

'Scott's Talisman. (Abridged.)

•Friends in Pur and Feathers. By Gwynfryn.

*Poor Jack. By Captain Marryat, E.N. Abgd.

•Dickens's Little NeU. Abridged from the ' The Old
Curiosity Shop.'

•Oliver Twist. By Charles Dickens. (Abridged.)

•Masterman Beady. ByCapt. Marryat. Ulna. (Abgd.)

•Gulliver's Travels. (Abridged.)

•Arabian Nights. (A Selection Eewritten.)

Standards
17. i r.

•The Vioar of Wakefield.

Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare. (Selected.)

•Robinson Crusoe. Blnstrated.

•Settlers in Canada. By Oapt. Marryat. (Abridged.)

Poetry for Boys. Selected by D. Munro.

•Sonthey's Life of Nelson. (Abridged.)

•Life of the Duke of Wellington, withMaps andPlane,

•Sir Roger de Coverley and other Eaaaya from the

Tales of the Coast By J. Bunciman. Spectator.^

* These Volmnea are JUustratei.

Standards
T.,n.,i
ru.

Uniform with the Series, in limp cloth, &d. each.

Shakespeare's Plays. Kemble'a Seading Edition. With Ex-
planatory NoteB for School Use.

. JULIUS C.BSAE. THE MEEOHANT OP TENICB. KING JOHN.
HKNEY THE FUTH. MACBETH. AS TOU LIKE IT.

London : 6E0RQE BELL & SONS, Tork Street, Covent Garden.
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